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Preface
The theme of the held symposium – Romanising oriental gods? Religious
transformations in the Balkan provinces in the Roman period – was chosen and agreed
upon by the co-organizers of this scientific debate, Leiden University, the University
of Toulouse and the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts, in order to present
some results pertaining to both old and new research carried out mainly within the
territory of South East Europe, with highlighted presence of the phenomena in ancient
Macedonia. Nevertheless, the thematic content, besides illustrating the relevant material
evidence, gave rise to a need to answer the question to which extent Oriental beliefs were
incorporated in the religious system of the Roman rational, practical and military spirit.
These insights are to be added to the great scientific repository of the Leiden School, one
of the well-known research centers that thoroughly examines the religions of the ancient
world, attested by numerous studies and published corpora.
It is well known within the scientific circles that study ancient beliefs to what extent
the erudite Franz Cumont was considered a kind of pioneer, with his profound and brilliant
observations about the diffusion of the Oriental beliefs in Rome, detailed especially in his
famous study, first published in 1907, with additional editions remaining in print until the
final fourth version published in 1929. His philosophical and theoretical approach to the
religious thought of the ancient peoples of the Mediterranean and the establishment of
relations with the political authority of Rome widely throughout Europe and the area of
the Middle East, opened the gates to further studies. The already developed discussions
of defining the religious meaning, the justification and transmission of beliefs from the
East, or their spreading to the Roman Empire, including their acceptance within religious
paganism, are current to this day. Among those early foundations the indispensable work
of Henri Graillot should be mentioned, which covered all known literary sources relating
to one of the strongest beliefs that flourished in the East, that of the Great Mother.
But in the second half of the 20th century a new figure appeared within the field
of the study of the beliefs of the Orient, disseminated in the Hellenistic cultural circle
and finally to Rome and the provinces – Maarten J. Vermaseren. He is the founder of
the Leiden School, which today is a major research center with an excellent publishing
record. In his works he registers cult images, reliefs, round plastic, ronde-bosse, epigraphic
monuments from the Mediterranean, discovered up to the mid-1980s. Today the studies
are continued by a new generation with broad ideas that clusters around research centres
at Leiden University.
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This, before all archaeological gathering was to unveil the latest results of the
excavations that provide evidence from the field as well in order to establish a very
thorough approach to interpreting the core of the beliefs that arrived from the East to
the Balkan provinces in Roman times, into a pagan environment. The idea also applies
to the anticipated interdisciplinary approach; therefore, in addition to archaeologists,
historians, epigraphists, and classical philologists were also involved.
Although the general titles of the contributions indicate implicitly which territories
the articles are dealing with, observations about Oriental religions, even if they are
discussed with respect to local events and phenomena, have basically universal and
wider cultural ramifications. The researchers participating in the symposium covered
a major cultural area: a number of the provinces in the Balkans – Dalmatia, Pannonia,
Moesia, Dardania, Thrace, as well as Macedonia, that generated numerous contributions
and yielded newly discovered cult monuments, particularly the temple in Stobi.
I must emphasise that in the countries of southeastern Europe, respectively in the
areas that were covered by the symposium, important research into the interpretation
of ancient beliefs was conducted in the 20th century. All the numerous articles and
publications also represent an important base to complement, upgrade or rest a new
interpretation on, examples of which are provided by the new research. The activity of
the older researchers is referenced through the extensive literature cited in the works of
participants of the symposium.
Because of the specificity of the topic, colleagues were invited who are engaged
in research into ancient beliefs and who have demonstrated significant results in this
specific area, based on material data compiled throughout the studied territory or
through direct involvement in certain archaeological excavations. Their studies draw on
artifacts like sculpture, epigraphic monuments, cult objects related to beliefs and finally
architectural monuments, all taken together as matter from which to gain general and
specific theoretical insights.
Within these contents, special emphasis was given to the interpretation of the
news of the arrival of the novelties, their acceptance and incorporation in the religious
substrate, the role of the indigenous population, the settlers and the army and, certainly, to
the gradually instigated transformation. Neither is immigration from the Orient excluded
here, confirmed besides the presence of new religious dogmas and customs, also through
the onomastic repository.
Conduits of dissemination of the impacts from the East are most certainly tied to the
coastal centres of the Aegean and the Adriatic. The movement of the traders, immigrants
and the armies occurs across the mainland, but more easily over the seas, with the ports
representing the contact zone, open corridors to the interior of the continent. It is why the
roads lead from the coastal centers – Amphipolis, Thessalonica, Dion Dirahion, Salon,
Jader, Paula, or Byzantium, Apollonia Pontica, Dionysopolis inland to the large cities
Stobi – Lychnidos, Scupi, Timacum, Sirmium, Viminacium, Ratiaria, Arupium, Serdica,
Philippopolis, which represent urban centres of the provinces or are recognizable merely
as cult centres. But those beliefs imported from an Oriental origin, syncretised in its path,
reach also the small settlements on the known roads, unknown in the antique geography,
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with many opportunities for their cult, cultural and sociological insight. In that context we
do not surpass the great role of the Roman legions who traverse the vast Empire, giving
evidence for the presence, bringing their military symbols and idols that lead to victories.
I would like to express gratitude to the colleagues who kindly accepted our invitation,
thereby supporting the idea of demonstrating new insights into the romanisation of the
Oriental beliefs and their transformation, beliefs which started arriving in southeastern
Europe before the Roman conquest and legal regulation of the provinces, and completely
new religious ideas and doctrines. I believe that this proceedings volume, with
demonstrated comprehensive research contributions, broadly represents the current state
of academic thought on this subject, widely studied in Europe and the Mediterranean.
These research endeavours represent valuable additions by researchers from the Balkans,
who have teamed up with established scientific centers, thereby opening new perspectives
for further contemplations on the discovered cult monuments.
Vera Bitrakova Grozdanova
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Предговор

Темата на одржаниот симпозиум „Романизирање на ориенталните богови.
Религиски трансформации во балканските провинции во римски период. Нови
наоди и перспективи“, беше избрана и усогласена помеѓу коорганизаторите на оваа
научна дебата, Универзитетот во Лајден, Универзитетот во Тулуз и МАНУ, со цел
да се претстават одредени резултати што се однесуваат и на старите и на новите
истражувања што се одвиваат, главно, на територијата на Југоисточна Европа, со
нагласено присуство на појавите од античка Македонија. Меѓутоа, во тематските
содржини, покрај илустрирањето на релевантните материјални докази, требаше
да произлезат одредени одговори околу прашањата во колкава мера ориенталните
верувања се инкорпорираа во религиозниот систем на римскиот рационален,
практичен и војнички дух. Тие сознанија би се приклучиле кон големиот научен
фундус на Лајденската школа, еден од многу познатите истражувачки центри каде
што темелно се проучуваат религиите на античкиот свет, потврдено и со бројните
публикувани корпуси и студии.
Во научните кругови што ги проучуваат античките верувања е познато
во колкава мера се смета ерудитот Франц Кимон (Franz Cumont) за пионер со
продлабочени и брилијантни согледувања околу продорот на ориенталните
верувања во Рим, особено со неговите познати студии, обелоденети најпрво во
1907 година, а потоа со проширените изданија излезени од печат до 1929 година
како последна четврта верзија. Неговиот философско-теоретски пристап кон
религиозната мисла на старите народи од Медитеранот, како и воспоставувањето на
релациите со политичката управа на Рим широко низ европскиот и блискоисточниот
простор ја отвори портата за натамошни проучувања. Развиените дискусии околу
дефинирањето на религиозното значење, оправданоста и пренесувањето на
верувањата од Истокот, или нивниот пат кон целата Римска Империја, вклучувајќи
го прифаќањето во религиозниот паганизам, и натаму траат. Во тие почетни
фундаменти треба да се спомене и неодминливото дело на Анри Грајо (Henri
Graillot) во кое се опфатени сите познати литерарни извори кои се однесуваат на
еден од силните верувања што цветаат и на Истокот, Големата Мајка.
Но, во втората половина на XX век се појави нова фигура во науката за
верувањата на Ориентот, продрени во хеленскиот културен круг и, на крај, во
Рим и провинциите – Mартин Фермасерен (Marteen J. Vermaseren). Основач на
Лајденската школа, која и денес претставува голем истражувачки центар со огромна
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издавачка продукција. Во неговите дела се регистрирани култни слики, релјефи,
тркалезна пластика, ronde-bosse, епиграфски споменици од Медитеранот, откриени
до средината на осумдесеттите години на XX век. Денес делото го продолжуваат
нови генерации, со широки идеи, кои се групираат околу истражувачкиот центар
при Универзитетот во Лајден.
Овој, пред сè, археолошки собир, требаше да ги обелодени последните
резултати од ископувања што нудат и теренски докази за изведување на продлабочен
пристап кон интерпетирањето на суштината на верувањата, кои доаѓале од Исток во
провинциите на Балканот во римска доба, во една многубожечка средина. Идејата,
исто така, се однесува и на антиципирање на интердисциплинарен пристап поради
што, покрај археолозите, вклучени се и историчари, епиграфичари, класични
филолози.
И покрај тоа што во генералниот наслов се посочува имплицитно за која
територија се однесуваат прилозите, согледувањата околу ориенталните религии,
покрај тоа што тие можат да покажат локални манифестации, во основа тие имаат и
поширок универзален културен аспект. Истражувачите-учесници на симпозиумот
покриваат голем културен ареал, дел од провинциите на Балканот – Далмација,
Панонија, Мезија, Дарданија, Тракија, како и Македонија, која се наметна со
бројните прилози и новооткриените култни споменици, особено со храмот во
Стоби.
Морам да истакнам дека во земјите на Југоисточна Европа, односно
просторите што беа опфатени со собирот, вршени се многу значајни истражувања
во интерпретирањето на античките верувања во текот на XX век. Сите тие бројни
прилози и публикации, исто така, се една значајна база врз која се дополнуваат,
надградуваат или добиваат ново толкување, сè опфатено со новите истражувања.
Таа активност на постарите истражувачи се согледува преку обемната литература
цитирана во трудовите на учесниците на собирот.
Поради специфичноста на темата, беа поканети колеги кои се занимаваат со
истражување на античките верувања и кои имаат прикажано значајни резултати
во оваа специфична сфера, базирано на материјални податоци, откривани на
териториите што ги проучуваат или директно се вклучени во одредени археолошки
ископувања. Од тие зафати произлегуваат артефактите како што скулптурата,
епиграфските споменици, култни предмети врзани со верувањата и, на крај,
архитектонските споменици, сè заедно како предмет на општи и посебни теоретски
согледувања.
Акцент на содржините требаше да се даде на интерпретацијата на новините, на
патиштата на доаѓањето, на нивното прифаќање и инкорпорирање во религиозниот
супстрат, на улогата на индигеното население, на доселениците, на војската и,
секако, на постепено наметнатата трансформација. Тука не е исклучено одреденото
доселување од Ориентот, кое, исто така, се потврдува покрај присуството на новите
религиозни догми, обичаи и преку ономастичкиот фундус.
Портите на продорите на влијанијата од Истокот, секако, најчесто се врзани
за крајбрежните центри на Егејот и Јадранот. Движењето на трговците, на
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имигрантите, на војските, се одвива и преку копното, но полесно преку морињата,
а пристаништата се контактната зона, отворените коридори кон внатрешноста
на континентот. Затоа од крајбрежните центри Амфиполис, Тесалоника, Дион,
Дирахион, Салона, Јадер, Пола или, пак, Византион, Аполонија Понтика,
Дионисополис и други, во внатрешноста водат патиштата кон големите градови
Стоби, Лихнидос, Скупи, Тимакум, Сирмиум, Виминакиум, Ратијарија, Арупиум,
Сердика, Филипополис, што преставуваат урбани центри било на провинциите,
било како култно препознатливи седишта. Но, тие увезени верувања, со ориентално
потекло, сикретизирани во својот пат, стигнуваат и во мали населби на познатите
комуникации, непознати во античката географија, со многу можности за нивно
култно, културно-социолошко согледување. Во тој контекст не се одминува и
големата улога на римските легии, кои патувајќи низ пространата Империја, даваат
доказ за присуството, носејќи ги своите војнички симболи и идолите кои ги водат
кон победите.
Заблагодарувајќи се на колегите кои љубезно ја прифатија нашата покана,
со тоа поддржувајќи ја идејата да се покажат новите согледувања околу
романизирањето на ориенталните верувања, нивната трансформација, од кои
еден дел стигнати во Југоисточна Европа и пред римското освојување и правно
уредување на провинциите, како и сосема новите религиозни идеи и учења.
Сметам дека Зборникот на трудовите, со покажаните сеопфатни истражувања, ја
претставува во голема мера сегашната состојба на научната мисла околу оваа тема,
многустрано проучувана низ Европа и Медитеранот. Овие истражувачки потфати
чинат еден неодминлив прилог од страна на учените од Балканот, придружувајќи
се кон познатите научни центри и отворајќи нови перспективи за понатамошни
сознанија преку откриените култни споменици.
Вера Битракова Грозданова
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Cultes orientaux, égyptiens, alexandrins,
osiriens, isiaques, ...: identités plurielles et
interpretationes variae

Laurent Bricault
Orientale pour les uns, égyptienne pour d’autres, alexandrine ici, memphite
ailleurs, Isis offre à ses adorateurs comme à ses détracteurs une myriade d’images et
de formes, une multitude d’identités et de noms que l’historiographie moderne, depuis
Renan et Cumont, pour ne pas remonter plus loin, a cherché à catégoriser avec plus ou
moins de bonheur. La polysémie des référents imagés et lexicaux rend possible, pour
le spectateur antique comme pour l’observateur moderne, une appréhension immédiate
non pas tant d’un quelconque syncrétisme religieux, mais bien plutôt des différentes
facettes de la divinité, composant une personnalité d’une extrême richesse que chacun
perçoit et intègre dans son propre panthéon en fonction d’interpretationes aussi variées
que délicates à saisir. Pour tenter de le faire, fut-ce brièvement et imparfaitement, il nous
faut remonter 250 ans en arrière.
Lorsqu’un beau jour de 1764, le 15 décembre précisément, les fouilleurs d’une
cité que l’on était pas encore assuré d’être Pompéi, désireux de mettre au jour la summa
cavea du théâtre, franchissent un mur et découvrent les cuisines du temple d’Isis, ils
ignorent l’extraordinaire destinée de cette découverte. L’information fait rapidement le
tour des antiquaires, collectionneurs et érudits; une première publication, dès décembre
1765, due à l’antiquaire napolitain Domenico Migliacci, quoique très approximative,
connaît un grand succès: on vient de découvrir un temple égyptien en Italie.
Dix années de fouilles permettent de dégager entièrement le complexe, modeste
dans ses dimensions – ce qui fait écrire à Ernest Renan (Voyages, Paris 1849, 111–112)
que « ce n’est rien qu’un autel, un sanctuaire avec dépendances. Tout est en plein vent.
Quatre personnes n’y tiendraient pas », – mais un complexe exceptionnel dans le poids des
représentations qu’il va faire naître. Voyageurs, écrivains, musiciens, poètes s’emparent
de l’affaire. Mozart s’en inspire pour le décor de la Flûte enchantée, Nerval lui consacre
toute une nouvelle dans ses Filles du feu et la déesse Isis devient la coqueluche d’un
siècle traversé d’exaltations romantiques et de fièvre orientaliste.
Les textes littéraires antiques, les vestiges épars de l’antique civilisation
pharaonique exhumés du sol de Rome depuis la Renaissance, les monnaies alexandrines
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de la collection Borgia publiée en 1787 par Georg Zoëga fournissent l’essentiel des
sources des premiers écrits suscités par la vogue isiaco-égyptienne née du croisement
de la trouvaille pompéienne et de l’expédition d’Égypte conduite par Bonaparte. Il en
va ainsi de la thèse présentée à Berlin en 1849 par Karl Reichel, intitulée De Isidis
apud Romanos cultu, qui s’interroge sur les raisons du succès d’Isis auprès des Romains.
Le questionnement est neuf, l’érudition saine – certaines des inscriptions publiées par
Janus Gruter en 1603 dans ses Inscriptiones antiquae totius orbis romani sont citées in
extenso –, mais l’heuristique demeure insuffisante pour apporter des réponses autres que
convenues.
Il faut attendre 1884 et la publication à Paris de la thèse de Georges Lafaye,
Histoire du culte des divinités d’Alexandrie Sérapis, Isis, Harpocrate et Anubis hors
de l’Égypte depuis les origines jusqu’à la naissance de l’école néo-platonicienne, pour
qu’une première étude scientifique d’envergure soit consacrée au culte d’Isis et des dieux
de son cercle hors de leur patrie d’origine. Cet ouvrage pose les jalons d’un domaine de
recherche qui ne sait pas encore qu’il existe, et définit un certain nombre de balises: ces
divinités sont au nombre de quatre, elles sont d’Alexandrie et leur culte peut s’étudier
hors d’Égypte, indépendamment de ce qui se passe sur la terre des pharaons.
Cet ouvrage, même s’il est aujourd’hui le plus souvent dépassé, – ce qui est
heureux, d’une certaine façon –, fonde le concept de cultes alexandrins, cultes qui ne
seraient à vrai dire guère plus que ceux pratiqués par une secte grossière et qui auraient
servi (je cite) « à préparer et à faciliter l’avènement du christianisme ». De fait, malgré
ce que nous considérons de nos jours comme de nombreux défauts, ce livre va structurer
véritablement un champ neuf de la recherche historique.
Une vision semblable des choses se lit, deux décennies plus tard, dans ce qui
demeure, aujourd’hui encore, comme l’une des œuvres majeures de l’histoire des
religions. En 1905, Franz Cumont donne au Collège de France, à Paris, une série de
conférences rapidement publiées sous le titre Les religions orientales dans le paganisme
romain. Réédité à plusieurs reprises, l’ouvrage prend sa forme définitive dans la 4e édition
de 1929. De longues pages (p. 69-94) y sont consacrées aux dieux et aux cultes égyptiens
envisagés comme le produit de l’impérialisme lagide. Des pages dans lesquelles le savant
belge s’intéresse davantage au sentiment religieux des Anciens et à ses manifestations
extérieures qu’aux réalités de terrain. Mais le style, l’élégance, la puissance du propos
sont tels qu’en ressort l’impression qu’il n’y a plus à y revenir. Les cultes égyptiens
y sont intégrés dans la catégorie des religions orientales, déjà présente chez Renan et
d’autres, mais en quelque sorte sacralisée, canonisée par Cumont, et qui aboutira à la
fondation en 1961, par Maarten Vermaseren, de la série des Études préliminaires aux
religions orientales dans l’Empire romain, les fameuses ÉPRO.
Force est de constater que ce paradigme des religions orientales apparaît aujourd’hui
difficilement opératoire. Il ne correspond plus à notre manière de questionner les sources
(lesquelles sont d’ailleurs beaucoup plus riches et variées que celles mises à contribution
il y a un siècle de cela, en partie grâce aux ÉPRO et à leurs catalogues régionaux où
la péninsule balkanique figure en si bonne place), à notre manière d’approcher le
fonctionnement des polythéismes, de saisir les cultures du monde hellénistique et romain,
d’appréhender les phénomènes d’acculturation. Et ceci parce qu’il est excessivement
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tributaire d’une vision christiano-centrique, évolutionniste, diffusionniste, moraliste,
hégélienne dirais-je, de l’histoire des religions et d’une vision « colonialiste » de l’Orient
– celle du XIXe et du début du XXe siècle pour l’essentiel – qui n’est plus la nôtre.
Pour Cumont et ses successeurs, les religions orientales s’opposent aux religions
païennes traditionnelles au sein desquelles elles se diffusent, préparant la voie du
christianisme. La multiplication, depuis un quart de siècle, des études de cas montre
que cette vision des choses a perdu de sa pertinence et que le concept a donc perdu
son efficacité heuristique, alors qu’il continue à être utilisé ici et là comme une sorte
d’étiquette aussi commode qu’imprécise.
Confrontés désormais à des paysages religieux complexes, pluri-dimensionnels et
interactifs à différents niveaux, sensibilisés par l’anthropologie et la sociologie religieuse
aux multiples enjeux de la pratique des cultes, et notamment les enjeux identitaires, alertés
par les historiens des religions sur la fluidité des processus d’interférences religieuses
et l’infinie et mouvante diversité des panthéons divins au sein des polythéismes, les
historiens d’aujourd’hui ont multiplié les grilles de lecture des phénomènes brillamment
saisis par Cumont sur le base d’un outillage herméneutique forcément plus élémentaire,
ou du moins fortement marqué par les conceptions de son temps.
En conséquence, la prise en compte de contextes spatio-temporels et socioculturels fondamentalement différenciés a fait éclater le caractère prétendument
unitaire des religions orientales. Les contextes internationaux, multiculturels (Délos,
Alexandrie, Éphèse, Rome, ...), tout comme les micro-contextes locaux, sont révélateurs
de religiosités différentes, de pratiques variées, de rapports singuliers au sacré, ancrées
dans des paramètres sociaux et identitaires ancestraux, traditionnels, conservateurs, mais
qui ne sont pas figés pour autant. Il est essentiel, même si cela peut paraître difficile pour
certains, d’admettre que Délos au IIe siècle av. J.-C. ou même Rome au Ier siècle apr. J.-C.
ne sont ni la Méditerranée ni même son centre, mais des centres, des pivots, des relais,
des pôles parmi d’autres au sein de réseaux multipolaires très denses et qui n’ont cessé
de se complexifier au fil du temps.
Le culte d’Isis et des siens à Délos est-il semblable, dans toutes ses dimensions,
à celui de la gens isiaca dans la Rome de Vespasien, de la triade Isis-Osiris-Horus dans
la Carthage punique ou la Nabatène pré-impériale, d’Isis sous ses différentes formes et
ses nombreux noms (Néphersès, Nephrémmis, Ermouthis, Sononais, etc.) dans tel ou tel
temple du Fayoum? Les contributions au volume Isis on the Nile co-édité avec mon ami
Miguel John Versluys et paru en 2010 ont montré que non.
La perception de la déesse, des rites qui lui paraissent attachés, de son culte par
Juvénal est-elle similaire à celle que l’on peut lire chez Varron, Plutarque, Pausanias
ou encore Tertullien? Plusieurs thèses récemment soutenues ont montré là encore que
non. Isis et les siens ne peuvent être perçus, analysés et compris de la même manière à
Alexandrie, à Carthage et à Rome, pour ne citer que ces trois capitales, de même que le
Sarapis alexandrin des premiers Ptolémées n’a guère à voir avec celui fustigé par Rufin
d’Aquilée lors de la destruction de son principal sanctuaire après les édits de Théodose.
Peut-on, doit-on alors parler de cultes alexandrins ici, de culte osiriens là, de cultes
isiaques ailleurs, de cultes égyptiens partout?
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Le concept de religions orientales a véhiculé avec lui un déplacement unidimensionnel, d’Est en Ouest. Mais qu’en est-il du cheminement inverse? Du trajet OuestEst? Et d’une circulation des cultes interne à l’Orient? Quelle pouvait bien être l’identité
religieuse, la Selbstverständnis d’Égyptiens qui ont vu leurs dieux sortir de la vallée du
Nil pour mieux y revenir, mais différents, car passés par les filtres d’interpretationes
variées, graeca, romana, judaica et même aegyptiaca lorsque certains vont réégyptianiser
la figure d’Isis à partir du IIe siècle de notre ère. Les termes et les modalités de ces
interpretationes – et l’on pense à la parcellisation de la divinité en de multiples formes
et de très nombreux théonymes susceptibles de mieux répondre à l’atomisation de la
demande qui caractérise la période hellénistique et les premiers temps de l’Empire
– devront être définis et analysés en profondeur dans de futures études, comme celle
intitulée The Hellenistic-Roman Mediterranean and the Egyptian gods: a contextual
overview que nous préparons avec Miguel John Versluys.
Mais pour cela, avant toute chose, il est nécessaire d’essayer de comprendre le
polythéisme de l’intérieur, sans le prendre nécessairement pour l’opposé du monothéisme,
évitant ainsi de tomber dans le piège des sources patristiques qui tracent une ligne de
démarcation idéologique entre deux réalités cultuelles bien plus fluides qu’elles ne le
disent ou pourraient le laisser supposer, ni même pour un ensemble homogène. Les
recherches récentes en iconographie religieuse le montrent clairement, qui posent
d’emblée maintes questions méthodologiques dont il faut impérativement tenir compte.
Les difficultés que nous éprouvons tous à lire, à comprendre et à interpréter une image
sont inhérentes à la distance obligatoire qui existe entre la figuration et les mots utilisés
pour la décrire et l’analyser. L’image se livre d’emblée comme une synthèse composée
de signes-référents culturels; la combinaison de ceux-ci permet une lecture polysémique
dépendant des acteurs qui la fabriquent, qui la commandent, qui la manient, comme
des spectateurs (anciens et modernes) et de leur mémoire, ainsi que du type d’objetmonument, de sa fonction, de son usage et de l’espace dans lequel il prend place. Ces
réflexions sont au cœur du volume The agents of Isiac cults: Functions, identities and
modes of representation édité par Valentino Gasparini et Richard Veymiers, et dont la
publication est attendue prochainement.
Le polythéisme répond en effet fondamentalement à une logique cumulative en
vertu de laquelle des éléments de nature et d’origine très variées peuvent cohabiter,
se combiner, se compléter voire se fondre dans des perspectives parfois – souvent? –
très pragmatiques, très concrètes, bien éloignées en tout cas des vues ésotériques qui
ont longtemps traversé les études modernes. La recherche d’une spiritualité nouvelle
dans les religions orientales pourrait donc bien être, en partie du moins, une projection
des savants des XIXe et XXe siècle pour qui la mystique était une forme supérieure de
religiosité.
Il est en effet désormais entendu – les travaux de Walter Burkert l’ont admirablement
démontré – qu’une simple équation religions orientales = cultes à mystères, au prétexte
de convergences lexicales et rituelles, est trompeuse et susceptible d’entraîner l’historien
dans des impasses d’où il lui sera difficile de sortir. L’ouvrage dirigé par Corinne Bonnet
et moi-même, intitulé Panthée: Religious Transformations in the Graeco-Roman Empire,
paru en 2013 chez Brill à Leyde l’a amplement confirmé. La qualification de « mystères »
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appliquée, par extension du modèle éleusinien, à des cultes venus d’ailleurs que des
collines de Rome doit sans doute être comprise comme une tentative d’appréhender
l’inconnu par le connu, une approximation certes, mais néanmoins significative. Il en
va ainsi lorsque l’auteur juif du roman Joseph et Aseneth décrit le judaïsme comme
une religion à mystères, dans le souci avéré de le présenter dans un écrin familier aux
Grecs. En quelque sorte, nous pourrions les comprendre davantage comme une sorte
d’interpretatio mysterica du modèle originel.
Plutôt que de vouloir saisir les polythéismes antiques en termes de clivages et de
divisions, il semble plus judicieux de les penser en termes d’interaction, de convergence,
de dialogue, selon des processus au sein desquels les stratégies politiques (celles des
Ptolémées ou des Flaviens, pour n’en citer que deux intéressant Isis et les siens) jouent
un rôle important, parallèlement à des logiques ethniques, sociales ou professionnelles,
collectives ou individuelles. Les identités religieuses sont souples, multiples et
cumulatives; dans Athènes, à Carthage, à Rome, l’origine étrangère des cultes ne
provoque pas nécessairement – au contraire – une mise à part, mais plutôt une multitude
de processus de valorisation (recours aux prêtres spécialistes étrangers, mises en scènes
de rituels aux décors innovants, maintien du mos indigène) d’une tradition « autre » que
l’on s’approprie, parce qu’elle véhicule une puissance, recouvre une fonction particulière,
magnifie une prérogative singulière que l’on intègre et perpétue.
Ainsi Isis, ou plutôt ses images, se transforment non seulement au fil des temps,
en raison des influences subies par l’Égypte, mais aussi en vertu des espaces où elle
s’implante, par un processus de « contamination », – que l’on pourrait qualifier d’ «
épidémiologique » – que subissent les images d’Isis, processus dont on trouve l’écho dans
les textes, épigraphiques, papyrologiques et littéraires. Cette faculté qu’a Isis à s’adapter
à son environnement en empruntant attributs, allures, gestes et attitudes à des images
d’autres divinités a probablement favorisé sa diffusion, sa réception et son essor cultuel
dans le monde méditerranéen. Les référents imagés associent Isis à d’autres divinités,
rendant possible pour le spectateur grec, romain ou autre une appréhension immédiate
non pas tant d’un syncrétisme religieux – l’expression est beaucoup trop schématique
et limitée sur le plan analytique –, mais plutôt des différentes facettes de la divinité
égyptienne. Son image présente à la fois des caractéristiques de l’ « autre », l’égyptienne
originelle, et de la « même », qu’elle soit une Artémis, une Aphrodite, une Tychè, etc. Se
pose alors le problème des étiquettes appliquées par les Modernes, comme par exemple
ceux qui veulent reconnaître absolument Aphrodite-Isis dans de multiples statuettes
pourtant bien différentes les unes des autres. Si différentes même qu’Isis-Aphrodite,
Aphrodite orientale, Isis syrienne ou d’autres expressions encore pourraient tout aussi
bien convenir. Seule la mise en série des images permet en fait d’éprouver la validité
des critères d’identification habituellement retenus, la clé d’identification d’une image
reposant le plus souvent sur la mise en relation de tous ses composants. On concédera
que cette syntaxe ne se livre toutefois pas toujours aisément et qu’elle demande souvent
un effort heuristique important.
Dans cette Méditerranée en mouvement (pour ne se limiter qu’à elle, mais, à titre
d’exemple, la présence de Sarapis dans le monnayage de l’Empereur kushan Huvishka
invite à élargir ce cadre très classique), le pragmatisme semble dominer, dans le sens où
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de multiples messages cohabitent et interfèrent sans véritable difficulté, pourvu qu’ils
soient efficaces. Dans ce cadre très dynamique, les cultes bougent, voyagent, évoluent,
se chargent de significations nouvelles, suscitent de nouvelles images, se diffusent,
s’épanouissent et s’implantent dans une multitude de contextes, engendrant un lexique
d’une foisonnante fluidité. Il n’est pas de dogme dans ce monde polythéiste, mais une
pluralité et une créativité constamment à l’œuvre, avec des médiations qu’il importe
encore d’approfondir, notamment entre la sphère du public et celle du privé, entre Orient,
Égypte, Grèce et Rome, entre identité et altérité.
Ceci peut faire songer au market-place of religions de John North, une métaphore
modélisée à partir de situations contemporaines nord-américaines, si souvent évoquée
depuis 20 ans. La notion est pertinente dans le sens où elle permet d’évacuer l’idée,
inadéquate et anachronique, de « tolérance » dans les systèmes poly-théistes, qui rendrait
compte des formes de cohabitation tant qu’ils ne rencontrent pas d’exclusivisme. Lorsque
nous considérons le monde religieux romain à partir du Ier siècle apr. J.-C., les cultes
venus d’Orient, à commencer par celui d’Isis et des siens, ne sont plus principalement
des religions d’émigrés (marchands orientaux, esclaves), même s’ils comptent dans leurs
rangs des populations migrantes (marchands, soldats). Les dieux eux-mêmes sont pour
certains des dieux du populus Romanus, soit par suite de leur inscription dans le panthéon
national (la Mater Magna, Isis), soit parce qu’ils sont les dieux d’une collectivité romaine
(Jupiter Héliopolitain). Mais la photographie des sociologies et des pratiques de leurs
adeptes peut presque différer du tout au tout selon les sources sur lesquelles on s’appuie,
selon la manière dont on les interroge, selon les contextes dont elles sont issues. La
concurrence supposant l’alternative, il faut analyser les divers niveaux ou natures des
besoins des fidèles pour être à même de comprendre les relations de complémentarité
ou, à l’inverse, les situations de compétition que cette métaphore économique recouvre
réellement et que l’on pourrait questionner par quelques interrogations (et la liste n’est
pas exhaustive):
- De quel poids a pesé le modèle dominant – à savoir la religion publique – (en
attendant l’intervention de l’État avec les édits du IIIe siècle), puisque l’épigraphie
indique que les cultes dits orientaux étaient organisés socialement et rituellement
(en dehors des « mystères ») selon les mêmes cadres que les cultes traditionnels ?
- Pour ces sociétés profondément associatives, quel rôle jouaient les sociabilités
dans les adhésions ?
- Puisque ces cultes offraient des « produits » qui présentaient parfois des similitudes
– dans la représentation des figures divines, dans les expériences dévotes, dans les
solidarités mystériques, néanmoins hiérarchisées –, quels critères intervenaient
pour décider des choix, d’autant plus qu’ils ne sont généralement pas exclusifs,
même avant les générations des « last pagans » ?
Pourquoi d’ailleurs, chez ces « derniers païens » – qui ne sont pas vraiment les
derniers, en fait, mais plutôt les premiers, si l’on veut être rigoureux –, accumuler les
marques d’adhésion à des cultes dont les rituels paraissent désormais si semblables
et dont la représentation des figures divines évolue dans le même sens de puissance
universelle, donc de possible unicité, sinon pour mettre en avant une nouvelle identité
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religieuse face à ce concept d’exclusivité qui se dégage progressivement: longtemps,
les Anciens ont fonctionné dans une logique de cultes choisis, privilégiés, avant que
les catégories nettes de polythéisme et de monothéisme ne se cristallisent peu à peu;
puis, sans doute assez tôt, dès la fin du IIe siècle, la cohabitation cède la place à la
compétition et, dans ce cadre, le discours religieux se fait « publicitaire », les identités
se figent et entraînent avec elles la propension à l’exclusivité, voire à la répression, à
l’hérésie. L’Einheit l’emporte sur la Gleichheit: la comparaison devient un instrument de
différenciation, davantage que de dialogue et de rapprochement. Dans ce cadre, naissent
la célèbre théorie de l’imitatio diabolica en même temps que les discours dogmatiques.
La perception de soi et la perception des autres passe désormais par le biais de pratiques
religieuses progressivement codifiées. Il n’est alors plus temps de s’interroger sur les
distinctions à opérer entre cultes égyptiens, alexandrins, osiriens et isiaques.
Plus temps, jusqu’à ce que nous, Modernes, rouvrions le dossier.
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Ориентални, египетски, александриски, озириски,
изијачки култови, ...: повеќеслојни идентитети
и interpretationes variae

Лоран Брико
Ориентална за едни, египетска за други, александриска на едно, мемфиска
на друго место, Изида на своите обожаватели и критичари им нуди огромен број
слики и облици, мноштво идентитети и имиња што современата историографија,
почнувајќи од Ренан (Renan) и Кимон (Cumont), без да се оди подалеку во минатото,
се обиде да ги категоризира со повеќе или помалку успех. Повеќезначноста на
фигуралните и лексичките особености му овозможува, како на античкиот гледач,
така и на современиот набљудувач, непосредно сфаќање не толку на некаков
религиозен синкретизам, туку многу повеќе на различните лица на божеството кои
сочинуваат една исклучително богата личност што секој ја восприема и ја интегрира
во сопствениот пантеон во зависност од interpretationes кои се истовремено
разновидни и деликатни за сфаќање. За да се обидеме тоа да го сториме, макар и
накратко и површно, потребно е да се вратиме 250 години во минатото.
Кога еден убав ден во 1764 година, поточно на 15 декември, истражувачите на
еден локалитет за кој сè уште не беше сигурно дека е Помпеја, желни да ја откријат
summa cavea на театарот, преминуваат преку еден ѕид и ги откриваат кујните
од храмот на Изида, тие не се свесни за извонредната иднина на ова откритие.
Информацијата брзо се проширува меѓу антикварите, колекционерите и ерудитите;
првата публикација, уште во декември 1765 година, на неаполскиот антиквар
Доменико Милјачи (Domenico Migliacci), иако многу непрецизна, доживува голем
успех: во Италија само што е откриен еден еgиpеtски храм.
Десетгодишните ископувања овозможуваат целосно откривање на комплексот,
кој е со скромни димензии – а тоа го наведува Ернест Ренан (Ernest Renan) (Voyages,
Paris 1849, p. 111–112) да напише дека „се работи само за еден олтар, светилиште со
депанданси. Сè е отскриено. Нема простор ни за четири лица“, – но е исклучителен
според важноста на претставите што ќе произлезат од него. Патници, писатели,
музичари, поети почнуваат да се интересираат за ова откритие. Моцарт оттука ја
црпи инспирацијата за декорот на Волшебнаtа флејtа, Нервал му посветува цела
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новела во своите Девојки на оgноt (Filles du feu), а божицата Изида станува идол
на еден век исполнет со романтични егзалтации и ориенталистичка треска.
Античките книжевни текстови, расфрлените остатоци од античката
фараонска цивилизација ископани од тлото на Рим уште во времето на Ренесансата,
александриските монети од колекцијата Борџија објавена во 1787 година од страна
на Георг Зоега (Georg Zoëga) се најважните извори на првите записи инспирирани
од изијачко-египетската мода создадена со вкрстувањето на помпејското откритие
и египетската експедиција предводена од Бонапарта. Истото важи и за тезата
претставена во Берлин во 1849 година од страна на Карл Рајхел (Karl Reichel),
со наслов De Isidis apud Romanos cultu, која се занимава со причините за успехот
на Изида кај Римјаните. Проблематиката е нова, ерудицијата солидна – некои од
натписите објавени од Јанус Грутер (Janus Gruter) во 1603 година во неговите
Inscriptiones antiquae totius orbis romani се цитирани in extenso –, но хеуристиката
сè уште не е во состојба да даде посуштински одговори.
Треба да се почека 1884 година и објавувањето во Париз на тезата на Жорж
Лафе (Georges Lafaye), Histoire du culte des divinités d’Alexandrie Sérapis, Isis,
Harpocrate et Anubis hors de l’Égypte depuis les origines jusqu’à la naissance de l’école
néo-platonicienne, за една прва значајна научна студија да му биде посветена на
култот на Изида и на боговите од нејзиниот круг надвор од нивната татковина. Овој
труд ги исцртува рамките на една истражувачка област која сè уште не е свесна за
своето постоење и дефинира извесен број елементи: овие божества се четири на
број, потекнуваат од Александрија и нивниот култ може да се проучува надвор од
Египет, независно од тоа што се случува во земјата на фараоните.
Ова дело, иако денес е најчесто застарено, – што, на извесен начин, е добро
–, го поставува концептот александриски кулtови, култови кои изгледа во суштина
не биле многу поинакви од оние практикувани од страна на некоја примитивна
секта и кои веројатно служеле „за подготвување и олеснување на подемот на
христијанството“. Всушност, и покрај бројните недостатоци што се забележуваат
од денешна перспектива, оваа книга навистина ќе структуира едно ново поле во
историското истражување.
Две децении подоцна, слична визија на нештата може да се прочита во она
што, и денес, е едно од најважните дела во историјата на религиите. Во 1905
година, на Collège de France во Париз, Франц Кимон (Franz Cumont) одржува серија
предавања кои набрзо се објавени со наслов Les religions orientales dans le paganisme
romain. Преиздадена во повеќе наврати, ова дело добива дефинитивна форма со 4.
издание од 1929 година. Многу негови страници (стр. 69–94) им се посветени на
боговите и на еgиpеtскиtе кулtови разгледувани како производ на птолемејскиот
империјализам. Страници на кои белгискиот научник повеќе се интересира за
религиозното чувство на Старите и за неговите надворешни манифестации отколку
за реалноста на теренот. Но стилот, елеганцијата, моќта на зборовите се такви што
од нив произлегува впечатокот дека повторното навраќање на темата е непотребно.
Таму еgиpеtскиtе кулtови се вклучени во категоријата ориенtални релиgии, веќе
присутна кај Ренан и кај други, но на некој начин сакрализирана, канонизирана од
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страна на Кимон, а тоа ќе резултира со создавањето на серијата Études préliminaires
aux religions orientales dans l’Empire romain, познатите ÉPRO, во 1961 година од
страна на Мартен Фермасерен (Maarten Vermaseren).
Мора да се констатира дека парадигмата ориенtални релиgии денес изгледа
малку практична. Таа веќе не соодветствува на нашиот начин на истражување
на изворите (кои, впрочем, се многу побогати и поразновидни од оние кои беа
употребувани еден век претходно, делумно благодарение на ÉPRO и на нивните
регионални каталози во кои Балканскиот Полуостров зазема толку добро место),
на нашиот начин на пристапување кон функционирањето на политеизмите, на
сфаќањето на културите од хеленистичкиот и од римскиот свет, на восприемањето
на феномените на акултурација. Тоа е така зашто оваа парадигма е прекумерно
зависна од една христијанско-центристичка, еволуционистичка, дифузионистичка,
моралистичка, хегелијанска, би рекол јас, визија на историјата на религиите и на
една „колонијалистичка“ визија на Ориентот – во најголема мера онаа од XIX и од
почетокот на XX век – која веќе не е наша.
За Кимон и за неговите следбеници, ориенtалниtе релиgии им се
спротивставуваат на tрадиционалниtе pаgански релиgии во чии рамки тие се
шират, подготвувајќи го патот на христијанството. Зголемувањето на бројот,
од пред четврт век, на тематските студии покажува дека оваа визија на нештата
изгубила дел од својата пертинентност, што значи дека концептот ја изгубил својата
хеуристичка ефикасност, иако наместа продолжува да се користи како некаква
погодна, но непрецизна етикета.
Соочени со сложени религиозни пејзажи, кои се повеќедимензионални
и интерактивни на различни нивоа, упатени од страна на антропологијата и
религиозната социологија во многубројните влогови (особено идентитетските)
на практикувањето на култовите, предупредени од страна на историчарите
на религиите за флуидноста на процесите на религиозни интерференции и за
бесконечната и подвижна разновидност на божествените пантеони во рамките на
политеизмите, денешните историчари ги умножија шемите на интерпретирање на
појавите што Кимон брилијантно ги забележа, врз основа на херменевтички алатки
кои се нужно поедноставни или барем силно обоени од концепциите на неговото
време.
Следствено на тоа, земањето предвид на суштински раздвоените просторновременски и социо-културни контексти го разби наводниот унитарен карактер
на ориенtалниtе релиgии. Меѓународните, мултикултурни контексти (Делос,
Александрија, Ефес, Рим, ...), како и локалните микроконтексти, откриваат различна
религиозност, разновидни практики, уникатни односи кон светото, втемелени
во прадедовски, традиционални, конзерваторски општествени и идентитетски
параметри, но кои сепак не се непроменливи. Дури и ако ова некому може да му
изгледа тешко, од суштинска важност е да признаеме дека Делос во II век п.н.е.,
па дури и Рим во I век н.е. не се ни Медитеранот, ниту пак неговиот центар, туку
центри, столбови, врски, меѓу другите, во рамките на многу густи мултиполарни
мрежи кои во текот на времето станувале сè посложени.
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Дали култот на Изида и на нејзината придружба во Делос е сличен, во сите
свои димензии, со оној на gens isiaca во Веспазијановиот Рим, на тријадата ИзидаОзирис-Хорус во пунската Картагина или предимперијалната Набатена, на Изида
во нејзините различни облици и многубројни имиња (Nepherses, Nephremmis,
Ermouthis, Sononais, итн.) во некој храм во Фајум? Прилозите од Зборникот Isis
on the Nile во коуредништво со мојот пријател Мигел Џон Верслаус (Miguel John
Versluys) објавен во 2010 година покажаа дека тоа не е случај.
Дали перцепцијата на божицата, на ритуалите кои се чинат поврзани со неа, на
нејзиниот култ од страна на Јувенал е слична на онаа што можеме да ја прочитаме
кај Варон, Плутарх, Павзаниј или Тертулијан? И на ова прашање повеќе неодамна
одбранети тези одговорија одречно. Изида и нејзината придружба не можат да
бидат восприемани, анализирани и сфатени на истиот начин во Александрија, во
Картагина и во Рим, ако ги цитираме само овие три главни града, исто како што и
александрискиот Сарапис од првите Птолемеи нема многу заеднички елементи со
оној што е критикуван од Руф од Аквилеја за време на уништувањето на неговото
главно светилиште по едиктите на Теодосиј. Дали тогаш можеме, дали треба овде
да зборуваме за александриски кулtови, таму за озириски кулtови, на трето место
за изијачки кулtови, а насекаде за еgиpеtски кулtови?
Концептот ориенtални релиgии со себе донесе и еднодимензионално
поместување, од Исток кон Запад. Но што е со обратната насока? Со патот ЗападИсток? И со движењето на култовите внатре во Ориентот? Каков можеше да биде
религиозниот идентитет, Selbstverständnis на Египќаните чии богови излегоа
од долината на Нил за повторно да се вратат назад, но поинакви, зашто минале
низ филтрите на различни interpretationes, graeca, romana, judaica, па дури и
aegyptiaca кога некои од нив ќе ја реегипќанизираат фигурата на Изида почнувајќи
од II век н.е. Елементите и модалитетите на овие interpretationes – а се мисли на
парцелизирањето на божеството во повеќе облици и многубројни теоними кои
можат подобро да одговорат на атомизацијата на барањето кое го карактеризира
хеленистичкиот период и почетоците на Империјата – ќе треба да бидат дефинирани
и длабоко анализирани во идни студии, како онаа со наслов The Hellenistic-Roman
Mediterranean and the Egyptian gods: a contextual overview што ја подготвуваме со
Мигел Џон Верслаус.
Но, за ова да се направи, потребно е најпрвин да се обидеме да го сфатиме
политеизмот одвнатре, без нужно да го земаме како спротивност на монотеизмот,
избегнувајќи така да паднеме во стапицата на патристичките извори кои повлекуваат
демаркативна идеолошка линија меѓу две културни реалности кои се многу
пофлуидни од она што го покажуваат или изгледаат, ниту пак како хомогена целина.
Поновите истражувања на религиозната иконографија тоа јасно го покажуваат
и веднаш поставуваат многу методолошки прашања кои задолжително треба да
се земат предвид. Потешкотиите со кои сите ние се соочуваме при читањето,
сфаќањето и толкувањето на една слика се тесно поврзани со задолжителната
оддалеченост која постои меѓу фигурацијата и зборовите употребени за таа да
се опише и анализира. Сликата веднаш се претставува како синтеза составена од
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културолошки знаци; нивната комбинација овозможува повеќезначно толкување
кое зависи од актерите кои го создаваат, го порачуваат, го употребуваат, но и од
гледачите (стари и современи) и од нивната меморија, како и од типот на предметотспоменик, од неговата функција, од неговата употреба и од просторот во кој тој
се наоѓа. Овие размислувања ја сочинуваат суштината на Зборникот The agents of
Isiac cults: Functions, identities and modes of representation во издание на Валентино
Гаспарини (Valentino Gasparini) и Ришар Веjмие (Richard Veymiers) кој наскоро ќе
излезе од печат.
Политеизмот во основа соодветствува на една кумулативна логика според
која елементи со многу различна природа и потекло можат да кохабитираат, да
се комбинираат, да се дополнуваат, па дури и да се претопат во перспективи кои
понекогаш – често? – се многу прагматични, многу конкретни, во секој случај многу
оддалечени од езотеричните погледи кои долго време беа присутни во современите
студии. Значи, потрагата по нова духовност во ориенtалниtе релиgии би можела,
барем делумно, да биде проекција на научниците од XIX и XX век за кои мистиката
беше супериорен облик на религиозност.
Веќе е утврдено – работата на Валтер Буркерт (Walter Burkert) тоа одлично го
докажа – дека простото равенство ориенtални релиgии = мисtериски кулtови, со
лексички и ритуални конвергенции како изговор, може да измами и да го одведе
историчарот во безизлез. Книгата под раководство на Корин Боне (Corinne Bonnet)
и мене, со наслов Panthée. The Religious Transformations in the Greco-Roman Empire
која е објавена во 2013 година од Brill од Лајден тоа во голема мера го потврди.
Квалификацијата „мистерии“ применета, како проширување на елеузинскиот модел,
за култови кои не се дојдени од римските ридови, туку од друго место, најверојатно
треба да биде сфатена како обид да се разбере непознатото преку познатото, што,
секако, е апроксимација, но сепак индикативна. Така е и кога еврејскиот автор на
романот Јосиф и Асенеt (Joseph et Aseneth) го опишува јудаизмот како мистериска
религија, во настојувањето да го претстави на начин што им е познат на Грците. На
некој начин, ние би можеле уште повеќе да ги сфатиме како еден вид interpretatio
mysterica на првобитниот модел.
Наместо да настојуваме да ги доловиме античките политеизми во смисла на
поделби и разделби, се чини дека е посоодветно да ги третираме во смисла на
интеракција, конвергенција, дијалог, според процеси во чии рамки политичките
стратегии (како, на пример, оние на Птолемеите или на Флавиевците кои се
однесуваат на Изида и на нејзината придружба) играат важна улога, паралелно со
етнички, социјални или професионални, колективни или индивидуални логики.
Религиозните идентитети се флексибилни, многубројни и кумулативни; во Атина,
Картагина, Рим туѓото потекло на култовите не предизвикува нужно – напротив
– маргинализирање, туку мноштво процеси на валоризација (ангажирање на
странски свештеници специјалисти, практикување на ритуали со иновативни
декори, одржување на староседелскиот обичај) на една „поинаква“ традиција која
се прифаќа, зашто таа со себе носи моќ, има посебна функција, велича единствен
прерогатив што се интегрира и се продолжува.
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Така, Изида, односно нејзините слики се трансформираат не само низ
времето, поради влијанијата што ги трпи Египет, но и во зависност од просторот
каде што таа се вгнездува, преку процес на „контаминација“ – која би можеле да
ја дефинираме како „епидемиолошка“ – што ја трпат сликите на Изида, процес чиј
одраз се среќава во епиграфските, папиролошките и книжевните текстови. Оваа
способност на Изида да се адаптира на својата околина позајмувајќи атрибути,
држење, гестови и ставови од слики на други божества веројатно го олеснила
нејзиното ширење, прифаќање и нејзиниот културен подем во медитеранскиот
свет. Фигуралните одлики ја поврзуваат Изида со други божества, овозможувајќи
му на грчкиот, римскиот или друг гледач непосредно восприемање не толку на
еден религиозен синкретизам – изразот е премногу шематизиран и ограничен
на аналитички план –, туку повеќе на различни лица на египетското божество.
Нејзината слика истовремено претставува карактеристики на „другата“, изворно
египетска, и на „истата“, без оглед дали е Артемида, Афродита, Тихе итн. Тогаш се
јавува проблемот со етикетите употребени од Модерните, како на пример оние кои
апсолутно сакаат да ја препознаат Афродита-Изида во бројни статуетки кои, пак,
се многу различни едни од други. Толку различни, што изразите Изида-Афродита,
ориентална Афродита, сириска Изида или други би биле исто толку соодветни.
Всушност, единствено ставањето на сликите во серија овозможува да се провери
исправноста на вообичаено употребуваните критериуми за идентификација,
бидејќи клучот за идентификација на една слика најчесто се базира на поврзување
на сите нејзини делови. Ќе допуштиме дека оваа синтакса не е секогаш податлива
и дека често бара голем хеуристички напор.
Во ваквиот раздвижен Медитеран (овде се осврнуваме само на него, но, како
пример, присуството на Сарапис на монетите изработени во времето на кушанскиот
владетел Хувишка бара проширување на оваа многу класична рамка), се чини
дека доминира прагматизмот, во смисла на тоа дека многу пораки кохабитираат и
меѓусебно си влијаат без поголема потешкотија, под услов да се ефикасни. Во оваа
многу динамична рамка, култовите се движат, патуваат, еволуираат, се здобиваат
со нови значења, поттикнуваат нови слики, се распространуваат, се развиваат и
се вгнездуваат во мноштво контексти, создавајќи разновидна лексика. Во овој
политеистичен свет нема догма, туку постојано активна плуралност и креативност,
со посредништва кои треба уште да се продлабочуваат, особено меѓу јавната и
приватната сфера, меѓу Ориентот, Египет, Грција и Рим, меѓу идентитет и алтеритет.
Ова може да нè потсети на market-place of religions на Џон Норт (John North),
метафора обликувана врз основа на современи северноамерикански ситуации,
толку често употребувана последниве 20 години. Поимот е пертинентен бидејќи
овозможува отфрлање на идејата, несоодветна и анахрона, за „толеранција“ во
политеистичките системи која би ги објаснила формите на кохабитација сè додека
тие не се соочат со ексклузивизам. Кога го разгледуваме римскиот религиозен
свет од I век н.е., култовите дојдени од Ориентот, почнувајќи од оној на Изида и
нејзината придружба, не се веќе само религии на иселеници (ориентални трговци,
робови), иако во своите редови вбројуваат народи во миграција (трговци, војници).
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И некои од боговите се богови на populus Romanus, било по нивното вклучување во
националниот пантеон (Mater Magna, Изида), било бидејќи тоа се богови на една
римска заедница (Јупитер Хелиополитански). Но фотографијата на социологиите
и на практиките на нивните приврзаници може речиси и сосем да се разликува
во зависност од изворите на кои се потпираме, начинот на кој ги анализираме,
контекстите од кои произлегле. Бидејќи конкуренцијата претпоставува алтернатива,
треба да се анализираат различните нивоа или природи на потребите на верниците
за да можеме да ги сфатиме врските на комплементарност или, обратно, ситуациите
на натпревар на кои оваа економска метафора реално се однесува и кои би можеле
да ги анализираме низ неколку прашања (списокот не е исцрпен):
- Која била тежината на доминантниот модел – односно јавната религија – (во
очекување на интервенцијата на Државата со едиктите од III век), бидејќи
епиграфијата укажува на тоа дека култовите наречени ориентални биле
општествено и ритуално организирани (надвор од „мистериите“) според
истите рамки како и традиционалните култови?
- За овие длабоко асоцијативни општества, која била улогата на контактите во
приклучувањето?
- Бидејќи овие култови нуделе „производи“ кои понекогаш покажувале
сличност – во претставувањето на божествените фигури, во побожните
искуства, во мистериските солидарности, сепак хиерархизирани –, според
кои критериуми се вршел изборот, дотолку повеќе што тие генерално не се
ексклузивни, дури и пред генерациите на „last pagans“?
Зошто, впрочем, кај овие „последни пагани“ – кои всушност и не се последни,
туку повеќе први, ако сакаме да бидеме прецизни -, да се акумулираат знаците
за приклучување кон култови чии ритуали веќе изгледаат толку слични и чие
претставување на божествените фигури еволуира во истата насока на универзална
моќ, значи на можно единство, освен ако не е за истакнување нов религиозен
идентитет соочен со овој концепт на ексклузивност кој постепено се изделува:
долго време, Старите функционирале според логиката на избрани, привилегирани
култови, пред јасните категории политеизам и монотеизам постепено да се
кристализираат; потоа, најверојатно доста рано, уште од крајот на II век,
кохабитацијата му отстапува место на натпреварот и, во таа рамка, религиозниот
дискурс станува „рекламен“, идентитетите се затврдуваат и водат кон јакнење на
ексклузивноста, па дури и на репресијата, на ересот. Einheit добива надмоќ над
Gleichheit: споредбата станува инструмент за разликување, повеќе отколку за
дијалог и за приближување. Во оваа рамка, се раѓа славната теорија за imitatio
diabolica во исто време како и догматските дискурси. Перцепцијата на себеси и
на другите почнува да се реализира преку постепено кодифицирани религиозни
практики. Значи, заврши времето на размислување за разликите што треба да се
прават меѓу еgиpеtски, александриски, озириски и изијачки кулtови.
Сè додека не дојде времето кога ние, Модерните, повторно ќе го отвориме
досието.
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Les cultes orientaux dans la Haute Macédoine,
leur survie et leur adoption au temps romain

Vera Bitrakova Grozdanova
Abstract
The mountainous region of ancient Macedonia, or Upper Macedonia as it was called in
historical sources, was not the first region to feel the influence of the Orient which, in historic
times, reached its coastal region much more quickly. However, the movement of cultural goods
can be tracked and also through the import of spiritual values expressed by worshipping gods.
These cultural goods arrived from Asia Minor, Egypt, and the Middle East.
One of the oldest pre-Roman beliefs from the East is represented by the goddess Cybele,
recognised in the Hellenistic period, further north in the region of Pelagonia, in Elymée,
and in the intermediate region along the Vardar River. Iconography shows the route of
her dissemination, as well as her veneration in Roman times. This is evidenced by figural
representations and inscriptions where she appears as the Mother of the Gods; a cult of the
Great Mother also being associated with Neolithic communities.
In the studied area, Egyptian deities were first recognised in late Hellenistic times, and
veneration peaked during the Imperial period, especially the 2nd and 3rd centuries. These deities
can be followed thanks to a few remaining inscriptions and to the “théologie en images”, but
especially with the latest discovery of the temple at Stobi and the extraordinary statue of Isis.
Stobi is the location where the Macedonian-Hellenic cultural substrate intersects with Oriental
beliefs in Roman times, are adopted in a syncretic form, tolerated and maintained without
obstacles, as confirmed by the presence of the Jewish religion. The activity of the Jewish
community is evidenced through the Synagogue, the inscriptions and symbols from the 2nd to
the beginning of 5th century.
Key words: Upper Macedonia – Magna Mater – Cybele – Egyptian deities – Synagogue,
Stobi.
Апстракт
Планинската област на античка Mакедонија или како се нарекуваше во изворите Горна
Македонија, не беше во прв план изложена на влијанијата кои во историската епоха
стигнуваа од Ориентот многу побрзо во нејзината крајбрежна област. Но, културните
влијанија се следат и преку духовните вредности кои се искажуваа со почит кон божествата.
Тие доаѓаа од Мала Азија, од Египет и од Блискиот Исток.
Едно од најстарите предримски почитувања, дојдено од Исток се искажува преку божицата
Кибела, регистрирано во хеленистичката епоха во просторот на Пелагонија, во Елимеја, а
потоа и во интермедијалната регија по долината на Вардар. Иконографијата укажува на
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патиштата на продорите, но и на нејзиното опстојување и во римската епоха, потврдено
со фигуралните претстави и натписи на кои се среќава под името Мајка на Боговите,
култ поврзуван со неолитските зедници.
Египетските божества се регистрирани во споменатиот простор во доцно хеленистичкото
време, но се најактуелни во империјалниот период, II – III век. Покрај ретките натписи
нивното присуство најмногу го пратиме преку „теологијата на сликата“, но и со
последното откритие на храмот во Стоби, како и вонредната статуа на Изида.
Стоби е локација каде што врз македонско-еленскиот културен суптрат се вкрстуваат
во римско време ориенталните верувања, се прифаќаат и во синкретизирана форма,
се толерираат или непречено се негуваат, што се потврдува со присуството на еврејската
религија. Дејствувањето на еврејската зедница се чита преку Синагогата, натписите,
симболите, од времето на II до почетокот на V век.
Клучни зборови: Горна Македонија – Магна Матер – Кибела – египетски божества –
Синагога, Стоби.

La région montagneuse de la Macédoine antique, ou la Haute Macédoine, comme
elle était appelée dans les sources littéraires, n’était pas au premier plan des influences
qui, à l’époque historique, arrivaient plus vite et étaient beaucoup plus fortes dans la
région littorale ou en Basse Macédoine. Cependant, en ce qui concerne les percées
culturelles largement dans les Balkans en provenance de l’Orient, elles sont ressenties
beaucoup plus tôt, dans la préhistoire. C’est surtout à l’époque historique que l’on
peut suivre les voies de transmission des biens culturels par le biais de l’importation
des marchandises en céramique ou en verre et des bijoux, mais également des valeurs
spirituelles exprimées d’abord en tant que formes sculpturales et ensuite en tant que
documents écrits et monuments architecturaux, destinés à rendre hommage aux divinités.
Les recherches archéologiques augmentent le nombre des preuves matérielles de
l’introduction de nouvelles valeurs spirituelles dans la vie de la population indigène
vivant dans les Balkans. Les artéfacts de la Haute Macédoine1 dont le sens spirituel a
déjà fait objet de mes observations seront dans cette occasion élargis et complétés par de
nouvelles découvertes et constatations. Il est question de deux manifestations de culte
dominantes, originaires d’espaces différents de l’époque antique préromaine, qui existent
indépendamment et qui, pendant une certaine période, sont vénérées parallèlement,
survivant au temps romain impérial. Ce sont des croyances venues d’Asie Mineure, du
Proche-Orient et, plus loin, d’Egypte. À ces cultes s’ajoute encore une apparition religieuse
venue de l’est, la doctrine juive.2
La croyance orientale qui apparaît le plus tôt est bien sûr le culte voué à la déesse
Cybèle, maîtresse des forêts, constatée sur le sol balkanique déjà à l’époque archaïque à
Athènes, ainsi que sur le littoral thrace,3 et ensuite dans les siècles suivants elle sera acceptée
dans un espace plus large.
1

2

3

Papazoglou 1988, 201 sur le territoire de la Haute Macédoine exprime son opinion; mais dans ce sens elle
exclut la Dassarétie; les dernières fouilles de Lychnide donnent une nouvelle image de la culture matérielle
et placent la région, elle aussi, dans les frontières de la Haute Macédoine.
Bitrakovа Grozdanova 1987, 126–131; Битракова Грозданова 1991; Bitrakovа Grozdanova 1999, 124–
148, 198–204.
Graillot 1912, 22–23 et 496; Alexandrescu-Vianu 1980; Тачева-Хитова 1982, 335.
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L’apparition de Cybèle dans les pays balkaniques et son adoption là-bas ou à Rome
et dans les provinces, s’effectuait d’une manière très différente. Tandis qu’à Rome il fallait
une période plus longue pour ‘préparer le terrain’ et rendre un décret,4 dans les Balkans
méridionaux de l’époque préromaine Cybèle pénètre progressivement, est incorporée
presque imperceptiblement dans les croyances locales de chaque tribu et est acceptée
en contexte de Magna Mater ou Mère des dieux, confirmé d’ailleurs par les inscriptions
Μήτηρ Θεῶν.5 Nous voudrions noter brièvement la forte présence dans ces parages de
la vénération du culte de la fertilité de la terre depuis le néolithique, ce qui atteste le
caractère autochtone de ce culte de la protectrice et donatrice de bien-être.6 En suivant
son trajet depuis l’Asie Mineure vers le sol européen, à commencer par les îles, elle arrive
à Athènes, Corinthe, Hellade centrale et plus largement, fait confirmé par les temples
découverts et par les nombreuses illustrations de la déesse.7 L’autre relation qui mène
vers les Balkans centraux est esquissée par la constatation des représentations figurales
découvertes possédant une iconographie similaire, à commencer par Ephèse,8 Troie,9 par
la côte thrace jusqu’à Abdère,10 Thasos,11 et en Macédoine, comme Amphipolis,12 Pella,13
Vergina,14 et au nord est tracée la route vers Gortynie (Vardarski Rid),15 Idomène-Doberos
(Marvinci),16 de même jusqu’à Antigoneia.17
Dans la haute antiquité, la trace de la diffusion progressive du culte et de son
acceptation devient évidente. Il faut ajouter ici le pays thrace du sud-est, sans exclure
la côte de la mer Noire d’où pénètrent les influences dans l’espace thrace vers la Mésie
inférieure.18
Dans ce sens, et la ligne suivant la vallée du Vardar a été à plusieurs reprises qualifiée
d’incontournable19 pour la pénétration du culte en Macédoine. Toutefois, pour l’instant
on se limite aux agglomérations antiques recherchées qui se trouvent plus près du littoral.
Les nombreuses découvertes dans les localités de Vardarski Rid, les deux terres cuites
de Cybèle assise sur un trône à deux lions et coiffée de polos (figs. 1a–b), très similaire

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

Graillot 1912, 58–68.
Petsas (1983) met en lumière à Leucopetra 18 inscriptions avec une dédicace à la Mère des dieux, dont
9 sont en forme de MHTHP ΘEΩN AYTOXTΩN et seulement un monument de l’époque préromaine, de
même chez Rizakis & Touratsoglou 1985, 94, no. 95 et 101–102, no. 103; Тачева-Хитова 1982, 209–210.
Gimbutas 1989, 31–41; Sanev 2006; aussi dans la région d’Egée: Vermaseren 1977, 13–21.
Petroheilos 1992, avec une littérature abondante; CCCA II, nos. 183, 239, 241, 454, 461.
Will 1955, 132–153, 429–430; CCCA I, no. 646.
Burr Thompson 1963, 77–86.
Lazarides 1960, 37–38, 56, pl. 19, A 35–36.
Pouilloux 1954, 384–385.
CCCA VI, nos. 226–227, 291, 295.
Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000a, 41–51, pin. 59a.
Drougou 1990.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 202 et 206.
Düll 1977, 153–154 et 415–416; Sokolovska 1986 et 1988; Bitrakovа Grozdanova 1987, 124–126;
Битракова Грозданова 1991; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 124–146; Nikoloska 2010.
Negotino, d’après les dernière fouilles de Goran Sanev.
Alexandrescu-Vianu 1980; Тачева-Хитова 1982, 117–253; Тодорова 2008.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 198–206.
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aux exemples de Varoš et de Kozani,20 et les deux torses aussi de Vardarski Rid,21 avec un
pyrgophoros portant la représentation de la lune et du soleil (fig. 1c), comme l’exemple
de Pella (fig. 2),22 ou encore plus les trois types assez différents de la déesse en marbre
de Marvinci (fig. 3), constituent les points les plus septentrionaux de la présence de ce
culte dans la vallée de l’Axios. En même temps, cette région est la zone de contact entre
la Macédoine montagneuse et littorale et la zone la plus proche des villes colonies sur la
côte égéenne où elle a été adoptée et implantée, comme à Olynthe,23 à Potidée,24 à Pella25
et beaucoup plus tôt à Amphipolis.26
Pour ce qui est de la Haute Macédoine, les trois Cybèle du type pyrgophoros
découvertes à Varoš près de Prilep (fig. 4),27 datant du 2e siècle av. J.-C., sont pour l’instant
des découvertes qui témoignent de la plus profonde pénétration et adoption de cette divinité
dans la région montagneuse de la Macédoine.28 D’après les recherches archéologiques, il
paraît même qu’un temple a été érigé dans l’agglomération à l’endroit susmentionné.29
Des différentes représentations iconographiques de Cybèle ont été rencontrées
dans l’espace macédonien large. Nous avons déjà parlé de ces différentes conceptions
de l’aspect de la déesse.30 L’illustration de Cybèle en double naiscos, ainsi que celle de
déesse assise sur un trône portant la représentation d’un lion, une patère à la main, sont le
plus souvent découvertes à Athènes31 et dans son cercle, comme à Eleusine, à Corinthe,
à Isthme, à Thèbes,32 sans exclure les îles de Délos et d’Egine,33 mais surtout au Pirée,
où un temple a été érigé très tôt (vers la fin du 5e ou au 4e siècle av. J.-C.), attesté par les
nombreuses réalisations en bas-relief de la déesse.34
A notre avis, ce contexte de relation du cercle d’Attique avec les colonies de la
côte macédonienne-thrace (Olynthe, Amphipolis, Potidée) ou les villes macédoniennes:
Létè,35 Pella,36 où se trouvent les terres cuites comme celles de Vardarski Rid, avec un
20
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Karamitrou-Mentessidi 1989, 45–46.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 202–216.
Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000a, 41–51.
CCCA VI, nos. 201–222.
CCCA VI, no. 223.
Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000a, 382–391, eik. 21.
CCCA VI, nos. 226–227.
La ville de Ceramiae, en Pélagonie: Papazoglou 1988, 291–293.
Битракова Грозданова 1991; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 124–140.
Selon les recherches et les témoignages de B. Babić.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 124–138, 198–204.
Où le culte de Cybèle existait au 5e siècle, c’est-à-dire où Agoracrite ou Phidias ont sculpté une statue
dans le Métrôon, selon Pausanias, Description of Greece 1.3.5 et Arrian, Periplus Maris Euxini 9; l’on a
proposé deux statues, dont l’une découverte au Pirée au 4e siècle av. J.-C. et l’autre au 2e siècle de Lébadie,
travaillées selon le prototype des sculpteurs célèbres déjà mentionnés du 5e siècle, CCCA II, no. 307, le
Pirée 5e–4e siècle; Despinis 1971, 111–112; Naumann 1984, 159–161, no. 123, pl. 22.1.
CCCA II, nos. 371, 422–423, 455–457.
CCCA II, nos. 525, 610–611.
CCCA II, nos. 306–307; Petroheilos 1992, 22–24.
Tzanavari 2001.
On a découvert le temple de Cybèle et d’Aphrodite avec des illustrations en bas-relief de la déesse en
naiscos, type un lion, tympanon, patère, datant du 4/4 au 4e siècle av. J.-C., Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000a,
176–178, nos. 553–555; Lilimpaki-Akamati 2004, 56–58.
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pyrgophoros incorporant le soleil et la lune (fig. 1c),37 puis Aigéai,38 comprendrait également
les représentations déjà mentionnées en marbre de Marvinci, ainsi que celle suivie
d’acolytes (fig. 3c).39 C’est cette dernière variante iconographique aussi qui est rencontrée
sur les bas-reliefs du cercle d’Attique, surtout sur les stèles du Pirée.40
A l’opposé de la communication méridionale indiquée, j’ai déjà indiqué l’importance
de la route orientale par laquelle arrivaient les influences spirituelles de la côte d’Asie
Mineure, d’Ephèse, de Troie vers Abdère et Amphipolis, attestées par les ressemblances
iconographiques ou par les découvertes analogues dans l’espace indiqué et sur la côte
méridionale thrace.41 Ces influences stylistico-iconographiques s’interpénètrent dans la
Macédoine littorale et c’est pour cette raison que sur ce territoire on rencontre toutes les
conceptions iconographiques de Cybèle (de la représentation double en naiscos ou assise sur
le trône à un lion à celle à deux lions ou la déesse suivie d’acolytes).
La présence de cette divinité orientale dans les autres régions de la Haute Macédoine
est due à certaines voies en provenance des centres de la Basse Macédoine. Ainsi, Varoš
n’est pas un phénomène isolé. Dans la région de Lyncestide, les agglomérations des environs
de Florina, comme Petres (figs. 5a–b),42 représentent une station avant d’arriver à CeramiaeVaroš (en Pélagonie, la région la plus au nord de la Haute Macédoine).43 La Macédoine
montagneuse par excellence est représentée par les localités autour de Kozani (Elymée),
où l’on a découvert les trois terres cuites de la déesse de l’époque hellénistique (fig. 6),44
puis un bas-relief rare de Cybèle et Attis, avec l’inscription Μήτηρ Θεῶν de la fin du 2e
ou du début du 1er siècle de Drepanon (près de Kozani),45 ainsi qu’un bas-relief de saint
Démétrios (près de Kozani) de l’époque romaine.46
Tandis que les exemples de Vardarski Rid manifestent des ressemblances
iconographiques avec ceux de Pella et de Vergina (Cybèle avec un lion sur le trône, une
patère à la main et le polos ou le turrigena incorporant le soleil et la lune), dans les
découvertes de la Haute Macédoine (Varoš 3, Petres 2, Kozani 3) la déesse est assise
sur un trône avec deux lions penchés sur le trône, une patère et un tympanon, mais
également un pyrgophoros, ce qui les rapproche des terres cuites de Troie,47 d’Abdère,48
de Létè.49 Dans les exemples de Petres on retrouve les éléments de turrigena incorporant
37
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De même, aux environs du temple de Daron, on a découvert une bague en or avec Cybèle entre lions,
Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000b, 382–387, eik. 21.
Drougou 1990.
Galles ou Hécate avec Hermès, d’après les différentes interprétations: Cumont 1929, 47; Will 1955, 430;
Vermaseren 1977, 79–80; Naumann 1984, 159–168.
CCCA II, nos. 278–279; Petroheilos 1992, 52–59.
Битракова Грозданова 1991, 164–168; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 134–140.
Adam-Veleni 2000, 75–78.
Битракова Грозданова 1991.
Karamitrou-Mentesidi 1989, 46–47, no. 14; Touratsoglou 2004, 412–413; Vokotopoulou 1993, 274, fig.
352.
Rizakis & Touratsoglou 1985, 94, no. 95.
Rizakis & Touratsoglou 1985, 101–102, no. 103.
Burr Thompson 1963, 87–89.
Lazarides 1960, pl. 19, A 35–36.
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le soleil et la lune comme dans ceux de Pella et comme sur les torses de Vardarski Rid.50
C’est ainsi que l’on retrace plus clairement le chemin de la pénétration du culte dans les
régions de la Haute Macédoine, mais également l’incorporation de plusieurs conceptions
iconographiques de la déesse.
Il est évident que la vénération de la déesse dans la zone de contact vers la Haute
Macédoine, plus précisément Marvinci-Doberos, arrive plus tôt, c’est-à-dire à la haute
époque hellénistique. En ce qui concerne l’espace de la Haute Macédoine, la véritable
Macédoine montagneuse, cette divinité a été adoptée au 2e siècle av. J.-C, fait attesté par
les illustrations figurales déjà mentionnées.
La mesure dans laquelle le culte de la Magna Mater – Cybèle est gardé et entretenu à
l’époque romaine est fortement confirmée dans la région de la Basse Macédoine, notamment
par le temple à Leucopetra, près de Véria, suivi de 18 inscriptions avec dédicaces à la
Magna Mater.51 Cependant, près de Kozani à Elymée (Haute Macédoine), dans la localité
Saint Démétrios, il a été découvert un exemple en marbre où l’iconographie de la déesse
est celle que l’on rencontre souvent dans les représentations hellénistiques: assise sur un
trône à dossier (fig. 7), façonné comme dans les représentations en terre cuite de l’époque
précédente et à deux lions, avec une inscription-dédicace à Μήτηρ Θεῶν 52 qui date du 2e
siècle.
Dans le reste de la partie montagneuse de la Macédoine, c’est-à-dire dans la partie
païonienne, on a constaté les deux représentations en marbre de Stobi53 et de Novo Selani54 de
l’époque romaine. Malheureusement, nous ne savons pas dans quel contexte elles ont été
découvertes. Pour l’instant, nous ne disposons pas d’autres attestations de la vénération de la
déesse de la même époque. Il est intéressant de noter que Cybèle de Stobi (fig. 8) possède les
éléments de la variante orientale de l’iconographie de la déesse. Elle est placée entre deux
lions, sur un trône à dossier qui ressemble aux créations en terre cuite de la côte troade et
thrace, ainsi qu’un πυργóφορος, des tours qu’elle porte sur la tête à la place d’un kalathos,
preuve du récidive de l’époque précédente,55 ou bien de la continuation du respect d’une
doctrine religieuse dans la période impériale. Cybèle en marbre de Stobi ressemble beaucoup
à une représentation d’Asie Mineure (Çanakkale) où les lions sont en posture libre des deux
côtés du trône.56 En Macédoine, la présence du kalathos en forme de turrigena chez les
Cybèles est notée dans les représentations datant de l’époque hellénistique développée,
bien que, à l’époque archaïque déjà, les « tours » aient été illustrées chez les divinités
féminines en Asie Mineure.57 Néanmoins, il paraît que cet élément iconographique est, en
quelque sorte, en relation avec l’apparition de la composition sculpturale célèbre « Tyché
d’Antioche ». C’est le modèle qui réunit les éléments symboliques des deux divinités.
Cependant, on peut seulement deviner que la vénération de cette divinité incorporée
50
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dans la religion de la population indigène se perpétue dans la haute période impériale,
lorsqu’en Macédoine pénètrent d’autres croyances du système religieux romain toujours
en provenance de l’Orient. On peut conclure que le schéma iconographique des temps
hellénistiques récents continue à se répliquer dans cette nouvelle constellation historique,
mais il semble que, dans la période qui suit, le culte voué à cette divinité en Macédoine
commence à s’éteindre.

***
Quoiqu’aucune religion datant de l’Antiquité ne soit pas si connue dans son essence
comme la pensée religieuse égyptienne, et ce grâce aux nombreuses sources (textes,
mythes, rites, hymnes, le Livre des Morts),58 dans l’espace de la Haute Macédoine on ne
rencontre pas beaucoup d’éléments concernant sa diffusion et son incorporation dans la
religion de la population indigène. On a très tôt connu les relations économiques entre
la côte égéenne du nord et les ports égyptiens qui consistaient en un échange mutuel
de matières premières et d’autres produits.59 Mais, la religion égyptienne majestueuse
n’aurait pas pu envoyer ses valeurs spirituelles dans un tel milieu complexe et païen si
Ptolémée Soter n’avait pas créé le Sérapéum à Alexandrie ayant en vue une propagation
approfondie de cette doctrine.60 Il fallait cependant du temps pour la popularisation de
la forme maintenant syncrétique de ces divinités pour qu’elles soient vénérées dans les
Balkans du sud, aussi par l’intermédiaire des ponts qu’étaient les îles égéennes de Crète,
Délos, Rhodes, Thasos.
On sait déjà dans quelle mesure la navigation dans la Méditerranée au nord vers
les côtes de l’Asie Mineure, la Propontide, la mer Noire, y compris le littoral nord-ouest
de la mer Egée, contribuera, surtout dans la période ptoléméenne, à l’expansion de l’esprit
des croyances égyptiennes. Depuis le 19e et le début du 20e siècle, leur présence modeste
en Macédoine a été notée grâce aux monuments épigraphiques (comme, par exemple,
Delacoulonche, avec l’inscription de Veria dédiée à Isis Lochia61 et Demitsas qui, dans le
corpus d’inscriptions de Macédoine, va présenter certains noms théomorphes d’origine
égyptienne).62 Pourtant, en Haute Macédoine on en a constaté certaines attestations,
comme à Kozani,63 avec la plus vieille inscription du 2e siècle av. J.-C., avec les noms de
la triade, Isis, Sarapis, Anubis, et à Stobi, avec la tête de Sarapis.64 Ensuite, au cours du
siècle passé, le nombre de découvertes de l’intensité relative de la vénération a augmenté
par les inscriptions, les temples ou les représentations figurales nouvellement découverts.
Les attestations de la vénération des dieux égyptiens ont été découvertes particulièrement
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sur le littoral macédonien.65 Si nous essayons d’indiquer les centres ou les agglomérations
où elle avait lieu sur le territoire qui fait l’objet de cette présentation, nous constaterons des
découvertes modestes datant de l’époque préromaine. Comme si les divinités égyptiennes,
arrivées avant la conquête romaine, s’étaient arrêtées à la côte égéenne même.
Une chose, pourtant, qui ne renvoie peut-être pas à une phase de ces percées
précoces de Haute Macédoine est la trouvaille insolite de Lychnide (fig. 9). C’est la
bien connue Isis de la période ptoléméenne, la seule découverte jusqu’à maintenant dans
les Balkans présentant cette iconographie. Elle paraît ciselée en albâtre par un très bon
maître qui a imité la coiffure des princesses égyptiennes en tenue isiaque,66 avec des
éléments iconographiques d’Isis (l’écharpe à franges sur les épaules et le nœud entre les
seins, penché vers le côté droit), les mèches féminines de type libyen qui tombent sur les
épaules, le chiton moulant le corps.67 Hormis les statues analogues déjà indiquées, comme
celles de Munich, de Monaco, du Musée de Mariemont,68 la plus proche est bien entendu
celle d’Alexandrie (aux proportions identiques, au même nombre de plis du chiton à
manches courtes), datant de la deuxième moitié du 2e siècle ou de la première moitié du
1er siècle av. J.-C.69
Isis d’Ohrid a été découverte à l’intérieur d’un édifice, peut-être un temple,
malheureusement pas complètement fouillé, ce qui nous empêche de dire plus sur le
contexte, sauf que dans la même construction il y avait également une deuxième statue
d’Isis, dont le style renvoie à une création plus tardive,70 ainsi que quelques fragments de
sculptures en marbre. Le deuxième exemple d’Isis est aussi de taille inférieure à la taille
naturelle, travaillée en style égyptien-hellénistique.71
D’autres découvertes qui préciseraient le temps de la construction font défaut. Il
pourrait être question de l’importation de la statue ptoléméenne, construite avant la
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période impériale dans un centre de sculpture proche de l’atelier d’Alexandrie. D’après les
particularités stylistiques de l’autre statue, on pourrait supposer qu’elle était consacrée au
temple plus tard. Elle appartient au type hellénistique-romain d’Isis-Tyché syncrétique et
a probablement été créée dans la haute période impériale (fig. 10).72 Les fragments dont il
a été question renvoient à des figures plus petites, surtout les pieds qui appartiennent peutêtre à une figure d’Harpocrate (?).
La pénétration si profonde de ce culte en Macédoine n’est pas un phénomène rare
à cause de la communication Via Egnatia sur laquelle se trouvait Lychnide. On pourrait
également supposer qu’Isis égyptienne-hellénistique a été apportée à Lychnide à la fin du
1er siècle ou à la haute époque impériale. Des inscriptions ou d’autres éléments n’ont pas
été découverts. De cette perspective, nous ne pouvons que supposer une certaine présence
d’arrivants dans la ville en provenance de l’Orient, qui croyaient au pouvoir de cette divinité
hénothéiste. La construction dans laquelle on a découvert les figures se trouve en dehors
des remparts de Lychnide. Une forme de respect in privato est également connue, ce qui
signifie que la construction où elles ont été découvertes pourrait être une propriété privée.
Il y a pourtant un autre objet qui indiquerait une introduction plus précoce de cette
croyance orientale dans la ville: la lampe céramique, jambe-pied en sandale, découverte à
l’intérieur de l’agglomération fortifiée (plus précisément, à l’ouest de l’église paléochrétienne
polyconchale où s’étendait l’agglomération de la période hellénistique, dans une maison
au niveau du pavement de cette époque). Dans sa partie intérieure, la lampe (à dimensions
7.5 x 11.5 x 3.2 cm) a une manivelle. C’est un pied droit, placé en sandale à crépide, avec
des courroies qui couvrent la partie supérieure du pied (fig. 11). La sandale ressemble à celles
portées par Sarapis dans les statues monumentales.73 Les significations du pied droit liées au
culte de Sarapis dans son rôle de guérisseur sont bien connues, à condition d’accepter cette
identification de culte.74
Les rares découvertes qui confirment la présence des croyances égyptiennes en
Haute Macédoine, sans en exclure les sources épigraphiques encore plus rares, nous
font penser que dans ces parages on rencontre une « théologie en images »,75 avec une
iconographie assez riche. En effet, la statistique indique la domination d’illustrations
figurales. Dans ce contexte, il faut également indiquer les découvertes de Nicée, encore
une localité sur la Voie Egnatienne (entre Héraclée et Lychnide). Là aussi nous avons une
construction découverte, identifiée en tant que temple d’après les représentations d’Isis,
une statuette et un buste de la déesse et un buste de Sarapis, tous faits en bronze (fig.
12).76 Vu l’absence de fouilles dans la région plus large, ni dans la localité même qui se
trouvait sur la Via Egnatia, il ne pourrait y avoir de discussion autour de la construction:
c’est aux recherches ultérieures de dé-terminer s’il s’agit d’un sanctuaire ou d’un endroit
de vénération privé. Les monnaies du temps d’Auguste et M. Aurèle figurent parmi les
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indices qui permettent de préciser la datation de cette découverte complète. Mais aussi
une partie des objets pourrait appartenir au 2e siècle, comme la statuette d’Isis-Tyché,77
alors que le torse d’Isis avec le basileion sur la tête date d’un peu plus tôt.78
Dans la région de Pelagonie, il faut mentionner également les quatre statuettes
en bronze. L’une, Isis-Tyché de Prilep (fig. 13), de la fin de l’époque hellénistique, et
les autres bien sûr de la période impériale.79 Ce sont des attestations d’une pénétration
éventuellement antérieure des croyances égyptiennes qui, dans l’espace de la Haute
Macédoine et surtout dans la période impériale, vivront leur point culminant à Stobi.
Jusqu’aux années 80 du 20e siècle il y avait très peu de découvertes en provenance de la
Haute Macédoine, de sorte que Malaise, dans son corpus sur la diffusion des divinités
égyptiennes en Yougoslavie.80
Stobi, ville en Païonie, région en Haute Macédoine et à l’époque romaine se trouvant
dans la province de Macédoine, est l’un des centres de respect des divinités égyptiennes.
Il paraît que, depuis que Rome elle-même a donné une légitimité à ces divinités au temps
de Domitien qui s’opposait longtemps à ces croyances orientales, la ville les a acceptées.81
C’est uniquement ici que l’on sait avec certitude qu’il existait un sanctuaire, attesté à côté
de la preuve épigraphique (si sacrum renvoie au temple) et avec l’architecture monumentale
découverte ces dernières années.82 Jusqu’à il y a une trentaine d’années, nous parlions
uniquement de la tête de Sarapis, malgré un doute manifesté par certains chercheurs
(fig. 14a),83 puis de l’inscription portant la mention sacrum Isidis84 et des représentations
sur les monnaies des divinités syncrétiques Isis-Tyché et Sarapis-Asclépios.85 En même
temps, l’étude brillante de Christodoulou a complété la liste d’attestations du respect de la
déesse en forme d’Isis Lochia, avec sa nouvelle lecture de la vieille inscription de Stobi.86
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cornes au-dessus des oreilles (Bordenache 1969, 86, pl. 74, no. 170); et un torse très similaire de Tomis du
3e siècle, mais iconographiquement sans nœud (Dunand 1973b, pl. 22; LIMC 5, 770, s.v. Isis [V. Tran tam Tinh],
no. 117), et avec un basileion, comme l’exemple de Retimno (Dunand 1973a, pl. 29).
Lisičar 1961; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 70–72.
Malaise 1984, 1669 et 1671, parle uniquement des découvertes d’Ohrid et de Prilep (cf. Lisičar 1961 et
Malenko 1976).
Cumont 1929, 78–80.
Voir le texte de S. Blaževska еt J. Radnjanski dans le même recueil, qui ont fait les fouilles du temple à
Stobi, 215-256.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 58–62, 84–85.
Découverte en 1977 dans l’église épiscopale: Wiseman 1978, 427–428; Wiseman 1999, 1361–1362;
Papazoglou 1990, 217–220; RICIS 113/0401; IStob 27–28.
Jurukova 1974, 40–46; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 82–84; Josifovski 2001, 56–59, pendant le temps de
Caracalla, 99–100.
Christodoulou 2009, 348–354, au lieu d’Artémise Lochia, l’ancienne lecture de l’inscription, l’auteur
désormais lit Isis Lochia.
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La « théologie en images » qui dominait les découvertes jusqu’à présent est
désormais complétée par le torse de la prêtresse d’Isis ou Isis et la tête d’Harpocrate de
Stobi. Malheureusement, Isis à dimensions monumentales (sauvegardée avec une hauteur
de 1.80 m, jusqu’à 2.20 m avec la tête) a probablement été endommagée avec la fin de la
période païenne car elle manque de tête (figs. 15–16). Travaillée en marbre, elle appartient
à la conception iconographique romaine par excellence. Figure forte, en tenue de chiton à
manches et un himation riche avec des franges du côté gauche, un foulard à franges noué
au-dessus des seins (les bouts du foulard et de l’himation sont évidents car ils se terminent
par des franges). Des restes de la chevelure calamistrée tombent aux épaules indiquent
l’abandon de la coiffure habituelle « mèches libyennes ». Il manque la tête, les avant-bras
et une partie des pieds. Placée de front en contrapposto léger, elle est penchée sur sa jambe
droite, la jambe gauche étant fléchie et placée en pas en avant. Son côté arrière est peu
travaillé, comme si elle avait été placée dans le naos du temple, penchée sur le mur.
Elle comporte les traits généraux d’Isis dans l’interprétation romaine du type
hellénistique égyptisé. D’après sa réalisation, elle est très proche de la statue de Naronne
(Aenona) (fig. 17a),87 définie comme reine ou princesse en tenue d’Isis vu sa grandeur,
c’est-à-dire au-dessous de la taille féminine normale et datée de la première moitié du
1er siècle.88
La statue de Stobi a été trouvée en dehors du temple, dans sa cour – fanum, si on
peut dire ainsi. Un ciseau avait été utilisé pour sculpter profondément les vêtements. Le
savoir-faire extraordinaire dans le traitement de tous les détails est évident, se donnant pour
objectif de refléter tout le pouvoir de la divinité summum numen.89 Iconographiquement,
outre les ressemblances avec celle de Naronne, cette statue ressemble également aux deux
statues de Campanie datant du 2e siècle, l’une au Musée de Naples (fig. 17b) et l’autre à
Vienne, à la seule différence qu’hormis le foulard sur les épaules, elles portent un voile sur
la tête et sont penchées sur la jambe gauche.90 Sur le côté arrière de la déesse de Stobi, on a
l’impression d’entrevoir un voile qui couvrirait également la tête. Cependant, il paraît que
l’une des analogies stylistiques et iconographiques les plus proches se retrouve dans la stèle
d’Alexandra d’Athènes, faisant preuve d’un travail extraordinaire, en tenue isiaque et datant
du temps d’Hadrien (fig. 17c).91 Il existe encore une stèle avec « Isis » d’Athènes, la stèle
de Mente à dimensions plus petites, qui a la même conception que le torse à iconographie
identique d’Athènes, probablement créées par le même maître; cette iconographie se perpétue
dans la période antonionienne, avec une réalisation moins soignée de la draperie.92 Là
aussi la figure se penche sur la jambe droite, tandis que la gauche est pliée et on dirait
en marche; le foulard est décoré de franges, tandis que la particularité qu’on note est le
87

88
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Selem 1997, 54, nos. 1 and 11, pl. 4; Cambi 2005, 32–35, fig. 38; Bugarski-Mesdijan 2007, 307; Giunio
1992, 53, fig. 1; Selem & Vilogorac Brčić 2015, 31–32, no. 23. Si on l’analyse selon la formation du nœud
liant l’himation et le foulard, d’après la définition de Tran tam Tinh 1984, 1726–1727, il ne s’agit pas de la
déesse.
J’exprime ma gratitude à m-lle Silvana Blaževska pour la permission de commenter la statut découverte par
ses recherches.
Apuleius, Metamorphoses 11.5.25; Turcan 2007.
Tran tam Tinh 1972, 30–33, 63–66, nos. 15–17, pls. 1–2, figs.1–3.
Dunand 1973a, 144–149, pl. 1; Walters 1988, pls. 24b-d.
Walters 1988, 75–76, pl. 22C, 97, pl. 23b.
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traitement des cheveux qui sont calamistrés en mèches sur les épaules, caractéristique du
type iconographique romain promu au cours du 2e siècle.93
Devrait-il y avoir un dilemme autour de l’identification de la statue de Stobi, car les
vêtements d’Isis peuvent être portés par la déesse elle-même, par sa prêtresse ou encore
par une impératrice? Les boucles libyennes ne sont plus présentes dans le traitement des
cheveux, qu’on remarque dans l’iconographie romaine à partir de l’époque hadrienne. Il
manque la tête qui porterait le basileion. Tout d’abord, en ce qui concerne les attributs, la
statue possède uniquement le foulard à franges et le nœud en forme de fleur ou de « chou
», qui paraît lier tous les quatre angles de l’himation et de la foulard.94 Néanmoins, elle est
très monumentale, avec une hauteur supérieure à la normale, et le fait d’être découverte à
proximité du temple ne contribue pas pour autant à une identification avec la déesse ellemême.
Au cours de la période impériale, le culte des divinités égyptiennes était très
développé en Macédoine, possédant les temples importants à Dion, à Thessalonique et
à Philippi qui fleurissaient au 2e et au 3e siècle.95 C’est également l’époque des relations
importantes avec les ateliers de sculpture d’Athènes (les sarcophages attiques commandés
par la caste élevée de Thessalonique, de Dojran et de Bargala).96 Mais le Sarapeion à
Thessalonique avait déjà une longue tradition à partir du 3e siècle av. J.-C.,97 ainsi que
le temple d’Isis à Dion.98 D’autre part, Stobi était non seulement un centre administratif
et commercial important, se trouvant sur la route vers les provinces balkaniques du nord,
mais aussi l’un des centres de monnayage en Macédoine, à côté de Thessalonique, et
de Pella. Sur les monnaies de Stobi on a retrouvé les figures d’Isis et de Sarapis en forme
syncrétique Isis-Tyché-Déméter-Artémise et Sarapis-Asclépios. Mais Isis ne manquait pas
pour autant, mentionnée dans les inscriptions à Stobi, ainsi qu’à Thessalonique et à Dion,
en forme d’Isis Lochia.99
La découverte du rite typique dans la sépulture nо. 1748-1995 de la nécropole
ouest de Stobi constitue une attestation de l’immigration de vétérans ou des civiles
en provenance non seulement de l’Orient, mais aussi et très clairement de l’espace
égyptien. Le placement dans la chambre sépulcrale du portrait, travaillé en plâtre avec
une coloration des détails du visage (fig. 18), similaire à des exemples identiques de
portraits découverts dans la ville égyptienne d’Antinoopolis,100 démontre que la coutume
sépulcrale romaine-égyptienne a été pratiquée pour un immigrant originaire des régions
au nord de Thèbes.101
93
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LIMC 5, 792, s.v. Isis (V. Tran tam Tinh); Tran tam Tinh 1972, 30–34, fait une différence entre la façon de
nouer le foulard chez Isis et les prêtresses, ces dernières faisant un nœud à deux bouts sur la draperie à franges,
voir Tran tam Tinh 1984, 1726–1727.
Selon LIMC 5, 792, s.v. Isis (V. Tram tam Tinh).
Dunand 1973b, 184–186.
Bitrakova Grozdanova and Nikoloska 2015.
Dunand 1973b, 182; Christodoulou 2009, 335–344.
Pandermalis 1990; Pandermalis 1997, 22–25; Christodoulou 2009; Christodoulou 2011.
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Il est clair que dans la deuxième moitié du 2e et au début du 3e siècle Stobi est sous
le signe des divinités égyptiennes syncrétiques. Isis, qui prend le pouvoir et les prérogatives
de toutes les déesses,102 qui est epikoos, à Stobi et lochia, alors que Sarapis, avec son
association avec Asclépios, sont évidemment, au 2e et au 3e siècle, dominants dans la vie
religieuse de la ville.

***
Mais c’est à Stobi que la tolérance entre les phénomènes religieux venant de toutes
parts de l’Empire semble avoir trouvé un sol propice. Indépendamment du fond de culte
macédonien-hellénique connu dans la ville,103 hormis le culte de Cybèle, contaminé par
la Magna Mater respectée de plus longue date dans la plaine macédonienne, hormis les
divinités égyptiennes syncrétiques, c’est la religion juive qui y est également présente
à partir du 2e siècle. La construction en phases de la Synagogue est un exemple de la
présence de la communauté juive dans la ville qui y résidait pendant au moins 3 siècles.
Ce fait est confirmé par la découverte des deux phases de construction de la Synagogue
avec les mosaïques, les symboles décoratifs, comme l’étoile à six pointes, le loulov, la
menorah et, bien sûr, avec les inscriptions sur les fresques et dans la pierre qui indiquent
Polycharmos en tant que – ὁ πατὴρ τῆς ἐν Στόβοις συναγωγῆς (figs. 19–22).104
Les savants qui étudient ce phénomène religieux à Stobi ont engagé une large
discussion sur le séjour des Juifs dans cette ville, ainsi que sur le rôle du personnage
Polycharmos et son activité dans le cadre de l’institution Synagogue.105
Le peuplement juif dans les Balkans est certes lié aux possibilités migratoires
de la population au sein de l’Empire romain, mais également à la recherche de centres
économiques forts. Jusqu’à présent, on connaît seulement les Synagogues de Saranda
sur la côte Adriatique,106 de Philipopole en Thrace107 et de Stobi qui est pour le moment
la plus ancienne, érigée au 2e siècle et utilisée jusqu’au 5e siècle.
Sur les pavements à mosaïques dans ces édifices on trouve une iconographie qui
renvoie aux symboles du judaïsme, notamment à la menorah ou à des sujets de l’Ancien
Testament. On remarque que dans toutes les Synagogues susmentionnées, dans la période
paléochrétienne, une activité chrétienne ecclésiastique succède à la cessation de la liturgie
juive. C’est uniquement à Stobi qu’il existe une pause dans la vie de l’objet. En effet, la
distance entre le niveau du pavement de la Synagogue 1, Bet-ha-Cnesset et celui de la
102
103
104
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Pour sa signification hénothéiste, voir Turcan 2007.
Robert 1934; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 158–164.
Vulić 1932; Wiseman & Mano-Zissi 1971; Poehlman 1981; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 287–299;
Wiseman 2011, avec tous les inscriptions; Ephrat Habas 2001.
Wiseman & Mano-Zissi 1971; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 287–294; Ephrat Habas 2001; Kolarik 2014,
116–117.
Nallbani 2003; Foester, Lako, Nallbani & Netzer 2004; Raynaud, Nallbani, Foerster, Netzer & Lako 2011,
687–693; Kolarik 2014, 123–128.
Кесякова 1989; Kolarik 2014, 116–123, avec la littérature.
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basilique de la haute chrétienté est d’environ 2.40 cm; la différence de hauteur entre les
pavements de la Synagogue 2 et de la basilique est de 1.50 cm. Ce sont des indicateurs
clairs d’un édifice nouvellement construit à la fin du 5e ou le début du 6e siècle. Mais la
construction de ce nouvel édifice spirituel marque, bien évidemment, le respect pour ce
lieu sacré.
Nous pouvons considérer que la religion juive a été soignée et respectée par les
immigrants juifs qui, dans les siècles dont il a été question, ont trouvé un sol propice
pour s’installer à Stobi et pour établir des liens commerciaux surtout avec le littoral égéen
(commerce de sel et d’autres produits nécessaires à la population et aux armées, surtout sur
la communication vers le nord, Scupi, Naissus, Sirmium, Pautalia, Serdica, ou encore peutêtre l’orfèvrerie, vu les bijoux en or découverts dans la nécropole romaine). L’emplacement
de la Synagogue dans la région centrale de Stobi, érigée même plus près du forum romain,
à côté des constructions profanes, renvoie à l’importance qui lui était attribuée dans la
structure urbaine de la ville. Elle est penchée sur la maison d’un citoyen aisé d’origine
juive, qui est à la fois la première personne à exercer une fonction religieuse importante,
évoquée maintes fois dans les inscriptions. Malgré l’étendue du complexe entourant le
temple des croyants isiaques, la construction plus modeste de la Synagogue ne diminue en
rien le respect parallèle des deux confessions.
D’autre part, les dévotions vouées à Isis et à Sarapis dans les régions judéopalestiniennes au temps romain sont également connues; même dans le Talmud babylonien il
y a des commentaires sur certaines manifestations du cercle isiaque,108 mais pas comme une
adoption ou une incorporation de ces deux religions différentes. A Stobi aussi cela représente
en quelque sorte une tolérance de ces deux dogmes différents qui cohabitent et sont respectés
parallèlement, prenant la forme d’un réel pluralisme religieux présent et connu dans le
vaste Empire romain.109
La survie des religions dans l’espace de la Haute Macédoine, que ce soit des religions
autochtones païennes, helléniques, macédoniennes ou celles arrivées de l’Est, dont
certaines se sont fusionnées avec les religions locales en créant une forme syncrétique ou
bien ont gardé leur dogme religieux originel, présente une palette de la spiritualité, mais
aussi de la superstition qui fait partie de la vie du monde antique.
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Belayche 2007, 449–466.
Cumont 1929, chapitre 2; Belayche & Rebillard 2008, 137–140.
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Lychnidos – Ohrid
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Fig. 1 – Vardarski Rid

Fig. 2 – Pella (d’après LilimpakiAkamati 2000, fig. 71)
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Fig. 3 – Marvinci
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b
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Fig. 4 – Varoš, Prilep
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b

a
Fig. 5 – Petres (d’après Adam-Veleni 1998, plan 67, 68)

a
(d’après Touratsoglou 2004,
no. 522)

Fig. 6 – Aiani – Kozani
(d’après Karamitrou-Mentessidi
1989, 46, fig. 14)

b

c
(d’après Vokotopoulou 1993,
no. 353)
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Fig. 7 – Kozani – St. Demetrios,
(d’après Rizakis & Touratsoglou
1985, 103, no. 95)

Fig. 8 – Stobi,
Musée de Belgrade
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Fig. 9 – Lychnidos
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Fig. 9 – Lychnidos

Fig. 10 – Lychnidos
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Fig. 11a – Lychnidos

Fig. 11b – Petres (d’après Vokotopoulou 1993, no. 354

a

b
Fig. 12 – Nicea (photo. T. Janakievski)

c
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a
Fig. 14 – Stobi, Musée de Belgrade

Fig. 13 – Prilep

b

c
Fig. 14 – Stobi

Fig. 18 – Stobi
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Fig. 15 – Stobi (photo S. Blaževska)
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Fig. 16 – Stobi

Fig. 17d – Capitolium
(d’après Tran tam Tinh
1984, pl. 1, 13,)

Fig. 17a – Naronne (d’après
Cambi 2005, 32–35, fig. 38)

Fig. 17b – Neapol (d’après Tran
tam Tinh 1972, pls. 1–2, fig. 1)

Fig. 17c – Athènes (d’après
Walters 1988, pl. 24, a)
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Fig. 18 – Stobi

Fig. 19 – Stobi d’après Wiseman
2011 fig. 5, no. 4

Fig. 20 – Stobi (d’après Bitrakova 1999, 302, Fig. 6)

Fig. 19a – Sinagogue
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Fig. 21 – Stobi

Fig. 22 – Stobi
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За ориенталните верувања во Горна Македонија
и нивното опстојување и прифаќање во римска доба

Вера Битракова Грозданова
Планинската област на античка Македонија, или како што се нарекуваше
во изворите – Горна Македонија, не беше во предниот план на влијанијата,
кои во историската епоха стигнуваа многу побрзо и поинтензивно во онаa
крајбрежна или Долна Македонија. Но, сепак, кога станува збор за културните
продори од Ориентот широко кон Балканот, тие се чувствуваат многу порано и
во прaисторијата. Патиштата на пренесувањето на културните добра се следат
особено во историската епоха, преку увозот на стоките од керамика, од стакло, од
накит, но и преку прифатените духовни вреднсти искажани прво во ликовни форми,
а потоа во пишани документи и во архитектонски објекти наменети за искажување
на почит кон божествата.
Археолошките истражувања континуирано ги зголемуваат материјалните
докази за внесувањето нови духовности во животот на индигеното население на
Балканот. Артефактите од горномакедонскиот простор,1 кон кои се упатени моите
досегашни опсервирања на нивната духовна страна, и овојпат ќе бидат проширени
со нови наоди и дополнети со нови согледувања. Станува збор за две култни појави,
најдоминантно присутни, кои доаѓаат од различни простори уште во античката
предримската епоха, самостојно суштествуваат, а во одредено време и паралелно
се почитуваат. Тоа се верувања дојдени од Мала Азија и верувања од Египет, кои
патувале подолго. Кон нив во римско време се приклучува уште една религиозна
појава, еврејската доктрина.2
Ориенталното верување што се појавува најрано е, секако, култот кон божицата
Кибела, господарка на шумите, која на балканското копно засега е регистрирана
уште на крајот на архајската епоха во Атина, како и на тракискиот брег,3 за да биде
прифатена подоминантно во следните векови на поширок простор.
1

2

3

Papazoglou 1988, 201 го изнесува своето мислење кои области ѝ припаѓале на Горна Македонија,
исклучувајќи ја Дасаретија; последните интензивни ископувања во Лихнид даваат нова слика за
материјалната култура, а со тоа регионот го вклучуваат во рамките на Горна Македонија.
Битракова Грозданова 1987, 126–131; Битракова Грозданова 1991, 162–168; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999,
124–148, 198–204.
Graillot 1912, 22–23, 496; Alexandrescu-Vianu 1980; Тачева-Хитова 1982, 335.
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Појавата на Кибела во балканските земји и нејзиното прифаќање тука или во
градот Рим и провинциите се случувало на многу различен начин. Додека за Рим беше
потребно подолго време за да се „подготви теренот“, а потоа да се донесе декрет,4
во предримскат епоха на јужнобалканскиот простор Кибела продира постепено, се
инкорпорира речиси незабележливо меѓу локалните верувања на секое племе и се
прифаќа во контекст на Магна матер или Мајка на боговите, потврдено со натписи
– Μήτηρ Θεῶν.5 Само накратко би забележале колку е присутно на овие простори
почитувањето на култот на плодноста на земјата уште од неолитот, што го атестира
ова верување на заштитничка и дарителка на благосостојбата како автохтоно.6
Следејќи го нејзиниот пат од Мала Азија кон европското копно, најпрво преку
островите стигнува до Атина, Коринт, средна Елада и пошироко, потврдено со
откриените храмови и со бројните фигурални илустрации на богинката.7 Другата
релација, која води кон средниот Балкан, се исцртува со регистрирањето на
откриените фигуралните претстави со слична иконографија почнувајќи од Ефес,8
Троја,9 преку тракискиот брег до Абдера,10 Тасос11 и во Македонија, како Амфипол,12
Пела,13 Вергина,14 кон север го трасира патот кон Гортинија (Вардарски Рид),15
Идомене-Доберос (Марвинци)16 и до Антигонеа.17
Во раната антика станува очигледно која била комуникација на постепеното
ширење на култот и на неговото прифаќање. Тука треба да се вклучи и тракискиот
југоисточен простор, од кој не се исклучува црноморскиот брег, од каде што продираат
влијанијата исто така во тракиската земја кон долна Мизија.18
Повеќе пати во таа смисла е посочувана трасата по долината на Вардар како
неодминлива за продорот во Македонија.19 Но, засега, сепак, остануваат оние
антички населби што се истражувани и се поблиску до крајбрежјето. Бројните наоди
од населбите на Вардарски Рид, двете теракоти на седната Кибела на престол со
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

Graillot 1912, 58–68.
Petsas (1983, 229–246) обелоденува 18 натписи од Леукопетра со посвета на девет од нив на Мајката
на боговите MHTHP ΘEΩN AYTOXTΩN, од кои само еден ѝ припаѓа на предримската епоха; исто кај
Rizakis & Touratsoglou 1984, 94, no. 95, 101–102, no. 103; Тачева-Хитова 1982, 209–210.
Gimbutas 1989, 31–41; Sanev 2006, 171–191; исто и во егејскиот регион Vermaseren 1977, 13–21.
Petroheilos 1992 со опширна литература; CCCA II nos. 183, 239, 241, 454, 461.
Will 1955, 132–153, 429–430; CCCA II, no. 646.
Burr Thompson 1963, 77–86.
Lazarides 1960, 37–38, 56, pl. 19, A 35–36.
Pouilloux 1954, 384–385.
CCCA VI, nos. 226, 227, 291, 295.
Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000a, 41–51, pin. 59a.
Drougou 1993.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 198, 206.
Düll 1977, 153–154, 415–416; Sokolovska 1986; Sokolovska 1988; Битракова Грозданова 1987, 124–
126; Битракова Грозданова 1991; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 124–146; Nikoloska 2010.
Според последните истражувања на Г. Санев во Неготино.
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два лава и полос на главата (сл. 1а-b), многу блиска на еден пример од Варош и од
Козани,20 и двете бисти, исто така од Вардарски Рид, со пиргофорос,21 со релјефна
изведба на месечина и на сонце (сл. 1c), како примерот од Пела (сл. 2),22 или, уште
повеќе, трите мошне различни типа од божицата од мермер од Марвинци (сл. 3), се
најсеверни точки на регистрирањето на култот низ долината на античкиот Аксиј.
Во истовреме, тоа е областа на контактната зона помеѓу планинска и крајбрежна
Македонија, а најблиску до градовите-колонии на егејскиот брег, каде што, пак,
таа е прифаќана и одомаќена во Олинт,23 Потидеја,24 во Пела25 и многу порано во
Амфипол.26
Што се однесува до Горна Македонија, трите откриените Кибели од Варош кај
Прилеп од типот пиргофорос (сл. 4),27 датирани во II век пр. Хр., засега се наоди
што укажуваат за најдлабокото навлегување во планинскиот дел на Македонија
и за нивно прифаќање.28 Дури се чини дека на споменатата локација, според
археолошките истражувања, во населбата бил подигнат храм(?).29
Неколку различни иконографски претстави на Кибела се издиференцирани
широко во македонскиот простор. И порано се посочувани овие различни замисли
на изгледот на божицата.30 Илустрацијата на Кибела во двоен наискус како и онаа
со седната божица на престол, на кој е аплициран лав, со патера во раката, најчесто
се откривани во Атина31 и нејзиниот круг, како Елеузина, Коринт, Истмиа, Теба;32 не
исклучувајќи ги и островите Делос, Егина,33 но особено во Пиреј, каде што и бил
подигнат храм многу рано (на крајот на V или во IV век пр. Хр.), потврдено и со
бројните релјефни изведби на божицата.34
Во тој контекст на релација од атичкиот круг кон колониите од македонскотракискиот брег (Олинт, Амфиполис, Потидеја), или македонските градови:

20
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Karamitrou-Mentessidi 1989, 45–46.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 202–216.
Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000a, 41–51.
CCCA VI, nos. 201–222.
CCCA VI, n. 223.
Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000a, 382–391, eik. 21.
CCCA VI, nos. 226, 227.
Градот Ceramiae во Пелагонија според Papazoglou 1988, 291–293.
Битракова Грозданова 1991; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 124–140.
Според ископувањата на Б. Бабиќ и неговата претпоставка.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 124–138, 198–204.
Каде што култот на Кибела се негуваше од V век пр. Хр., а Агоракрит или Фидиј ја извеле статуата
– прототип на богинката поставена во Метроонот на Атинската агора, според Pausanias, Description
of Greece 1.3.5 и Arrian, Periplus Maris Euxini 9; се посочуваат две статуи: една од Пиреј од IV век пр.
Хр., друга од II век пр. Хр. од Лебадија, работени според прототипот од познатите скулптори, CCCA
II, nо. 307, од Пиреј, Despinis 1971, 111–112; Naumann 1984, 159–161, nо. 123, pl. 22.1.
CCCA II, nos. 371, 422–423, 455–457.
CCCA II, nos. 525, 610–611.
CCCA II, 91, 92, nos. 306, 307; Petroheilos 1992, 22–24.
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Лете,35 Пела,36 каде што се наоѓаат примери како теракотите од Вардарски Рид,37 со
туригена во која се инкорпорирани сонце и месечина (сл. 1c), и потоа во Аига,38 би
ги поставиле и споменатите мермерни претстави од Марвинци, како и онаа пратена
со аколити (сл. 3c).39 И оваа иконографска варијанта се среќава на релјефите од
атичкиот круг, особено на стелите од Пиреј.40
Наспроти посочената јужна комуникација, и порано сум го истакнувала
значењето на источниот пат, преку кој од малоазискиот брег, од Ефес, Троја, кон
Абдера и Амфипол, доаѓале духовните влијанија, пак потврдени со иконографските
сличности или со аналогни наоди од посочениот простор и јужнотракискиот брег.41
Во крајбрежна Македонија се проткајуваат тие стилско-иконографски влијанија
и затоа на оваа територија ги среќаваме сите иконографски различни замисли на
Кибела (од двојната претстава во наискус или седната на престол со еден лав до
онаа со два лава или божицата придружувана со аколити).
Присуството на ова ориентално божество во другите области на Горна
Македонија е резултат на други дестинации, кои произлегуваат од долно
македонските центри. Така, Варош не е осамена појава. Областа на Линкестида,
населбите во Леринско, како Петрес (сл. 5а-b),42 е една станица пред да се стигне до
Керамие-Варош во Пелагонија, најсеверната горномакедонска област.43 Планинска
Македонија во вистинска смисла ја претставуваат локалитетите околу Козани
(Елимеја), каде што се откриени трите теракотни фигури на божицата од
хеленистичката епоха (сл. 6),44 еден релјеф на Кибела со Атис како исклучок, со
напис Μήτηρ Θεῶν од крајот на II или почеток на I век пр. Хр. од Дрепанон (близу
Козани),45 како и еден релјеф од Свети Димитрија (кај Козани).46
Примерите од Вардарски Рид наоѓаат иконографски сличности со оние од Пела
и од Вергина (Кибела со еден лав на престолот, патера во рака и полос, или туригена
во неа инкорпорирани сонце и месечина) во горномакедонските наоди (Варош 3,
Петрес 2, Козани 3), божицата е седната на престол со два лава потпрени на него,
патера и тимпан, но и туригена, со што тие наликуваат на теракотите од Троја,47
35
36
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40
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Tzanavari 2001.
Во Пела е откриен храм на Кибела и Афродита, со релјефни илустрации на божицата во наискус, од
типот: еден лав покрај престолот, со тимпани и патера, датирани во 4/4 на IV век пр. Хр., LilimpakiAkamati 2000a, 176–178, nos. 553–555; Lilimpaki-Akamati 2004, 56–58.
Исто така, во близина на храмот на Дарон откриен е златен прстен со претстава на Кибела меѓу
лавови; Lilimpaki-Akamati 2000b, 382–391, eik. 21.
Drougou 1993.
Гали или Хеката со Хермес, според различните интерпретации: Cumont 1929, 47; Will 1955, 430;
Vermaseren 1977, 79–80; Naumann 1984, 159–168.
CCCA II, nos. 278, 279; Petroheilos 1992, 52–59.
Битракова Грозданова 1991, 164–168; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 134–140.
Adam-Veleni 2000, 75–78.
Битракова Грозданова 1991.
Karamitrou-Mentesidi 1989, 45–47, no. 14; Touratsoglou 2004, 412–413; Vokotopoulou 1993, 274, fig.
352.
Rizakis & Touratsoglou 1985, 94, no. 95.
Rizakis & Touratsoglou 1985, 101–102, no. 103.
Burr Thompson 1963, 87–89.
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од Абдера,48 од Лете.49 На примерите од Петрес ги има елементите на туригена
со сонце и месечина како од Пела и како на бистите од Вардарски Рид.50 Така
појасно се оцртува патот на продорот на култот кон горномакедонските области,
но и проткајувањето или инкорпорирањето на повеќе иконографски замисли на
божицата.
Очигледно е дека на граничниот простор кон Горна Македонија, поточно во
Марвинци-Доберос, почитувањето на божицата стигнува порано, односно во
ранохеленистичката епоха. А, што се однесува до горномакедонскиот простор
и вистинската планинска Македонија, каде што потврди за прифаќањето на ова
божество имаме, главно, преку фигуралните теракотни илустрации, тоа се случува
по II век век пр. Хр.
Во која мера култот кон Магна Mатер – Кибела се чува, се негува и се одржува
во римската епоха засега има силни потврди во долномакедонскиот простор, имајќи
го пред сè во вид храмот во Леукопетра, близу Верија, придружен со 18 натписи со
посвети на почит кон Магна Матер.51 Но, недалеку од овој локалитет се наоѓа Св.
Димитрија до Козани во Елимеја (Горна Македонија), каде што се среќава божицата
во иконографија што е честа во хеленистичките претстави, седната на престол со
наслон (сл. 7), обликуван како кај теракотните претстави од претходната епоха со
два лава, со натписот посвета на Μήτηρ Θεῶν , која датира од II век.52
Во останатиот планинскиот дел на Македонија, односно во пајонскиот дел,
регистрирани се двете мермерни претстави од Стоби53 и од Ново Селани54 од
римско време. Нажалост, не знаеме во кој контекст се откриени. Засега немаме
други потврди за почитување на божицата во истото време. Интересно е да се
забележи дека Кибелата од Стоби (сл. 8) ги има елментите на источната варијанта
на иконографијата на божицата. Поставена меѓу два лава, на престол со наслон,
кој наликува на теракотните изведби од троадскиот и од тракискиот брег, како и
turrigena, πυργόφορος, кули што ги носи на главата наместо калатос, што е, пак,
доказ за рецидивот од претходната епоха55 или за продолжување на почитувањето
на една религиска доктрина и во империјалниот период. Мермерната Кибела
од Стоби е многу слична со една претстава од Мала Азија (Чанакале), каде што
лавовите стојат слободно од двете страни на престолот.56
Присуството на калатосот во форма на туригена во Македонија, кај Кибела
се забележува во претставите во развиената хеленистичка епоха, и покрај тоа што
кулите се илустрирани кај женските божества во Мала Азија уште во архајската
епоха.57 Сепак, се чини дека во извесна смисла се во релација со појавата на познатата
48
49
50
51
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Lazarides 1960, pl. 19, A 35–36.
Tzanavari 2001.
Според Diodorus Siculus 3.57, Реа Кибела е мајка на Хелиос и Селена; Graillot 1912, 12.
Petsas 1983, 222–246; CCCA II, nos. 174–195.
Rizakis & Touratsoglou 1985, 101–102, no. 103.
Вулић 1931, 239, no. 638; Petković 1937, fig. 14; Sokolovska 1988, 120.
Вулић 1931, 164, no. 426; Јосифовска 1961, 68, сл. 26; Düll 1977, 416; Sokolovska 1987, 210.
Papageorgiou 1997, 20; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, no. 25.
CCCA I, no. 302.
Во Фригија кулите-тврдина се појавуваат уште во VI век пр. Хр., Papageorgiou 1997, 20.
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скулптурална композиција – Тихе од Антиохија. Тоа е моделот со туригена, која ги
спојува одредените симболички елементи на двете божества.
Сепак, само парцијално може да се насети дека почитувањето на ова
инкорпорирано божество во религијата на индигеното население продолжува и во
раноимперијалниот период, кога во Македонија навлегуваат и други верувања од
римскиот религиозен систем, а доаѓаат, исто така, од Ориентот. Може да се заклучи
дека иконографската шема од доцнохеленистичкото време останува да се реплицира
и во оваа нова историско-политичка констелација, додека во периодот што следува,
култот кон ова божество постепено згаснува.
***
И покрај тоа што ниту една религија од антиката не е толку многу позната
во својата суштина како египетската, поради бројните извори (текстови, митови,
ритуали, химни, Книгата на Мртвите),58 во горномакедонскиот простор не
среќаваме многу елементи за нејзиното проширување и инкорпорирање во
религијата на индигеното население. Многу рано се познати економските релации
на северноегејскиот брег со египетските пристаништа преку суровини и производи
што заемно се разменувале.59 Но, величествената египетска религија не би можела
да ги испрати своите духовни вредности во една, исто така, сложена и многубожна
средина, ако Птолемеј Сотер не го формираше Серапеумот во Александрија со
една продлабочена пропагандна доктрина.60 Требаше, сепак, да помине време за
популаризирање на формата на овие божества што е синкретизирана сега за да се
почитуваат на јужниот Балкан, секако со посредство и на мостовите, кои ги чинеа
егејските острови: Крит, Делос, Тасос, Родос.
Познато е во која мера пловењето по Медитеранот кон север кон бреговите на
Мала Азија, Пропондида, Црното Море, вклучувајќи ги северозападните бреговите
на Егејот, особено во птолемејскиот период, ќе придонесе кон носењето на духот
на египетските верувања. Уште од XIX и почетокот на XX век се регистрираше
нивното скромно присуство во Македонија преку епиграфските споменици (како на
пример, Делакулонж, со натписот од Вериа посветен на Изида Lochia,61 и Димица,
кој во својот корпус на натписи од Македонија ќе претстави некои теоморфни имиња
од египетско потекло).62 Меѓутоа, во Горна Македонија беа регистрирани скромни
потврди, како во Козани,63 со најстариот натпис од II век пр. Хр., со имињата на
тријадата Изида, Серапис, Анубис, и во Стоби, со главата на Серапис.64 Потоа, во
текот на минатиот век се намножија наодите – потврди за релативниот интензитет
на почитување било преку новооткриените натписи, храмови или фигурални
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Cumont 1929, 69–94.
Tiverios 1993; Bricault 2007; Битракова Грозданова 2013, 15–28.
Cumont 1929, 70–74; Dunand 1973a, 50–52, смета дека храмот е подигнат нешто порано.
Delacoulonge 1858, 46–47.
Demitsas 1896, no. 82, 451, 696.
Rizakis & Touratsoglou 1985, 90, no. 92; RICIS, 129, n. 113/0101.
Petković 1937, no. 14; Grbić 1958, 89; Битракова Грозданова 1978, 331–332; Sokolovska 1987, 206–207.
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претстави. Потврдите за почитување на египетските богови се регистрирани,
пред сè, во крајбрежна Македонија.65 Ако се обидеме да ги посочиме центрите
или населбите каде што се случувало тоа на територијата што ја покривам во ова
излагање, ќе се соочиме со скромни наоди од предримската епоха. Египетските
божества како да запреле на самиот егејски брег, пристигнати уште пред римското
овојување.
Но, нешто што можеби нè упатува на една фаза од тие рани продори е
необичниот наод од Лихнид (сл. 9). Тоа е веќе познатата Изида од птолемејскиот
период, досега единствената откриена со оваа иконографија на Балканот. Се чини
изведена од алабастер од многу добар мајстор, кој ја имитирал фризурата на
египетските принцези во изијачка облека,66 со иконографски елементи на Изида
(со марамата на рамењата со реси и јазолот помеѓу градите, потпрен на десната
страна), со женствените локни од либиски тип, кои паѓаат на рамењата, и хитонот
припиен низ телото.67 Покрај аналогните статуи посочени пораном како оние од
Минхен, Монако, Музејот од Мариемонт,68 секако најблиска е онаа од Александрија
(со исти пропорции, со ист број фалти на хитонот со кратки ракави), датирана во
2/2 на II век или 1/2 на I век пр. Хр.69
Охридската Изида е откриена во рамките на една градба, можеби храм (?), која
за жал не е сосема истражена, та не можеме повеќе да кажеме за контекстот, освен
што во истиот објект се наоѓаше уште една статуа на Изида, стилски и временски
нешто подоцнежна,70 како и неколку фрагменти од мермерни скулптури. И вториот
пример на Изида е со помала висина од природната, работена во египетскохеленистички стил.71
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Perdrizet 1894, 417, го регистрирал натписот од Амфипол од времето на Филип V, RICIS 113/0902;
Pelekidis го откри Серапеионот во Тесалоника (Chronique 1921, 540); Witt 1970; ΘΦΒ, 914-921; Dunand
1973b, 53–57; Vokotopoulou 1995, 897; Pandermalis 1990; Pandermalis 1997, 22–25; Christodoulou 2009,
329–351, со опширна литература.
Bieber 1955, fig. 351–353, на Береника (?), fig. 348; но според Albersmeier 2002, 201–225, 201–225,
nos. 38, 13, 105–106, овој тип на фризура е застапена на портретите од Арсиное III, и подоцна во II и
I век.
Malenko 1976, 172–180; за стилската и типолошко-хроношката припадност Bitrakova Grozdanova
1999, 66–70.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 68–70.
Albersmeier 2002, 225, Alexandria cat. n. 21, кат. од Александрија n. 31448, како и една статуа од
Неапол кат. 103; додека за Изидата од црн камен од Минхен (Albersmeier 2002, 226, no. 96), откриена
во Villa Albani, некогаш изложувана во Музејот во Монако, која е, исто така, блиска според третманот
на облеката со охридската; има повеќе предлози околу датирањето, од ран III век до Августова доба,
со заклучок на авторката Аlbersmeier, која ја поместува во I век пр. Хр. Слична концепција има и
Изида од музејот на Мариемонт (Albersmeier 2002, 338, no. 90), римска копија.
Malenko 1976, 176–177, 181–184; Битракова Грозданова 1978, 334–335; Битракова Грозданова 1987,
181–184 Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 72-74.
И оваа статуа би можела да му припаѓа на доцниот хеленизам(?), ако се има во вид примерот од
Александрија, датиран во II век пр. Хр. LIMC 5, 765, s.v. Isis (V. Tran tam Tinh), no. 22 со иконографија
на Изида-Тихе, со химатион на левото рамо и префрлен од десно кон левата рака, потпрена на левата
нога, со корнукопија на истата страна и кормило во десната рака, атрибути што недостасуваат,
но слични претстави на Тихе-Фортуна се среќаваат и во раноимперијалниот период, Битракова
Грозданова 1978, 334–336; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 73–74.
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Други наоди што би го дефинирале времето на градењето не се најдени.
Може да станува збор за донесување на птолемејската статуа, изработена
уште пред имперјалната епоха, од некој скулпторски центар, секако поблиску
до александриската работилница. Другата статуа можеби му е посветена на
„храмот“ подоцна, заклучувајќи според стилските особености. Таа му припаѓа на
хеленисичко-римскиот тип на синкретизирана Изида-Тихе и е веројатно изработена
во раноимперјалниот период (сл. 10).72 Споменатите фрагменти се однесуваат на
помали фигури, особено на стапалата, кои се можеби дел од фигура на Харпократ
(?).
Продирањето на култот толку длабоко во Македонија не е необична појава,
поради комуникацијата Вија Егнатија, на која се наоѓал Лихнид. Може да станува
збор и за донесување на египетско-хеленистичката Изида во градот и подоцна,
односно во доцниот I век или во раноимперијалната епоха. Не се откриени натписи,
ниту некои други елементи. Сега можеме само да претпоставуваме одредено
присуство на доселеници во градот, со широко потекло од Ориентот, кои верувале
во моќта на ова хенотеистичко божество. Градбата – храмот (?) – во која се откриени
фигурите се наоѓа надвор од утврдениот Лихнид. Не е непозната и форма на in
privato почитување, што значи дека градбата во која се откриени би можела да биде
и приватна своина.
Но, еден друг предмет што укажува за можно порано донесување на ова
ориентално верување во градот е керамичката лампа, нога-стапало во сандала,
откриена во рамките на утврдената населба (поточно, западно од поликонхалната
ранохристијанска црква, каде што се простирала населбата од хеленистичкиот
период, во куќа на подното ниво од тоа време). Ламбата (со димензии 7.5х11.5х3.2см),
има рачка од внатрешната страна. Таа е десно стапало, поставено во сандала на
висока подлога, crepida, со ремени што ја покриваат горната страна на стапалото
(сл. 11). Наликува на сандалите што ги носи Серапис во монументалните статуи.73
Познато е што сè може да значи десното стапало околу култот кон Серапис во улога
на лечител, ако се прифати ова култна идентификација.74
Ретките наоди што го потврдуваат присуството на египетските верувања
во Горна Македонија, не исклучувајќи ги и уште поретките епиграфски извори,
би можеле да кажеме дека на овие простори се среќаваат со една „теологија во
сликата“.75 Тоа значи дека статистиката покажува дека доминираат ликовни
илустрации. Во овој контекст треба да ги посочиме и наодите од Никеја, исто така
локалитет на Егнацискиот пат (помеѓу Хераклеја и Лихнид). И тука имаме откриена
градба, идентификувана како храм според ликовните претстави на Изида, статуета
и биста на богинката и биста на Серапис, сè изработено од бронза (сл. 12).76 Бидејќи
72
73

74

75
76

Bitrakova Grozdanova 1978, 334–335; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 72–74.
Во истиот хоризонт, близу до лампата, најдено е едно парче фибула од II–I век и, необично, монета
на Аминта.
Le Gley 1978; Santoro L’Hoir 1983; Adam-Veleni 1997, 2–6, oткри една многу слична ламба (сл. 11b);
Christodoulou 2011; Bitrakova Grozdanova, Two cultic images from Lychnidos, mnimi katigitria Stella
Drougou, во печат.
Преземено од Cordier & Huet 2006, 65–72; и од Bricault & Prescendi 2009, 63–70.
Ископувања на Janakievski 1976; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 78–80.
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не се изведени ископувања во поширокиот регион, ниту на самиот локалитет што
се наоѓал на Вија Егнатија, не би можела да се развие дискусија околу градбата;
дали е тоа светилиште или приватно почитување останува да се решава понатака.
Што се однесува до датирањето на овај комплетен наод, еден од показателите се,
секако, монетите од времето на Август и на М. Аврелиј. Но, дел од наодите можат да
му припаѓаат на II век, како статуетата на Изида Тихе,77 додека бистата на Изида со
basileion на главата е нешто порана.78
Во регионот на Пелагонија секако треба да се посочат уште четири бронзени
статуети. Едната од Прилеп Изида-Тихе (сл. 13), од крајот на хеленистичката
епоха, а другите од империјалниот период.79 Тоа се само потврди за едно можеби
порано време на продирање на египетските верувања, кои во империјалниот период
својата доминанта во Горномакедонскиот простор особено ќе ја доживеат во Стоби.
До осумдесетите години на 20 век многу малку наоди од Горна Македонија беа
познати, така што Mалез во својот корпус за распространетоста на египетските
божества во Југославија посочува само неколку наоди.80
Стоби, градот од Пајонија, горномакедонска област, во римско време во
провинција Македонија, е еден од центрите на почитување на египетските божества.
Градот како да ги вдоми божествата откога и самиот Рим ги легислира во времето на
Домитиан, кој долго им се спротивставуваше на овие ориентални верувања.81 Само
тука со сигурност знаеме дека постоел храм, потврден покрај епиграфскиот доказ
(ако sacrum се однесува на храмот) и со откриената монументална архитектура
во последните години.82 До пред десетина години зборувавме само за главата на
Серапис, дури со искажан сомнеж кај некои истражувачи (сл. 14а)83 за натписот
со споменувањето на Isidi sacrum84 и претставите на монетите на синкретизираните
божества Изида-Тихе, Серапис-Асклепиј.85 Во исто време, и одличната студија на
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Изида облечена во долг хитон и химатион, снажно заврзан околу телото високо над појасот, како
примерот од Херкуланум, со многу слично третирање на химатионот од I век, Tran tam Tinh 1971, 60,
fig. 10; LIMC 5, 787, s.v. Isis (V. Tran tam Tinh), no. 311b; според класификацијата на Bricault & Podvin
2008, групирана во Isis-Fortuna nos. IF2.2–2.3, figs. 7–8.
И тука Изида облечена во хитон, нема јазол на градите, но интересен е базилеион-от со полумесечина
или рогови на крава, кои го заокружуваат сончевиот диск и дволист, тролист како лотос, составен од
палмини лисја или перја, и две змии. Најблиска аналогија е бистата од Томис од флавиевскиот период(?),
со силно отворени очи со издлабени зеници, со забелешка дека може би е Изида-Ио, поради малите
рокчиња на ушите (Bordenache 1969, 86, T. 74, no. 170); доста е слично и попрсјето од Томис од III
век, но иконографски без јазол (Dunand 1973b, pl. 22; LIMC 5, 770, s.v. Isis [V. Tran tam Tinh], no. 117),
како и со басилеион на примерот од Ретимно (Dunand 1973a, pl. 29).
Lisičar 1961; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 70–72.
Malaise 1984, 1669, 1671, зборува единствено за наодите од Охрид и од Прилеп (Lisičar 1961; Malenko
1976).
Cumont 1929, 78–80.
Види текст на С. Блажевска и Ј. Радњански во истиов зборник, истражувачи на храмот во Стоби,
215-256.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 58–62, 84–85.
Откриен во 1977 год. Во епископската базилика; Wiseman 1978, 427–428; Wiseman 1999, 1361–1362;
Papazoglou 1990, 217–220; RICIS 113/0401; IStob 27–28.
Jurukova 1974, 40–46; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 82-84; Josifovski 2001, 56–59, 99–100, за време на
Каракала.
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Христодулу ја дополни листата на потврди за почитувањето на божицата во форма
на Исида Лохиа со неговото ново читање на стариот натпис од Стоби.86
Кон „теологијата на сликата“, која доминираше со досегашните наоди, сега се
придружуваат торзото на свештеничката на Изида или Изида и главата на Харпократ
од Стоби. Изида со моументални димензии (зачувана со висина од 1.80 м, со
главата заедно до 2.20м), нажалост настрадала веројатно со крајот на паганството,
недостасува главата (сл. 15–16). Работена од мермер, ѝ припаѓа исклучиво на
римската иконографска концепција. Снажна фигура, облечена во хитон со ракави и
богат химатион, кој од левата страна има реси, со марама со реси врзана над градите
(краевите на марамата и химатионот се очигледни, бидејќи завршуваат со реси).
Остатоци од бујната коса се расплетени на рамењата, што укажува на напуштањето
на вообичаената фризура – „либијските локни“. Недостасуваат главата, рацете под
лактот и дел од стапалата. Фронтално поставена во блага поза на контрапост, се
потпира на десната нога, левата е свиена и поставена во чекор напред. Нејзината
задна страна е слабо обработена, како да стоела во целата на храмот, покрај ѕидот.
Таа ги има општите белези на Изида во римската интерпретација на
хеленистичкиот египтизиран тип. По својата изведба е многу блиска до статуата од
Нарона (Aenona) (сл. 17a),87 дефинирана како кралица или принцеза во облека на
Изида поради големината, односно под нормалната женска висина, и датирана во
првата половина на I век.88
Статуата од Стоби е најдена надвор од храмот, но во дворот, fanum, ако може
така да се каже. Употребено е длето за длабоко обработување на облеката. Се огледа
едно големо мајсторство во третирањето на сите детали, со цел да се постигне
силна импресија за моќта на божеството summum numen.89 Иконографски, покрај
сличностите со Наронската, таа наликува и на двете статуи од Кампанија, едната
во Музејот во Нeaпoл (сл. 17b), другата во Виена, само со одредена разлика: тие
имаат вел на главата, покрај марамата на рамењата, и се потпираат на левата нога,
датирани во II век.90 На задната страна на божицата од Стоби како да се наѕира вел
што би ја покривал и главата. Сепак, една од најблиските стилско-иконографски
аналогии се чини дека ја наоѓаме во вонредно успешната, со големо мајсторство
изработена стелата на Александра од Атина, во изијачка облека, датирана во
времето на Хадријан (сл. 17c).91 Постои уште една стела со „Изида“ од Атина,
стелата на Менте, со помали димензии, а ја има истата концепција како и торзото,
со иста иконографија од Атина, кои се веројатно работени од исти мајстор; оваа
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Christodoulou 2009, 248–354; наместо Артемида Лохија, како што порано се читаше натписот, сега
авторот чита Изида Лохија.
Selem 1997, 54, n. 1,11, tab. IV; Cambi 2005, 32–35, sl. 38; Bugarski –Mesdijan 2005, 307; Giunio 1992,
53, sl. 1; Selem and Vilogorac Brčić 2015, 31–32, no. 23. Ако ја анализираме според формирањето
на јазолот како врзување на химатионот и марамата, според дефиницијата на Tran tam Tinh 1984,
1726–1727, не станува збор за претстава на божицата.
Искажувам голема благодарност на м-р Силвана Блажевска за дозволата да ја коментирам откриената
статуа на Изида од нејзините ископувања.
Apuleius, Metamorphoses 11.5.25; Turcan 2007.
Tran tam Tinh 1972, 30–33, 63–66, nos. 15–17, pls. 1–2, figs.1–3.
Dunand 1973a, 144–149, T. I; Walters 1988, Pl. 24b-d.
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иконографска шема продолжува да се реплицира и во периодот на Антонините,
со понемарно изведување на драперијата.92 И тука фигурата се потпира на десната
нога, левата е свиена и како да чекори; марамата е декорирана со реси, додека една
особеност претставува третманот на косите, кои во прамени се расплетени низ
рамењата, карактеристично за римскиот иконографски тип, кој се промовира во
текот на II век.93
Дали треба да постои дилема околу идентификацијата на статуата од Стоби (?),
затоа што облеката на Изида може да ја носи самата богинка, нејзина свештеничка
или некоја императорка. Во третирањето на косата ги напуштила либиските локни,
мода која се појавува во римската иконографија од Хадријаново време натаму.
Недостасува главата на која би ѝ стоел basileion. Најпрво, таа од атрибутите ја
поседува само марамата со реси и јазолот, кој како да ги спојува сите четири агли
на химатионот и на марамата, правејќи јазол како цвет или „зелка“.94 Но, сепак, таа
е доста монументална: со надреалната височина и со фактот дека е најдена близу
до храмот не упатува повеќе на идентификација со самата божица.
Култот кон египетските божества беше многу развиен во Македонија во
империјалниот период, поседувајќи ги значајните храмови во Дион, Тесалоника и
Филипи, кои цветаа во II и во III век.95 Тоа е времето кога се интензивни и релациите
со клесарските работилници од Атина (атичките саркофази нарачани од високиот
сталеж од Тесалоника, Дојран и од Баргала).96 Но, Серапеионот во Тесалоника веќе
имаше долга традија, почнувајќи од III век пр. Хр.,97 како и храмот на Изида во
Дион.98 Од друга страна, Стоби претставуваше значен административен и трговски
центар, сместен на патот кон северните балкански провинции, како и еден од
ковничките центри на Македонија покрај Тесалоника, Пела и Верија. На монетите
од Стоби се појавија фигурите на Изида и на Серапис во синкретизирана форма
Изида-Тихе Деметра-Артемида и Серапис-Асклепиј. Но, исто така не заостануваше
Изида, споменувана на натписите во Стоби, како и во Солун, и во Дион, во форма
на Isis Lochia.99
Што се однесува до изборот на симболите од египетскиот религиозен круг на
монетите од Стоби, како претстави на синкретизираните Изида и Серапис, секако
дека тие се во духот на актуелните божества почитувани во градот.100 Нивните
иконографски варации на монетите доаѓаа како избор во 2/2 на II век, времето на М.
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Walters 1988, 75–76, pl. 22C, 97, pl. 23b.
LIMC 5, 792, s.v. Isis (V. Tran tam Tinh); Tran tam Tinh 1972, 30–34, прави разлика во врзувањето на
јазелот кај Изида и кај свештеничките; овие последните врзувале јазел со двата краја на драперијата
со реси, види Tran tam Tinh 1984, 1726–1727.
Според LIMC 5, 792, s.v. Isis (V. Tram tam Tinh).
Dunand 1973b, 184–186.
Bitrakova Grozdanova and Nikoloska 2015.
Dunand 1973b, 182; Chistodoulou 2009, 335–344.
Pandermalis 1990; Pandermalis 1997, 22–25; Chistodoulou 2009; Chistodoulou 2011.
Christodoulou 2009, 340, 344, 351; Додека во Амфипол, Верија и како Isis Epikoos, Dunand 1973b, 187,
nos. 4–5.
Види fus not. 85
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Аурелиј (?),101 и поинтензивно од времето на С. Север, Јулија Домна,102 и Каракала,103
кога најверојатно и култот кон овие источни верувања е особено засилен (сл. 14b, c).
Стоби, населен со доселеници од истокот, беше град погоден за популаризацијата
на овие верувања.104 Уште од времето на Антонин Пиј се почитуваат ориенталните
божества како резултат и на неговите победи во источните провинции, истакнувани
како никефорои, а Серапис и како носител на заштитата на војните походи.105
Една потврда за доселувања на ветерани (?) или цивили, не само широко
дефинирано од истокот туку и сосема јасно од египетскиот простор, претставува
и откривањето на типичното погребување во гробот бр. 1748–1995 од западната
некропола (сл. 18). Со поставување на портретот во гробната комора, работен
од гипс со обојување на деталите на лицето, кој е аналоген со примерите на
портрети откриени во египетскиот град Антиноополис,106 очигледно е дека римскоегипетскиот сепулкрален обичај е практикуван за доселеник што потекнува од тие
области, северно од Теба.107
Јасно е дека во втората половина на II и во почетокот на III век Стоби е во
знакот на египетските синкретизирани божества. Изида, која ги презема моќта
и прерогативите на сите богинки,108 која е (‘επήκοος) во Стоби и lohia, Серапис
со својата врзаност за Асклепиј, очигледно во II и III век се доминантни во
религиозниот живот на градот.

***
Но, толеранцијата меѓу религиозните појави што доаѓаат од сите страни на
Империјата како да наишла на своја погодна почва токму во Стоби. Независно
од локалниот македонско-хеленски култен субстрат што е познат во градот,109
покрај култот кон Кибела, контаминиран со Магна Матер, почитувана од многу
порано во македонската рамница, покрај моќните египетски синкретизирани
божества, од II век е присутно еврејското учење. Градењето и доградувањето на
синагогата во неколку фази е пример на присуство на еврејска заедница во градот,
која престојувала тука најмалку три века. Тоа се потврдува со откривањето на
двете фази на градењето на храмот со мозаиците, со декоративните симболи како
шестокраката ѕвезда, луловот, седмокракиот канделабар и, секако, со натписите на
101
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На монетите од М. Аурелиј можеби е прeтставена Изида-Тихе, според Borić-Brešković 1992, 11, pl.
II/11; Josifovski 2001, 178, no. 92; Josifovski 2010.
Во нејзино време, со претстави на Изида-Тихе-Деметра-Викторија, најмногу примероци се регистрирани
во Колекцијата Кузмановиќ, Josifovski 2010, nos. 528–529 et nos. 550–551 (Гета).
Jurukova 1974, 40–43; Josifovski 2001, 249, nos. 272 and 279, and 252, no. 292.
IStob 96.
Тачева-Хитова 1982, 84–85, 109.
du Burge 1970, 120–121; Effenberger 1975, 145.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 2013, 26–27.
За хенотеистичкото значење види Turcan 2007.
Robert 1934, 32–33; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 158–164.
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фреските и на камен, кои го посочуваат Полихармос како – ὁ πατὴρ τῆς ἐν Στόβοις
συναγωγῆς – (сл. 19–22).110
Кај учените што ја проучуваат оваа појава во Стоби се развила широка
дискусија околу престојот на Евреите во овој град, потоа за улогата на личноста
Полихарм и неговата дејност во рамките на институцијата Синагога.111
Појавата на доселување на Евреите на Балканот е, секако, врзана со можностите
на населението во Римската Империја за преселување, но и барањето силни
економски центри. Досега се познати само синагогите од Саранда на Јадранскиот
брег,112 од Филипопол во Тракија113 и од Стоби, која е засега најстара, подигната во
II век, со употреба веројатно до V век.
На подовите со мозаици на овие градби присутна е иконографија што
укажува на еврејските симболи, како на пример, најчесто илустрација на менората
или на старозаветни теми. Кај сите посочени синагоги се забележува дека со
престанувањето на водењето на еврејската литургија во нив продолжува во вековите
на раното христијанство да се одвива црковна христијанска дејност. Само во Стоби
постои една пауза во животот на објектот. Имено, разликата на подното ниво од
синагогата I, Bet-ha-Cnesset, до подот на ранохристијанската базилика, изнесува
околу 2.40 м, или разликата од 1.50 м помеѓу подовите на синагогата II и базиликата
е јасен показател за сосема новоизградената градба, многу подоцна, од крајот на
V или од почетокот на VI век. Но, секако дека тука станува збор за почитување на
светото место со новоизградената сакрална градба.
Можеме да сметаме дека еврејската религија е негувана и почитувана од
доселениците-Евреи, кои во споменатите векови нашле економски погодна почва
за престој во Стоби и одвивање на трговски врски особено со егејското крајбрежје
(трговија со сол и други производи што им се потребни на населението и на војските,
особено на комуникацијата кон север: Скупи, Наисус, Сирмиум, Пауталија,
Сердика, можеби и занимавање со златарство, со оглед на златниот накит откриен
во римската некропола). Позицијата на синагогата во Стоби во централното
подрачје, подигната дури поблиску до раноримскиот форум, до јавните профани
градби, укажува на угледното место што го зазема во урбаната структура на градот.
Таа се потпира на куќата на имашливиот граѓанин со еврејско потекло, кој е и прва
личност со религиозна раководна функција, многу пати експлицитно споменувана
на натписите. Наспроти пространиот комплекс што го заокружува храмот на
изијачките верници, со поскромната градба на синагогата ништо не се одзема во
смисла на паралелно почитување на двете конфесии.
Од друга страна, обожавањето кон Изида и кон Серапис во јудео-палестиските
области во римско време е исто така познато; дури и во Талмудот (Вавилонски) се
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коментираат одредени манифестации од изијачкиот круг,114 но не и како прифаќање
или инкопорирање, контаминирање на овие две различни религии. И во Стоби тоа
претставува, на некој начин, толерирање на овие две различни догми, кои живеат
и се почитуваат паралелно, како еден реален религиозен плурализам присутен и
познат во пространата Римска Империја.115
Опстојувањето на религиите во горномакедонскиот простор од предримскиот
антички период и во римско време, било да се однесува на домашните пагански,
хеленски, македонски или на оние пристигнати од истокот, од кои некои се
синкретизираат со локалните, или ја зачувуваат изворната религиозна догма, ѝ
даваат една лепеза на духовноста, но и на суеверието, кое е дел од животот на
античкиот свет.
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Belayche 2007, 449–466.
Cumont1929, chapitre 2; Belayche & Rebillard 2008, 137–140.
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Theoretical reflections on the interpretation of Oriental cults
in the Roman world
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Romanising Oriental cults? A cognitive approach
to alterity and religious experience
in the

Roman cults of Isis
Eva M. Mol

Abstract
This paper will explore a novel take on the persistent debate on the characterisation of socalled Oriental cults. Rather than discussing the rituals, architecture, and objects that are
usually associated with these cults in cultural terms (namely, as either Oriental or Roman),
the cults will be approached from a cognitive religious viewpoint. It will use the concept of
apartness/alterity in religion as a guiding cognitive feature to show how all cults use objects
and decoration that can be interpreted as Oriental, exotic, or deviant, in order to create an
otherworldly environment which enables a religious experience. In this way, the paper wishes
to pull the alleged Oriental cults out of their sometimes narrowing framework. The cults of
Isis will be used as a case study but the paper draws comparisons from a wide range of cultic
behaviour, both geographically and chronologically.
Key words: Oriental gods – religious experience – alterity – Roman religion – Isis cults.
Апстракт
Во овој труд се прави нов увид на постојаната дебата за карактеризација на т.н.
ориентални култови како ориентални или како римски. Наместо да се разговара за
ритуали, архитектура, како и за предмети што се обично поврзани со овие култови во
културни услови (како ориентални или како римски), кон култовите ќе се пристапи од
когнитивен религиски поглед. Ќе се користи концептот на раздвојување / алтеритет во
религијата, како водечка когнитивна функција, за да се покаже како сите култови користат
објекти и декорација што може да се толкува како ориентална, егзотична или девијантна,
со цел да се создаде спиритуална средина што го овозможува религиското искуство. На
овој начин намерата на овој труд е да ги повлече наводните ориентални култови надвор
од нивната понекогаш стеснета рамка. Култовите на Изида ќе се користат како студија на
случај, правејќи споредби од широк спектар на култно однесување, како географски така
и хронолошки.
Клучни зборови: Ориентални богови – религиско искуство – алтеритет – Римска
религија – изијачки култови.

Introduction: staging the Oriental
The discussion on the functioning and physical presence of Oriental cults in the
Roman world has been part of a longstanding debate within the study of Greco-Roman
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religions. The Oriental cults first emerged as a conceptual construction created by Franz
Cumont in his Les religions orientales dans le paganisme romain, which grouped
together the cults of Mithras, Cybele, Isis and other cults having their origin outside
the heartland of the Roman Empire.1 Although it was not Cumont’s direct intention to
frame the Oriental cults as different from Roman cults, the consequence of his writings
was that scholars came to believe these cults would have formed a homogeneous and
quintessentially non-Roman group within the Roman pantheon.2 However, although
such views have persisted in the history of Roman religion studies, in recent years the
designation Oriental has been fiercely criticised.3 It has been acknowledged that the
use, integration, and perception of the so-called Oriental cults all followed individual
trajectories and that they therefore should not be conceived as a kind of monolithic Other
within the Roman polytheistic system. Of course, questions about their transformations,
or issues such as ‘Other’ and ‘Self’ remain of importance; Rome was built up in close
relation with developments occurring within the domains of cult and imperialism, and
throughout the history of the Roman Empire the adoption of new cults and the attitude
against them helped in shaping what could be called a Roman identity.4 However, this
applied to all cults that were incorporated, also those deriving from the Italian peninsula
or from Greece; within this process the cults of Oriental origin should no longer be
considered as representing a uniform or unique phenomenon.5
Within this paradigm change, not only their position, but also the question of
‘Oriental’ origin became an important point of discussion. Next to its monolithic
perspective, another drawback of Cumont’s framework could be found in the emphasis
he put on the foreign nature of the cults. His focus was continuously placed on how
cults deviated from the Roman religious system, not how they might have fitted in.
Consequently, next to being non-Roman, it also made them appear as static and strictly
bounded entities. The presumed non-Roman character of the so-called Oriental cults has
been called into serious question in Alvar’s study to Oriental cults. He instead stressed
the Roman influence on the Oriental cults, and as such emphasised their Romanness
1

2

3

4
5

Originally published in 1906: Cumont 1906. Later followed and constituted as a concept by Vermaseren
through the institution of the ÉPRO-series (Études préliminaires aux religions orientales dans l’Empire
romain), and by his publications on Mithriaca (4 vols., 1971–1978), Apis (with G.J.F. Kater-Sibbes, 3 vols.,
1975–1977), and the Corpus cultus Cybelae Attidisque (CCCA, 7 vols., 1977–1989), and Burkert’s Ancient
mystery cults, who expanded the frame of reference from Oriental cults to mystery cults (Burkert 1987).
For a historiographical discussion see Bonnet and Bricault 2013; Bonnet, Pirenne-Delforge, and Praet 2009;
Bonnet, Rüpke, and Scarpi 2006; Bonnet and Bendlin 2006; Kaizer 2006.
It must be noted however, that Cumont had a specific theological goal in mind: to relativise Christianity as
just one of many Oriental cults and emphasise the importance of Oriental religion within the formation of
Roman religions. See also Gordon 2014, 657–658.
See for instance Bonnet, Pirenne-Delforge, and Praet 2009; Bonnet, Rüpke, and Scarpi 2006; Bonnet and
Bendlin 2006; Kaizer 2006.
On the discussion of how cult has shaped Roman identity, see Orlin 2010.
A side note should be made in this respect, that despite the abandonment of the cults as Oriental religion,
the term remains present in academic endeavours, to which the title of the conference in Skopje and its
proceedings testify. Although presented more as a heuristic or historiographical term in order to engage
in the debate nowadays, it still assumes that the cults of Mithras and Isis shared a commonality in their
foreignness.
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and Romanisation.6 His study showed the transformation of these cults from a foreign
coherent religion with an origin outside Rome, to something which fitted within the
Roman religious system. His justification in using the term ‘Oriental’, however, was
vindicated on more than just historiographical grounds, since according to Alvar these
cults would have had “sufficient common features to justify their being taken typologically
as a group”.7 Although Alvar did not necessarily mean that ‘Oriental’ pointed to an exact
origin, he did imply that Romans saw the cults as a category, as he notes: “It captures
the appropriate ideological connotations of claimed alterity”.8 This would imply that
although their status as Romanised cults was finalised, their initiates would intentionally
keep emphasising the foreign nature themselves and that on this basis a group of Oriental/
foreign/different cults did conceptually exist.
A comparable perspective within this debate has recently been offered by Versluys.
Referring to Alvar’s study, he rhetorically proclaims that the studied phenomenon would
concern the Orientalisation of Roman rather than the Romanisation of Oriental gods:
“Analysing these discussions will lead to the conclusion that concepts of Orientalism
cannot but play an important role in our understanding of the meaning of the cult of
Mithras, the cults of Isis, of the Magna Mater, etc. in the Hellenistic and Roman world.
Not because these cults were Oriental—indeed they were very much part of the Hellenistic
and Roman systems in which they were functioning—but because they often were
made Oriental in those contexts”.9 In other words, there would have been an intentional
move on the part of the Romans to alter the cult conform their visions of what was
deemed Oriental. According to Versluys, cult-phenomena that were considered Oriental
(Egyptian, Persian, and Anatolian) were manipulated and reformulated according to
specific Roman ideas of the Orient that would have existed in Roman contexts. As a
result, the image of the deities would have changed and acquired new meanings. This
means, again following the Versluys thesis, that a conscious emphasis would have been
placed on the cults’ alterity, and that they were actively Orientalised according to that
view.
Both Alvar’s and Versluys’ accounts stress that we would be dealing with essentially
Roman cults and practices that were Romanised to a high degree. Indeed, many of the
practices of the so-called Oriental cults seem to consist of Greek or Roman inventions.
For instance, Attis, the Oriental male counterpart of the goddess Cybele or Magna
Mater, does not appear in the Phrygian cult of Mater, and the lions and tympanum often
accompanying her cult image seem to be a result of the Oriental view employed by the
Greeks.10 Similarly, although the god Mithras is unquestionably Iranian in origin, most
scholars now regard his cult as almost entirely the product of Greco-Roman culture.11
Finally, while the goddess Isis is Egyptian in origin and so is her myth as recounted by
Plutarch (on Isis and Osiris), the associated mysteries reflect Greek traditions to a high
6
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See Alvar 2008.
Alvar 2008, 3.
Alvar 2008, 3, n. 5.
Versluys 2013, 242.
Cf. Roller 1999.
See, for instance, Gordon 2007.
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degree.12 Notwithstanding these inventions and the question whether such processes were
seen as Romanised or Orientalised, both Alvar’s and Versluys’ arguments can still be
placed within a framework of Oriental cults.13 This becomes clear on several occasions.
First of all, although the respective viewpoints initially seem to reflect two opposite
statements, they share a reasonable number of interpretative principles. Both authors
claim that alterity is the way these cults were interpreted by themselves regardless
whether we see the cults as Orientalised Roman cults or Romanised Oriental cults, they
claim it was an intentional and conscious act; the cults were made Roman (Alvar) or
they were made Oriental (Versluys). Through this statement, they therefore both pose a
distinct dichotomy between Roman versus Oriental that would have been consciously
experienced as such by the Romans.
With regard to this discussion this paper would like to examine if and to what
extent the Roman and Oriental aspects that can be observed in these cult practices were
indeed an active construct, and to what extent such aspects can be related to an ancient
and conscious Oriental-Occidental dichotomy. The concept of alterity, stressed by both
authors, will be a key point in the discussion of this paper. More than that Alvar really
believes the cult practices were of Oriental origin, it is alterity which for him bounded the
cults together as a conceptual category for a Roman audience, while according to Versluys
the Orientalising process of the Roman cults took place through their own claimed
alterity. What if, however, alterity is approached/viewed as a universal and inherent part
of religious experience rather than a specific Oriental aspect? This does not mean that
the statements of Alvar and Versluys are wrong interpretations for the functioning of the
cults, they are not. Their discussion does feature on a different level however than the aim
of this paper, which has the specific goal of letting go the cultural (Oriental) framework
in order to widen the view of Roman religions. In this way it might form a useful addition
to the already existing debates. By means of experiment and to add a hermeneutic layer
to the debate, it is this paper’s wish to explore the unconscious and substrate thoughts
and ideas surrounding religion in general, and to see how they affected the way people
dealt with Roman cults in particular. In this context, the examination of Roman cults
will depart from a cognitive religious level, in order to bring together the conceptual and
material views of Alvar and Versluys and to approach the East-West dichotomy from a
different angle. This means the argument will not be commenced from how these socalled Oriental cults are different from ‘proper’ Roman cults, but in what way they might
allude to similar underlying principles of experience of religion. Generally speaking, it
were the shared assumptions about the divine world that provided a basic framework that
made it possible to incorporate a wide variety of interactions and assimilations. Reviewing
souch shared and universal aspects of ritual and religious experience means that this
study will not focus on cultural particularities, but on how general human cognition
responds to material culture in a religious setting. Therefore, an important issue within
12
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Versluys 2013, 253–254.
Versluys tries to frame the transformation of the Roman cult of Isis through the concept of Said’s Orientalism
as he states: “[…] concepts of Orientalism cannot but play an important role in our understanding of the […]
cults of Isis […] in the Hellenistic and Roman world” (Versluys 2013, 236). Although certainly agreeing
with the idea that calling something Roman instead of exotic does not solve the problem, reinstating Oriental
as a solution might again narrow the interpretation.
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this framework is to take notice of both the tangible and intangible concepts that surround
religious practices. This approach makes the debate more inclusive than it has been so
far, and implies that if we want to reconsider the relationship between material culture
and religious experience and ritualistic behaviour seriously, all Roman cults should be
considered, not only those that were once deemed ‘Oriental’. By repeatedly setting apart
the cults of Mithras, Cybele, or Isis from other, of what we think are Roman or more
Romanised cults, it is impossible to obtain a clearer image of their differences.
To structure the argument, I will first discuss general cognitive features of religious
practice and experience and the role of material culture herein. Next, a case study
will demonstrate how this interplay between material culture and the mind works out
in Roman and non-Roman contexts. Finally, the conclusion will show how alterity as a
universal cognitive concept might add to the debate on Oriental cults.
Ritual and religious experience and the Roman religious system
Increasing the scope
The introduction of this article opted for a widening of scope to review Roman
cults. One aspect of enlarging the scope to Oriental cults will be effected by abandoning
possible cultural biases and approaching them instead from the perspective of a general
human response to the divine in the form of ritual and religious experience, and to the
relation they bear to material culture. This means that the relation between practice,
concept, and material first needs to be explored in order to better understand how objects
and architecture were used within Roman cult practices to set the stage for religious
experience. The relationship between experience and material culture is however hard
to grasp, because archaeology primarily deals with matter while religious experience
largely takes place within the mind. This means that direct inferences to explain religious
experience on the basis of objects cannot be made. Therefore, the relationship between
experience and material culture should be addressed first. Next to the cognitive part and
its relation to material culture, a second perspective to study Roman cults and alterity
is by their religious practice and ritualised behaviour within religious contexts (ritual),
a phenomenon which has both visible and invisible features and an equally complex
relation to material culture.14 However, although not always visible in the material record,
these two domains of practice and experience and especially the way they relate to and
affect each other, are significant when archaeologists want to get a handle on the use and
meaning of material culture from religious contexts. Due to this complex relationship,
it should be emphasised that ritual within religious practice (to mark off religious ritual
from other socialised repetitive structures) is not used in this paper as a tool to explain
material culture. Rather, architecture and objects which can be connected to a religious
setting (such as sanctuaries and their related material remains) are used to show in what
way they are able to add to a setting and in what way they are capable of affecting
people.15 First, we will briefly look into the perspective of ritual and religious experience
14
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Bell 1997, 93–135; Elsner 2012.
A criticism on explaining ritual through material culture is discussed in Elsner 2012. On ritual and
archaeology see McCauley and Lawson 2007.
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as a universal cognitive trait, and investigate how it is possible to connect this to material
culture.
Ritual practice
Starting with ritual practices and how its concept can be of use to studying Roman
cults and material culture, the first thing that must be mentioned is the importance of
ritual itself, and its mental associations, especially to the study of Roman religion. Even
more than in current monotheistic religions which have their basis in belief (theology),
ritual practice and performance (orthopraxy) form the basis of the Roman polytheistic
religious system.16 The exact observance of the prescribed ritual was the key element
in addressing a divinity and therefore rituals had to be correctly performed – otherwise
goodwill between human and divine would not be established.17 The Romans induced
the gods to give by promising themselves to give.18 Only a proper invocation and actions
guaranteed divine generosity. Before this particular relationship and the role of objects
can be discussed, it is therefore of importance to first give a general account of ritual itself
and how it cognitively functions.19 The performance of ritual is made different by the fact
that (1) it is marked off from or within the routine of everyday life and (2) it specifies in
advance of its enactment, a particular sequential ordering of acts, utterances and events,
which are essential to the recognition of ritual.20 Furthermore, rituals are contrasted with
other types of social episodes, on the basis of two properties which Boyer calls apartness
and scriptedness.21 Apartness is defined as one of the central properties of ritual in that it
constitutes a domain of action that is intuitively perceived by all participants as distinct
from ordinary or everyday action. Scriptedness points to the high degree of formalism
employed in ritual.22 It is a rigid and limited organised set of expressions and gestures,
consisting of a disciplined set of actions, repetitions, and explicitly formulated norms
which are imposed upon the participants and are meant to restrict human action and
interaction. Ritual scriptedness furthermore leans on a high degree of traditionalisation:
it is important to make activities appear to be identical or consistent with preceding
cultural practices. Ritual therefore serves as a powerful tool of legitimation and may be
16
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Scheid 2003.
As Schollmeyer (2008, 10) argues: “Die Ausübung der Kulte nach strikten Reglen und damit die
garantierte Aufrechterhaltung des dialogischen Beziehungsflechtes zwischen Gläubigen und den von ihnen
verehrtengöttlichen Wesen stellte somit das wichtigste Charakteristikum altrömischer Frömigkeit dar”.
This can be elaborated into an epistemology in which Romans had knowledge of gods, not faith in gods,
and their knowledge was gained through observation and dealing with the world. Romans had an empiricist
epistemology concerning religion. Therefore much of Roman ritual, according to Ando (2008, 21), and
many strands of Roman religious literature situate the gods in the observable world, whether as recipients
of cult or as inhabitants of particular spaces. Many of the related actions moreover, focus on cult objects.
See, for instance, Ando 2008, 14, n. 34.
For an analytical account of the functioning of rituals and their sociological and conceptual complications
see Bell 1992; Boyer 1993; Rappaport 1999; Whitehouse 2004.
See also Boyer 1993, 145–146.
Boyer 1993, 38.
Apartness and scriptedness together form the markedness of ritual action, which becomes implicitly
expressed by a specific repertoire of words, gestures, and form which are not used in everyday life: see
Boyer 1993, 38–39.
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expressed as repetitions of past activities, adaptations of these in new settings, or the
invention of practices to evoke links with the past.23
Religious experience
When a ritual is successful it leads to a mental state, a spiritual culmination vital in
religion, characterised as religious experience, which refers to the individual’s subjective
involvement with the sacred.24 A communal religious experience furthermore is a typical
and powerful form of social interaction able to alter and change the perspectives on
everyday life routines, thereby creating new associations, networks, and conceptual
systems.25 In its weakest form the cognitive response to religious experience can be
described as a sense of connection to a certain place, group, or idea. In its strongest
form it consists of a profound encounter resulting in a strong sense of belonging – to
other people to the divine.26 It leans very much on concepts like apartness and alterity, as
Boyer states it is “The enlargement of consciousness through the dialogic engagement
of alterity”.27 Religious experience is a mental concept of extreme importance within
religion in general and also in Roman religion because through this experience a mental
connection is established with the divine. Religious experience is also socially important
because the communal experience creates a very typical form of social interaction, with
a strong sense of belonging able to strengthen a community and create shared values
and meanings.28 Both concepts, ritual dynamics as the domain of practice, and religious
experience as the domain of mind, are therefore important to consider within the study of
Roman religion. It is this form of alterity, as a cognitive religious principle (instead of an
Oriental perspective), that I wish to explore in this paper. In order to succeed, the specific
roles and agencies that material culture play within the concept of cognitive religious
23
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The past is an important concept within ritual and religion. As an example of these forms of traditionalisation,
Bell (1997, 145) notes the use of ancient costumes, the repetition of older social customs, and the preservation
of archaic linguistic forms.
Steinbock 2007, 21. Although named here religious experience, a similar psychological effect can be
reached by other processes than religion alone, but through all kinds of phenomena involving spiritual
culmination (dance, music, social events, art, etc.). For a critical take on how religious experience functions
with respect to objects see Taves 2009, 3–9. On how religious experience functions on a neurological level
see Newberg and Newberg 2005.
See Boyer 1993, Jones 2000, and D’Aquili and Newberg 1999. D’Aquili and Newberg describe it as a
liftfrom the singleness of self and into a state of indefinable unity and a blurring of the boundaries of
individual things; all the way to the state in which there is no perception of spatial or temporal boundaries
whatsoever, where one experiences absolute unity, devoid of content and with even the self-obliterated.
Bell (1992, 83) connects the reconfiguration to a revision in power relations. See also Mol and Versluys
2015, 455.
The focus is therefore on a successful ritual action which evokes mental arousal. Of course, there are
many ways of cognitive response to ritual of which not all are equally strong, some can even fail. It is
however noted that rituals high in intensity and arousal are more common in traditional societies; rituals
that are extreme furthermore help to bind the group of followers more strongly together, also when they
are not related by familiar bonds. See Bulbulia and Sosis 2011; Boyer 1994, 207–209. For the diversity of
cognitive responses see Whitehouse 2004.
Boyer 1993, 39–40.
Mol and Versluys 2015.
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alterity are of concern. Material culture plays a pivotal role in religion, in order to frame
rituals within ritual practice, but also to create and enforce a religious experience. The
next paragraph will deal with this idea.
Material culture and religious experience
Objects naturally take up a significant role within ritual as sacred objects, however
this is not the level of agency I wish to discuss here. Instead, the way that architecture,
space, objects and physical surroundings played out to create a communal religious
experience is considered a more valuable approach for the purposes of this paper. In this
sense the focus lies on the object’s agency within creating and sustaining religious alterity
in religious contexts.29 There is no direct inference possible on ritual practice from the
architecture and its structure of space, as it is a dialectical relation between objects, space,
and practice in which all affect each other. If a direct relationship between material and
ritual practice indeed existed, the mere presence in a religious space would be sufficient
to know how a ritual works.30 As was already stated before, it is not the purpose of
this article to infer the meaning of objects or reconstruct ritual from the architecture or
configuration of space, but instead to study the effect of objects and architecture within
the framework of communal religious experience. This means that material culture is
important both as a situation and an event, as it revolves around the human experience
of architectural forms and has the capacity to transform the experience of those who
spatially and psychologically engage with it rather than on the forms themselves.31
Religious experience is rather about the setting of a transformation in order to engage
with the divine, and although this transformation occurs in the mind, it has to be triggered
by the environment. In order to set a stage for a religious experience it is of the utmost
importance that a situation is created which is notably different from what is experienced
in daily life routines. This results in an observed universal consistency within religious
buildings aiming at transcending the intentions of its builders. The observed universal
consistency is of utmost importance in this case, because it clearly points to a different
way of reviewing what was previously automatically deemed as ‘Oriental’. However,
alterity as a concept might also make sense on a larger religious level, a notion that
also changes the way material culture is connected to the concept. Temples, churches,
mosques and cathedrals – being symbolic – constitute inexhaustible funds of otherness
and alterity, and material culture in religious contexts of sacred architecture is therefore
subject to and directed at Boyer’s cognitive state of apartness.32 Alterity within this
perspective should be seen as an inherent feature of religious structures in general and
not something which can only be found within Oriental cults. The next paragraph will try
29
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See Taves 2009, 29–48. For a general take on object agency see Olsen 2010.
As Jones (2000, 41) notes: “the locus of meaning resides neither in the building itself (a physical object)
nor in the mind of the beholder (a human subject) but rather in the negotiation or the interactive relation
that subsumes both building and beholder – in the ritual-architectural event in which buildings and human
participants alike are involved”.
Jones 2000, 7–9.
Cf. Jones 2000, 59–73.
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to illustrate how the concept of alterity functions and why it is potentially important for
our understanding of the so-called Oriental aspects of Oriental cults.
Material culture, alterity, and religious experience
in the temples of Isis and beyond
The distinct way of the constructed Oriental as alterity according to Versluys (from
the perspective of Isis) and Roller (from the perspective of Cybele) was due to the image
that was created of the Other which influenced both the physical outlook of the cults
and its rituals.33 For example, when the Cybele cult was installed on the Palatine Hill
in Rome, it was said the cult arrived with a set of strange ‘Phrygian’ priests, while the
architecture of the Mithras sanctuary notably differed from other Roman shrines. Also,
within the cults of Isis the Othering becomes especially prominent within the so-called
‘second wave’ of Isis cult distribution during the Flavian Empire. It was during this second
wave that the Egyptian cults would presumably have become much more prominently
Egyptian.34 This Egyptianisation would be emphasised through the use of objects, such
as the large numbers of imported Egyptian sculptures found at the Iseum Campense in
Rome and the presumed Iseum at Beneventum, or through architectural features such as
a so-called Egyptian Pylon gateway.35 These examples have been explained as alterity in
the form of intentional and conscious ‘Oriental Othering’ on the part of the Romans, but
the question which this paper wants to pose is whether it could also attest to Othering in
a more general religious sense rather than being a product of Orientalism specifically.
The Isis cults, for instance, could capitalise upon its foreign origin to create the
atmosphere necessary for religious communion. If this were the case, could it be that the
material terms used to create this atmosphere is unjustifiably called Oriental because of
the cult’s foreign origin? An argument which might be in favour of this more cognitive
view of religious use of space and material is that the so-called ‘Othering’ that was noted
by scholars only seems to occur in the case of public cult. Intentional Orientalisation
is not generally noticeable in private worship. The deities and their accompanying
symbols (in the form of statuettes or paintings) appeared together in household shrines
with various other non-Oriental gods and goddesses.36 Could it be that what has been
interpreted as Orientalisation is in fact a form of stage-setting in order to reach the divine
by distancing oneself from everyday routines and visions? This would make sense from
a cognitive religious viewpoint, because it would be the public cults which were most in
need of this. To reach an effect of a religious experience and communion with a larger
group of people requires more effort from the environment, a different space, setting,
and often specially trained agents guiding the ritual in the form of priests, while private
religion does not need a special space (already being private) and consequently employs
33
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Roller 1999; Versluys 2013.
See also Versluys 2013. The waves are defined by Bricault (2001; 2004) as a first wave of distribution
around the 3rd and 2nd century BC (closely related to the Ptolemies) and a second in the 1st century AD.
Versluys 2013, 252 and 256–257.
In Roman Campania, where household shrines and their decoration are well preserved, this is a common
way of use.
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less dramatized and organised rituals. This phenomenon is described by Boyer when
discussing the apartness perspective and has also been noted by several other scholars
specialised in the cognitive side of ritual such as for instance Bell.37
In order to provide a more inclusive example of how such universal religious
values may have worked within the context of material culture, the following section will
provide examples of material culture in religious settings in which the alterity concept
is used as religious experience-Othering instead of intentional Orientalisation. As stated,
the cults of Isis are used as example of a cultic context using presumed Oriental features.
There are a few particular features that are interesting to discuss in this respect, such as
the walled terrain, the entrance, and the use of Egyptian objects. These have often been
explained as a conscious Orientalisation of the cult with respect to its Egyptian origin.
These features will be reviewed from the viewpoint of cognitive religious apartness and
alterity.
Walls and gateways: the entrance experience
To recapture the previous discussion and commence the investigation into alterity
in ‘Oriental’ cults. It was argued that in order to enable the mental transformation needed
for a successful ritual, religious architecture needs to shape a setting for apartness and
scriptedness. In order to achieve this, material culture, although it needs to be familiar
enough to understand, must also create a strong alienating effect. How did sanctuaries do
this? When looking at Roman sanctuary spaces in general and their configuration of space,
it becomes evident that whatever their shape, sometimes physical barriers in the form of
walls surrounding sanctuary terrain were created, prohibiting visibility and movement
for occasional visitors and passers-by.38 The walls of the sanctuaries formed a physical
boundary in order to create the different world of a sacred space. This creates the mental
effects of inward orientation and alienation which are required to perform public ritual
activities and achieve a communal religious experience. The walls are an important tool
in generating the effect of going from one world to another and in grounding the setting
for a sacred communion; they form an important way to step over a mental boundary from
the everyday life to the world of the gods, meaning that a wall is able to enforce religious
experience. Naturally, not all Greco-Roman sanctuaries possessed walls, nonetheless it
can be noted that many urban sanctuaries do have walls for this reason.39 This does not
only apply to Greco-Roman religious architecture, also mosques for instance, show the
need for demarcation in the form of transition spaces. First of all in the form of a walled
terrain, secondly a courtyard is added to create a transitional space.40 In the Pompeian
37
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Boyer 1993; Bell 1997; see also Hoag 1977, 18–19. For communion and religious experience in Roman
religions see Mol and Versluys 2015.
The importance to demarcate sacred space from ‘profane’ reverberates already in the Roman word templum,
used to signify a properly consecrated space in which religious rituals could be performed, and the also
frequently employed terms like aedes, sacellum, or fanum, which were used to designate the sanctuary
terrainas a religious structure. Cf. Orlin 1997, 11; Catalano 1978, 467–479.
Many urban mosques are also walled for instance.
According to Aazam (2007, 5) most mosques have a transitional foyer, leading to either the court or the
prayer area, and a transitional arcade around the courtyard.
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Isis temple, as well as the temple at Baelo (and probably also the Iseum Campense in
Rome), the sanctuaries also possessed walls around their premises.41 Both temples were
also situated in dense urban areas. Although it could be stated that this was due to their
function as mystery cults which had to be shut off from people watching what was going
on inside, it alternatively would make sense – considering the public environment – to
explain the walls as a necessary boundary in order to be able to leave the everyday world
behind and connect to the space of the divine. The remaining non-Oriental temples in
Pompeii, such as the temple of Apollo, the sanctuary of Asclepius and Hygeia, and the
temple of Venus were also walled, while the whole area of the sanctuary of Athena at the
Foro Triangolare was carefully bounded off from the streets.
The entrance in these cases also played a significant role as a further means of
moving from profane to spiritual terrain. Creating a sense of apartness during the entranceexperience was vital, not only with Oriental cults, but at many sanctuaries. Therefore,
stating that the so-called Egyptianising Pylon gateways in Roman temples of Isis should
be seen as a typical feature of Oriental(ising) cults is not wrong per se, but overlooks an
important religious function that such features carried. The entrance to the temple of the
goddess Isis did not so much emphasise the “Egyptian” nature of the Roman cults of Isis
as it demarcated a clear boundary between secular space and sacred space. Viewing the
Pylon entrance purely in the context of a conscious Egyptianising of the Isis cult actually
limits the view on its functioning, because the sense of apartness also played a role in the
particular construction of such a gateway, not just the Egyptian origins of Isis. Examples
of sanctuaries displaying a Pylon gateway are the Roman temple of Soli dedicated to
Isis on Cyprus (both the 1st century BC temple as well as the later rebuilt Iseum) and the
Baelo sanctuary in Spain (see fig. 1).42
Just like the walled terrain, there are numerous additional examples besides
the sanctuaries of Isis and Oriental cults where the gateway is emphasised in terms
of apartness. An example of the significance of entering and leaving a sanctuary is
marked by the prominence of entrance gates (propylaea) in Greek sacred architecture.
The gateways to the sanctuary at Eleusis for instance, studied by Miles, give a good
example of how apartness was used at the entrance of this sanctuary.43 Miles notes that
the propylon to the sanctuary of Demeter in Eleusis has a gateway showing an enlarged
entrance made of marble with anomalous and estranging Eleusinian symbols on both
the metopes and the triglyphs of the entrance, functioning as religious Othering and a
material-spiritual boundary. A further especially striking decoration within its design is
the pair of caryatids that framed the inner part of the gateway, bearing the sacred kistai
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Likewise, the Magna Mater temple on the Palatine Hill in Rome was walled (Orlin 2010), while Mithraea
in general were hidden from the public eye. For Isis sanctuaries see Kleibl 2009, or the reconstructions of
Lembke 1994 (Iseum Campense) and Dardaine 2008 (Baelo).
With regards to Versluys’ thesis on the Oriental Othering during the Flavian period moreover, while the Pylon
gateway construction at Baelo probably dates to the 1st century AD, the gateway and sanctuary at Soliwas
constructed in the middle of the 1st century BC and therefore falls outside the so-called Orientalisation
wave. On the sanctuary at Baelo see Dardaine 2008, 74–76; on Soli see Kleibl 2007, 125–150; Kleibl 2007
and 2009; Westholm 1936.
Miles 2012, 114.
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on their heads.44 In this case the entrance and its decoration would have brought a similar
effect of alienation as the pylon gateway at Baelo would have done.45 A last example
comes from the Herodian Temple in Jerusalem, which has been described as possessing
an explicitly high number of architectural features beyond the ordinary in the form of
gateways, inscribed balustrades, and curtains to divide the sacred from the profane.46

Fig. 1 – Above: plan and reconstruction of temple E at Soli, Cyprus (after Westholm 1936, 92),
below: the ground plan and reconstructions of the Isis temple of Baelo (Bolonia, Andalusia) in
Spain (after Dardaine 2008, fig. 72)
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Miles 2012, 125.
The sanctuary of Athena at the triangular forum in Pompeii also has a monumental entrance to demarcate a
boundary to a sacred space.
Cf. Branham 2006, 9.
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Space, spaciousness, and alterity
If we look at how space is configured in Roman sanctuaries, it becomes apparent
that religious experience is also generally stimulated here, both in a physical and in a
conceptual way. After the boundary of the temple wall, new physical boundaries arise
in the form of a portico. The portico forms a demarcation with the actual centre of the
sanctuary. From the relatively lower and darker portico, the peristyle of the sanctuary
forms an open space and the main source of light on the territory; it therefore also enforces
a feeling of spaciousness around the temple. In general, the most important characteristic
of a Greco-Roman temple is not the architectural composition of its inner hall, but its
external form produced by subtle rhythms of the colonnades, decorative friezes, and
sculptured pediments. The portico helps in defining this space, also in a more applied
manner, referring again to Boyer’s scriptedness. Through its form, the portico created a
monumental architectural and visual frame that directed the attention of the participant
to the temple. In this way the temple, the altar, and the priest(s) performing the ritual
became the sole viewpoint for the community assembled through the portico, while the
space directly surrounding the temple becomes a stage. Within the sanctuary precinct,
the portico thus marked the threshold from public to profane and furthermore made the
temple and its direct surroundings into a stage. So whereas the portico shaped a collective
identity, a feeling of familiarity created by its boundary-effects and intimacy, the space
surrounding the temple produced effects of estrangement and sacredness; again with the
effect of uplifting and transforming the audience from their everyday lives. Moreover,
cognitively argued, spaciousness in religious settings creates a feeling of infinity and also
resonates strongly the concept of apartness. It therefore helps not only to frame a ritual
but also to make it easier to experience the divine, which is furthermore sustained because
one is able to move through it.47 Through the experience of ritual in a large, open space,
the participant of a ritual becomes aware of different levels of self-perception: he not
only sees himself and his fellow participants in a certain place, but also, through space,
experiences the divine and the universe.48 As was mentioned above concerning the walls,
non-urban settlements are less in need of such demarcations because they are localised
in a setting which is already shut off from everyday life. Nonetheless, spaciousness
is an important mental concept closely connected to cult, public ritual, and religious
communion, as for instance many open visual spaces of sanctuaries in Samnium, such
as Pietrabbondante, attest of.49 Many of the Samnite sanctuaries are situated on hilltops
with their entrances facing downhill overlooking the depth of the valley, perceiving the
landscape and the sky, thereby creating wide and voluminous vistas.
Although the use of spaciousness in religious settings has been dealt with
differently throughout history, the need for spaciousness and openness remains reflected in numerous examples of religious architecture. The extremely elevated ceilings
of Gothic cathedrals, for instance, directed the worshipper’s sight and thoughts upwards.
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See Rappaport 1999, 257–258. The influence of space and spaciousness in Byzantine churches has been
studied by Clark; see Clark 2007. On moving through architecture and experiencing see Jones 2000, 118–
120 and Zevi 1974, 32.
Cf. Boyer 1994; Jones 2000.
For Samnite sanctuaries, their function and their distribution see Stek 2009.
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The structural verticality achieved by Gothic masters therefore symbolised a reaching for
heaven. Their Islamic counterparts likewise produced a similar religious environment in
mosques by creating an illusion of infinity through the repetitive support systems of vast
hypostyle halls and an emphasis on horizontal orientation. The interiority of a mosque
is furthermore expressed not only by a lack of external ornamentation but also by the
deliberate absence of definable boundaries.50 Space syntax analysis has furthermore
established that the main characteristic of the mosque’s space is its high visibility, not
only contributing to the spiritual functioning, but also resulting in social communion.51
In a few cases, spaciousness is explained as a sign for the Egyptianness of Isis
temples. The Red Hall, built during the reign of Trajan or Hadrian in the early 2nd century
AD in Pergamum, has been ascribed to Isis due to some finds of Egyptian sculpture
within the boundaries of the structure.52 As with the walled terrain and entrances, the Red
Hall has sometimes served as a scholarly example to ascribe typical Egyptian traits to
the cult, this time using its huge space as a main feature. Most characteristic for the Red
Hall sanctuary in Pergamum is its monumentality, which therefore has been compared to
match or imitate Pharaonic temples of Ramses II at Karnak and Luxor. The spaciousness
in this case is explained as a typical Egyptian feature applied to the Red Hall sanctuary
in order to emphasise its Egyptianness.53 However, despite the fact that it is doubtful
that the whole structure of the Red Hall was dedicated to Isis (or that the whole building
served as a sanctuary for that matter), Lembke shows that the temple’s massiveness
and monumentality, although also attested at the Iseum Campense and the Serapeum at
Rome, is not a distinctive Egyptianising feature of Egyptian sanctuaries and therefore
should not be explained in this framework. The Dipteros in the Heroin of Samos in
Ephesus for example, showed a similar way of dealing with spaciousness.54
Exotic objects and alterity
Finally, the earlier mentioned objects displayed in Isis temples will be discussed,
which are considered by some scholars to belong to the most explicit signs demonstrating
a particular Orientalising/Egyptianising behaviour, especially during the Flavian period.
At some sanctuaries of Isis objects are found which could be denoted as displaying an
Egyptian style. Some contain imported sculptures from Egypt, such as can be seen in the
aforementioned sanctuaries of the Iseum Campense and at Beneventum, both restored
and refurbished by Emperor Domitian (roughly around 80 AD). Other sanctuaries were
decorated with locally produced objects that were meant to look Egyptian, such as an
Egyptian-styled sphinx made of red local clay so as to imitate Aswan granite, found in
the sacrarium of the Iseum in Pompeii.55 Interesting to note is that the Beneventum and
50
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See Hoag 1977, 18.
Aazam (2007, 10) mentions that the high visibility has social reasons, by giving a high visual command
upon entering the mosque in order to find their way to their chosen personal space of prostration.
For an overview of the function and construction of the Red Hall, see Mania 2011.
This is emphasised by Lembke (2005, 49), who notes: “Wir können also festhalten, dass die begriffe von
Kolossalität und Monumentalität vom ägyptischen Tempelbau auf die Rote Halle zu übertragen sind”.
See Lembke 2005.
See de Caro 1992, 73, no. 5.2.
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the Iseum Campense sanctuaries display sculpture not only Egyptian in style, but also
explicitly made of coloured stones such black or red granite, basalt or greywacke, so as
to offset them from the white marble sculptures displayed.56 At the Iseum at Pompeii
moreover, the locally produced statue of a sphinx was made of terracotta, but in a coarsegrained and red-coloured type in order to imitate Aswan granite sculpture. All these
intentionally Egyptian or Egyptianising statues would present a clear case of OrientalOthering indeed. Again, however, it might not be an intentional case of ‘making Oriental’,
but rather (on a deeper and more subconscious religious level) a form of religious apartness
through the use of Egypt. At the Iseum Campense in Rome for instance, the imported
Egyptian statues that were placed there during the reign of Domitian, were probably
used to create an atmosphere, not to be venerated.57 The kind of sculpture, which was
until then not known in Rome, could have affected the alienation necessary to get out of
one’s comfort zone and to create the mystical disposition in which boundaries of Self and
Other could dissolve, and a religious experience subsequently could be achieved.
Taves discusses what features exist in objects that tend to make some things stand
out as special regardless of whether people considered them so special that they set
them apart. She notes two types of ‘set-apartness’ in objects: ideal things, things that
stand out because they seem ideal, perfect, or complete and anomalous things, things
that people consider special because they are strange, unusual or in some way violate
people’s expectations.58 It is the latter example to which the Egyptian objects in Isis
temples might belong, and also in this case they are part of a much wider category of setapart objects within religious contexts. Things with anomalous characteristics, such as
visual foreignness, that cause them to stand out can be found in many religious settings.59
Ancient artefacts, lavishly testified in modern Christian churches in the form of Medieval
art and style, are an example of this, but also in Antiquity such anomalies in the form
of antiques can be found. For instance, Late Geometric sculptures of two females and
one of Apollo may have belonged to a Hellenistic context sanctuary of Apollo found on
the eastern part of Crete. Although contested because of the lack of detailed contextual
knowledge on the find spot of the statues, some scholars argue that the temple statues
continued in use for centuries, safeguarding its heirloom contents, before it was abruptly
abandoned in the Hellenistic period.60 In addition, objects from the natural world could
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Around 30 objects were found at the Iseum Campense site that were imported from Egypt. For a full list see
Lembke 1994; see also Bommas 2012. For a discussion on the use of Egyptian material see Bülow Clausen
2015 and the PhD-dissertation of Müskens (forthcoming). For the sculpture found at Beneventum and a
discussion hereof, see Müller 1971 and Bülow Clausen 2012.
Lembke made a reconstruction based on the physical remains, objects and the Forma Urbis Romae. See
Lembke 1994, 35; another reconstruction was made by Bommas 2012.
See Taves 2009, 35–38.
Such as the archaising terracottas at the temple of Apollo on the Palatine Hill in Rome (28 BC), or two
Egyptian sculptures at the sanctuary of Athena Polias at Kameiros (Larson 2007, 54).
See for instance Larson 2007, 100–101; Bell 1997, n. 21. The deliberate archaising style of the Isis statue
found at the Iseum from Pompeii also testifies to this. Rappaport (1999, 258) further mentions that something
considered to be ancient adds to a religious setting, as it turns spaces (or objects) into eternal. Furthermore
the perdurence is an index of the perdurence of the order it represents and it becomes venerable, its old age
adding to out of the ordinary-experience. The importance of antiquities can be seen at the temple of Athena
Lindia at Lindos, which was destroyed in 392 BC due to the struggles between Sparta and Athens. Roughly
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be used in this way. Hippo and elephant tusks were found in Greco-Roman temples
where they served as curiosities and sacred heirlooms.61 Riis believes that the large
hippopotamus molar found in the 6th century BC temple built by the Greeks at Tell Sukas
on the Oronthus river was a hero’s relic, while elephant teeth have been recovered from
sacred sites at ancient Mycenae, Knossos, Cyprus, Syria, Israel and Turkey.62
Examples of the first type of Taves’ set-apartness – ideal objects – might also be
found at Roman sanctuaries (or be a combination of both ideal and anomalous). For
instance, the temples of Jupiter Stator (building decree ordered in 294 BC) and its
portico (constructed by Metellus around 140 BC), and of Apollo Sosianus (built by the
eponymous consul in 32 BC and dated either just before or just after the battle of Actium)
were both lavishly embellished with imported Greek marble statues of a notably high
quality.63
Conclusions: contextualising alterity in Roman religious practices
After discussing a number of examples of material characteristics of religious
contexts, a new interpretation layer can be added to the discussion on Oriental cults.
First of all, it has become clear that in order to set the stage for ritual, people need to
experience a general sense of apartness or alterity. In order to trigger the transformation,
the environment should set it apart from daily experience. As could be seen, this could
be achieved in several ways, such as by putting up a walled terrain, creating a particular
entrance experience, working with spaciousness, or using anomalous objects and
decoration to create an alienating atmosphere. A note must be made with respect to these
features and to the notion of alterity, because there seem to be definite limits to the
alienating. As Jones noted, both otherness and familiarity must be reflected in religious
architecture. Sanctuaries persist as transforming structures with the goal of creating
life-altering environments. They are similarly both expressions and sources of religious
experience and are invariably faithful products of the dominant society and catalysts or
triggers for change. As created and creator, then, sacred architecture at first manifests
(through familiarity) and then transforms (through apartness/alterity).64 This means that a
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a century later when the temple was rebuilt, the ancient objects that were once present at the sanctuary were
inscribed as a list in the temple. The inscription, known as the Lindian Chronicle, contains a catalogue of
objects from ancient heroes such as Herakles and Helen, and historical figures such as Alexander the Great.
The decoration of the temple at the Cycladic site of Ayia Irini provides another example of the importance
of antique sculpture. When the temple was constructed in the Bronze Age it was decorated with large
terracotta statues of women (not representing the resident deity) in Minoan dress. When the temple was reerected around 750 BC after the original construction had collapsed in the 12th century BC, a terracotta head
that originally belonged to one of the Minoan-type statues became the focus of the cult: the new occupants
set it up on the floor of the temple in a specially made ring-base. See Larson 2007, 140.
Mayor 200, 182.
Mayor 200, 182.
For Jupiter Stator see Orlin 1997, 195 and Stamper 2005, 54; for Apollo Sosianus see Viscogliosi 1996. In
the case of the temple of Jupiter Stator these consisted of tributes from the war, such as a marble statue of
Olympus wrestling Pan and several Venus statues (Stamper 2005, 54).
Jones 2000, 115–117.
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complete Egyptian temple would not have worked in a Roman context, because this was
too strange to be conceivable by non-Egyptians. However, the addition of an Egyptian
element might have created just that level of otherness necessary to create religious
communion. The same goes for objects. Although imported statues of Egyptian animals
can be seen at the Iseum Campense and in Beneventum, these were not venerated as cult
statues. Isis, who was venerated in these temples, was never worshipped in an Egyptian
style or in deviant material to the marble Romans were used to; all her statues found in
Roman sanctuaries show a Greco-Roman-styled sculpture made out of white marble.65
This last observation renders terms like ‘Romanisation’ and ‘Orientalisation’ in a
different light. Sanctuaries all needed to allude to the strange; they all engaged with the
concept of alterity, but within the limits of the conceivable. This paper has only been a
first enquiry into religious cognition theory and Roman cults, to widen the interpretative
scope for the often rather narrow framework in which the Oriental cults have traditionally
been conceived. Although the approach is not inclusive with respect to the complex nature
of the relationship between religious experience and objects, reviewing the evidence
within this particular context from a cognitive framework has allowed the presentation
of a different view. Regarding the perspective taken up in the paper it was tried to shift
the focus from the built form per se and the remains per se to the situation, and to the
circumstances that arise in relation to that form. In this way it applied a more holistic
perspective towards Roman religious contexts than was done by previous studies. The
exploration in this paper has made clear, that non-visible cult phenomena in the context
of behaviour and cognition are important to consider: archaeological attention should
encompass the entire situation-place making, not only the physical remains connected
to Roman cults. Within this holistic view, scriptedness, markedness of ritual action, and
apartness are very important cognitive features which are reflected in material culture
surrounding cults, both the sanctuaries, their decoration, and cult utensils.
The exploration of the psychological scope of religion has also provided us with
some views in light of which the discussion on Oriental gods can be revisited. In this
context, a few points of discussion and questions should be noted. First of all, when the
focus is placed on experience and ritual to interpret the archaeological remains, how
valid are concepts like ‘Oriental gods’? When the focus is shifted to mental states and
a more general sense of religious experience, it has become clear that there is little use
in referring to cults as being ‘Oriental’ or ‘Roman’. This opened up the ongoing debate
on Oriental cults. It might even be argued that the categorisation of these cults under
the header of Oriental, if only for the purpose of a critical scrutiny, is still damaging
for their interpretation, as it maintains a fundamental dichotomy between Roman and
Oriental. It is therefore important to regard all cults in their own right, not as Oriental,
not even for heuristic purposes. Secondly, the notion of alterity is important, as Alvar
and Versluys already stressed, and indeed a central term within cult practice and material
culture. However, terms like alterity, apartness or otherness should not only be seen as
exclusive to Oriental cult behaviour, but should instead be regarded as an inherent part
of religious experience and ritual in general. The dialectic between what are often called
‘foreign’ and ‘indigenous’ aspects of cults is also a result of a universal religious interplay
65

For a discussion see Mol 2014.
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between familiarity and alterity, necessary in all cults and rituals as a constitutive of cult
behaviour. That being said, it could be observed that the cults of Isis were able to use
their Egyptian features very well for this purpose, albeit it must be kept in mind that this
did not even have to be a conscious decision, as it was shown that apartness is not an
inherent cognitive feature of public ritual. In the case of Isis, therefore, Egypt could be
employed as a means of creating religious apartness, necessary for a successful ritual and
religious experience.
By widening the perspective I have tried to let go the cultural claims of ‘Roman’
and ‘Oriental’, by stating that it was not a conscious and intentional cultural process, but
a materialised psychological phenomenon. This does not end the discussion of course,
but it shows the benefit of taking a different viewpoint on existing debates. Alterity is
a fundamental universal concept within religious practices and it is employed in all
public ritual contexts in order to set up a connection between human and divine. It is
therefore not a feature that only belongs to Roman cults and is a good way to show that
placing human experience on the forefront is able to widen the perspective and resolve
some of the serious issues that culturally centred concepts such as Romanisation and
Orientalisation bring.
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“Φυλακτήρια πρὸς δαίμονας, πρὸς φαντάσματα, πρὸς πᾶσαν
νόσον καὶ πάθος”:1 the use of amulets in Greco-Roman
and Late Antique Macedonia*
Eleni Tsatsou
Abstract
The study of amulets brings us into contact with the thoughts and desires of hundreds of
anonymous, inconsequential people at the most strained emotional moments of their lives,
revealing their innermost thoughts, and helping us understand the religious atmosphere of
that epoch. Although the majority of Greco-Roman and Late Antique amulets lack a secure
archaeological context, there are a few among them that have been recovered in situ, in
ancient Macedonia. This paper draws attention to these particular amulets, allowing a better
understanding of the people that wore them, their problems, their motivations, their deepest
needs, in order to shed some new light on the everyday religious life of the ancient Macedonians.
Key words: magical amulets – Bes Pantheos – Tetragrammaton – Avrasax – magical papyri.
Апстракт
Изучувањето на амулетите нè доведува во контакт со мислите и со желбите на стотици
анонимни, незначајни луѓе во најсилните емотивните моменти од нивните животи,
откривајќи ги нивните најдлабоки мисли и помагајќи ни да ја разбереме религиозната
атмосфера на нивното време. Иако повеќето грчко-римски и доцноантички амулети
немаат јасен археолошки контекст, меѓу нив има и неколку што се откриени in situ, во
античка Македонија. Овој труд го става акцентот токму на овие амулети, овозможувајќи
подобро да ги разбереме луѓето што ги носеле, нивните проблеми, нивните мотивации,
нивните најдлабоки потреби, со цел да се осветли религиозниот секојдневен живот на
Античките македонци.
Клучни зборови: магиски амулети – Бес Пантеос – Тетраграматон – Авраксас – магиски
папируси.
*
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Amulets connect human reality with the divine world, creating small sacred spaces
for communication between man and god. The study of these miniature temples allows
us the opportunity to come in contact with the thoughts and desires of ordinary people
in ancient Antiquity, of which we can gather only titbits of information from the literary
or philosophical texts of that time. Amulets can uncover the hidden secrets and the
innermost thoughts of those people, therefore allowing us to develop a more transparent
and comprehensive image of the ancient world.2
The customary use of amulets comes from the Egyptian tradition. In the Book of
the Dead, the sacred Ancient Egyptian text written in the New Kingdom period (16th–11th
century BC),2 there are many references to the production and the use of amulets that
would accompany the dead to the underworld, protecting them from danger and giving
them the strength to surpass any obstacles with ease.
During the course of the Greco-Roman time period, the use of amulets becomes
increasingly popular. People in the Mediterranean, living under the immense power of the
Roman Empire, intensely experience feelings of uncertainty and insecurity. Τhe divine
power of amulets relieves them and – depending on the type – secures a life without
danger and health problems or endows them with special powers. They are sometimes
drawn upon to eradicate deadly poison from a scorpion sting, to cure diseases ranging
from gout to indigestion, to prevent a miscarriage, to protect the newborn baby of the
family or other times to attract the attention of a woman with whom the wearer of the
amulet has fallen in love.
Varied materials were used in the fabrication of these sacred objects. They are
usually made of semiprecious stones, flax fibres, hair or skin of animals, and rolled
papyrus in pieces of fabric and metal. Some of these materials are delicate and are
destroyed with the passage of time. As a result, some amulets can only be traced through
references made to them in the literature of the time.
Nevertheless, the amulets that have been recovered are numerous and can be
categorised in two groups: metal laminates and stones. Amulets in the first category
are usually made from precious metals like gold, silver and bronze. In this way, they
can be differentiated from curse tablets or binding spells (κατάδεσμοι-defixiones) which
are made from lead and which provoke evil.3 The metal amulets are wrapped, placed in
capsules, and either pinned on the shoulder or they hang around the neck and lie on the
chest. Amulets in the second category (the ones that we are interested in here) are made
from semiprecious gemstones like jasper, hematite, and all shades of quartz. The stones
are set in gold and silver and are either worn as necklaces or on the hand as rings. They
can even be hidden under clothing or concealed by tying to other parts of the body.
Amulets usually bear inscriptions which work to invoke deities; some inscriptions
express a deep religious sentiment, while others are incomprehensible, without any
obvious meaning (voces magicae). Images of gods or polymorphic deities are carved
upon them. Many times, these images are carved with quasi-alphabetic unintelligible
2

3

On the magical amulets of Greco-Roman times see Bonner 1950, 1951 and 1954; Delatte and Derchain
1964; Delatte 1914; Philipp 1986; Kotansky 1994; Michel 2001a and 2001b; Mastrocinque 2003 and 2007.
On the Book of the Dead see Faulkner 1990.
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signs which do not belong to any known language, but are often used in the amulets and
in the Magical Papyri (charaktêres).
Objects converted to amulets, which contain the power to change the lives of the
people who wear them, must go through a special rite of consecration (kathierosis). Once
the object has undergone this ritual, which is often described in great detail in the Magical
Papyri, they are henceforth endowed with divine powers and considered as holy as if the
wearer were carrying a sacred space, a tiny temple, with him everywhere he went.
Amulets are designed and used during a period of deep religious syncretism, and
there are examples which indicate that people of that time tended to want to communicate
with the supernatural on a personal level. Depending on their wishes and deepest
aspirations, people would choose an amulet and wear it either for a limited time period
or for the rest of their lives.
Despite the popularity of amulets up until at least the middle of the 1st century AD
they were never accepted by the conservative members of the Roman elite. In Pliny’s
writings, we get a first-hand glimpse of how the aristocrats snubbed those who wore
amulets when he writes that some Romans “are slaves to foreign ceremonies, because
they carry on their fingers the Gods and the monsters whom they worship”.4 It seems
that members of the Roman elite, known for their conservatism and their tendency to
follow tradition, felt those who wore amulets were ignoble and of a lower socioeconomic
class, like slaves or women. This opinion may have prevailed because the use of amulets
is associated with Egyptian religious tradition, which was approached awkwardly and
cautiously by the Roman aristocracy until the 1st century.
Nevertheless, we recognise that the influence of the Egyptian tradition on GrecoRoman amulets is prevalent because of the large number of Egyptian deities carved
on them. There are many amulets, however, whose origins can be traced to the Greek
tradition, while the majority of the inscriptions that are carved on the amulets are Greek.
In addition, there are amulets that bear astrological symbols, which indicates a clear
influence of the Babylonian religious tradition.
Until recently, with some exceptions, scholars used to downplay the value of
these objects. Oftentimes, they were considered degenerate hybrid products of Egyptian
culture, while other times they were dismissed as simple seals. Only within the last few
decades have some researchers begun to recognise their value. Since then, some valuable
attempts have been made to catalogue, interpret and publish these artefacts, so that they
may be studied and made available to the public. In this context, we can also include our
effort to research amulets found in Greece. Our main goal is to study and interpret the
already known amulets to give ourselves the opportunity of understanding the thoughts
and desires of people who lived in the region during Greco-Roman times.
However, if we are to truly understand the importance of their use, we have to
know the exact time period to which they date, the place from which they originate and
the identity of the wearer. Unfortunately, it is close to impossible for us to obtain this
information, since the majority of amulets has not been found in situ – which means we
have been unable to identify either the person who created the amulet, or its wearer. The
4

On defixiones see Wunsch 1897; Audollent 1904; Faraone 1991; Gager 1992; Kropp 2008.
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greatest numbers of amulets we hold in our hands today come from private collections of
people who, from the time of the Renaissance and beyond, started to collect amulets and
other artefacts. This is the main reason why we cannot possibly determine their origin,
where and when they were created or the people who wore them.
To understand the extent to which we are lacking information on the subject, we
should note that out of 148 uterine amulets that have come into our possession, only two
can be properly traced (one from the U.K. and the other from Egypt). And not one of the
amulets currently on display at the Numismatic Museum of Athens has been successfully
traced in this way. Nevertheless, there are plenty of amulets for which the exact place of
discovery is known – those were found in Germany, Great Britain, Romania, Bulgaria,
Egypt and Greece, mostly in the region of Macedonia.
Our endeavour begins in the area of Macedonia. Until now, we have found
information about six amulets that have come to light as a result of archaeological
excavations in the area.
The first of these comes from an excavation that was carried out in the area north of
Evangelistria Cemetery in Thessaloniki (fig. 1). It was found in a grave which contained
three burials from the 3rd century AD.5 On the front side of the amulet, which is made
from red jasper, there is a carved scene taken from the labours of Heracles; one observes
Heracles standing on the right while strangling the Nemean lion. On the left hand side,
behind the lion, is Heracles’ club. On the reverse (fig. 2), three capital letters Kappa are
carved. The design depicting Heracles is clumsily carved, though the three Kappas are
carved with care and dexterity.
This type of amulet was extremely popular during Greco-Roman times, and was
used by people who suffered from Colic, a painful disease of the lower intestine. The
image of the dangerous lion being strangled by Heracles shows that the amulet’s purpose
was to “scare” the disease and chase it far away from the wearer.
It seems that Heracles, as the god who works to ward off evil (ἀλεξικάκος), has
the ability to chase away sickness from those who are ill. This belief is common among
ancient people, who associate Heracles’ actions with the healing ability of the legendary
physician of Antiquity, Hippocrates. Pliny writes that Greeks would give Hippocrates
similar honours as to Heracles.6 And Soranos, Hippocrates’ biographer, writes that the
prominent Greek actually comes from the generation of Heracles.7 This connection
strengthens the effectiveness of the representation of the hero on healing amulets and
made them desirable even to famous physicians of Antiquity.
Among those, Alexander of Tralles, the 6th century physician, who gave the
following instructions to those of his patients suffering from intestinal Colic: “On a
Median stone engrave Heracles standing upright and strangling a lion; set it in a gold
5

6
7

Pliny, Natural History 2.5: “Externis famulantur sacris ac digitis deos gestant, monstra quoque colunt,
damnant et excogitant cibos, imperia dira in ipsos, nesomno quidem quieto, inrogant”.
On this amulet see Βoulioni 2001.
Pliny, Natural History 7.56: “Hippocrates medicina, qui venientem ab illyriis pestilentiam praedixit
iscipulosque ad auxiliandum circa urbes dimisit, quod ob meritum honores illi quos herculi decrevit
graecia”.
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ring and give it to the patient to wear”.8 It is not clear, however, to what type of stone
Alexander is referring.
The interpretation of the inscription of the three capital Kappas is not clearly
understood. It seems that the inscription is connected to the letter “K” with which the
ancient word “Colic” began.9 What is puzzling is the reason for three capital letter
Kappas, rather than just one. It is possible that the three letters are connected to the
epigraph, “ΚΟΛΟΚΕΡ / ΚΟΛΟΠΟ / CΙΡΚΚΚ” which is found in different versions of
various amulets of its kind.10 Perhaps it is also connected to a passage from the Magical
Papyri, in which a demon with the mystical name “Kok Kool Kool”, is conjured up in
order to cure a woman’s fever.11
The most convincing theory regarding the origin of the meaning behind the three
Kappas is advanced by Barb, who believes that the letters are an abbreviation of the word
“Kadosh” (Αγιος), which is meant to be written three times.12 The triple reference to the
word is extremely common on amulets of the Byzantine period, especially in the Greek
version as “Agios, Agios, Agios” (τρισάγιον).13 While this topic will be further explored,
it is important to note that it was very common for Hebrew words to be transcribed into
Greek characters.14
Another example of the therapeutic amulet was found in an excavated Roman tomb
in Pella, in 2006.15 This one is made of agate stone, with a gold setting and ring so it may
be hung around the neck of a man who lived in Pella towards the end of the 2nd century
AD. On the obverse is the image of a snake with the head of a lion wearing a crown,
with rays that point toward the left. On the reverse the epigraph “ΧΝΟΥΦΙC” (Chnoufis)
is carved, along with a magical symbol that appears often on amulets of this type. The
name “Chnoufis” found on the back is a different version of the name Chnoubis, the god
depicted on the obverse (unfortunately we could not obtain a picture of this amulet).
The god Chnoubis is possibly connected to the god Khnum, the Egyptian deity,
who created people on his potter’s wheel and due to the syncretism of Greco-Roman
8

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

Soranus, Vita Hippocratis 1.1: “Ἱπποκράτης γένει μὲν ἦν Κῷος, υἱὸς Ἡρακλείδα καὶ Φαιναρέτης, εἰς
Ἡρακλέα καὶ Ἀσκληπιὸν τὸ γένος ἀναφέρων”. For these references see also Dasen 2011, 69.
Alexander Trallianus, Therapeutica 2.377.6-7: “Εἰς λίθον Μηδικὸν γλύψον Ἡρακλέα ὀρθὸν πνίγοντα
λέοντα καὶ ἐγκλείσας εἰς δακτυλίδιον χρυσοῦν δίδου φορεῖν”. See also Bonner 1950, 62 f.; Faraone 2013, 89.
Kotansky (1982) believes that “the figure of Herakles strangling the lion on gem-stones served as a general,
apotropaic device”.
Bonner 1950, 62–65. Dolger (1925, 81) believes that the character with the three capital Kappas signifies
“Κύριε ἐλέησον” (Lord have mercy). Also quite interesting is Mastrocinque’s mathematical interpretation
of the three Kappas (Mastrocinque 2005, 110, n. 503). He seems to believe that they are not letters, but
numbers. In this version, the three Kappas represent the number 20 repeated three times. The number 20 is
significant mainly because it helps in the development of the metric system but it does not seem to have any
mystical connotations, which leads us to reject this theory.
For this kind of amulets see Delatte and Derchain 1964, nos. 276–277; Michel 2001a, no. 390; Michel
2001b, no. 86.
PGM XXXIII, 7, 12: “ἀκάμ[ατ]ε Κοκ/ Κουκ/ Κουλ/, παῦσον τὴν Ταΐδα ἀπὸ παντὸς ῥίγους”.
Barb 1953, 227, n. 150.
For the use of “trisagion” on the amulets, see Maltomini 1982, 158; Peterson 1926, 234 and 325; Spier
1993, 30.
On the transliteration of Hebrew words into Greek characters see Tov 1999, 166 f.
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times was very often identified with the Hebrew god.16 This explains why on many of
the amulets of the same type, the name “ΙΑΩ” appears to accompany the lion-headed
serpent. In the texts, Chnoubis is presented as one of the 36 decans of the Egyptian
zodiac system. According to the Holy Book of Hermes to Asclepius, the first decan of the
lion is Chnoumos, who has the head of a lion and the coiled body of a snake.17
The texts left behind by the writers of the period contain enough information about
this type of amulets and their purpose. In a letter written by a 4th century AD Christian
nobleman, in which general information is provided about the most known and popular
method of therapy of the time, we can read the following: “A serpent with seven rays
carved in Jasper, on a gold setting is a natural therapy for stomach ailments”.18
In a passage from the Περί Λίθων of Socrates and Dionysus’ there is more
information about this amulet. The text reads: “Engrave on it (a kind of onyx) a serpent
coil with the upper part or head of a lion, with rays. Worn thus it prevents pain in the
stomach; you will easily digest every kind of food”.19
Hephaistio of Thebes, an Egyptian astrologist of the beginning of the 5th century,
writes that it is generally accepted that the god Chnoumis can be used in amulets for the
stomach.20
Nevertheless the most interesting reference to this type of amulet is that of the
famous 2nd century AD physician Galen, who admits the effectiveness of it. Galen
believes that the positive effect on the stomach has to do with the material from which
the amulet is made, the green jasper, rather than the appearance or the design of the
amulet itself, which he does not care to even describe. More specifically the text reads:
“The testimony of some authorities attributes to certain stones a peculiar quality which
is actually possessed by the green jasper. Worn as an amulet, it benefits the stomach and
esophagus. Some also set it in a ring, and engrave on it the radiate serpent, just as King
Nechepsos prescribed in his fourteenth book. I myself have made a satisfactory test of
this stone. I made a necklace of small stones of that variety and hung it from my neck at
just such a length that the stones touched the position of the cardiac orifice. They seemed
just as beneficial even though they had not the design that Nechepsos prescribed”.21
In the text Galen references a popular astrological text written in the late 2nd or early
1st century BC, whose author is thought to have been the legendary king Nechepsos. It
seems, therefore, that this particular amulet had been in use centuries before his era.
16
17
18

19

20

21

See Χρυσοστόμου 2008.
On Chnoubis and Chnoubis amulets see Drexler 1894; Bonner 1950, 51–62; Mastrocinque 2005, 61–87.
Ruelle 1908, 260; see also Bonner, 1950, 54–55; Sfameni Gasparro 2009, 351. For the transformation of a
decanic entity to a solar deity and for its association with the God of Israel see Dasen and Nagy 2012.
“Ad stomachi dolorem remedium physicum sic: In la pide iaspide exculpe draconem radiatum^ ut habeat
septem radios, et claude auro et utere in collo”: Marcelli de medicamentis 20.98. See also Mastrocinque
2005, 63.
Orphica, Lithica kerygmata 35.3–6: “Ἐπιχάρασσε οὖν εἰς αὐτὸν σπείραμα ὄφεως ἔχον προτομὴν ἤτοι
κεφαλὴν λέοντος καὶ ἀκτῖνας. Οὗτος φορούμενος οὐκ ἐᾷ ὅλως ἀλγῆσαι τὸν στόμαχον. Ἀλλὰ καὶ ὅσαις ἂν
χρήσῃ τροφαῖς εὐπεπτήσεις”.
Hephaestion, Apotelesmatica 12.20-24: “Μὴ λαθέτω δὲ ὡς εἰκότως εἰς φυλακτήριον τοῦ στομάχου
παραδέχονται τὸν Χνουμὶν ὡς κύριον ὄντα τοῦ στήθους τοῦ κόσμου καθὼς ἡ διαίρεσις τῶν ζῳδίων περιέχει”.
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In the age of Antiquity, the health problems that can be traced to the use and
consumption of water of poor quality were manifold. These problems prevailed in
swampy areas which did not have a source of running water; residents were afflicted with
abdominal pains, dysentery, splenomegaly, and tuberculosis.22 It is therefore no surprise
to find that people in ancient Pella carried amulets designed to protect them specifically
from the negative consequences of consuming impure water. Those living in this area
of Macedonia from Antiquity until at least the early 20th century when the lake dried up,
suffered from illnesses connected to problems in the abdominal area; illnesses which
most likely occurred because of the water. Among them, the Roman resident of Pella in
the 2nd century AD, who most likely following the advice of the local physician, wore our
Chnoubis amulet around his neck, believing in its protective properties.
In 1972, in Thessaloniki’s eastern cemetery, two nicely made amulets were found.
The high quality of the findings at the grave site leads us to believe that the amulet wearer
was a woman from a wealthy family who lived in the area around the 3rd century AD.23
On the obverse of the first amulet (fig. 3), which is carved on a heliotrope stone, a
scarab beetle is depicted, with its oval body, partly closed wings and six extended legs.
On top of its head there are six linear rays. Around the beetle, in the spaces between its
legs, we notice four letters: H W E H. The beetle is enclosed within an ouroboros. On the
reverse (fig. 4), there are some voces magicae: “ΙΑΙΔΑΘΙΑΙ / ΙΗΣΗΦΙΔΙ / WΚΝΗΝΙW.”
The scarab beetle was one of the most popular designs in ancient Egypt because it
was a symbol of the sun god Ra. This identification with Ra helps us to understand the
existence of the rays that appear on the beetle’s head.
The four letters that appear between the beetle’s legs are most likely a reference to
the Hebrew god, a variation of the Tetragrammaton YHWH.24 The letters are probably
meant to be read clockwise from the bottom left. They can also most likely be read as
HEWH from top-to-bottom and left-to-right or HWEH and pronounced (Y)Ē-W-E-H,
like the name Yah-weh.
In contrast with the use of the Tetragrammaton written in Greek or Latin letters,
which, though known during this period, was not commonly adopted for amulets,25 the
representation of the scarab beetle on the amulet is especially popular. Its appearance is
common from the time of the dynasties of ancient Egypt, to Greco-Roman times – during
which time it is enhanced and given new characteristics.
22

23
24
25

Galenus, De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 12.207.1–10: “Ἰδιότητα δέ τινες
ἐνίοις λίθους μαρτυροῦσι τοιαύτην, οἵαν ὄντως ἔχει καὶ ὁ χλωρὸς ἴασπις, ὠφελῶν τόν τε στόμαχον καὶ τὸ τῆς
γαστρὸς στόμα περια πτόμενον. ἐντιθέασί τε καὶ δακτυλίῳ αὐτὸν ἔνιοι καὶ γλύφουσιν ἐν αὐτῷ τὸν τὰς ἀκτῖνας
ἔχοντα δράκοντα, καθάπερ καὶ ὁ βασιλεὺς Νεχεψὼς ἔγραψεν ἐν τῇ τεσσαρακαιδεκάτῃ βίβλῳ. τούτου μὲν οὖν
τοῦ λίθου κᾀγὼ πεῖραν ἱκανὴν ἔχω, καὶ ὁρμάθιόν γέ τι ποιήσας ἐκ λιθιδίων τοιούτων ἐξῆπτον τοῦ τραχήλου
σύμμετρον οὕτως, ὡς ψαύειν τοὺς λίθους τοῦ στόματος τῆς γαστρός. ἐφαίνοντο δὲ μηδὲν ἧττον ὠφελοῦντες ἢ
εἰ τὴν γλυφὴν οὐκ ἔχοιεν, ἣν ὁ Νεχεψὼς ἔγραψε” (I follow the English translation of Bonner 1950, 54, n. 2).
For the history of medicine in ancient Macedonia, see Χρυσοστόμου 2002.
See Ignatiadou (forthcoming).
Ignatiadou (forthcoming). As we can read in Philo (Vita Mosis 2.115) the four letters were used at least from
the beginning of the 1st century. On the use of the Tetragrammaton, see Bohak 2008, 198 and 306; Kotansky
and Spier 1995, 318, n. 13–14, with relevant bibliography.
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In the 12th Magical Papyrus there appears a set of instructions which describes
the creation of a similar amulet which contains the power to secure for the person who
wears it wealth, good social connection, fame and many more gifts. Specifically, the text
reads as follows:26 “It makes men famous and great and admired and rich as can be, or it
makes possible friendships with suchlike men…Helios is to be engraved on a heliotrope
stone as follows: A thick-bodied snake in the shape of a wreath should be having its tail
in its mouth. Inside (the circle formed by the) snake let there be a sacred scarab beetle
surrounded by rays. On the reverse side of the stone you are to inscribe the name in
hieroglyphics, as the prophets pronounce it. Then, having consecrated, wear it when you
are pure. The world has nothing greater than this. For when you have it with you, you will
always get whatever you ask from anybody. Besides, it calms the angers of masters and
kings. Wearing it, whatever you may say to anyone, you will be believed, and you will be
pleasing to everybody. Anyone can open doors and break chains and rocks if he touches
them with the stone, that is, the gem, and says the name written below. It also works for
demoniacs. Just give it [to one] to wear, and the daimon will immediately flee”.27
The text describes the creation of an amulet almost identical to the amulet found
in Thessaloniki. The difference lies in the fact that on the text, the name of the God
should be written “in hieroglyphics” on the reverse side of the amulet, while on the
amulet from Thessaloniki, the name of the God is written around the image of the scarab
beetle, on the front side. The similarities between the two lead us to believe that the
maker of the amulet followed specific instructions, perhaps the ones we see in the 12th
Magical Papyrus. This possibility, in addition to the high quality work exhibited in the
craftsmanship of the amulet, shows that the amulet was not made hastily, but most likely
crafted in a distinguished workshop of the city, at which craftsmen followed specific
instructions in their fashioning of these sacred objects.
The text on the magical papyrus does not give enough information about the exact
26

27

As far as we know there are three amulets that have the Tetragrammaton carved on them. There is an
amulet from the Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest on which a crab is depicted holding an object between
its antennae. The inscription on the back of the crab reads “ΠΙΠΙ”, the Tetragrammaton in Hebrew letters
reads from left to right, (for ΠΙΠΙ as a different version of the Tetragrammaton, see Lieberman 1942, 120,
n. 38). There is an amulet in the collection of the University of Cologne, on which the ΠΙΠΙ inscription is
carved on the reverse (Zwierlein-Diehl 1992, 62, no. 8). Finally, there is an amulet in the collection of the
British Museum that, in all probability, depicts a clumsy representation of the Ark of the Covenant on which
there is the inscription TETΑ ΟPA/E TΟΝ, which is probably a version of the Tetragrammaton (Bonner
1950, 29; Michel 2001a, 289, no. 466; Spier 2007, 963).
PGM XII, 270–282: “Δακτυλίδιον πρὸς ἐπίτευξιν καὶ χάριν καὶ νίκην. ἐνδόξους ποιεῖ καὶ μεγέλους καὶ
θαυμαστοὺς καὶ πλουσίους κατὰ δύναμιν ἢ τοιούτων φιλίας παρέχει. ἔστι σοι κατὰ πάντα δικαίως καὶ
εὐπροφόρως ἀδιάλειπτος ὁ κύκλος. ὄνομα περιέχει κάλλιστον. ἥλοις γλύφεται ἐπὶ λίθου ἡλιοτροπίου τὸν
τρόπον τοῦτον· δράκων ἔστω ἐνκύμων, στεφάνου σχήματι οὐρὰν ἐν τῷ στόματι ἔχων. ἔστω δὲ ἐντὸς τοῦ
δράκοντος κάνθαρος ἀκτινωτὸς ἱερός. τὸ δὲ ὄνομα ἐκ τῶν ὄπισθε μερῶν τοῦ λίθου γλύψεις ἱερογλυφικῶς, ὡς
προφῆται λέγουσιν, καὶ τελέσας φόρει καθαρείως. τούτου μεῖζον οὐδὲν ἔσχεν ὁ κόσμος· ἔχων γὰρ αὐτὸ μεθ’
ἑαυτοῦ, ὃ ἂν παρά τινος αἰτήσῃς, πάντως λήμψει. ἔτι δὲ βασιλέων ὀργὰς καὶ δεσποτῶν παύει. φορῶν αὐτό, ὃ
ἄν τινι εἴπῃς, πισθευθήσῃ ἐπίχαρίς τε πᾶσιν ἔσει. ἀνοίξει δὲ θύρας καὶ δεσμὰ διαρρήξει καὶ λίθους ὁ προσάγων
τὸν λίθον, τοῦτ’ ἔστιν ψῆφον, καὶ λέγων τὸ ὄνομα τὸ ὑπογεγραμμένον. ποιεῖ δὲ καὶ πρὸς δαιμονοπλήκτους·
δὸς γὰρ φορεῖν αὐτό, καὶ παραυτὰ φεύξεται τὸ δαιμόνιον” (I follow the English translation of Morton Smith
[Betz 1986, 163 f.]).
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name of the god that should be written on the amulet. While it is almost certain that the
reference is to the Hebrew God (an extremely popular subject in magical texts of the time)
it is not clear which exact form of the name is referred to in the text. Is the three letter
variation ΙΑΩ meant or the seven letter combination ΙΑΩΥΗΕ or the aforementioned
sacred Tetragrammaton or some other variation of the name of the Hebrew God?
The fact that the name of the Hebrew God is written with the form of the
Tetragrammaton in Greek letters most likely indicates both the wearer’s origin and the
language she used daily. While the reverence of the Tetragrammaton on the amulets is not
necessarily linked to wearers of Hebrew origin, the fact that the three-letter combination
ΙΑΩ is not used to indicate the Hebrew God (a combination that indicated a gentile
wearer),28 leads us to believe that the woman who wore the amulet was most likely of
Hebrew origin. It is even more likely considering that in this particular burial site there
are no religious representations, neither pagan nor Christian connotations. Moreover,
in the section of the cemetery in which the amulet from Thessaloniki was discovered,
several Jewish burials have been unearthed and excavated.29 Finally, the fact that the
Greek alphabet is used instead of the square Jewish script leads us to conclude that this
woman was a Greek-speaking Jew, who probably did not know the Hebrew language.
The epigraph “ΙΑΙΔΑΘΙΑΙ / ΙΗΣΗΦΙΔΙ / WΚΝΗΝΙW” on the back of the amulet
appears on many other amulets of the time. The epigraph found is almost identical to an
amulet with the image of the scarab beetle which is held at the British Museum and has
been carved onto heliotrope stone, and on two amulets from Berlin that bear the image
of the scarab beetle on the front side and a version of the epigraph of the Thessaloniki
amulet on the back.30
The first part of the epigraph (ΙΑΙΔΑΘΙΑΙ) is most likely a reference to Ialdabaoth,
the creator god of various Gnostic systems who sometimes appears as the lion-headed
warrior.31 The second part of the epigraph (ΙΗΣΗΦΙΔΙ / WΚΝΗΝΙW) is probably an
alteration or corruption of the vox magica “κνημμιδίῳ εὐξιψιδίῳ” and probably refers to
what the God wears (a greave-κνημίς/κνημίδιον) and what the God holds (a sword-ξίφος/
ξιφίδιον). It is probably an invocation to the God, to protect the wearer from danger.32
The second amulet (fig. 5) is also carved on a heliotrope stone, most likely produced
in the same aforementioned workshop. It bears a representation of a pantheistic figure
or a polymorphic deity33 – part human, part animal. The god often referred to as Bes
Pantheos, stands facing the front with his legs and feet turned toward the right. He wears
the atef crown and his head is surrounded by five lateral projections. His chest is visibly
28
29
30

31
32
33

Bohak 2008, 199.
See Noy, Panayotov, and Bloedhorn 2004, 91–106; Ignatiadou (forthcoming).
On the first amulet see Michel 2001a, 66, no. 10. For the two amulets from Berlin see Philipp 1986, nos.
117–118. There is another amulet in heliotrope stone that bears a similar the inscription, but the exact
position of the gem is today unknown. See Kovács 2007, 34, no. 81.
Mastrocinque (forthcoming).
See Mastrocinque 2003, 83, 107–108 with relevant bibliography.
Quack 2006. In this article Quack propose the more neutral term “polymorphic deity” to replace the term
“pantheos”. For the polymorphic deities on magical gems, see Bonner 1950, 156–160; Delatte and Derchain
1964, 126–141; Philipp 1986, 109–111; Michel 2001a, 164–167.
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nude and his thighs are furry. He has two tails, one of a bird and one of a crocodile. Two
sets of wings extend from both his shoulders. To the left and right appear three long
vertical sceptres or torches. His legs are in the form of a jackal. He stands in an oval
shape formed by an ouroboros, which contains two round signs to indicate that there are
animals.
This depiction of the polymorphic deity was inspired by the dwarf-god Bes, the
ancient Egyptian god with the demonic nature, who was worshipped as protector of
households and of mothers and children. His terrifying appearance was thought to chase
away any force of evil. Many of the amulets that depict Bes Pantheos bear the inscription
“φύλαξον ἀπὸ παντὸς κακοῦ” that claims to protect from all evil.34 It seems, therefore,
that the use of this kind of amulet was meant to ward off any type of evil, as well as
provide general protection for the wearer.
This particular depiction of the polymorphic god reminds us of two other
representations of Bes we encounter on a papyrus from the Brooklyn Museum, a magical
medical papyrus of the Late Egyptian period. In the first depiction on the Brooklyn
papyrus Bes appears with nine heads, two pairs of wings, and holds various sceptres in
his hands while standing at the top of an oval shape on which are drawings of various
dangerous animals. In the second depiction, the god has seven heads with four pairs of
wings, and holds the sceptre of power and the whip and has a bird’s and a crocodile’s tail.
The legs end in the head of a jackal.35
The text which accompanies this picture reveals the nature of the god depicted. It
reads: “The Bes with seven heads (…) he is the Ba’s of Amun-Re, lord of Karnak, chief
of Ipet-Sut (…)” According to the text, Bes is identified with Amun-Re’s Ba.36 The many
faces that appear represent the different ways in which this god interferes with people,
according to his various moods and demeanours. In this way, the transcendent power of
Amun-Re is expressed in either seven or nine different ways in the world.37
In the 13th Magical Papyrus, a sacred book called “Unique” or “Eighth Book of
Moses”, a nine-headed god is invoked as the creator of all and reminds us of the deities on
the Brooklyn papyrus. According to the text of the 13th Magical Papyrus, the transcendent
god, despite having created everything in the world, is unclear and unintelligible; he sees
all, but is invisible and like the god on the Brooklyn papyrus, is nine-formed.38
These specific texts suggest the notion that there is only one transcendent god who
can take on the form of the polymorphic god who appears on our amulets. Placing this
image on the amulet can possibly show the multidimensional way in which this god can
interfere with the events of the world. The polymorphic god on the amulet represents the
perspective that there is only one god, which, like the Hebrew God, is transcendent and
34
35

36
37
38

See Schwartz and Schwartz 1979, no. 34; Michel 2001a, 181–184, nos. 289–292.
For the seven-headed Bes on the papyrus see
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/60794/ Papyrus/image/82773/image.
For the nine-headed Bes see
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/60794/Papyrus/image/46434/image.
On the concept of Ba in ancient Egyptian thought see Žabkar 1968; Allen 2001.
Assmann 1997, 14–16.
PGM XIII, 39–40, 65–70.
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cannot be adequately depicted. His various powers and capabilities, however, may also
appear on Greco-Roman amulets in the form of the so-called Bes Pantheos.
It is therefore logical to assume that the Jewish woman of Thessaloniki intended to
invoke power through the image of the polymorphic God represented on the amulet, so
that she might protect herself from the illnesses and hardships of life. In fact Bes was not
the one being sought out for protection, but the Hebrew God.
In contrast to the well-crafted amulets found in Thessaloniki, two haphazardly
crafted amulets were discovered in the Greco-Roman city of Dion located at the foot of
Mount Olympus and are kept in the depository of the local archaeological museum.
The first of these (fig. 6) was found on the grounds of a well-groomed residence of
the Greco-Roman period, named the House of Athena. The amulet was found in a glass
vessel, which is estimated to have been made either at the end of the 3rd or the start of
the 4th century AD. We may therefore conclude that the amulet was created around the
3rd century AD. Because the amulet was found in the city, in a residence and not in some
burial site, we cannot draw any specific conclusions about the person who wore it.
The amulet bears the depiction of the snake-legged and cock-headed god, usually
referred to as Avraxas, who was very popular during that time period. Usually the snakelegged god appears with the head of a cock, the torso of a human and two serpents as
legs. He wears a military kilt and in his right hand he holds a whip, while in his left
hand he carries a round shield, which usually bears the epigraph ΙΑΩ. Because the name
“Avrasax” is often written on the amulets that represent the snake-legged god, he is often
associated with the creator of the world in the Gnostic system of Basilides. His image is
most commonly seen on amulets created during Greco-Roman times.
The nature of the snake-legged god has been extensively commented upon by
scholars. It has a very strong, solar, character. The three elements (cock, man, serpent)
which form the actual image of the god refer to the three aspects of the sun; the cock
symbolises the morning sun, the cuirass represents the sun at full strength at noon,
and the serpents, which are linked with water and obscurity in the Pharaonic tradition,
symbolise the evening sun.39 The circular shield that the god holds in his hand is most
likely connected to the circular shape of the sun – midday, the moment at which the force
of the sun is strongest.40 He works to secure success, but also a happy outcome for all
situations or problems the wearer may encounter.41 Of equal importance is that Avrasax
is connected to the number 365. The numerical value of the letters of his name is 365.42
The god, therefore, can offer support and help to all – 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
The amulet of Dion bearing the image of the snake-legged god differs from the
typical description. While there is little doubt as to which god is being described, the
way in which it is depicted differs from the most commonly known image. The particular
depiction has the legs of a snake, the body of a man, and in his right hand he holds a
dagger and in the left a shield. Due to the lack of skill in the creation of the amulet, the
39
40
41
42
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design of the head is very difficult to interpret. With some reservation we may conclude
that the figure does not have a cock’s head but the head of a man who wears a helmet.
Α human head on a snake-legged figure appears rarely on the amulets. As far as we
know there are three other amulets which display the figure of a snake-legged god with
a human head, which may not have any other resemblance at all to the Dion amulet.43
Nevertheless, the figure of the snake-legged god with the human head was found in one
of the four defixiones, which were found in the “Fountain of the Lamps” in Corinth.44
It is possible that the Dion amulet is related to another amulet that depicts on the
obverse the god Ares with his helmet, holding his spear and javelin while on the reverse
some voces magicae are carved in which the name “Avrasax” appears in another form.45
Another amulet, which is currently in New York, depicts a cock-headed, snake-legged
figure on the obverse, and on the reverse a figure who wears a helmet, that is in all
probability the god Ares.46 Is this representation an attempt to meld together characteristics
of both Avrasax and Ares? This conglomerate figure may have offered general protection
from negative energy – similarly to those amulets which bear the image of cock-headed
Avrasax. It also may offer protection against diseases of the liver – just like the amulets
that bear the image of Ares that were usually used to cure diseases of the liver.47
The amulet in all probability was not created in a workshop. The creation of this
image happened arbitrarily, perhaps with the freedom that comes with not knowing
exactly how to create such pieces. It appears, however, that while the person who created
the amulet did not know exactly how to make it, he had the ability to convince the wearer
that the amulet would indeed protect him.
Another amulet found in the same area (and most likely created by the same person
as the previous one) displays similar freedom in design. Unfortunately, we do not have
any further information about this particular piece – other than the photograph that is
reproduced here (fig. 7). This particular amulet, also unskilfully crafted, displays a figure
which we assume is that of a squatting woman with her right hand resting on her knee. In
her left hand she is holding something, which vaguely reminds one of a uterus symbol.
Similar amulets (figs. 8–9) were used during the Greco-Roman time period, and
were popular among pregnant women of the time. In most cases, the so-called “uterus
symbol” appears as a symbol somewhere on the amulet.48 This kind of amulet is considered
a medico-magical tool which had been used to help women experience a safe pregnancy
and childbirth or even ensure the health of the uterus. It may also have served to help the
wearer avoid any stress throughout her pregnancy.
We believe, therefore, that the amulet was used by a woman who lived in the Dion
area during Greco-Roman times – a woman who believed that this particular amulet would
have protected her from any health problems she may have had during her pregnancy and
that would have helped her bring the foetus successfully to term.
43
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The six amulets that were found in the Macedonia area have given us an insight
into the lives of those who lived in the area during the Greco-Roman era. We have come
to understand the worries and pains of those who lived in the Pella region. We know
that the people there lived under extremely unsanitary conditions; we come to feel the
intestinal pain of the woman in the Evangelistria Cemetery; we face the stress and worry
of the Jewish woman from Thessaloniki. We also felt the stress of the woman from Dion
who was concerned about the fate of her foetus. These magical amulets have helped us
connect to the feelings of people of this time period, with all of their deepest wishes and
worries.
At the same time, we had the opportunity to glance into the lives of the people who
studied the remedies of the Magical Papyri in order to create these amulets. We were
able to peruse the texts that left instructions, for the symbols and the magical names that
were used to give these objects their efficacy. We could imagine the charm of those who
create these objects – that, like our modern day doctors who use a placebo to help their
patients, or like psychologists who offer psychological help to those who are in need, had
the ability to aid people and comfort them during their time of need.
In addition, the amulets have also helped us understand how much people (no
matter what the time period in which they lived) needed to have constant communication
with God. The “miniature temples” people used to wear around their necks and on their
fingers helped them to face all the difficulties of their everyday lives and they assisted
people in being calm and strong in the face of all their problems.
Nevertheless the amulets themselves have revealed very little about the religion
or the nationality of the people who wore them. With the exception of the scarab beetle
amulet with the Tetragrammaton, the iconography of the amulets scarcely reveals
anything about the religious ideas or the origin of the wearers. We cannot conclude that
the wearer of the Chnoubis amulet is Egyptian, or that the amulet bearing the image of
Heracles strangling the lion was worn by a Greek, or that the wearer of the amulet bearing
the image of Avrasax wearing the helmet belongs to the Gnostic sect of Basilides. In the
world of amulets, many different ideas are melded together.
And because of this, we have the ability to see the ways in which various aspects
of different religious traditions are chosen in order to create new and innovative religious
beliefs during the ecumenical Greco-Roman times – a period during which one’s
religious experience and relationship to the supernatural held more importance than
one’s nationality and traditional religious thinking.
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Fig 1

Fig 2
(after Βoulioni 2001, 31)

Fig 4
(photo by D. Ignatiadou)

Fig 7
(photo by Е. Тsatsou)

Fig 5
(photo by D. Ignatiadou)

Fig 8 – pregnant woman standing on
a uterus symbol (BM Collection, IDNumber: GB-BM-MMEu_G 1986,
5–1,32)

Fig 3
(photo by D. Ignatiadou)

Fig 6
(photo by Е. Тsatsou)

Fig 9 – pregnant woman
squatting over a birthing stool
(BM collection, ID-Number:
GB-BM-MMEu_G 389 EA
56389)
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Competence and communication in Roman provincial art:
the semantics of the “cookie-dough” style of small marble
votive plaques in the Danube region
Steven Hijmans
Introduction
This article is about a particular type of small, Roman marble votive relief – or
at least, it should be. It is actually more about the problems we face when studying
the styles of such objects. The reliefs under consideration were produced in significant
numbers in the provinces along the lower Danube, and were commonly used in just two
cults: that of Mithras, and that of the Danube Riders.1 Written sources have little to say
about either cult; in fact we are so ill-informed about the latter that we do not even know
the names of its main protagonists. And yet, both cults were popular, the one throughout
the Latin half of the Empire, the other specifically in the Danube region. To understand
Roman religion at all, we must have at least some understanding of such cults, and our
only tools to gain any such understanding are archaeological.
This is not surprising. Our literary sources for Roman religions are extremely
meagre. Even many important supra-regional cults, such as that of Mithras, are barely
mentioned and most regional ones are absent from the sources altogether. The first reality
we must face, therefore, is that main sources not just for these cults, but indeed for most
of Roman religion, are archaeological. Analyses of the cult sites, monuments, and art,
within their broader geographical and chronological context, can serve to sketch a broad
picture of the evolution of local, regional, and Imperial cults in the Roman Empire, their
interactions, their adherents, and perhaps some of their key principles, and through these
some idea of the main dynamics of Roman religion. Recognising this, we have, over
the past century, accumulated an immense volume of, especially, religious iconographic
information, and in recent decades much work has also been done on non-iconographical
material sources. In short, much has been done to amass the building blocks for an
archaeology of Roman religion.
What has been lacking is an engagement with theory and methodologies for such
an archaeology. Our approach to ancient religious art, for example, remains strongly
1
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influenced by traditional Roman art history which is rooted in the Winckelmannian focus
on form, but is poorly suited to analyses of the religious meaning or function of ancient
images. What religious images meant is a question that brings us squarely into the history
of religion, and the broader question of how the images functioned is socio-historical.
In Roman studies both those fields were and in the eyes of many still are mainly the
domain of text-based historians, whose work could be illustrated with images provided
by archaeologists. But when our written sources are silent (and even, often, when they
are not), images and other material remains must do the talking independently, which
means that we need an art history that focuses on the semantics of ancient art, rather than
the aesthetics.
We can see a shift taking place towards that mode of interpreting ancient art, but
it is still relatively recent, and certainly needs further development. My aim here is to
present a specific case study to illustrate the potential of archaeological studies of Roman
religions, provided we continue to work towards a better understanding of the semantics
of Roman art. I will argue that this is all the more important because the Winckelmannian,
form-focused tradition is not merely unsuited, but actually detrimental to the analysis
of Roman art, because it is based on false premises and rooted in a cultural-historical
framework to which we no longer subscribe. In other words, I argue that the independent
study of iconographical sources as primary evidence for Roman religious history is not
well served by the currently still dominant art historical tradition, and that we need to
replace it with a different one.
The “cookie-dough” reliefs of the Danube provinces
From the lower Danube provinces of the Roman Empire we know a fair number of
small, marble votives, produced in a distinctly indistinct style. These small plaques are
crammed with figures cursorily carved in fairly shallow relief. Details are indistinct, to
the point that heads and bodies are often reduced to featureless blobs, giving the plaques
as a whole a dough-like aspect. Hence the name my students have given to the style. The
plaques are typically less than 0.30 x 0.20 m, and are generally rectangular, aediculashaped, or round.
Votives of this type were produced only in the northern Balkan provinces of
the Roman Empire. Their style is distinct, distinctly local, and exhibits no discernible
influence from Greco-Roman art. They all appear to date to the Roman Imperial period.
More precise dating is difficult, but they certainly do not emerge until post-conquest.
Most striking from our perspective, however, is the fact that the use of these small,
portable reliefs is limited to just two cults, that of Mithras and the cult of the so-called
Danube Riders. Of these the latter is purportedly local while the former is ostensibly
foreign. In the form in which they appear in these votives, however, both cults are above
all Roman.2
2

This is not the place to discuss the origins and nature of these cults extensively. The cult of Mithras has
clear antecedents in Hellenistic Anatolia and earlier, but the links binding Roman Mithraism to these earlier
cults are tenuous. In the case of the Danube Riders, we do not even know the name of the central figure – a
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These votives are small enough to be considered portable. Whether they were
actually carried by people on a daily basis is unclear, however. To the best of our
knowledge, no such portable Mithraic reliefs were produced in any other part of the
Roman Empire where the cult of Mithras was observed. They thus served as regional a
purpose for Mithraism as they did for the regional cult of the Danube Riders. What that
purpose was is not immediately clear.
While the small, cookie-dough votives were almost exclusively produced for those
two cults, the art of those cults is by no means exclusively “cookie-dough” in style.
Mithraic art in particular, is as stylistically varied in the Balkans as it is in any part
of the Empire. As for the other religious imagery in the region, it too is richly varied,
stylistically. But with rare exceptions there are no cookie-dough votive plaques connected
with any other cult in that region.
Iconographically and geographically, the two cookie-dough cults would appear
to have nothing in common. Mithras is purportedly a Persian deity, although his cult
appears to have been thoroughly remodelled in Rome; the Danube Rider plaques are
witness to an apparently local cult, indigenous to the lower Danube region. But in visual
terms the similarity between these two groups of votive plaques, Mithraic and Danuvian,
is remarkable. Is this stylistic common ground between these two cults purely chance,
or is it an expression of a ritual or religious commonality? The answer to that question
can, potentially, shed very significant light on the manner in which foreign and local cults
interacted on a regional level in the Roman Empire. For it seems to me that the use of the
cookie-dough style was probably deliberate, and hence meaningful. But meaningful in
what way? What meanings were associated with the diverse styles used in this region?
What associations between these two cults did the joint style intend to evoke? These are
the key questions raised by these objects, and it is precisely these questions that we are
ill-equipped to answer.
The problem is that we do not have a tradition, in the study of Roman art, of asking
such questions in the matter of styles. In analyses of Roman art, style and iconography
tend to be discussed separately, with meaning associated almost exclusively with the latter.
We do not differentiate between Mithraic tauroctonies in different styles, but assume all
mean the same. And yet here, it would appear, additional and regionally specific meaning
is derived from the joint, exclusive use of a very distinct style. Our classical tradition of
art history is not equipped to deal with this because it has not granted the ancient artists’
control over style. We have tended to treat only the iconography as a conscious choice
– the artist decides what is to be depicted and makes sure he does so in accordance with
the relevant iconographic rules – while the style is deemed to be involuntary, insofar
as factors outside the artist – such as period and place of production, for example –
are thought to have determined the style used, not the artist her-/himself. This example
from Rome’s Balkan provinces – and it is but one of many – strongly suggests that this
is too facile an approach to style. In fact, I would argue that it is completely wrongheaded. Wherever one looks in Roman art, one finds a hybridity of styles, in one region,
woman behind a tripod table – nor her nature (goddess, priestess?). The complex iconography has neither
pre-Roman nor extra-regional antecedents. On Mithraism cf. Beck 2006; on the Danube Rider Cult see
CMRED I.
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one period, one setting, even within one work of art.3 And yet this notion that style is
somehow outside the control of the Roman artist remains widespread.
If the style of these Danuvian and Mithraic votives was not consciously chosen to
express specific bonds between these two cults, my hypothesis concerning these reliefs is
seriously, probably fatally undermined. If the style was truly intended as an expression of
joint meanings, as I suspect, then our tradition of dealing with style as an aesthetic rather
than semantic component of Roman works of art needs to be revisited. Before I can
even begin to tackle the meanings associated with the cookie-dough style, I must first,
therefore, explore this notion of style as something innate or characteristic of a specific
group, region, and/or period. The main body of this essay is devoted to that, and I hope
to show that our current approach to the issue is often rooted in an understanding of the
role of style in the production of Roman art that is anachronistic and outmoded.
The study of style in Roman art
The study of Roman art was long dominated by essentially a single question: why
was it that in so mighty an Empire, art (d)evolved from that ideal, Classical Greek tradition
that Rome had inherited, to the medieval art she bequeathed? Indeed, one does not have
to dig deep to still find that question today. The broad outlines of that debate, which
centred on issues of style, quality, and (evolving) taste(s), are well-known, and need not
be repeated here.4 Its main parameters were set in the 18th century, when Winckelmann
published his chronological and cultural classification of ancient art, couched in the
teleological framework of rise-flourish-decline, with Roman art clearly located in the
latter phase. For generations Roman art was dismissed as decadent and unworthy of
much attention, but since the early 20th century there have been various attempts to
rehabilitate, in particular, its non-Greek side; one need but think of Riegl’s Kunstwollen
or Bianchi Bandinelli’s arte plebea. Nonetheless the central issue remained the same: the
search for a Roman aesthetic (or the lack thereof) that could explain the abandonment
of the classic principles of Greek art. Whether it was, as some argued, that Roman art
did not recognise the “internal logic” of Greek art, on which it depended,5 or, as others
contend(ed), there was some external factor – economic, political, social – that gave
rise to, or provided scope for an un- or even anti-Hellenic aesthetic, the implicit premise
almost always remained that the “natural” choice would have been a continuation of art
in the Greek manner. The fact that so much Roman art does not make this natural choice
is the problem.
There was a degree of Darwinism to this normative analysis of Roman artistic
development. It was felt that the natural order of things was for the lesser to give way
once it was confronted with the better. In Rome, that is how we should understand the
production of countless copies of Greek originals, while the provinces imitated Rome, it
was assumed, casting aside their respective indigenous traditions in the process. Speaking
of the British response to Roman conquest, Haverfield states the expectation:
3
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“All native arts, however beautiful, tend to disappear before the more even technique
and the neater finish of town manufacture. The process is merely part of the honour
which a coherent civilization enjoys in the eyes of country folk”.6
This was not necessarily deemed a good thing, for greater artistic sophistication was
not automatically thought to be indicative of improvement or strengthening of a culture
as a whole. The processes of artistic “evolution” were thought to have implications which
went far beyond transformations of vibrant regional art forms in the provinces and Rome:
“Der heimische Kunststil, den wir hier in Norditalien in und um die augusteische
Epoche kennengelernt haben, ist der Ausdruck jenes echten, alten, auf dem
Bauernstande ruhenden italischen Wesens, das in Rom selbst schon früh durch
Etruskisches und Hellenisches erstickt worden ist. (...) Mit Beginn der flavischen
Zeit, fängt (...) jener Stil (...) an zu ersterben (...) infolge der erschlaffenden Wirkung
fortschreitender Bildung, fortschreitender Hellenisierung. War jener Stil auch grob
und roh zu nennen – er barg doch was das Beste im Wesen des Italikers war; mag
man ihn bäuerlich schelten – in ihm lebte doch eben die gesunde Kraft, der klare
nüchterne Wahrheitssinn des alten Italikers. Die ‘Kultur’ mit ihren verführerischen
Gaben, der Hellenismus hat ihn getötet. Im zweiten Jahrhundert ist allenthalben
kraftlose Weichheit an die Stelle getreten. Das Italische, das Echte, Eigene ist zum
Schweigen gebracht; nun tönt nur das glänzende Fremde, das Hellenische fort, das
man mit Routine zu imitieren lernt. – In diesem Tod des italischen Stiles steckt
auch eines der Symptome, die der römischen Weltherrschaft nähernden Fall und
Untergang verkündeten”.7
“With the Roman conquest a rapid and disastrous change comes over the whole
spirit of British craftsmanship. In taste, the standards of classical art in its degraded
imperial form, and the commercialized provincial variety of that degradation,
begin to dominate the minds of those who set the fashion. (...) By the late second
century, everything that meets the archaeologist’s eye is infected with the uniform
and sordid ugliness of drab Romano-British daylight”.8
What is most striking about these two, rather randomly chosen examples, is not the
normative and utterly subjective judgement of what constitutes “good” art, but rather the
deeply ingrained conviction that art expressed the ethos of a people. Change in artistic
style, then, is correlated to change in that people. Adopting a “foreign” art was then a
sign of weakness – the culture failed to retain its own, and whether it was the conquest
of Rome which stifled a flourishing Celtic art in Britain, or the kraftlose Weichheit of
Hellenism that lured Romans away from the manly, down-to-earth art of their agricultural
forebears, the arrival of the new heralded the demise of the old culture as a whole.
There is clearly a tension between the various analyses and evaluations of processes
6
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of cultural change at this time. But it is not those evaluations that interest me here.
Whatever scholars thought the dynamics were that drove the influence of Greek art on
Rome, and however may have evaluated that influence – those issues are not germane
to the argument I wish to make. My question here concerns the underlying assumption,
common to all analyses of Roman art at that time (and well beyond), that the superiority
of Greek art was self-evident, and that Greek art stood at the pinnacle of artistic creation
in the ancient world.
How those underlying assumptions could take such hold is not immediately obvious.
For the problem of Roman provincial art, indeed Roman art in general, is that it did not fit
comfortably into the postulated framework, the validity of which seemed so self-evident
to scholars of the day. Art in the Roman world in general offers numerous examples of
the deliberate use of specific styles: Neo-Archaic in Augustan Rome for example, or
those late Etruscan cinerary urns, with strikingly different styles deployed for the lid and
the sides of a single urn. Aesthetics, competency, tradition, and other such explanations
cannot adequately elucidate the choices made, and certainly not in terms of a hierarchy of
style(s) and cultures with Classical Greek art at the apex. In the case of Etruscan art we
find Brendel struggling greatly to make sense of the art actually produced:
“Time and again (…) Italian artists have misinterpreted or disregarded the structural
basis of the Greek art on which they otherwise depended. But before condemning
the derivatives, it seems fair that we also realise the creative and the liberating power
which this naive appreciation, or uncertain knowledge, of the Greek examples
exerted on so much Italian art. From their unconcern with the principles combined
with their liking for the products of Greek art, the Italians often gained a degree
of independence and even originality to which they might not have attained had
they been mere copyists or docile disciples. In imitating irresponsibly whatever
they pleased of Greek art, they committed a creative error; but they often invented
fresh and original works of their own by living up to standards which they either
interpreted wrongly, or did not know how to attain. One finds much among their
most characteristic products which to us looks foreign; and much that seems an
overt revolt, even, against the very spirit of Greek art”.9
Wherever we turn in Roman art history we find similar struggles. Concerning
the impressive Tropaeum Traiani at Adamklissi, for example, Rossi can give no better
explanation for the “crude” and “provincial” style of its metopes than to conclude that
a more sophisticated style was “beyond the technical reach of the metopes’ artisan/
lapidaries”. The style in which the metopes were produced is certainly quite different
from the Classical styles of Greco-Roman tradition, and has generally been attributed
to a lack of skill on the part of the sculptors.10 But this is a non-explanation. To dismiss
all art in the Roman world that did not adhere to the aesthetic norms of Greek art, as
the product of naive, unskilled or second-rate artists stretches probability beyond the
breaking point. Of course we need not assume that all artists working in the Roman
9
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Empire were uniformly brilliant, but there would have to have been an inordinate number
of maladroit artists to account for all non-Greco-Roman art produced.
This is widely recognised, and various attempts to provide alternative explanations
for the non- and even anti-Greek tendencies in art in the Roman world have been put
forward, in recent years. But whether it is Webster’s notion of Creolisation,11 the recently
resurrected notion of Folk Art,12 vel sim., the underlying issue remains the need to explain
why something other than art in the high Greek tradition was produced. If we return to
the metopes of the Tropaeum Traiani at Adamklissi, we find that Ferris, for example,
proposes that
“(...) The stripped down style and local artistic vernacular of the monument (...)
was intended to allow the viewer to recognise the otherness of the Dacian enemy
in the wars, and the depth of their defeat. There would have been no need here for
implicit depictions of the benefits of Romanitas: There was probably no audience
here for whom that message was appropriate”.13
Ferris brings artistic intention into play: it is not the artist’s capabilities, but rather
the image’s meaning(s) that determine the style used. At first glance, this is a departure
from the 19th century normative framework under discussion. Where it postulates that
high quality will eclipse low quality, Ferris says that semantics dictate the choice of style.
But Ferris still couches his observations within the parameters of the long-established
framework of quality: the style of the metopes is “stripped down”, “local”, and evokes
“otherness” vis-à-vis the benchmark Romanitas. In that sense, he essentially reiterates
the basic assumption that the metopes would have been suitably Greco-Roman in style,
were it not that (...). It is simply the reason why that he has changed, not the dualistic
assumption that there was a stylistic norm (Greco-Roman) and that variations from the
norm need explaining.
The continuing vigour of this normative pre-understanding of the basic dynamics in
the art of the Roman world is, I believe, more of an issue than we Classicists acknowledge.
In fact, it is an excellent example, I think, of what Boymel Kampen identifies as one of
the major shortcomings of current Classical art history: a lack of, or even a resistance
against engaging with the theoretical and philosophical foundations of our work.14 It
is no small thing to assume that Greek aesthetics defined Roman attitudes towards art,
or to postulate that the Roman Empire was awash with artists who should have and
would have produced art à la grecque, if they could have. To be sure, there is increasing
dissatisfaction with this underlying assumption, and this has resulted in new analyses
that are less dismissive of “unsophisticated” art in the Roman world, Ferris’ approach
to the Adamklissi metopes being one example. But recent work in the field usually
either leaves the basic paradigm intact – as Ferris does – or moves away altogether from
questions of form/style in favour of, e.g., social meanings of art. Neither group tends
11
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to actively challenge the basic, normative paradigm or engage its roles and roots in the
study of Roman art.
If this were simply a recondite scholarly issue, then the pervasive influence of that
19th century framework of reference, which assumes such an elevated role for Classical
Greek art in Roman art perception, would merit scholarly interest, not concern. But this
was (and is) not a uniquely Classical framework, limited to the ancient world and Greek
art. We see the same framework structuring knowledge in many other fields in the 19th
and 20th century, with often disastrous results. To illustrate this we now turn, somewhat
surprisingly perhaps, to an energetic debate between late-19th century music critics in
New York and the “Athens of America”, Boston.15
From the New World
In 1885, Jeannette Meyers Thurber founded the National Conservatory of Music
of America in New York, with the primary goal of fostering a “national musical spirit”
in the US.16 A strong idealism infused this project. Thurber made a point of opening the
conservatory to people of all backgrounds, emphatically including people of colour, and
no tuition was charged to talented students. In 1893, she managed to convince Antonin
Dvořák to come to New York for a two-year stint as director of the conservatory. This was
clearly a coup; Dvořák was widely recognised as one of the foremost composers of his
day, on par with such greats as Brahms and Tchaikovsky, with whom he was personally
befriended. But there was more to the appointment than just Dvořák’s pedigree as a great
European composer. His work with Bohemian folk music made him especially suitable
for the role Thurber wanted him to play. In her opinion the seeds of a national American
music were to be found in American folk music, raised to the level of true music by the
genius of composers like him. Her students, with their diverse backgrounds, could supply
the folk music, and Dvořák could rework the tunes as he had done so magnificently with
the Bohemian music of his youth.
That is precisely what Dvořák did, as it was during his directorship of the
conservatory that he composed his symphony number 9 in e-minor, which he subtitled
“From the New World” at the suggestion of Thurber. The premiere of the symphony
in New York was by all accounts a triumph. Audience and critics alike hailed it as an
instant, American, masterpiece. But the response in Boston, a short time later, was much
more reserved. For the Boston elite, the assertion that many of the symphony’s themes
and motifs were inspired by American folk music, including so-called “Negro tunes”,
was an anathema. Writing a review, in the Boston Transcript, of the Boston premiere
of the symphony on December 29, 1893, W.F. Apthorp flatly rejected the notion that
“Negro tunes” had contributed anything of substance to Dvorak’s symphony, and he was
15
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harshly critical in general of the use of folk-tunes, decrying in particular the penchant
Scandinavian and Slavic composers had for incorporating such “barbaric music” in their
compositions. He stressed that American folk music – including the “plantation songs”
of African Americans – was just as “primitive” as the European folk songs and that such
plebeian tunes could never be the inspiration for a symphony as sophisticated as the New
World Symphony.
This provoked a response, three days later, in the Sunday weekly of the New York
Times, in which one of the most renowned critics of that generation, the outspoken W.J.
Henderson, wrote that only a Bostonian could ignore the vastly popular “coon tunes”
which filled the music halls of the hoi polloi, and although these songs were undoubtedly
influenced by the African music of the (former) slaves of the South, this was “American”
music, and it was from this folk music that Dvořák borrowed the themes for his symphony.
Henderson illustrated his point by writing out some of those themes, but failed to sway
the Bostonians. As the symphony itself was an undoubted success, they continued to
reject, adamantly, any evidence of the use of folk tunes, in particular “Negro” ones. In
his programme notes for the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s concert of January 20, 1898,
Apthorp states baldly that with very minor exceptions, all themes in the symphony are
Czech in origin. We can dismiss American folk music as a source, he writes, simply
because there was no such a thing as American folk music, and certainly none capable of
inspiring such a glorious symphony. Even a dozen years later, in programme notes for a
concert on January 11th 1911, another renowned Bostonian critic, Philip Hale once again
trotted out all the arguments they had mustered, this time placing particular emphasis on
Dvořák’s lack of education. He concludes that
“the ‘New World’ symphony expresses the state of soul of an uncultured Czech in
America (...) a born musician (...) interested in the only traces of music he finds
in America. Negro airs, not copied, adapted, imitated, tint slightly two or three
passages of the symphony, doing no injury to its Czech character. The symphony
leaped, Minerva-like, from the head of this uncultured genius. (...) [I]t was not
stimulated by any foreign assistance, by any consultation of authors, or quotations,
or reading, &cetera (...)”.17
It is the glaring racism that immediately catches the eye in this debate, with the
Bostonians appearing to pull out all the stops to deny any influence of “Negro” music
on the New World Symphony. But racism was only one element of the intricate network
of ideas and ideals regarding culture which formed the backdrop to this debate. In fact,
the emphasis on the African-American “tunes” is almost a red herring, used to disqualify
from serious attention any form of musical tradition that was more than slightly “tinted”
by it. From the Bostonians’ perspective, any such music was irrevocably othered: it was
African folk music, not American, and as any such music, it was not destined to influence
great music, but to be eclipsed by it.
In other words, Hale and Apthorp c.s. assumed that (African) folk music in America
17
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faced the same fate as Classicists postulated for “native arts” in the Roman world. In fact,
America held greater promise for the dominant, i.e. European, cultures of the day, than
Rome had found in her provinces. For there was no “American” folk music (or art) to
overcome. America, they believed, offered an empty new frontier ripe to be populated
by a new, American music rooted in the best that culture could offer, yet untrammelled
by the tenacious influence of local, lesser traditions. That is why the music Dvořák
composed in America and which the composer himself considered possibly a step in the
emergence of an American music tradition, was so tantalising. It certainly met the criteria
of high culture, even if for the Bostonian critics this meant that the supposed roots in socalled American folk music had to be explained away. And explained away they were,
with hefty dollops of cognitive dissonance, but ultimately to no avail. For American
folk music did not disappear; on the contrary: what Hale contemptuously dismissed as
music that “rests on the use of Congo, North American Indian, Creole, Greaser, and
Cowboy ditties, whinings, yawps, and whoopings” is the very music that gave rise to
ragtime, jazz, blues, rock and roll, soul, and more – far and away the most enduring and
significant American contributions to musical culture.
There is much that scholars, critics, and composers did not agree on in this debate.
For Henderson the influence of American folk music in the New World Symphony was
clear as day; for Apthorp it was unthinkable. For Thurber, fostering an “American”
music tradition was the ultimate goal, while others felt that there could be no such
thing as American music – only music by composers in America. But what remained
unquestioned, throughout, was the qualitative hierarchy, which placed the classical music
of European tradition on a pedestal, rising far above the coon tunes, cowboy ditties, and
other yawps and whoopings of folk music in America.
In that respect, the analogy seems obvious: Classical Music was to music in America
what Greek Art was to art in the Roman world. That was the normative judgement of the
day, implicit rather than formal, the product of a general theoretical framework which
postulated a qualitative hierarchy of artistic expression subject to a Darwinian process of
evolutionary change. That framework was coupled, rather uncomfortably, with a racially
infused nationalistic sense of identity in which such things as artistic expression and style
were intimately entangled with ethnic and national character. It is this tension which
forms the locus of the debates of which we have just discussed an example. But it is in
the framework of qualitative hierarchy that we find the root of the problem at issue in
this article.18
Inherent to the Darwinian element of that framework is the notion, so clearly
expressed by Haverfield above, that the lesser makes way for the better. Yet in the case
of music in America, it is clear that in this they were spectacularly mistaken, insofar
as it was the very music that was described as lesser from which the most successful
20th century music in America evolved. What is more, the success of ‘pop’ music was
the result of positive choice. These music forms flourished – and continue to do so –
alongside a robust tradition of classical music in the United States, and one cannot argue
that their success was by default, so to say; it was not in some manner the result of an
18
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inability to attain the lofty heights of “true” – i.e. classical – music. Indeed the worldwide
success of these forms of music make that eminently clear. The expectation that classical
music would become the norm in America, banishing the wailing and whoops heard in
the music halls to the margins of society, was simply wrong.
That may be the case, but can we really draw any inferences about Roman art from
the evolution of 20th century music in America? It is not with that intention that I present
this example here. It is the comparability of the expectations, not the actual outcomes,
to which I wish to draw the attention. In 1880, in its first Annual Report, the governing
committee of the newly founded Archaeological Institute of America was at pains to
justify its almost exclusive focus on Old World archaeology, all but ignoring archaeology
in the Americas itself:
“The study of American archaeology relates, indeed, to the monuments of a race
that never attained to a high degree of civilization, and that has left no trustworthy
records of continuous history. It was a race whose intelligence was for the most part
of a lower order (…) From what it was or what it did nothing is to be learned that
has any direct bearing on the progress of civilization…While the archaeology of
America offers many instructive analogies with the prehistoric archaeology of the
Old World, it affords nothing to compare with the historic archaeology of civilized
man in Africa, Asia and Europe”.19
One need but replace “American archaeology” with, say, “plantation songs”,
“prehistoric archaeology of the Old World” with “European folk music” and “historic
archaeology of civilized man” with “European symphonic music” to see how close the
similarity is. It is no chance that replicas of sixteen Classical statues prominently adorn
the Boston Symphony Hall, opened in 1900.
The AIA’s dismissal, in 1880, of American archaeology as irrelevant, reflected a
view that was widely shared then.20 But have we not long since abandoned the racism
that permeated this type of thinking? That may be the case, but then why do we persist
in studying Roman art within the theoretical framework – that thinking in hierarchies of
quality – which was grounded in, and gave shape to, these racist and imperialist modes
of thinking? The questions are simple:
A. Do we still believe in a Darwinian hierarchy of lesser and greater cultures in
which the former invariably must succumb to the latter?
B. If the answer to A is no, then on what new grounds to we still postulate the
superiorityof ancient Greek conceptions of art and aesthetics in the Roman world?
I assume that most Classicists will feel uncomfortable with the sweeping scope
of question A. It is, after all, this concept that, in Canada for example, provided the
rationale for the disastrous residential school programme for first nations children, and
19
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even certain eugenic practises.21 I mention this to argue that the manner in which we
assess the stylistic evolution(s) of art in the Roman world has implications that matter,
however tangential they may seem. Insofar as our interpretative framework for Roman
and provincial Roman art continues to be influenced by Darwinian notions of cultural
hierarchy, discussed above, we must give very serious thought to the impact of such
notions in other areas. In short, our theoretical frameworks matter not just to our own
work, but to society as a whole.22 It is this broader social impact that makes it so important
that we remain fully conscious of the genesis and history of key assumptions that structure
even so abstruse a field as Roman art history.
Obviously, one cannot dismiss a theory or theoretical framework merely because
it has been misused. Bad science does not disqualify all science. But when a theory is
used to generate flawed or questionable results in any field, it becomes all the more
important that we look at the manner in which that theory shapes the framework for our
own studies. In this particular case, the question is whether our understanding of Roman
art history is furthered or hindered by the notion that there was a hierarchy of styles in
the ancient world, with the style(s) of Classical Greece at its apex. We have reason to
be sceptical. In the case of American music, as we saw, the privileging of one style and
tradition which those Bostonian critics were so prone to do, led those critics to miss
or downplay essential aspects of Dvořák’s New World Symphony. Furthermore, given
their assumptions, they could never have predicted, far less explained the directions in
which music in America evolved since the 19th century. So what reason – if any – is there
to maintain that in the Roman world a normative cultural hierarchy shaped the aspirations
and output of artists? It is time we return to the cookie-dough style votive reliefs with
which we opened this essay.
“Cookie-dough” votive reliefs
As we have seen, the style of the cookie-dough votives is regional, but does not
reflect regional taste, as it is restricted to two cults. If the driving force behind the style
was some form of ethnic, regional, or temporal, “taste” one would expect similar cookiedough votives for some of the many other cults in the region. The fact that the style
is restricted to two cults indicates that religious or ritual considerations governed their
21
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production. That in turn shows that the style was developed specifically for objects use
for that particular range of rituals or cultic purposes. In other words, the choice of style
is deliberate, rather than by default (the artists could do no “better”) or by tradition; there
was no dominant pre-Roman regional art form that was being continued. The cookiedough style was consciously chosen because it was the appropriate style for the specific
object being produced.
It is not just the style that is consciously chosen. The often complex iconographies,
while quite varied, follow strict rules in terms of objects, beings and attributes depicted.
It is clear that the artist had little or no leeway in deciding what to depict and how to
depict it. There were even clear restrictions on the material that could be used. Mithraic
votives of this type were mostly made of marble, but are also known in bronze. In the
case of the Danube Rider, however, a remarkable number of the votive plaques are made
of lead. In shape and iconography these are closely akin to the marble votive plaques,
and they could have been produced just as easily alongside the Mithraic marble votives.
All the more striking, then, that comparable Mithraic lead plaques are non-existent.
It is clear that there is nothing random about either iconography, style, or material
of these votive plaques. How, then, are we to understand and interpret them? Within the
traditional framework of analysis, the meaning of these reliefs would be deduced from
an analysis of the iconography. But in this case it is the size, style and material that hold
the key to understanding this particular group, for it is in those respects that this group
most clearly manifests itself.
Thus what stands out in the case of the cookie-dough images is their communicative
effect. Through the deliberate choice of the cookie-dough style a connection is forged
between the two cults in particular, but potentially also with any other cult image which
was produced in that style and format. Within that group, differentiations are also
maintained through the deliberate choice of material; lead sets the Danube Riders apart
from Mithras. Style and material, in other words, are part of the iconography, i.e. part
of the toolbox from which artists could draw to construct the meaning(s) they intend to
convey.
This is not a surprising conclusion. Tonio Hölscher has already argued decades
ago that Roman art utilised an array of Greek styles on grounds other than taste or
aesthetics. The styles, he argues, were chosen for their specific connotations. The cookiedough evidence suggests that we can expand the argument, to include local and regional
provincial styles. Rather than take Greek art (and in particular Greek naturalism) as the
touchstone by which artistic capabilities and success were determined, we can assume
that cookie-dough plaques, Etruscan ribbon statuettes, the metopes of the Tropaeum
Traiani, and the many other such works have styles determined in the first place by
semantic considerations. As Hölscher puts it, the manifold styles deployed in the Roman
world are not habitually deployed as styles associated with socially distinct groups, but
must be understood as medial, i.e. as components of a semantic system.23
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Conclusion
We can be brief about the traditional framework of basic assumptions concerning
the production of art in the Roman world. Neither its normative privileging of one
particular school of art, nor its essential dualism offer any ready explanation for the
deliberate choice of style we have just discussed. We cannot maintain that the lapidarii
could do no better (as has been argued to explain the style of the Adamklissi metopes, for
example), because that does not explain the specific, targeted use of the style. Nor can we
argue that the style was a deliberate contrast to Romanitas, because for Mithraism in the
region in particular, it is but one of a range of styles utilised. There is, in short, no trace
here of the type of dualisms – centre/periphery, skilled/unskilled – normally associated
with the traditional paradigm. To be sure, in aesthetic terms, from the perspective of the
Greek tradition of Classical art, the cookie-dough style is at best an example of “naïve”
art. It displays none of the technical or aesthetic virtuosity that we expect from the best
of Classical art. But as we have seen, this is the style of choice for a specific category
of votive reliefs. By carving the reliefs in this particular manner, the lapidarii imbued
the style and format of the plaques with clear meanings of their own. The fact that they
chose this style for this class of artefacts means that they preferred it over all other
options, including the Greco-Roman Classicising style(s). For other classes of objects,
other styles were preferred. This means that lapidarii had to be conversant in range
of different styles, including potentially the naturalism of Greek Classicism. I am not
suggesting that every lapidarius in Dacia could have produced a Venus of Milo if he
wanted to, but I do contend that we must assume that most lapidarii-workshops were
perfectly capable of producing a competent work in any of the styles commonly used in
their region, including a naturalistic Greek style if so required. For what emerges clearly
from the cookie-dough example is that the style was not determined by the sculptor or
the context (ethnic, regional, temporal), but by the object.
Hölscher’s approach to style, treating it as medial, offers the best way forward,
albeit with certain caveats. That the style contributes to the meaning(s) of the object,
and is chosen accordingly, seems obvious in the case of the cookie-dough reliefs. A
consequence of assuming that the style is meaningful is the assumption that the artist was
satisfied with the work he had produced, i.e. that the style of the work was deliberate,
and that the final product met the artist’s expectations. Our challenge is then to determine
what the style meant. This is by no means straightforward, particularly because the
logocentrism of our academic discourse makes it difficult to discuss the visual meanings
with which style imbues an art work. Further discussion of that issue falls beyond the
scope of the present essay, however.
What I hope to have shown here is the necessity to thoroughly rethink some of
the basic assumptions that have long influenced our understanding of Roman art. These
assumptions are grounded in an understanding of art that is Darwinian, normative, and
hierarchical. This fits in with broader Darwinian notions of culture-hierarchies, concepts
that gave rise to some of the more horrific chapters of 20th century history. It is no loss to
rid Classics of the vestiges of these norms and ideas.
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Romanising an Oriental God?
Some iconographic observations on Sabazius*
Dilyana Boteva
Abstract
This paper deals with the crucial question of the origin and meaning of the specific gesture
connected solely with Sabazius and the so-called Thracian Heros during Antiquity. Dubbed
benedictio latina by Chr. Blinkenberg, here the author discusses the alternative term “Sabazius
gesture” and advocates the need to look closely within the regions of Assyria and North Syria
when trying to determine its origin and meaning.
Key words: benedictio latina – Cappadocia – Dangstetten (Roman military camp) – funerary
monuments – Neo-Assyrian winged demons – Neo-Hittite reliefs – pine cone – Roman religion –
religious transformations – Sabazius gesture – Thracian Heros – apkallu – mullilu – terinnu.
Апстракт
Овој труд се занимава со важното прашање на потеклото и на значењето на специфичниот
гест, кој во времето на антиката е поврзан единствено со Сабазиј и со т.н. Тракиски
херои. Познат уште од Chr. Blinkenberg како benedictio latina, авторот ја промислува
алтернативната дефиниција „гестот на Сабазиј“ и се залага за потребата внимателно да
се прегледа регионот на Асир и на Северна Сирија при барањето на неговото потекло и
значење.
Клучни зборови: benedictio latina – Кападокија – Dangstetten (Римски воен логор)
– надгробни споменици – Нео-Асирски крилести демони – Нео-Хетитски релјефи –
шишарка – римска религија – религиски трансформации – гестот на Сабазиј – Тракиски
Херои – apkallu – mullilu – terinnu.
*
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Religious transformations during the Roman period throughout the entire
Mediterranean world are generally traceable thanks to a wealth of iconographic
information. Corresponding literary sources are, unfortunately, altogether more scarce.
The described situation increases the importance of an adequate iconographic analysis of
the available religious representations and each detail gains special meaning. This paper
deals with just one, albeit crucial, question: the origin of the specific gesture connected
during Antiquity with Sabazius, predominantly identified as a Phrygian God.1
Back in 1904 Chr. Blinkenberg was the first to pay special attention to the ancient
representations of Sabazius and the monuments of his cult.2 It was he who introduced
the label benedictio latina for the gesture deemed part of the Sabazius image on reliefs
and sculptures, and especially for the numerous bronze hands with thumb, index and
middle fingers extended and slightly apart, and the fourth and little fingers bent down
upon the palm.3 Blinkenberg’s study has been enormously influential and the labelling
of the gesture it birthed has been universally accepted.4 However, the notion benedictio
latina is a anachronic one when compared to the Sabazius monuments. Besides, it was
connected with quite a different reality which imposed itself as a negation of the pagan
religious beliefs and practices. In my opinion, when referring to this gesture one should
use notions connected with pagan Antiquity, not with Christian Middle Ages. As such I
find the labelling “Sabazius gesture” more suitable. It should also be recalled that despite
the great number of ancient cults in the Greco-Roman world, the finger configuration
under discussion here was associated solely with Sabazius5 and, only partially, with
some Horseman representations on both gravestones6 and votive reliefs of the so-called
Thracian Heros.7 This fact is highly indicative and it should always be kept in mind when
dealing with the issue.
The origin of the “Sabazius gesture” has been the subject of long and emotional
discussions.8 Here I would like to dwell on one specific idea, advanced more than 30
1

2
3

4

5
6
7

8

See for instance RE I A.2, 1540, s.v. Sabazios (H. Schaefer) (“ein phrygischer Gott”); Simon 1953, 84 (“aus
Phrygien gekommen”); Roller 1994, 245, n. 4 (“the Phrygian god Sabazios”). Note however the definitions
“il dio trace Sabazio” (Alfieri 1979, 70), “diese alte Gottheit der thrakisch-phrygischen Stämme” (Cumont
and Gehrich 1914, 77), “Thraco-Phrygian Sabazios” (Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 189), “a Phrygian and Thracian
savior-god” (Lowe 2012, 81) and the assertion that Thrace was the “westlichen Heimat des Sábo/Sábas”
(Fol 2000, 145).
Blinkenberg 1904.
Back in 1983 Vermaseren with the assistance of Westra and de Boer published a corpus of these hands:
CCIS I. See also RE I A.2, 1551, s.v. Sabazios (H. Schaefer); Lane 1980, 12; Johnson 1984, 1596–1597.
See for instance Cumont and Gehrich 1914, 77; Johnson 1968, 544; Hajjar 1978, 456; Lane 1980, 13;
Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 162–183; Oppermann 2006, 26–27; Lowe 2012, 88, n. 37.
Hajjar 1978, 456.
See for instance Seyrig 1927, 210–211.
See for instance CCET II.1, nos. 233, 289, 302, 403. For general literature on the Thracian Rider showing
this gesture see Kazarow 1938, 7; Picard 1956, 24; Hajjar 1978, 456 f. with n. 5; Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 188;
Oppermann 2006, 26–27. For a different opinion see L’Orange 1953, 184–187. Note also Lane’s assertion
that “the fact of association with the Thracian rider [is quite foreign to other Sabazius-representations]”
(Lane 1980, 26). For a different approach to this issue see Boteva-Boyanova 2012.
See for instance RE I A.2, 1551, s.v. Sabazios (H. Schaefer); Oesterley 1935, 139–142; Hajjar 1978, 468–
471; Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 182–183; Johnson 1984, 1595–1596 with n. 41.
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years ago by the late Professor M. Tacheva-Hitova, an acknowledged expert in the field.9
She observed that the Sabazius hand at Brussels10 and the unique ivory one from Krassen
(Northeastern Bulgaria) (fig. 1)11 have fingers shaped for holding a pine cone and are
“stripped of all symbols that are typical of this kind of relics”. In her opinion “the divine
hand bestowing (symbolically, through the pine cone) fertility to the plant world was a
starting point in the development of the iconography, as well as the concept behind the
gesture of the Sabazios hands. From a fundamental symbol, the cone became one of the
many symbols represented on the hands”.12
Further support13 for this conjecture is provided by the Sabazius hands from Famars
in Gallia Narbonensis,14 from Edessa in Macedonia,15 the two at the British Museum
(London) with an unknown origin,16 and one at Naples, also of unknown origin.17
If one decides to follow this idea, some relevant arguments arrive from unexpected
quarters. Back in 1997 a parallel was drawn between artefacts from Thracian burial
contexts and the Neo-Assyrian representations of winged genii holding a cone and
bucket.18 The reference is to a vessel from the Mogilanska Mogila in Vratsa (Northwestern Bulgaria), interpreted as a “jug-rhyton” because of an opening at the bottom
for the liquid to pass through, shaped as a pine cone (fig. 2).19 Its lower part is decorated
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 162–189.
See CCIS I, no. 63.
See Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 165–166, no. 7. According to her “the hand is holding a pine cone rather than a
nutshell”; CCET II.1, no. 188a; Oppermann 2006, no. 953.
Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 183.
The earliest Sabazius hand may also support this suggestion. Here I am referring to the one from Dangstetten
in South Germany, which certainly dates to the short period 15–9/8 BC. In the catalogue of the finds
from the site the excavator gives the following not entirely clear description: “Votivhand des SabaziosKults. Vollplastik, massiv gegossen. Erhobene Hand, Zeigefinger und Mittelfinger nach oben gestreckt,
die beiden anderen Finger in die Handfläche eingewinkelt. Daumen ebenfalls leicht einwärts gebogen.
Zwischen ihm und dem Zeigefinger das eine Ende der Schlange, die sich quer über den Handrücken in
zwei Spiralwindungen um den Unterarm wickelt. Die Basis ist für einen Zapfen ausgehöhlt, der Ansatz des
Unterarms silberplatiert. Dm Basis 1.7 cm, H 5.9 cm” (Fingerlin 1986, 86: Fundstelle 221.1). This detail is
not mentioned in the first publication of the hand (Fingerlin 1972, 212) and consequently it does not appear
in CCIS I (see CCIS I, no. 49). Due to the poly-semantic value of the German word Zapfen used usually to
describe the (pine) cone in/on the Sabazius hands, here it remains dubious how are we supposed to interpret
the statement that “the basis is hollowed out for a Zapfen”. If the relevant word here is used in the meaning
of a (pine) cone, then this earliest monument must have featured just the snake and a specially crafted space
for the second most important iconographic element – the pine cone. However, Fingerlin’s description
allows for an alternative understanding which compels me not to place undue stress on the iconography of
this Sabazius hand here. Obviously a re-examination is absolutely necessary but it has been impossible for
me to achieve so far.
CCIS I, no. 40.
CCIS I, no. 51.
CCIS I, nos. 74 and 76.
CCIS I, no. 82.
Kull 1997, 381.
Minčev 1980, 179, no. 5, and 183–184, figs. 7–8; Gold 1987, 210, no. 351; Marazov 1998, 149, no. 78; Fol,
Lichardus, and Nikolov 2004, 148–149, no. 206d; Torbov 2005, 80 (a photo of the vessel immediately after
its discovery), 143, and 173, no. 2 (drawing of the vessel).
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with cone scales in relief and the upper part is almost cylindrical. B. Kull interprets it as
a libation vessel (Spendegefäß) symbolising life bestowing (Leben spenden) as indicated
by the Neo-Assyrian reliefs.20 The presence of pinecones (or parts of them) in ancient
graves21 and on gravestones22 lends Kull’s interpretations further credibility and provokes
a more detailed examination of these reliefs.
Here I am referring to a number of hybrid human-bodied winged demons or genies/
genii that appear in Neo-Assyrian monumental art, holding in their raised right hand an
object in the shape of a pine cone and a bucket in the left hand.23 Because of their wings,
some types are taken to be minor deities (demi-gods, genii) wearing a horned tiara/cap/
helmet.24 Others are depicted as griffin-demons – a human-bodied figures with rapacious
bird’s heads,25 traditionally identified as eagles (fig. 3).26 An alternative interpretation
sees in it the head of a vulture of the species known as European Black Vulture (Aegypius
monarchus).27 Both types of genii are very popular images within the wall decorations
of the Neo-Assyrian palaces. They are often represented at the North-West Palace of
King Assurnasirpal II (883-859 BC) in the ancient city of Calah,28 modern Nimrud;29
they are also part of the decoration of the palace of King Sargon II (721–705 BC) in
ancient Dur-Sharrukin, modern-day Khorsabad.30 We also find them in Nineveh,31 where
King Sennacherib (704–681 BC), son of king Sargon II, built a new palace in 703 BC
and transformed the city “into the leading metropolis of the Empire”.32 In Nineveh the
winged demons are depicted, though at restricted scale,33 both within the South-West
Palace of Sennacherib and the North Palace of Ashurbanipal (668–627 BC).34
The identity of the cone-shaped object, labelled “a sprinkler” by some,35 has been
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27
28
29

30

31
32
33
34
35

Kull 1997, 381–382.
See for instance Popova 2010, 218–219; Popova and Marinova 2000, 52–53; Zubar 1990, 64, with n. 7–8.
See for instance Cumont 1942, 219, no. 14; Pfuhl and Möbius 1979, 551–552, nos. 2289–2291; Sfameni
Gasparro 1985, 99–100; Conrad 2004, 94, nos. 138–139, 225, 251; Jovanova 2013 with numerous relevant
grave monuments from Scupi.
See for instance Harper and Pittman 1980, 18, fig. 11, and 22, fig. 14; Ornan 2004, 86, fig. 3.
Ornan 2004, 84, and 89, fig. 6; Huxley 2000, 120; Green 1997, 247, and 262 (3.31. Genies); Harper and
Pittman 1980, 22. Albenda 1994, 128 identifies two types of helmets: “a helmet with two horns” and “a
helmet with three horns”. However it would be more correct to speak of “two pairs” and “three pairs” of
horns as is clearly visible on two reliefs at the Louvre: see Moscati 1979, 45; Guralnick 1996, 93, fig. 2.
See for instance Harper and Pittman 1980, 19, fig. 8; McDonald 2002, 123, fig. 6-c.
Green 1997, 252 (3.9. Griffin-demon).
On the discussion and the relevant literature see Huxley 2000, 129–131.
Grayson 2006a, 253.
Most of these reliefs are now at the British Museum (Winter 1983, 15) and the Metropolitan Museum
(Harper and Pittman 1980). On Nimrud see Curtis, McCall, Collon, and al-Gailani Werr 2008. See also
Stearns 1961, pls. 85–91.
Grayson 2006b, 100–101. Reliefs from Sargon’s palace in Dur-Sharrukin are now kept at the Louvre – see
for instance inv. АО 19863 (Guralnick 1996, 93, fig. 2).
McDonald 2002, 123, fig. 6-c with the explanatory text attached to 6-d.
Grayson 2006c, 113.
Ornan 2004, 84 with n. 7–8.
Grayson 2006d, 155; Oates 2006, 162. On the reliefs see Ornan 2004, 83.
See for instance Reade 2008, 16, fig. 1-n.
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debated for over a century and is still problematic.36 It is however agreed upon that the
word denoting it in the ritual texts can only be mullilu, meaning “purification instrument”
(literally: “cleaner”),37 “purifier”.38 Kull shares the opinion that mullilu is seen as a symbol
of life, fertility, power and health, and so might be connected with the king; furthermore
in the ritual texts the winged genii are invoked in cases of sickness.39 For his part J.A.
McDonald speaks of “anointing cone”.40 He further observes that “the cone is often
displayed as a recurring element in a metamorphosing vegetative structure, and probably
relates to the concept of eternal recurrence. The enigmatic cones and buckets that are
customarily employed by winged genii in some sort of ritualistic context apparently
relate to the giving or taking of life from the sacral tree”.41
F. Wiggermann puts forward a philological point of view and so prefers to interpret
it as a fir cone (terinnu in Akkadian), because terinnu “is attested as an instrument
bringing about release of sin”. He observes further that the cone appears only when
the demon in question carries a bucket in its left hand and concludes that “the value of
the cone must in some way be dependent on the value of the bucket”. As ritual texts
indicate that the bucket contains holy water effectuating “release” and the dependent
cone “purifier” (mullilu) in the right hand most probably “activated the holy water”,
Wiggermann proposes that “the figures carrying buckets (and cones) are engaged in a
purification ritual”.42 Winged demons carrying cones point it at the sacred tree,43 the
king,44 or courtiers.45 Demons, standing in doorways and apparently pointing their cones
at nothing, are perhaps best thought of as pointing their cones at passing visitors.46
36

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46

McDonald does not accept the identification “date palm pollination” (see for instance Porter 1993, 133–
134). In his opinion this “cone” is actually “a lotus blossom” and accordingly he shares the following
observation: “Whatever the underlying significance of this puzzling structure, the cone is often displayed
as a recurring element in a metamorphosing vegetative structure, and probably relates to the concept of
eternal life” (McDonald 2002, 125). According to Russell “the primary function of both the tree and cone is
apotropaic, defending vulnerable spots such as doors and corners from evil intrusions, protecting the image
and the person of king, and through multiple repetitions, creating highly secure spaces within the palace”
(Russell 2008, 189). A principally different approach is defended by Stein: admitting that “the purpose and
identification of the object that resembles a pinecone has never been adequately explained”, she interprets
the sacred tree as “a pathway to enlightenment” and recalls that “the human pineal gland, so called because
it is piniform, is traditionally considered to be the source of human thought and the “seat of the soul”.
(…) Often called the Third Eye (…), this gland, which is photosensitive and controls the production of
melatonin, has long been viewed as the connecting link between the physical and spiritual worlds (hence its
relevance to the sacred tree)” (Stein 2009, 591, n. 44).
Wiggermann 1992, 67 summarises the discussion.
Ornan 2004, 87; Porter 1993, 137, n. 20 with literature.
Kull 1997, 381 with literature.
McDonald 2002, 123.
McDonald 2002, 125.
Wiggermann 1992, 66–67.
Russell 2008, 184, fig. 23-c (see the lower register).
Ornan 2004, 87 perceives the message of these representations as follows: “the king is purified by the
demons”. See also Russell 2008, 188, fig. 23-f; Winter 1983, 18, fig. 3; Layard 1853, pl. 25 (short description
on p. 3).
See for instance Reade 2008, 16, fig. 1-n; Layard 1853, pl. 5 (short description on p. 1).
Wiggermann 1992, 67.
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According to J.M. Russell, these latter demons are “identified in somewhat later texts
that prescribe the rituals for the production and placement of protective figurines ‘to
block the entry of the enemy in someone’s house’”.47 A different aspect of their functions
is underlined by M. Roaf, who proposed that the winged demons with bird heads “can be
identified as the divine sages known as apkallu”, responsible in Mesopotamian religious
belief “for transmitting divine wisdom to mankind and for ‘ensuring the correct plans of
heaven and earth’”.48
Extremely impressive is the so-called North-West palace of Assurnasirpal II in
Nimrud, where whole rooms were devoted to alternations of griffin- or human-headed
“genii” shown individually or flanking the “sacred tree”.49 The most important example
is Room F, situated immediately to the north of the throne-room. The decoration of this
room consists entirely of alternating sequences of “genii” flanking the “sacred tree”. I.J.
Winter correctly points out that “what is most significant about these reliefs is the absence
of variation” and accordingly “the motif must be considered the paradigm, (…) the kernel
of the message, elaborated most fully in the throne-room into fuller statement”.50
The throne-room (Room B) features several representations of these genii. Among
these, two identical slabs (B 23 and B 13) are mostly instructive as reasoned convincingly
by Winter. The position of slab B 2351 within the throne-room is crucial, because it
occupies the primary location immediately behind the throne base at the eastern end of
the room, the base on which the king himself would have been seated.52 A second copy
of the same scene was placed directly opposite the major entrance to the throne-room.
The repetition of the symmetrical scene of genii with cone flanking king and “sacred
tree” was the pivot point of the entire room, orienting the viewer immediately upon
entrance, and reorienting him as he turns to face the king on his throne and the identical
relief above. Winter is obviously right when insisting that these two slabs (B 23 and
B 13) with their religious imagery represent the anchors of the entire throne-room.53
Unfortunately it is still not clear who the intended audience(s) would have been for the
iconographical program in the throne-room. Winter suggests several possibilities (the
gods, the king himself, various state functionaries, or visitors) and shares the view that
more information on how the throne-room of Assurnasirpal II was used could help to
answer the question who could be expected to see the reliefs and under what conditions.54
It is furthermore noteworthy that these genii with cone and bucket are attested also
in Southeast Anatolia (some prefer to define this region as North Syria) in a Neo-Hittite
milieu: some reliefs of the portico inside the enclosure at Sakçe Gözü55 provide almost
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Russell 2008, 185.
Roaf 2008, 209 with literature.
Winter 1983, 15.
Winter 1983, 26.
British Museum, inv. 124531 (see Winter 1983, 18, fig. 3).
Winter 1983, 16–17; see also Ornan 2004, 84.
Winter 1983, 17; see also Roaf 2008, 211.
Winter 1983, 27.
Orthmann 1971, 530, no. A/2 (see table 49-a), and 531, no. A/10 (see table 50-c). Winter states explicitly
that “the palace façade at Sakçe Gözü, with its two men opposite a central tree, may also recall Assyrian
prototypes, such as the throne-room reliefs of Assurnasirpal” (Winter 1982, 367 with literature). There is a
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exact parallels to the griffin genii of the reliefs in Nimrud, Khorsabad and Nineveh. The
cone also appears in the raised right hand of the two winged human-headed genii from
Neo-Hittite structures in Malatya, however without the bucket.56 Parallels are surmised
in some fragmentary reliefs at the gatehouse of the Great Staircase at Carchemish.57
These representations, especially the ones at Sakçe Gözü, bring us much closer to
Cappadocia, connected with the Sabazius cult by one of the earliest epigraphic lines of
evidence on the subject. In fact, the Pergamum inscription of Attalus III, dated to 135/4
BC,58 informs us that Zeus Sabazius was a deity “handed down from Queen Stratonice’s
father”.59 It is well known that queen Stratonice was a daughter of king Ariarathes IV
Eusebes of Cappadocia and Antiochis (a daughter of Antiochus the Great) who married
king Eumenes II of Pergamum in 188 BC.60 However, it remains uncertain whether the
word πατροπαράδοτος was used in the text of the inscription in its very literal meaning,
or rather figuratively.61 In any case, the fact that Stratonice from the inscription was
a Cappadocian princess is very symptomatic with respect to the Neo-Hittite and NeoAssyrian imagery discussed here above. It should also be recalled that her maternal
great-grandfather, king Mithridates II of Pontus had received the neighbouring Phrygia
as a dowry in ca. 245 BC when he married Laodice, the sister of Seleucus II Callinicus.62
Whether the “birth” of the Sabazius gesture occurred in Asia Minor63 (Cappadocia?,64
Phrygia?,65 even North Syria?) or not, is impossible to say. It is however certain, that the
Neo-Assyrian reliefs do not show the gesture under scrutiny here, despite all my efforts
so far to convince the reader to the contrary. When viewing the Neo-Assyrian winged
genii, turned to the right, not to the left, one sees clearly that all five fingers are holding
the cone (fig. 4),66 not just the first three, as is the case with the Sabazius gesture. As such
I would not advocate a possible Neo-Assyrian origin of the Sabazius gesture; however I
would insist that when trying to find its origin and meaning, one should carefully consider
this region of the ancient oikumene.
The grounds for such a view are several; firstly: the cultural importance of North
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nice photo of the reliefs of the portico in the catalogue of the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara
(see Ankara 1998, 155, no. 247B).
Orthmann 1971, 523, nos. C/1a and C/2 (see table 43-b, 43-d and 75-d).
Gilibert 2011, 38–39, fig. 11 (drawings), nos. Carch. 31–32 and 34–35; see the photos on p. 169–170.
RE I A.2, 1544, s.v. Sabazios (H. Schaefer); Johnson 1968, 544 with literature; CCIS III, 5.
Liddell and Scott 1897, 1163, s.v. πατροπαράδοτος.
RE IV A.1, 321–322, s.v. Stratonike 11 (A. Stein); RE II.1, 817–818, s.v. Ariarathes 4 (B. Niese).
The evidence is viewed generally as merely a testimony of Sabazios being a “Schutzgott des Herrscherhauses”
of Cappadocia (Schaefer 1920, 1545). See also Johnson 1968, 544: “It has been conjectured that Sabazios
was the god of the royal family cult of Cappadocia”.
See RE XV, 2160–2161, s.v. Mithridates 8 (F. Geyer), also on the uncertainties concerning the administrative
status of the province.
See Johnson 1968, 546 who speaks generally of an “Anatolian cult”.
Here it is worth recalling Lane’s observation, that “only one Sabazios-hand (CCIS I, 4) is from Cappadocia,
and no epigraphic material” (CCIS III, 5).
On the relations between North Assyria/South Anatolia and Phrygia see Orthmann 2004, 462–463 with
literature.
See for instance Harper and Pittman 1980, 18, figs. 1, 10, 18, and 24, fig. 16; Mallowan 1983, 34, fig. 2
(lower register); Russell 2008, 184, fig. 23-c (lower register); Reade 2008, 16, fig. 1-n.
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Syria in the Neo-Assyrian society is firmly attested.67 It has even been reasoned that
the tradition of monumental stone reliefs attested in the Neo-Assyrian palaces had its
origin in Hittite Anatolia and North Assyria.68 Obviously, this transmission “was not a
simple take-over, but rather a transformation based upon Assyrian identification with a
long-standing Mesopotamian tradition”.69 Of course, the impact of Assyria upon North
Syria must have been strong as well,70 most probably however only after the mid-9th
century BC, when the Assyrian kings started campaigning there actively.71 In any case,
the bi-directional cultural influence – in fact the interaction – between these two regions
and societies72 should be always kept in mind also in regard to the cone-holding hand of
the winged genii. Secondly: one always has to bear in mind that a cultural code may be
transferred from one sign system to another in a variety of modes – 1). with the original
meaning of the signs kept intact; 2). the signs remaining similar but with a changed
meaning; 3). with no meaning, respective signs being used merely as decoration; 4). with
retention of name and meaning, but changes in form.73 Thirdly: the transfer of a cultural
code or of its elements could happen by different means: directly or via mediator(s) in
time and space.
Let me come back to the fundamental question of our scientific meeting – is it
possible to speak of “Romanising Oriental Gods” in the case of Sabazius and especially
in regard to the Sabazius hands with the specific gesture? A potential answer must
necessarily address one of the most important issues concerning these artefacts – the
chronology. Pre-Roman depictions of the gesture in connection with Sabazius have not
been identified, neither are relevant bronze hands attested prior to the late 1st century BC.
It should be explicitly underlined that the gesture under scrutiny here is not attributed
to Sabazius on his very first representation known from the Greco-Roman world – the
volute krater from Valle Trebba (North Italy), identified as a product of the Polygnotus
group and dated to 440–430 BC.74 It does not even appear on the inscribed stone reliefs
which include both a depiction of Sabazius and an inscription with his name,75 obviously
from the Roman period. In fact, representations of the god with hand(s) raised in the
gesture here discussed appear only on a number of non-inscribed metal plaques76 and
with Sabazius bronze statues being part of the relevant bronze hands.77 Blinkenberg
attributed the latter mostly to the 1st and 2nd century AD,78 despite the fact that most of
them lack archaeological context.
67
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69
70
71
72
73
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77
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Winter 1982, 364–367.
Harper and Pittman 1980, 16; Collon 1995, 130; Orthmann 2004, 460–461.
Winter 1982, 356–357.
Gilibert 2011, 37–38 with earlier literature.
Winter 1982, 365.
See Orthmann 2002.
Cf. Winter 1982, 363–364.
Simon 1953, 79, and 83–85; Alfieri 1979, 69–70 (inv. 2897). See however Lane 1980, 24 with n. 56 on p.
32 and Roller 1994, 245, n. 4.
Lane 1980, 9–12.
Lane 1980, 16–19. On these plaques see also Gorbanov 1976, 14–15, and 19.
Lane 1980, 14–15.
Blinkenberg 1904, 117; RE I A.2, 1542, s.v. Sabazios (H. Schaefer).
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The earliest datable Sabazius hand was found at the Roman military camp of
Dangstetten (present South Germany)79 in a secure archaeological context connected
with a very limited date range, 15–9/8 BC.80 M.P. Speidel mentions this find to support his
statement that “oriental religions spread in the Roman army already under Augustus”.81 It
should however be specified that in this camp Oriental archers are attested along with parts
of the 19th Legion and a unit of Celtic cavalry.82 The excavator explains the presence of the
small Sabazius hand at the site as being brought to the West by an Oriental sagittarius.83
Such a possibility is of course absolutely realistic but in my opinion not without an
alternative. The latter is imaginable due to the fact that relatively early Sabazius hands,
dating to the 1st century AD, originate from Pompeii84 and Herculaneum,85 i.e. from Italy
itself. These allow us to admit that a soldier of the 19th Legion, recruited as a matter of
fact in Italy,86 could also have been the “mediator” who brought this Sabazius hand to the
military camp at Dangstetten.
In such a context several questions emerge which require reasonable answers:
1). How are we supposed to explain the lack of identified pre-Roman depictions of
the Sabazius gesture?
2). Would it be fair to conjecture that the gesture under discussion here was connected
with the Sabazius cult actually within a Roman milieu?
3). If the second question could be answered positively, one has to consider the
possibility that the representations of this gesture were “born” only after the
Roman arrival in the regions of North Syria and Assyria.
4). Would it be correct to insist that the cone on the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Hittite
reliefs in North Syria is similar and probably even identical to the fir cone in the
Sabazius hands created within the Greco-Roman world?
5). What is the cultural mechanism which created the connection between the hand
holding a (pine) cone and the Sabazius cult?
6). Is it possible that this connection is due to the ancient belief that the pine cone
embodies the hopes of resurrection and the desire for immortality?87
7). What is the correspondence between this belief and the myth about Attis, whose
79

80

81
82
83
84
85
86
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Fingerlin 1986, 86 (Fundstelle 221.1); CCIS I, no. 49; Lowe 2012, 83 (here the attribution of Dangstetten
to Switzerland is an obvious mistake).
Fingerlin 1999, 13 and 16. For more details on the discussion of the years in which the military camp at
Dangstetten was established (alternative proposals are 20 BC and 12 BC) see Fingerlin 1998, 9; Fischer
2005; Nuber 2008, 229, n. 31.
Speidel 1978, 3, n. 3a.
Fingerlin 1972, 211; Fingerlin 1998, 9; Fingerlin 1999, 3–6.
Fingerlin 1972, 211–212.
CCIS I, nos. 14–15.
CCIS I, nos. 12–13.
Fingerlin 1972, 211.
Conrad 2004, 94: “[Pinienzapfen] bekunden die Auferstehungshoffnungen und den Wunsch nach
Unsterblichkeit” (see also p. 97). The first to recognise the pine cone in funerary art as a symbol of
immortality was Cumont (1942, 219–221). Pfuhl and Möbius (1979, 524–529) however do not discuss this
iconographic element. See also Sfameni Gasparro 1985, 100.
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cult arrived in Rome back in 204 BC88 and who according to the Roman poet Ovid
(43 BC–17 AD) was transformed into a pine tree after his death?89 Unfortunately,
Ovidʼs source for this myth remains unclear90 which does not prevent us from
posing the next question: does the metamorphosis of Attis reflect or form this
belief?
Some of these questions will most probably remain without a universally accepted
answer; others might possibly be answered in the future. In any case it is worth mentioning
the observation that the pine cone appears as a very rare exception on the funerary
monuments from Asia Minor while in the Balkans it is almost a common element. How
this could influence the discussion on the Sabazius cult and Sabazius gesture remains
unclear but this significant fact should also be taken into consideration.

88
89

90

Cumont and Gehrich 1914, 56–57 and 64.
Ovid, Metamorphoses 10.103–105. On the connection between Attis and the pine tree see Sfameni Gasparro
1985, 100.
Note that the sole earlier text on Attis that has come down to us is de Berecinthia et Athi, written by Catullus
(84–54 BC), wherein no trace of the metamorphosis described by Ovid is to be found.
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Fig. 1 – Dobrich (former Tolbuhin) found;
with Roman coins of the 4th century
A.D. (photo from the archive of Prof. M.
Tacheva, University of Sofia)

Fig. 3 – Palace of Assurnasirpal II at Nimrud,
ca. 883–859 B.C.; Pergamon Museum, (photo
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/a/aict/x-ne016/
ne000_img0016 - a detail)
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Fig. 2 – Mogilanska Mogila in Vratsa; first half
of the 4th century B.C. (after Nikolov 1988, 29).

Fig. 4 – Palace of Sargon II at Khorsabad,
713–716 B.C.; Louvre Museum,
(photo http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Blessing_genie_Dur_Sharrukin.jpg)
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Sarapis, Isis and the Emperor
Perikles Christodoulou

Abstract
From the 1st century AD onwards, and especially during the 2nd and 3rd century, the Emperor
was, on occasion, mentioned in inscriptions alongside Isis and Sarapis. Examining primarily,
but not exclusively, the evidence from the Balkan provinces of the Roman Empire, it
emerges that many of the inscriptions call on Isis and Sarapis to protect the health of the
Emperor and to help him prosper. They are usually linked to dedications of altars and
temples by high-ranking officials or by members of the local elites. This type of dedication,
which in fact was not limited to the “Egyptian gods”, was certainly a religious and political
act, but it did not constitute an act of worship of the Emperor per se. However, other
inscriptions could be interpreted as evidence of links between worship of the Emperor and of
the Egyptian Gods. Whilst some of them appear merely to relate to the personal situation of
certain actors of the Imperial cult, it seems that in Stobi, Neine and Tomis, the Isiac and the
Imperial cults were closely connected. On a political level, the role of the Emperors in the
process of appropriating the Isiac cults during the Principate in order to promote the Imperial
ideology was important. The Flavians, Hadrian, Commodus and Caracalla actively endorsed
the Isiac cults. This attitude continued during the middle of the 3rd century, and had its last
peak during Diocletian’s reign and the period of Tetrarchy.
Key words: Isiac cults – Sarapis – Isis – Roman Imperial cult.
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Апстракт
Од I век, па наваму, а особено за време на II и III век, императорот бил, во одредени поводи,
споменуван во натписи заедно со Изида и Серапис. Испитувајќи ги првенствено, но не
и исклучиво, доказите од балканските провинции во Римското Царство, се покажува
дека многу од натписите ги повикуваат Изида и Серапис да го заштитат здравјето на
императорот и да му помогнат да напредува. Тие се обично поврзани со посвети на
олтари и храмови од високи претставници на власта или од членови на локалната елита.
Овој вид посвети, кој, всушност, и не е ограничен само на „египетските богови“, секако
бил верски и политички чин, но не претставувал акт на обожавање на царот по себе.
Сепак, други натписи може да се толкуваат како доказ за поврзаност меѓу почитувањето
на царот и египетските богови. Иако некои од нив се однесуваат на личната состојба на
одредени актери на кралскиот култ, се чини дека во Стоби, Неине и Томис изијачкиот
и кралскиот култ биле тесно поврзани. На политичко ниво улогата на императорите во
процесот на присвојување на изијачките култови за време на принципатот, со цел да ја
промовира кралската идеологија, била важна. Флавијците, Хадријан, Комод и Каракала
активно ги поддржувале изијачките култови. Овој став продолжил и во средината на III
век, а го доживеал својот врв за последен пат во време на владеењето на Диоклецијан и
периодот на тетрархијата.
Клучни зборови: изијачки култови – Серапис – Изида – римски царски култ.

The complex process of religious acculturation in the Roman Empire led to a
rich diversity, and to gradual changes, in cultic perceptions and practices. “Foreign”
cults were able to take their place in the Roman pantheon and progressively to acquire
special importance. This is the case inter alia of the Isiac cults, which, mainly from the
beginning of the 3rd century BC, began to spread in the Greek world1 and expanded in
Italy, probably during the 2nd century BC.2 They must have arrived in Rome around 100
BC,3 but they met with opposition and repressive measures on various occasions in the
period 59 BC4 to 19 AD.5
Since 12 BC, when Augustus was elected pontifex maximus, i.e. high priest of the
Roman state religion, political and religious power was united symbolically in the person
of the Emperor. Openly in the Oriental provinces of the Empire, but more discretely in the
West, Augustus also promoted a cult dedicated to himself, and “this practice, beginning
under him, was continued under other Emperors”.6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Dunand 1973, 1–129.
Malaise 1972, 255.
Malaise 1972, 363.
Malaise 1972, 365.
Moehring 1959; see infra, III.1.
Cassius Dio 51.20.7: “Καὶ τοῦτ’ ἐκεῖθεν ἀρξάμενον καὶ ἐπ’ ἄλλων αὐτοκρατόρων … ἐγένετο”. In the West,
especially Italy, the cult was addressed to dea Roma, the goddess Rome, and the deified stepfather of
Augustus, Julius Caesar; this applied also to Roman citizens in the Orient (cf. Cassius Dio 51.20.6: “τεμένη
τῇ τε Ῥώμῃ καὶ τῷ πατρὶ τῷ Καίσαρι, ἥρωα αὐτὸν Ἰούλιον ὀνομάσας … γενέσθαι ἐφῆκεν”). On the worship
of Augustus see Zanker 1988, 297–315; for the wider context, cf. Lozano 2007. Price 1984 is dedicated to
the Emperor cult in Asia Minor and Gradel 2002 to Emperor worship in the Italian peninsula. For a critical
overview of the subject cf. Scheid 2007.
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Thus, religion seems to have been used for political purposes from the beginning
of the Principate, just as it had been during the Republic.7 The question arises whether
this was also the case for Isiac cults, which were steadily gaining ground throughout the
whole Empire.
Indeed, there is abundant archaeological material of different kinds linking the
Egyptian gods to the Emperor and his family. Points of contact between the Emperor
and the Isiac cults exist on three levels. Firstly, Imperial subjects, usually high-ranking
officials, ask the gods to protect the Emperor and to help him prosper. Secondly, links are
on occasion made between the worship of the Emperor and that of the Egyptian gods.
Thirdly, on an ideological level, the Egyptian gods partake in Imperial propaganda.
In line with the general theme of this conference, focusing on religious
transformations in the Balkan provinces during the Roman period, emphasis is given here
to material from those provinces (and Noricum), where much relevant archaeological
evidence has been discovered. However, religious phenomena do not exist in a vacuum;
they need to be considered in the broader context of the Empire as a whole, by taking
into account examples from elsewhere, as from Egypt and in particular from Rome, the
centre of power (fig. 1).
I. Imperial Subjects: Pro salute imperatoris and other occasions
1. Dedications of altars and temples
An inscription from Rome, found at the lungotevere Marzio and dated 1 AD, attests
to the erection by the freedman L. Lucretius Zethus, a local magister vici, of an “august”
altar dedicated to a series of deities.8 The inscription is incomplete; the names of Jupiter,
Juno and Minerva (the Capitoline triad), Sol, Luna, Apollo, Diana, Fortuna, Ops, Isis,
Pietas (?) and the Fates are partially or totally preserved. In our context, the phrase “aram
augustam” – an implicit reference to Augustus9 – is significant, as is the inclusion of Isis
in the list of deities.10 Isis’ insertion in this list demonstrates her presence and popularity
among the Roman middle classes,11 some 22 years after the prohibitive measures of
Agrippa, who in 21 BC expelled the cult of Isis from Rome and forbade “anyone to
perform” the Egyptian rites “even in the suburbs within one mile of the city”.12
A physician from Philippi, Quintus Mofius Euhemerus, offered an altar and four
benches (subsellia) to Isis Regina in honour of the divine house – the Emperor’s family –
7
8
9
10
11
12

Cf. Orlin 1997.
RICIS 501/0137; Cavallaro 1976, esp. 152; Palmer 1990, 18–28; Scheid 2004a, 905 f.
Cavallaro 1976, 173–177.
Cf. Cavallaro 1976, 152, n. 23.
Cf. Scheid 2004a, 906.
Cassius Dio 54.6.6. See infra, III.1. The inscription was found in a territory that must be slightly over one
mile outside the pomerium (Scheid 2004a, 906: “nous nous trouvons ici hors du pomerium, sans doute à peu
de distance du Ier mille à partir de celui-ci”), but it is quite plausible that, in the meantime, the prohibition
had fallen into abeyance.
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and for the safety of the colony. The inscription that attests to this act (fig. 2)13 is generally
dated around the late 2nd to the 3rd century AD.14 The use of the expression divina domus,
the full mention of the official title of the colony and the use of a similar type of letters
link it with another inscription from Philippi, a building inscription from the curia dated
more precisely to 161–175 AD.15 This suggests that the altar of Isis Regina could be
dated to approximately the fourth quarter of the 2nd century, rather than to the 3rd century.
Although it mentions the Emperor and the city, the dedication is a private one. The
reference to the Emperor points more to the social standing and ambition of the dedicant.
The inscription also hints at the importance of Isiac cults during this period, but in itself
provides no direct evidence that they enjoyed official status in Philippi.16
Marcus Iallius Bassus, who served as legatus Augusti pro praetore in Moesia
Inferior in 163–164 AD, founded a temple of Sarapis as attested by an inscription17
which was found in Byala Slatina but which is presumed to have come from Municipium
Montanensium. The related evidence is very thin and the issue of the provenance of
the inscription remains open.18 In any event, according to the inscription, the temple
was completed by one of Bassus’ successors, whose name is not preserved, and was
dedicated to Sarapis in favour of the welfare of the Emperors Marcus Aurelius and Lucius
Verus. The inscription certainly dates from after 164 AD and, since both Emperors are
mentioned together, before 169 AD, the year of the death of Lucius Verus.
M. Iallius Bassus is also known from a dedication to Jupiter. Between the years 156
and 158 AD, he was legatus Augusti in Pannonia Inferior, and an altar that he offered
in Aquincum to Jupiter Optimus Maximus and the lares militares19 survives from that
period.
A temple restoration from 213 AD, dedicated pro salute et victoria – for the welfare
and victory – of the Emperor Caracalla, is documented in a fragment of a monumental
inscription from Ad Statuas (Ács-Vaspuszta) in Pannonia.20 A beneficiarius and a sacerdos
are mentioned, but no names are preserved. If the restoration of the text proposed by
13

14

15
16
17

18
19

20

RICIS 113/1007; Pilhofer 2009, 153–156 (132/L303); Tsochos 2012, 114 f.: Isidi Reg(inae) sac(rum) | ob
honor(em) divin(ae) | domus pro salute | colon(iae) Iul(iae) Aug(ustae) Philippiens(ium) | Q(uintus) Mofius
Euhemer(us) | medicus ex imperio | p(ecunia) s(ua) p(osuit) idem subsel(l)ia quattuor | loco adsig(nato)
d(ecreto) d(ecurionum). L. Bricault in RICIS assumes that the word idem before subsellia “indique que ce
médecin a dû faire d’autres offrandes pour ce sanctuaire”. In my opinion, idem is only an internal reference,
linking the dedication of the altar to the additional offering of the benches.
Collart 1929, 84: “La formule domus divina, pour désigner la famille impériale, n’est communement
employée que vers la fin du iie siècle … Nous y trouvons donc un élément de datation pour notre inscription”.
Pilhofer 2009, 254–257 (201/L305).
Cf. Dunand 1973, 191 for a different opinion.
RICIS 618/0102; Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 3 f. (1): [Sar]apidi pro sa[l(ute) Imperato]|[rum] Caesarum
Aug[g(ustorum) M(arci) Aureli An]|[to]nini et L(uci) Aureli Veri [et Faustinae] | [Au]g(ustae) liber(orum)
q(ue) eorum t[emplum cum sig]|[ni]s M(arcus) Ialli(us) Bass(us) le[g(atus) Aug(ustorum) pr(o) pr(aetore)
in]|[ch]o(h)avit consummavit [---] | [--- l]eg(atus) Aug(usti) pr(o) pr(aetore).
Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 3.
AE 1962, 117: I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo) | et Laribus mi|litaribus M(a)rc(us) | Iallius Bassus | leg(atus)
Aug(usti) | pr(o) pr(aetore).
RICIS 614/0501.
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Zsolt Mráv is correct, this must have been a temple of Sarapis and Isis,21 but the case
remains a well-founded hypothesis.
A monumental inscription from Carnuntum,22 of which only a part has been
preserved, is presumably connected to the restoration of a temple for Sarapis and Isis in
213/214 AD by a legatus legionis, probably Publius Cornelius Anullinus23 (only the last
part llinus of his name is preserved). The restoration was offered for the Emperor’s wellbeing (Caracalla); in this context, the word incolumitas – safety – was used.
An altar found in Piliscsév was dedicated to Jupiter Optimus Maximus Neptune
Sarapis for the welfare, victory and perpetuity of the Emperor Caracalla by the legatus
Augusti Lucius Alfenus Avitianus.24 This offering must date from 214 AD, when Caracalla
conducted a military campaign against the Dacians who had invaded Pannonia.25
Although the name of the dedicant of an altar offered in 214 AD to the “invincible”
god Sarapis for the welfare and the victory of Caracalla has not been preserved, we can
infer that he must have been a military official of the auxiliary camp in Crumerum, where
the inscription was found.26
A series of inscriptions from the area sacra of the Praetorium of Sarmizegetusa
reveals that there must have been considerable building activity connected with a temple
of Sarapis and Isis during the reigns of Caracalla and Severus Alexander. The inscriptions
are mostly fragmentary and broken into many pieces. Seven small pieces must have
belonged to the building inscription in Greek over the entrance to the temple.27 The
letters ασθεν preserved in the second line may refer to an initial construction ([κατασκευ]
ασθέν[τα]) or a restoration ([ἐπισκευ]ασθέν[τα]).28 Another inscription in Latin is
tentatively associated with the fountain of the temple.29 Most probably, both inscriptions
21
22

23

24

25
26

27

28
29

Mráv 2000, 82 f.
RICIS 613/0703: [Deo Invicto] Sarapidi et [Isidi Reginae] | [pro salute victoria et in]columitate
Imp(eratoris) C[aes(aris) M(arci) Aureli Antonini Pii Felicis] | [August(i) Parth(ici) max(imi) Brit(annici)
max(imi)] Ger(manici) max(imi) pont(ificis) max(imi) [trib(unicia) pot(estate) XVI imp(eratoris) III co(n)
s(ulis) IIII p(atris) p(atriae) et] | [Iuliae Piae Aug(ustae) matris cas]trorum ac patri[ae templum vetustate
conlapsum] | [restituit P(ublius) Cornelius Anu]llinus leg(atus) leg(ionis) X[IIII g(eminae) M(artiae)
v(ictricis) Antoninianae d(evotus) n(umini) m(aiestatique) eorum].
P. Cornelius Anullinus (PIR, C 1323), who shares his name with his father (PIR, C 1322), was appointed
consul in 216 AD.
RICIS 614/0201: Iovi Optimo M[ax(imo)] | Neptuno Serap[idi] | pro salut[e et] victor[ia] | et perpetuitate
| [I]mp(eratoris) Caesaris | [M(arci) A]urel(i) ⟦Antonini⟧ | [Pii] Felicis Aug(usti) | [L(ucius) Al]fenus
Avitianus | [leg(atus)] eius pr(o) pr(aetore) | prov(inciae) Pann(oniae) inf(erioris).
As Bricault rightly suggests in RICIS, 719 (614/0201).
RICIS 614/0101: Deo Invict[o] | Serapi(di) pro sal(ute) | et victoria Imp(eratoris) | Caes(aris) M(arci)
Aurel(i) | Antonini [P(ii) F(elicis) Aug(usti)].
RICIS 616/0206. Piso 1998, 257 f. (2) reads tentatively: “ΖηνιÌ θ[εῶ(?)]ν π[αìντων κρατοῦ(?)]ντι
Σαραìπ[ιδι(?)] | Καìσ[σ]ιος Ἀλ[--- ἐπεσκευ(?)]ασθεìν[τα ἐπιÌ?] | ΑΙ[...]ΛΑΣ[---] ἐπιτ[ροìπου(?)]”. Carbò
García 2010, 1020 f. (311); he believes that the use of Greek in the inscription suggests an Eastern or GrecoEastern origin for the dedicants.
Piso 1998, 258.
RICIS 616/0204; Piso 1998, 255–257 (1). I. Piso composed it from five fragments and read it as follows:
“[Invicto deo Sera]pidi | et Is[idi frugi]ferae pro salute | atque incolumitate Imp(eratoris) Caes(aris)
| M(arci) [A]urel(i) Antonini [P]ii Felicis | [Aug(usti)] Part(hici) max(imi) p[ont(ificis) max(imi)]
Britt(annici) max(imi) | [— — A]ug(?usti) [...]s”.
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date to the reign of Caracalla;30 the name of the dedicant of the second inscription is not
preserved, while Cassius Al(exander?), mentioned in the first inscription, must have been
the procurator who repaired or built the temple.31
One of the six fragments of another votive inscription from the area of the temple
mentions the name of the procurator Marcus Lucceius Felix. This inscription could be
linked to a repair or an embellishment of the temple and there are strong arguments
for dating it to the era of Severus Alexander (222–235 AD);32 it follows that Marcus
Lucceius Felix was a procurator in Dacia during this period.33 He is also mentioned on
an altar or statue base dedicated to the “invincible god” Sarapis34 and he must have been
the dedicant of two statue bases35 and of a further inscription that can be connected to the
repair of a temple, either a temple of the Emperor cult or of Sarapis and Isis.36
Also in the reign of Severus Alexander, Aurelius Iulianus, the son of Alexander,
dedicated more than one temple (τοὺς νηούς) in Olbia to Sarapis, Isis, Asclepius, Hygeia
and Poseidon – the gods that give ear to the prayers.37 Following a more elaborate pattern
than in the previous inscriptions, this dedicant offers the construction of the temples for
the Fortune of the Emperor, the Senate and the army and for the safety and stability of
his home city. The mention of home city – πατρίς – indicates that Aurelius Iulianus was
a citizen of Olbia, where he was obviously a significant member of the local elite. It
is worth noting Iulianus’ latinised name, accompanied by the patronymic in the Greek
tradition.
2. Other dedications for the welfare of the Emperor
Flavius Quirinalis Maximus, tribunus militum of the 10th Legion, offered a votum
on a bronze tabula found in Vindobona (Vienna) for the welfare of Septimius Severus and
Caracalla (198–209 AD) addressed to Jupiter Optimus Maximus Sarapis.38 Thus, a direct
30
31
32

33
34

35
36

37

38

Piso 1998, 257 f.
Piso 1998, 258.
Piso 1998, 259 f. (4); RICIS 616/0208: [?Pro salute Imp(eratoris) Caes(aris) M(arci) Aureli] | [Severi
⟦Alexandri⟧ Pii Fel(icis) Aug(usti) et] | [⟦Iul]iae M[amaeae⟧ san]c[tissi]mae Aug(ustae) | [⟦m]atr[is⟧
Aug(usti) n(ostri)] et cas[tro]rum | M(arcus) Luccei[us] Fe[li]x [pro]c(urator) Aug(usti) n(ostri) ...
Piso 1998, 260.
RICIS 616/0207; Piso 1998, 263 (9): Invicto | deo | Serapidi | M(arcus) Lucceius | Felix | proc(urator)
Aug(usti) | n(ostri).
Piso 1998, 264 (10, 11).
Piso 1998, 261 f. (6); he notes on the identification of the temple (p. 262): “Es geht daraus nicht hervor,
ob eine Reparation des Serapaeums oder des Kaisertempels vorgenommen wurde. Da sich aber Nr. 4
wahrscheinlich auf das Serapaeum bezieht, würde ich Nr. 6 eher mit dem Kaisertempel in Verbindung
bringen”.
RICIS 115/0201: τύχῃ ἀγαθῇ. | ὑπὲρ τῆς τοῦ κυρίου Αὐτοκράτορος | Μ(άρκου) Αὐρ(ηλίου) Σεουήρου
Ἀλεξάνδρου τύχης | καὶ ἱερᾶς συνκλήτου καὶ στρατευμάτων | καὶ ὑγείας καὶ εὐσταθίας τῆς πόλεως | θεοῖς
ἐπηκόοις Σαράπι καὶ Εἴσι | καὶ Ἀσκληπιῷ καὶ Ὑγείᾳ καòὶ Ποσειδ<ῶ>νι | Αὐρ(ήλιος) Ἰουλιανὸς Ἀλεξάνδρου
τοὺς | νηοὺς ἀπὸ θεμελίων σὺν τῇ στοᾷ | καὶ κεραμώσει καὶ θύραιςò καὶ θυò[ρί]|σι ἐκ τῶν ἰδίων τῇ παò[τρίδι]
| κα[τεσκεύασεν].
RICIS 613/0801: I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo) Sarapid(i) pro sal(ute) Im<p=R>(eratoris) | L(uci) Septimii
Severi Pii | Pertinacis Aug(usti) Arabici | Adiaben(ici) Parthici maxi|mi et Imp(eratoris) M(arci) Aurelii
| Antonini Aug(usti) Fl(avius) Quirin|alis Maximus trib(unus) mil(itum) leg(ionis) X Ge{r}m(inae) P(iae)
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connection is made between Sarapis and Jupiter of the temple on the Capitol, which
“was the centre of the religious system of the state”.39 This is also the case in an earlier
dedicatory inscription, in Greek, from a building (presumably a Serapeum) in Serdica
(Sofia, 161–163 AD). There, Sarapis is connected to Zeus Capitolinus (and Helios).40
During the Imperial era, mainly Jupiter Dolichenus41 but also Jupiter Heliopolitanus,42
Neptunus,43 or even Sabazius44 and other gods were also identified with Jupiter Optimus
Maximus.45
A series of Greek inscriptions from Portus Ostiae associated with Alexandrian shipowners (ναύκληροι) preserves dedications “ὑπὲρ σωτηρίας” (pro salute) of the Emperor.46
The most elaborate of them accompanied a sculpture of Adrasteia47 offered by Caius
Valerius Serenus in 201 AD.48 Serenus was custodian of the temple of Sarapis (νεωκόρος
τοῦ μεγάλου Σαράπιδος) and inspector of the entire Alexandrian fleet (ἐπιμελητὴς παντὸς
τοῦ Ἀλεξανδρείνου στόλου). His offering aims to secure the preservation, return and
eternal permanence of the Emperors – Septimius Severus and Caracalla together with
Julia Domna, Severus’ wife, and the whole Imperial house – as well as the fair voyage of
the fleet. The mention of ἐπάνοδος together with σωτηρία probably refers to an Imperial
journey by sea.
As also attested by another inscription from Tomis,49 the Alexandrians were quite
keen on paying tribute to the Emperor together with their “ancestral gods”.50 It is tempting
to see in this attitude a continuation of the Hellenistic habit of presenting offerings to
Sarapis, Isis and Anubis in favour of the Ptolemies.51

39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46

47
48

49
50
51

F(idelis) v(otum) | s(olvit) l(aetus) l(ibens) m(erito). For the connection between Jupiter Optimus Maximus
and Sarapis see also RICIS 403/0801; RICIS 503/1129; RICIS 503/1130; CIL XIII, 7610; RICIS 610/0201;
RICIS 612/0601; RICIS 618/1201 (cf. RICIS 610/0101: “I(ovi) o(ptimo) m(aximo) et Sera|pi”) and the
dedication of the altar by the legatus Augusti Lucius Alfenus Avitianus from Piliscsév (RICIS 614/0201, see
supra), where Sarapis is further identified with Neptunus.
Platner 1929, 302.
RICIS 114/1701: [Δι]ὶ Καπε[τωλίῳ Ἡλ]|[ί]ῳò Σεράπιδι, [ἡγεμονεύ]|[οντ]ος Ἀπ(πίου) vac. Κλ(αυδίου)
[Μαρτιάλου], | [ἐπὶ συναρχίας] ∙ αʹ ἄρχοντος Φλ(αβίου) ∙ [Πομπείου Μοντανοῦ], | [ἐπιμελ]ηθέντος τοῦ
ἔργου Πω[...].
Gatier 1998, 168; Šašel 1986.
For example: AE 2003, 1401 from Carnuntum.
RICIS 614/0201.
Cf. CIL XIII, 6708.
For this subject in the context of Dacia, see in extenso the chapter La asimilación a Júpiter Óptimo Máximo
in Carbó García 2010, 541–553.
RICIS 503/1204 (2nd – 3rd century); RICIS 503/1217 (reign of Commodus, 180–192 AD); RICIS 503/1207
(201 AD); RICIS 503/1215 (beginning of the 3rd century); RICIS 503/1216 (reign of Caracalla, 211–217
AD) and RICIS 503/1211 (reign of Severus Alexander, 222–226 AD).
On the relationship between Isis, Nemesis and Adrasteia cf. Griffiths 1975, 153 f.
RICIS 503/1207: ὑπὲρ σωτηρίας καὶ ἐπανόδου | καὶ ἀϊδίου διαμονῆς τῶν κυρίων | Αὐτοκρατόρ(ων) ∙
Σεουήρου καὶ Ἀντωνίνου | καὶ Ἰουλίας Σεβ(αστῆς) καὶ τοῦ σύνπαντος | αὐτῶν οἴκου καὶ ὑπὲρ εὐπλοίας |
παντὸς τοῦ στόλου τὴν Ἀδράστιαν | σὺν τῷ περὶ αὐτὴν κόσμῳ | Γ(άϊος) ∙ Οὐαλέριος Σερῆνος νεωκόρος | τοῦ
μεγάλου Σαράπιδος | ὁ ἐπιμελητὴς παντὸς τοῦ | Ἀλεξανδρείνου στόλου | ἐπὶ Κλ(αυδίου) ∙ Ἰουλιανοῦ ἐπάρχου
| εὐθενείας.
RICIS 618/1005. See infra, II.6 (Tomis).
Cf. the expression τοὺς πατρίου[ς θεοὺς] in RICIS 503/1213, also from Portus (3rd century AD).
Cf. RICIS 202/1204 and 202/1205 from Thera.
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3. Personal dedications by high Imperial officials
The Emperor is not always present in dedications offered by high Imperial officials
to Isis or Sarapis, but a very fragmentary inscription of debated provenience52 may
actually have contained an allusion to the Emperor, since it bears a dedication to Isis by
the legatus Augusti pro praetore Marcus Statius Priscus,53 governor of Dacia Superior
between 156 and 158 AD, whose other offerings, except for one,54 honour the Emperor.55
Tiberius Iulius Flaccinus, also legatus Augusti pro praetore in Dacia Superior
(probably between 164 and 168 AD),56 felt it appropriate to add the attribute Augustus
next to the name of Sarapis57 to an altar that he dedicated58 in Apulum (Alba Iulia).
Although there are two inscriptions from Sarmizegetusa honouring Flaccinus,59 no other
dedications by him are preserved.
Also from Apulum comes an altar dedicated to Sarapis and Isis by Lucius Iunius
Rufinus Proculianus, when he was serving as tribunus laticlavius militum of the 13th
Legion Gemina.60 As attested by an inscription dated 184 AD, Proculianus later became
legatus pro praetore in Dalmatia.61 The dedication from Apulum obviously dates to
several years before 184.62
Lucius Aemilius Carus was legatus Augusti pro praetore of the three Dacias
(Apulensis, Porolissensis and Malvensis) from 173 to 175 AD.63 In Apulum, he dedicated
an altar to Sarapis, Jupiter, Sol and Isis, Luna, Diana “protector gods and goddesses” (fig.
3).64 The use of the expression dis deabusque shows that the six deities are considered
as a group of separate but closely connected entities, while the use of the epithet
conservatores65 indicates that the scope of this dedication is the public sphere: the gods
52
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RICIS 616/0302; Carbó García 2010, 999 f. (290). Both place it tentatively in Micia.
On Priscus’ career see Piso 1993, 66–73 (16).
An altar dedicated to the Nymphs, from Germisara (Geoagiu Bai): CIL III, 7882.
A dedication to the Genius Imperatoris from Germisara (Geoagiu Bai), AE 1993, 1342; three dedications
pro salute imperatoris from Dacia: 1). Nymphis Aug(ustis) from Brucla (Aiud), CIL III, 940; 2). I(ovi)
O(ptimo) M(aximo) from Ampelum (Zlatna), CIL III, 1299; 3). Victoriae Aug(ustae) from Sarmizegetusa,
CIL III, 1416. Finally, one dedication pro salute imperatoris from Viminacium (Kostolac) in Moesia
Superior, on which no name of a deity has been preserved: AE 1910, 86.
Piso 1993, 77 (19).
For this Roman practice involving almost all principal gods, see infra, II.5 (Neine) and the Annex.
RICIS 616/0401; Carbó García 2010, 1011 f. (302): Sarapi | Aug(usto) | sacrum | Tib(erius) Iulius |
Flaccinus | leg(atus) Aug(usti) | pr(o) pr(aetore).
IDR III.2, 95 and 245.
RICIS 616/0403; Carbó García 2010, 1014 f. (304): Sarapi et Isidi | L(ucius) Iunius Rufi|nus Proculia|nus
trib(unus) l(ati) c(lavius) | mil(itum) leg(ionis) XIII g(eminae).
CIL III, 3202.
According to Carbó García 2010, 1015, between 161 and 169 AD.
Piso 1993, 105 f. (23).
RICIS 616/0402; Carbó García 2010, 1013 f. (303): Sarapidi | Iovi Soli | Isidi Lunae | Dianae | dis
deabusq(ue) | conservatorib(us) | L(ucius) Aemil(ius) Carus | leg(atus) Aug(usti) pr(o) pr(aetore) | III
Daciarum.
Cf. Vidman 1965, 392.
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protect the Empire and the family of the Emperor66 and together with them all Imperial
subjects flourish.67
Three more dedications by L. Aemilius Carus are preserved: a votive column for
Silvanus sanctus in Apulum,68 an altar to Apollo Augustus from Sarmizegetusa69 and a
votive inscription to Jupiter Optimus Maximus from Colonia Claudia Ara Agrippinensium
(Köln).70
Finally, an altar dedicated to the “invincible” Sarapis by the procurator Augusti
Caesidius Respectus and his wife Apronilla71 has been found in Sarmizegetusa. This is
the only surviving inscription that mentions Respectus’ name. The lack of prenomen,
which is a feature pointing to the end of the 2nd or rather to the 3rd century AD, and the
use of the epithet invictus for Sarapis, common during the reign of Caracalla,72 suggests
a dating around the first decades of the 3rd century.73
4. Conclusions
Normally, two parties are involved in the dedications to the gods: the dedicant
and the deity or deities who are called to grant a wish of the dedicant; such a wish may
refer to the dedicants personally, or to members of their family. A particular feature of
the dedications pro salute imperatoris is the creation of a tripartite connection involving
the dedicant, the deity and the Emperor. In this respect, all similar dedications constitute
simultaneously a religious and a political act, but not an act of worship of the Emperor.74
Most of the dedications to Sarapis and Isis for the welfare of the Emperor presented
above are in Latin (with the majority of them coming from towns next to the Danube
limes) and almost all dedicants held an important public office.
Dedications of temples were made by the legati Augusti pro praetore75 Marcus
Iallius Bassus (Municipium Montanensium?) and possibly Marcus Statius Priscus
(Micia?), by the procuratores Κάσιος Ἀλέξανδρος, Marcus Lucceius Felix and an
unnamed procurator in Sarmizegetusa, by the legatus legionis – and later consul –
Publius Cornelius Anullinus in Carnuntum, and by Αύρήλιος Ίουλιανὸς Ἀλεξάνδρου, a
member of the local elite who could have also held a civic office in Olbia Pontica. Altars
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Carbó García 2010, 1013.
Cf. Fishwick 2004, 357.
CIL III, 1153.
CIL III, 1415.
CIL XIII, 8197.
RICIS 616/0205; Carbó García 2010, 1014 f. (310): [I]nvicto | deo Sera|pidi | Caesidius | Respectus |
proc(urator) Aug(usti) n(ostri) | et Apronilla | eius.
Cf. supra, I.1 with n. 22 and 26. For the use of the attribute invictus for Sarapis, that links him to Mithras
– Sol invictus, cf. Vidman 1965, 392; Carbó García 2010, 1015. On Sarapis and Mithras, cf. Vidman 1965,
391 f.; Malaise 1972, 464–467; Turcan 1994.
SIRIS 685; Carbó García 2010, 1015.
Scheid 2007, 676: “on ne trouve d’ailleurs pratiquement pas de témoignages privés du culte impérial, car
le simple hommage exprimé par les formules Pro salute Imperatoris etc. ou In honorem Domus diuinae ne
peuvent pas être considérées comme un acte cultuel”.
On these Imperial officials see Marquardt 1884, 548–551.
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were dedicated by the legatus Augusti pro praetore Lucius Alfenus Avitianus (Piliscsév),
by an unknown military official in Crumerum and by the physician Quintus Mofius
Euhemerus in Phillipi. A special case is the altar dedicated in Rome by L. Lucretius
Zethus, a local magister vici. Further dedications were made by the tribunus militum
Flavius Quirinalis Maximus and, in Portus Ostiae, by Alexandrian ship owners and the
inspector of the Alexandrian fleet.
Political motivation usually lies behind personal dedications by high-ranking
officials76 and it is not surprising that these dedications often contain links to the Imperial
ideology. This is the case for the altars offered in Apulum by Tiberius Iulius Flaccinus
and by Lucius Aemilius Carus, both legati Augusti pro praetore. On Flaccinus’ altar,
Sarapis carries the attribute Augustus, whereas the altar of Carus is dedicated to the gods
and goddesses who protect the Empire, among whom figure Sarapis and Isis.
Wishes addressed to gods for the welfare of the Emperors were of course not
limited to Isis and Sarapis. For instance, we have seen above three dedications pro salute
imperatoris by the legatus Augusti M. Statius Priscus addressed respectively to Nymphae
Augustae, to Victoria Augusta and to Jupiter Optimus Maximus.77 An inscription from
Istros in Scythia Minor with a dedication by a college of Dionysiasts dated to the reign of
Elagabalus78 offers another example. The Dionysiasts’ wish for the good fortune – τύχη
– not only of the Emperor and his mother, but also of the proconsul and the governors,
of the Senate, of the army and of the boule and the demos of the city: the whole world in
miniature, represented by the governing structure of the Empire.
II. Imperial Cult
1. Philippi
In two inscriptions from Philippi,79 both dated by Lemerle80 to the 3rd century and
probably the middle of it, two Quinti Flavii Hermadiones, respectively father and son,
are honoured separately by a college of worshippers of Sarapis (θρησκευταί). The father
Hermadion held an important social position: he was gymnasiarch81 and archpriest
(ἀρχιερεύς). Scholars disagree as to the nature of his priesthood. Most considered him
to be an archpriest because of his role in the Emperor cult,82 others believe that he could
have been an archpriest of the Isiac cult, for example among the college of Sarapic
76
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Cf. Carbó García 2012, 260.
See supra, n. 55.
SEG 19, 477.
RICIS 113/1009 and 113/1010; Pilhofer 2009, 366 f. (307/G410), and 372–374 (311/G411); Tsochos 2012,
115–119.
Lemerle 1935, 147.
Cf. Pilhofer 2009, 374: “γυμνασιάρχης kann eine Funktion im Verein oder auch im Kult bezeichnen”;
contra Tsochos 2012, 117: “Wahrscheinlicher ist wohl ein öffentliches, vom Verein unabhängiges Amt”.
Lemerle 1935, 144 f.; Dunand 1973, 191, n. 3; Bormann 1995, 60; Bricault in RICIS, 174 f.; Tataki 2006,
225 (84). Tsochos (2012, 117) has recently offered plausible arguments suggesting that the father Hermadion
was most probably archpriest of the Imperial cult.
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worshippers.83 I also subscribe to the opinion that he was an archpriest of the Augusti;
however, his being honoured by the worshippers of Sarapis does not necessarily imply a
direct link between the Isiac and Imperial cults in Philippi.
2. Chaeronea
An inscription from Chaeronea in Boeotia,84 dated to the first half of the 3rd century,
is interesting in this context, because it raises the issue of different high priestships. The
βοιωτάρχης Gnaeus Curtius Dexippos, archpriest of the Augusti for life and inspector of
accounts of Chaeronea,85 dedicates a statue of his dead mother Flavia Laneika. She was
also a prominent woman: an archpriestess of Itonia Athena and Omonoia and priestess
for life of Isis from Taposiris.86
This inscription, which links, in the same family, the priestship of Isis and of the
Emperor, documents the situation in the 3rd century, when local elites were accumulating
honorific positions and titles. It shows that a priestship of Isis was sufficiently important
at that place and time for it to stand alongside the other important local cults and public
functions mentioned.
3. Cos
A mid-1st century honorific inscription concerning Emperor Claudius’ physician,
C. Stertinius Xenophon, found on his native island of Cos, records the honours and
titles bestowed upon him. As well as holding other, obviously honorary, priestships,
Xenophon was, first and foremost, lifelong priest of the Augusti as well as priest of all
healing deities, including Isis and Sarapis.87
Originating from the noblest family of Cos that claimed descent from Hippocrates
and Asclepius,88 Xenophon had an extraordinary career as a physician that brought him
into the innermost circle of the Emperors from the late reign of Tiberius to Caligula and
Claudius. His particular position explains the honours and the – for the 1st century AD –
uncommon accumulation of priestships.
4. Stobi
In Stobi, we know of two occasions that connect the Emperor’s priests with the
Isiac cults. An inscription in Latin89 mentions the dedication to Deo Caesari and to the
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Collart 1937, 448 (10); Kanatsoulis 1955, 53 with n. 4. Pilhofer (2009, 374) argues that both hypotheses are
possible.
RICIS 105/0895.
“ὁ βοιωτάρχης τὸ γʹ καὶ ἀρχιερεὺς | διὰ βίου τῶν Σεβαστῶν καὶ τῆς λαμπροτ(άτης) | Χαιρωνέων πόλεως
λογιστὴς Γν(αῖος) Κούρ(τιος) | Δέξιππος”.
“Φλαβίαν Λανείκαν τὴν ἀρχιέρειαν | διὰ βίου τοῦ τε κοινοῦ Βοιωτῶν τῆς | Ἰτωνίας Ἀθηνᾶς καὶ τοῦ κοινοῦ
Φω|κέων ἔθνους καὶ τῆς Ὁμονοίας τῶν | Ἑλλήνων παρὰ τῷ Τροφωνίῳ, τὴν | ἁγνοτάτην ἱεραφόρον τῆς ἁγίας
Εἴσι|δος, ἱέρειαν διὰ βίου τῆς Ταποσειριάδος | Εἴσιδος”. D. Knoepfler (Bull. Épig. 2008, 620, 226) suggests
that Flavia Laneika could have held the priestship of Isis of Taposiris in Lebadeia; cf. RICIS Suppl. II, 277.
RICIS 204/1005: “… ἱερῆ διὰ βίου τῶν Σεβαστ|ῶν θεῶν … καὶ Ἴσιδος καὶ Σαράπιδος…”.
Herzog 1922, 218. For the recent bibliography concerning Xenophon’s career cf. RICIS Suppl. III, 147 f.
RICIS 113/0401; Christodoulou 2009, 348; IStob 27 f. (16): Deo Caes(ari) | et municipio | Stobensium |
sacrum Isidis T(itus) Fl(avius) | Longin(u)s Augus|talis.
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municipium of Stobi of a sacrum for Isis, a temple or an altar for the goddess, by the
augustalis90 Titus Flavius Longinus. An impressive sanctuary of Isis has recently come
to light in Stobi; according to the excavation team, it was founded in the 2nd century
AD.91 Unless we assume the existence of a previous Isiac temple or sanctuary in the city,
this new information places the date of T. Flavius Longinus’ dedication in the period of
the creation of this sanctuary.92 The dedication by an augustalis is a remarkable action93
and one that hints at a closer bond between the Imperial and the Isiac cults. It should
therefore come as no surprise that another 2nd century inscription from Stobi, this time in
Greek, refers to a notable person of the local elite who was both priestess of the Augusti
and of Isis Lochia (fig. 4).94
5. Neine
A very obvious link between the Imperial and the Isiac cults can be found in
Neine.95 An inscription dated 77/78 AD, i.e. during the reign of Vespasian, carries the
information that the demos of Neinenoi built a temple “θεοῖς σεβαστοῖς, Εἴσιδι καὶ |
Σέραπι θεοῖς συννάοις” (for the August gods, Isis and Sarapis, together with the gods
that share the temple). In Greek inscriptions, August gods, θεοὶ σεβαστοί, are always the
deified Emperors.96 As for the term θεοὶ σύνναοι, which appears predominantly in the
context of the Isiac cults,97 it denotes all members of the gens isiaca that are venerated
in a particular Isiac sanctuary, and especially Sarapis, Isis, Osiris, Anubis, Harpocrates.98
Although in Neine the temple sharing by Imperial and Isiac cults seems obvious,
it has been suggested99 that the words θεοῖς σεβαστοῖς are in apposition with Εἴσιδι καὶ
Σέραπι and translate the attribute augusta / augustus given to Isis and Sarapis – and
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On the augustales and their functions, but also their links with the Isiac cults in Italy, cf. recently Gasparini
2014, 267–272, with abundant bibliography.
See the contribution of Silvana Blaževska and Jovan Radnjanski in this volume, 217–256.
Papazoglou (1990, 218–220) suggested a dating during the reign of Domitian; Wiseman (1999, 1369)
remarked that the inscription “may date as early as Domitian, but it could be as much as a century (or
somewhat more) later”.
Papazoglou 1990, 218; Christodoulou 2009, 348. This dedication has an official character, which
differentiates it somehow from the dedication offered to Isis by the augustalis Priscianus together with his
liberta in Sarmizegetusa (see infra, II.7).
“[Tὴν Ἴσ]ιδος Λοχίας ἱέρειαν καὶ Σεβαστῶν | [Κ]λαυδίαν Πρεῖσκαν”. The first letters of the inscription with
the name of the goddess are missing; it was therefore initially thought that Claudia Prisca was priestess
of Artemis Lochia and the Emperors. However, the space available is insufficient to restore the name of
Artemis and a recent proposal to revise the name of Artemis with the only other possible alternative, Isis
Lochia (Christodoulou 2009, 349–351) has found its way into the edition of the inscriptions from Stobi
(IStob 43 [37]) and RICIS Suppl. III, 185, 113/0402.
RICIS 114/1901.
Cf. Zoumbaki and Mendoni 1998.
RICIS 113/0508, 113/0509, 113/0511, 113/0525, 113/0534 (Thessaloniki); 202/0134, 202/0139, 202/0149,
(202/0151), 202/0185, 202/0230, 202/0251, 202/0324, 202/0326 (Delos); 205/0202 (Chios); 202/1502
(Amorgos); 104/0111 (Eretria); 203/0607 (Gortys); 304/0602 (Ephesos); 402/0801 (Tyros).
Cf. RICIS 104/0111, from Eretria, l. 7–8, 10–11: “Σεράπιδι, Εἴσιδι, Ὀσείριδι, | Ἀνούβιδι, Ἁρφοκράτῃ,” …
“θεοῖς | συννάοις καὶ συμβώμοις”.
See Hölbl 1986, 54, who credits L. Vidman for this idea.
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to Isis more often than Sarapis – in Latin inscriptions.100 If this were true, it would be
the only example in which this attribute is used for Isis or Sarapis in a Greek-speaking
context. There are many reasons why this is probably not the case.
Firstly, the phrase θεοὶ σεβαστοὶ does not mirror the use of the term in the Latin
inscriptions, where Isis or Sarapis are characterised individually as augusta or augustus,
but never called collectively dei augusti. In the only instance preserved in which both
gods appear next to the attribute augustus in an inscription,101 Sarapis is called augustus,
while Isis is called regina.
Secondly, the expression θεοὶ σεβαστοί, which is the Greek rendering of the
expression divi augusti,102 cannot be dissociated from its use in connection with the
Emperors and the Imperial cult and this is most probably also the case with the attributes
augusta or augustus, prevalent in Latin inscriptions next to the names of almost all
principal and numerous secondary gods and goddesses.103 Thirdly, the implied link
between the cult of the Emperor and the Isiac cults seems quite close to the spirit of
Vespasian’s reign, during which both the Emperor’s cult and the Isiac cults flourished.104
Interestingly, the θεοὶ σεβαστοὶ appear together with Sarapis in an inscription from
the Iseum Campense in Rome, dated 146 AD. The inscription records the existence in
Rome of an organisation of paeanistae, who most probably held sacerdotal rank105 and
belonged to a holy order singing the paean in honour of Zeus Helios Great Sarapis “who
is in Rome” and the August gods.106 Divi Augusti were in this case the deified Flavian
Emperors who must have been worshipped next to Sarapis.107
6. Tomis
Until now, full use has not been made in the literature of a fragmentary inscription
from Tomis (modern Constanța) mentioning the deified Agrippina (fig. 5), doubtless
because of its very fragmentary state. The fact that all subsequent publications followed
the partially inadequate restoration that first appeared in IGR has not helped in this
respect. I would like to propose a corrected version of the inscription here:
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See more details in the Annex.
RICIS 515/0806, from Verona: “Serapi Aug(usto) et | Isidi Regin(ae)”.
On the distinction between deus and divus, especially in connection with the worship of the Emperors see
Gradel 2002, 67. On p. 63, Gradel notes correctly that “the original and official translation into Greek” of
divus is θεῖος. However, θεῖος is never used in inscriptions next to σεβαστός.
For the use of augustus / augusta in Latin inscriptions next to the names of various deities see the Annex.
Apart from their use to denote the Emperor, σεβαστός and σεβαστὴ are found very sporadically in Greek
inscriptions (in total 9 instances) next to the names of Zeus (4 instances: IG XII Suppl., 387; Evangelidis
1928, 29 [16]; Şahin 1981, 1129; Bernand 1981, 166), Artemis (1 instance: IGR IV, 84 [228]), Hestia (2
instances: SEG 37, 1349; Pekáry 1965, 129 [17]) and the Cabiri (2 instances: SEG 4, 425; SEG 22, 418),
almost always in a context that can be related to the Emperor and his cult.
Cf. Christodoulou 2009, 352 and n. 103. For the Imperial and the Isiac cults during the reign of Vespasian
and the Flavians see Fishwick 2009, Gasparini 2009 and Capriotti Vittozzi 2014.
Malaise 1972, 122.
RICIS 501/0118: “ἡ ἱερὰ τάξις τῶν Παιανιστῶν | τοῦ ἐν Ῥώμῃ Διὸς Ἡλίου | Μεγάλου Σαράπιδος καὶ θεῶν |
Σεβαστῶν”. Cf. Lembke 1994, 141 f. (7).
Palmer 1993, 361; Lembke 1994, 142, point 4.
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Bibl.: Točilescu 1887, 41 (54) (drawing; fig. 6); IGR I, 208 (621) (Cagnat); SIRIS
707 (Vidman); Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 12 (16); Stoian 1987, 69 f. 37(3) with photo 37(3);
RICIS 618/1004.
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Tύχ[ῃ ἀγαθῇ]
[— —] θεᾶς Ἀγριπ[πείνης — — — —]
[— ῶ]νος ἕκτῃ πα[ — — — — — — ]
[— ]τικῆς ἐπιμε[λουμένου (τάδε τοῦ) ]
[— —]ωνίου v ἀρχ[— — — — — —]
[— Σαράπ]ιος καὶ Ἴσιδò[ος — — — —]
[— — δ]ιακειμεν[— — — — — — —]
[— τὴν πατ]ρίδα φιλ[οτειμ — — — —]
[— — — —] θεοῖς [— — — — — —]
[— — — Τομε]ιτῶν [— — — — — —]

Translation: To Good Fortune. […] of goddess Agrippina, […] on the sixth of
(name of the month) […] under the care of [name, son of …]onios, [ … priest (?)] of
Sarapis and Isis […] showing […] love for the fatherland […] to the gods […] (demos?)
of the citizens of Tomis […].
L. 1 The letters that have been preserved, ΤΥΧ, have more space between them
than the letters in the following lines.
L. 2 Cagnat restored ὑπὲρ before θεᾶς, without marking it in square brackets as
a restoration. However, there is no occurrence in inscriptions of the preposition ὑπὲρ
together with a name of a god,108 although it is attested in dedicatory inscriptions before
the names of the deified Ptolemies.109 For the restitution of the name of Agrippina in the
genitive, I chose the more common form Ἀγριππείνης110 instead of Ἀγριππείνας proposed
by Cagnat.
L. 3 Cagnat: εκτηπα. There is no doubt that the word ἕκτη comes after […]νος; ἕκτη
indicates that there should be a date and that –νος is therefore the ending of the name of a
month. Tomis, a colony of Miletus, used the Milesian calendar.111 This makes it logical to
restore Ω before –νος, but it does not help in determining the name of the month, since 11
out of 12 months of the Milesian calendar (with the exception of Πάνημος) end in –ών.
L. 4 ἐπιμε[λουμένου]: Cagnat; ἐπιμε[ληθέντος] is also possible. The name and
father’s name of this curator should follow.
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The only exception of which I am aware (which, incidentally, does not include the name of a god) is the
expression “ὑπὲρ | τῶν θεῶν | πάντων” in a votive inscription from Phrygia: Kirchhoff 1861, 188 f. (41).
Cf. SEG 20, 142, from Amathous, Cyprus; RICIS 305/1702, from Halicarnassus.
Cf. IG II², 3704; IG XII.5, 275; SEG 31, 1405.
Tomis, a colony of Miletus, used the Milesian calendar; cf. E.K. Petropoulos, Tomi, in Encyclopaedia of the
Hellenic World, Black Sea: http://blacksea.ehw.gr/forms/fLemmaBodyExtended.aspx?lemmaID=11242
(accessed March 21, 2015) with n. 26; Hansen and Nielsen 2004, 941; Buzoianu and Barbulescu 2007,
298. On the calendar of Miletus and its colonies see Samuel 1972, 114–118.
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L. 5 Cagnat: [Ἀντ]ωνίου; –ωνίου is most probably the ending of the curator’s
patronymic. There are alternative possibilities for restoring the name, e.g. Ἀπολλωνίου,
Ποσειδωνίου etc. N.B.: there is an empty space equal to one letter between ΩΝΙΟΥ and
ΑΡΧ not mentioned in the literature, but visible in the drawing published by Točilescu.
The empty space indicates that what follows was most probably a distinct name or a
function. In fact, the letters ΑΡΧ could be the first letters of a name or of an attribute like
ἄρχοντος, ἀρχιτέκτονος or ἀρχιερέως. Cagnat’s proposal to restore ἱερέως later in the
fifth (or in the sixth) line, immediately before Σαράπιος, is very plausible.
L. 6 Cagnat: [Σαράπιδ]ος; Stoian: [Σαράπι]δος. The picture in Stoian and the drawing
in Točilescu show clearly that there is an Ι before ΟΣ, which makes the restoration of the
god’s name as [Σαράπ]ιος112 obligatory.
L. 7 Cf. the use of the word διακείμενος in an inscription from Paros:113 “διακείμενός
τε εὐσεβῶς μὲν πρὸς τοὺς θεούς, φιλ[ο]|στόργως δὲ πρὸς τὴν πατρίδα, φιλαγάθως δὲ πρὸς
τοὺς πολίτας”.
L. 8 Cagnat: [πα]τρίδα, but the stone seems broken just before Ρ; [τὴν πατ]ρίδα
(with the article) is the only possible restoration; φιλ[...] can be restored in genitive,
dative or accusative as φιλοτ(ε)ιμία (occurring most frequently in connection to the word
πατρίδα),114 φιλοστοργία,115 φιλοδοξία,116 or a related adjective or adverb, as φιλότειμος,
φιλoστόργως,117 φιλοδόξως etc.
L. 10 Cagnat: [ἐκ] τῶν [ἰδίων κατέσθησεν]; Vidman: [ἐκ] τῶν [ἰδίων κατεσκεύασεν];
however, the letter preceding Τ is clearly I and not Κ. This makes the restoration [Τομ(ε)]
ιτῶν very likely, linking the inscription to the city. The word δῆμος in an appropriate case
probably preceded it.118
Despite the important gaps in the text, it is clear that the inscription is honorific:
love of one’s city (l. 8) is only mentioned as praise in honorific inscriptions. Such honours
come usually from the city or are linked to a resolution of the council and the demos, and
in our case the citizens of Tomis are mentioned in l. 10. The inscription is also dated (l.
2), as is often the case. The classification of the inscription as honorific is a further reason
to reject the restoration “ὑπὲρ” before “θεᾶς Ἀγριπ[πείνης]”, since such an expression at
the beginning would belong to a votive inscription.119
The name of the honouree is not preserved, but it must have appeared at the beginning
of the inscription.120 In this case, the goddess Agrippina should have been connected to
112

113
114
115
116
117
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119
120

The genitive Σαράπιος for Σάραπις is common. Cf. indicatively RICIS 114/1003, from Mesambria; RICIS
618/1101 from Istros; RICIS 202/0225, from Delos; RICIS 204/501 from Chalke; RICIS 204/343 from
Lindos; RICIS 106/402, 106/0403, 106/0406, 106/0408, from Tithora.
SEG 32, 825, l. 8–9.
Cf. IG II², 3544, 3697, 3698; IG II³, 1170; IG VII, 111, 3476; IG XII.5, 1035; SEG 39, 1243.
Cf. IG XII.5, 1030.
Cf. Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou 1992, (K2), l. 42; IG XII.6, 322.
Cf. SEG 32, 825.
Cf. Stoian 1987, 42(7), 48(13), 111(77). Of course other possibilities exist; cf. RICIS 618/1006, dated to the
2nd century AD, l. 2: [μητρ]οπόλει Τομò[ειτῶν].
Cf. Nock 1930, 23.
Cf. IG VII, 111, 2510, 3476 or IG II2, 3697.
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the functions of the honouree, and the only possibility for such a connection would be
a priestship.121 Given that all preserved inscriptions with a reference to priesthoods of
Agrippina mention priestesses,122 it would be easier to imagine the honoured person as
a woman.
Ever since its publication in IGR, the inscription has been believed to refer to
Agrippina Minor.123 Nevertheless, both Agrippina Minor124 and her mother, Agrippina
Maior125 were honoured as goddesses in the East.126 Agrippina Maior has furthermore
been specifically connected with the Isiac cults. In particular, her portrait has been found
“under circumstances confirming that it belonged to the Isis temple” of Soli in Cyprus.127
Her association with Isis makes Agrippina Maior an equally, if not more, likely candidate
to be the one mentioned in the inscription from Tomis.
Although its exact circumstances remain unknown, the inscription offers some
interesting information: a worthy citizen of Tomis, priest(ess) of goddess Agrippina, is
honoured, maybe with a statue. It is very likely that a priest(ess) of Sarapis and Isis is also
involved. In any event, the mention of Sarapis and Isis next to a priesthood of Agrippina
suggests a link between the cult of the Imperial family and the Isiac cults.
A tie between the Imperial and the Isiac cults in Tomis can also be inferred from
a further inscription, dated 29 March 160 AD.128 The inscription commemorates the
offering of an altar, intended for the οἶκος of the Alexandrians,129 to “the great god
121

122
123

124
125
126

127

128
129

Cf. an honorary inscription for a priestess of Agrippina from Paros, IG XII.5, 275: [ἡ βουλὴ] καὶ ὁ δῆμος |
[— — Πρ]αξικλέους, γυναῖκα δὲ | [— —ο]υ, τὴν ἱέρειαν διὰ βίου | [θεᾶς Ἀγριπ]πείνης Σ[εβ]αστῆς [ἐπ]ί τε
τ[ῇ] | [εἰς τὸν οἶκο]ν τῶν Σεβαστῶν εὐσε|[βείᾳ καὶ τῇ εἰς τὴν πατρίδα εὐνοίᾳ].
Poljakov 1989, 36; Kern 1900, 158; IG XII.5, 275.
IGR I, 208 (621): “Est Agrippina, imperatoris Claudii uxor, Neronis mater”. Hahn 1994, 337 (115) however,
wonders if the Agrippina of our inscription should be identified with Agrippina Maior or Minor.
On Agrippina Minor see Hahn 1994, 186 f.; Wood 1999, 255–270; Ginsburg 2006.
On Agrippina Maior see Hahn 1994, 130–132; Wood 1999, 203–237.
Agrippina Maior: Hahn 1994, 132–141 and 337–341; Mikocki 1995, 36–38. Caligula tried to bolster
his dynastic position by emphasising his mother’s standing. Cf. Trillmich 1978, 3 f. and 115–139 (coins
celebrating Agrippina as goddess). Agrippina Minor: Hahn 1994, 187–197 and 348–354; Mikocki 1995,
38–42. On the problems of attribution between the two Agrippinae cf. Kajava 2002, 924 f.
Westholm 1936, 208 and 104 f. (414), 130, 149 f. (identification of the temples; temple of Isis was temple
C). Westholm speculates that the portrait from Soli is associated with Agrippina’s deification by Caligula; he
notes a “striking parallel between the tragic life of Agrippina and the myth of Isis who, haunted by powers
of darkness mourns over her dead husband and fights for the revival and glory of her son” (Westholm 1936,
208). Cf. Mikocki 1995, 37 and 177 (181); Kleibl 2007, 131 f. Mikocki 1995, 41 and 182 [213]) also sees
Agrippina Minor as Isis (and “Felicitas, Ceres (?), Victoria, Fortuna”) on the “Nero cameo” of the Cologne
Cathedral (Zwierlein-Diehl 2007, 168 f. [16] and 440 with previous literature cited under “fig. 639”);
Agrippina is depicted standing on the right, crowning (Victoria) with her right hand Nero, who is seated on
the left, in front of her. She carries a cornucopia (Fortuna) with her left hand and wears a crown of wheatears (Ceres) culminating in a lotus flower. The presence of the lotus flower is not enough to characterise
Agrippina as Isis (N.B.: the Isiac knot is also missing), since this attribute belongs to the category of
nilotica, but does not refer directly to the Isiac cults or Isis (Malaise 2005, 218).
RICIS 618/1005.
A collegium of Alexandrian merchants, according to Brillant 1912, 293 f.; SIRIS 708; Dunand 1973, 202.
Pippidi 1964, 5 f. argues that this association was simultaneously professional and religious and TachevaHitova 1983, 12 f. (17) sees it as “a religious and ethnic society whose members were Alexandrian merchants
and seamen temporarily residing at Tomi”.
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Sarapis” and the gods that share the same temple130 together with the Emperor Antoninus
Pius and Caesar Marcus Aurelius, by Karpion, son of Anoubion. Although this case is
particular in involving a person of presumably Alexandrian origin and a collegium of
Alexandrians in Tomis, it follows a pattern that is very different from the dedications in
honour of the Emperor and that is quite similar to the dedication of the temple at Neine.
Karpion dedicates the altar to Sarapis and the other gods of the gens isiaca and equally
to the Emperor and the Caesar, and appropriately uses for all of them the dative case:131
“θεῷ μεγάλῳ Σαράπ[ιδι] | [καὶ τ]οῖς συννάοις θεοῖς κ[αὶ] | Αὐτοκράτορι Τ(ίτῳ) Αἰλίῳ
Ἁδριαν[ῷ] | Ἀντωνείνῳ Σεβαστῷ Εὐσε[β(εῖ)] | καὶ Μ(άρκῳ) Αὐρηλίῳ Οὐήρῳ Καίσα|ρι”.
A mid-3rd century over life-size female bust from Tomis,132 wearing a himation
with the typical knot of Isis at the front and bearing a crescent on the head, undoubtedly
represents Isis, but the somewhat personalised features indicate that this is also a
portrait.133 It has been suggested that the person depicted may have been an Empress,
which is not improbable, but quite difficult to prove.134 Such a hypothesis can nevertheless
be supported by the links between the Isiac cults and the Imperial worship in Tomis,
apparent in the inscriptions mentioning Agrippina and Antoninus Pius / Marcus Aurelius.
7. Sarmizegetusa
In Colonia Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, Marcus Cominius Quintus,135 pontifex
and duumvir quinquennalis, dedicated a temple to Dea Regina with his wife Antonia
Valentina,136 for the welfare of Claudia Valentina,137 their daughter.138 Although there
are more possibilities to identify this Dea Regina (Isis, Nemesis or Juno), Isis is the
130
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133

134

135
136
137
138

Cf. supra, II.5 (Neine) and n. 97.
For a different opinion concerning some comparable inscriptions see Fishwick 1990; he believes that in
such cases we have “an instance of the votive dative in conjunction with the dative of honour — to the god
but for, in honour of the emperors” (p. 127). In the inscription from Tomis however, the repetitive use of the
coordinator καί, which links identical items, makes Fishwick’s interpretation less plausible.
Muzeul de istorie naţională şi arheologie Constanţa, inv. 2002. See Bordenache 1964, 175 f. and figs.
20–21.
Bordenache (1964, 175) attributes it initially to a priestess of Isis (“Busto di sacerdotessa d’Iside”), but the
crescent on the head, as well as a 4 cm deep hole behind the crescent, apparently used to attach a crown
typical of Isis like the basileion, show that this can only be an effigy of the goddess. On this concrete issue
see Malaise 1992, 332.
Bordenache (1964, 176) proposes Tranquilina, spouse of Gordian; Zaccaria (1982, 170) discusses the
possibility of an image of Salonina, Gallienus’ wife. Both are very cautious and base their conjectures on
numismatic/historical arguments (i.e. Gordian’s appearance next to Sarapis on coins from Tomis; the Horus
curl of Valerian the Younger, Salonina’s first born son; cf. infra, III.2), since the classicist and stylised
hairstyle, with free locks falling on both sides is not comparable with the hairstyles of the period and
therefore cannot be used as an indication for any attribution. According to the dating of the bust, four
Empresses come into question, namely Tranquilina, Otacilia Severa, Etruscilla and Salonina. The question
cannot be resolved here, but deserves further research.
On him see Mora 1990a, 470 (34).
Mora 1990a, 466 (9).
Mora 1990a, 470 (32).
RICIS 616/0201; Carbó García 2010, 1006 f. (297): Deae [Re]ginae | M(arcus) Com(inius) Q[u]intus
eq(uo) p(ublico) | pon(tifex) et q(uin)q(uennalis) col(oniae) et Anto|nia Valentina eius | pro salute Claudi|ae
Valentinae | templ(um) a solo fecerunt. The inscription is dated to the second half of the 2nd century AD.
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most plausible.139 The dedicant was pontifex and in another inscription140 he appears as
sacerdos arae Augustae. He was therefore extremely involved in the Imperial worship.
However, this dedication, offered for the welfare of a member of his family, suggests
a private frame and does not imply in itself a direct connection with the Isiac and the
Imperial cults.141
Also from Sarmizegetusa comes a dedication by an augustalis, Priscianus, together
with his liberta to Isis.142 The presence of the liberta is an indication that the dedication
is not linked to the public tasks of Priscianus. Thus, in contrast to the dedication by the
augustalis from Stobi,143 this seems to be a more private matter, in line with personal
dedications from high-ranking officials,144 and does not really suggest a link to the
Emperor and his worship.145
Notwithstanding the weak circumstantial link with the Imperial worship, both
inscriptions document the involvement of certain members of the local elites in the Isiac
cults.146
8. Conclusions
The connections observed between the Isiac and the Imperial cults fall into
different categories; in the examples from Philippi, Chaeronea, Cos and Sarmizegetusa
they are looser, in the examples from Stobi, Neine and Tomis they are more substantial
and relevant.
In the first group, the connections relate to people acting in their individual
capacity, and take the form of personal dedications from a pontifex and quinquennalis or
an augustalis (Sarmizegetusa), or of honours to a member of the local elite and archpriest
of the Emperor’s cult who has apparently been very benevolent towards a college of
Sarapis worshippers and by clear implication to the Isiac cults (Philippi); they may even
take the form of an accumulation of honorary priestships in the same person (Cos) or
members of the same family (Chaeronea).
In the second group, the information available points to a closer bond. In Stobi, a
priest of the Emperors is more directly involved in the Isiac cults and a priestess of Isis
Lochia is also priestess of the Emperors. In Neine, the Emperors must have shared a
temple with Isis, Sarapis and the gens isiaca. Last, but not least, the interactions between
139
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See the arguments in RICIS 616/0201 and Carbó García 2010, 1007.
CIL III, 1513.
For a different opinion see Carbó García (2010, 1007), who, on another occasion (Carbó García 2012, 260),
also underlines the personal character of the dedication.
RICIS 616/0203: De[a]e Isidi | Priscianus Aug(ustalis) | col(oniae) Sarmiz(egetusae) metrop(olis) et |
Aurelia Fortunata | liberta eius. The inscription is dated after 222 AD, because Sarmizegetusa became a
metropolis during the reign of Severus Alexander.
See supra, II.4.
Cf. supra, I.3.
Hölbl (1986, 53) suggests the opposite. Carbó García (2010, 424) stresses the link between the Emperor and
the Isiac cult, while later (Carbó García 2012, 259 f.) he also acknowledges the private and non-“political”
character of this dedication.
Cf. Gasparini 2014, for Italy.
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the two cults in Tomis, although not defined with absolute clarity, span a period of 100 or
maybe even 200 years, a fact that cannot be fortuitous.
All previous examples taken together show that already in the middle of the 1st
century AD (honorary inscriptions from Cos and Tomis) and irrespective of the intensity
of the contacts, the Imperial cults were embracing the Isiac cults; in other words, the
Isiac cults were being used as a vehicle of Imperial ideology and dynastic propaganda.
III. Imperial Ideology
The use of the Egyptian cults in promoting the Imperial ideology is a very broad
subject, which can only be briefly examined here. Two cases, one in the very beginning
of the Principate and one immediately after it, deserve to be considered in more detail,
since they give us an opportunity to evaluate the scope of the ideological and cultural
changes that occurred over the course of 300 years. The first concerns the ambivalent
attitude of Augustus towards the Isiac cults. The second deals with the complicated
ideological construct linked to the Tetrarchy, some decades only before the recognition
of the Christian religion by Constantine which itself brought about radical changes to the
religious landscape.
1. Augustus
The reign of the first Roman Emperor is linked with repressive measures directed
against the Egyptian cults: in 28 BC, some months before he was honoured with the
name Augustus (“venerable”),147 “he did not allow the Egyptian rites to be celebrated
inside the pomerium”.148 Seven years later, in 21 BC, Agrippa, appointed as supervisor
while Augustus was busy away from Rome, “curtailed the Egyptian rites which were
again invading the city, forbidding anyone to perform them even in the suburbs within
one mile of the city”.149
However, Octavian’s ban of 28 BC concerning the Egyptian cults, which in any
event was limited to the area inside the pomerium, was accompanied by “provisions for
the temples; those which had been built by private individuals he ordered their sons and
descendants, if any survived, to repair, and the rest he restored himself”.150 This passage
of Cassius Dio comes directly after the one quoted in the previous paragraph and it has
been generally admitted that it refers to temples of the Egyptian gods as well.151
147
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150
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He received the honorific name Augustus on 16 January 27 BC: [X]VII K(alendas) Febr(uarias) eo di[e
Caesar Augustu]s appellatus est (CIL X, 8375).
Cassius Dio 53.2.4: “καὶ τὰ μὲν ἱερὰ τὰ Αἰγύπτια οὐκ ἐσεδέξατο εἴσω τοῦ πωμηρίου”. N.B.: the term
“Egyptian”, used traditionally to describe the Isiac cults based on their origin, does not imply that they
remained purely Egyptian in nature. Instead, they underwent interpretatio and gradual changes during the
Hellenistic and Roman period. Cf. Lembke 1994, 104–132.
Cassius Dio 54.6.6: “τά τε ἱερὰ τὰ Αἰγύπτια ἐπεσιόντα αὖθις ἐς τὸ ἄστυ ἀνέστειλεν, ἀπειπὼν μηδένα μηδὲ ἐν
τῷ προαστείῳ αὐτὰ ἐντὸς ὀγδόου ἡμισταδίου ποιεῖν”.
Cassius Dio 53.2.4: “τῶν δὲ δὴ ναῶν πρόνοιαν ἐποιήσατο· τοὺς μὲν γὰρ ὑπ’ ἰδιωτῶν τινων γεγενημένους
τοῖς τε παισὶν αὐτῶν καὶ τοῖς ἐκγόνοις, εἴγε τινὲς περιῆσαν, ἐπισκευάσαι ἐκέλευσε, τοὺς δὲ λοιποὺς αὐτὸς
ἀνεκτήσατο”.
See recently Orlin 2008 and Malaise 2011a; the previous literature on this subject is cited in Malaise 2011a,
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The text concerning the events of 28 BC gains in clarity if read in parallel with the
account of the destruction of Isiac temples on the orders of the Senate towards the end of
53 BC: “For the senate had decided to tear down their temples, which some individuals
had built on their own account. Indeed, for a long time they did not believe in these gods,
and even when the rendering of public worship to them gained the day, they settled them
outside the pomerium”.152 Two important features of the account of 28 BC already appear
in the account of 53 BC, namely, Isiac settlements outside the pomerium and temples
built through private initiative. These latter, destroyed on the orders of the Senate, must
have been the temples that Octavian intended to restore.153 The time lapse of 25 years
between 53 and 28 BC, representing exactly one generation, explains why the sons or, in
the case of older temples, more remote descendants of those that had built them needed
to take over this task, and also why Octavian needed to intervene personally if there were
no surviving descendants.154
From whatever angle you look at it, it is clear that Octavian did not follow a purely
hostile policy towards the Egyptian cults.155 In total, three positive and three negative
actions of Octavian towards the Egyptian cults have come down to us; they are all closely
linked to a specific context and date. In 43 BC, together with Antonius and Lepidus,
Octavian decided in favour of erecting a temple to Isis and Sarapis (positive).156 In 30
BC, in Egypt,157 after his final victory over Antonius and Cleopatra, Octavian spared the
life of his Egyptian and Alexandrian captives. He attributed this act to his respect for
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186, n. 11. Nonetheless, M. Malaise believes that the two actions, namely the expulsion of the Egyptian
hiera and the restoration of the private naoi, are contradictory. He therefore suggests that the restoration
concerned Roman sanctuaries, under the assumption that it should have involved old or even very old
constructions, whereas the first Egyptian sanctuaries built in Rome by private persons do not date to much
before 53 BC (see Malaise 1972, 380–384, esp. 381, and recently Malaise 2011b, 414). He takes a more
nuanced approach in his latest account on the subject (Malaise 2011a).
Cassius Dio 40.47.3: “Τοὺς γὰρ ναοὺς αὐτῶν, οὓς ἰδίᾳ τινὲς ἐπεποίηντο, καθελεῖν τῇ βουλῇ ἔδοξεν. Οὐ γὰρ
δὴ τοὺς θεοὺς τούτους ἐπὶ πολὺ ἐνόμισαν, καὶ ὅτε γε καὶ ἐξενίκησεν, ὥστε καὶ δημοσίᾳ αὐτοὺς σέβεσθαι, ἔξω
τοῦ πωμηρίου σφᾶς ἱδρύσαντο”. Cf. Malaise 1972, 373; Cordier 2007, 98 f. It should be noted that this was
not an isolated incident. There were various persecutions of the Isiac cults between the years 59 and 48 BC;
see Moehring 1959, 293 f. and in detail Malaise 1972, 365–377.
Malaise 2011a deals precisely with the question of the Isiac sanctuaries prior to 28 BC and concludes that
if the measures of 28 BC concerned the restoration of Isiac sanctuaries, the only Isiac sanctuary in question
would be the Iseum Metellinum, since the other constructions accommodating the Egyptian cults would all
have been destroyed (p. 198). Logically, such destroyed buildings would be ideal candidates for restoration.
Mora (1990b, 89) suggested that Octavian undertook the restoration of public Isiac temples, having left
the restoration of the private temples in the hands of the descendants. This interpretation runs counter to
the general thrust of Dio’s phrase (53.2.4). Dio also specifies further (cf. Malaise 2011a, 186) that Caesar
did not “appropriate to himself the credit for” the erection of the temples that he restored in this case,
“but allowed it to go as before to the original builders” (Cassius Dio 53.2.5: “οὐ μέντοι καὶ τὴν δόξαν τῆς
οἰκοδομήσεώς σφων ἐσφετερίσατο, ἀλλ’ ἀπέδωκεν αὐτοῖς τοῖς κατασκευάσασιν αὐτούς”).
Contra Malaise 1972, 381. On the other hand, Orlin (2008, 235) argues that the incidents of 28 BC
demonstrate “the emperor’s support for the Egyptian cults”, a deduction that seems slightly exaggerated.
Cassius Dio 47.15.4: “νεὼν τῷ τε Σαράπιδι καὶ τῇ Ἴσιδι ἐψηφίσαντο”. Coarelli 1997, 590 believes that
this decision led eventually to the construction of the Iseum Campense (cf. Gasparini 2008, 72 f.). Scheid
(2004b, 309 and 2009, 174 f.) argues against this hypothesis and suggests (as does Lambrechts 1954, 13)
that this temple was never built.
On Augustus and Egypt, cf. Pfeiffer 2010, 41–61.
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Sarapis,158 the god of Alexandria, Alexander, the founder of the city, and the Alexandrian
philosopher Areios, his friend and counsellor (positive).159 While in Egypt, he refused
however to pay tribute to the god Apis, “declaring that he was accustomed to worship
gods, not cattle” (negative).160 We have already referred in the beginning of this section
to the events that followed, namely, the prohibition of 28 BC (negative) accompanied
by measures for the restoration of private temples built for the Egyptian gods (positive);
and the prohibition of 21 BC (negative), instituted by Agrippa, who was sent to Rome
by Augustus as supervisor and who suppressed the tumultuous movements in the city.161
The way we understand Octavian’s actions as a whole is a matter of interpretation.
Dio tries to explain Octavian’s behaviour in Alexandria; he believes that while Octavian
“did not see fit to inflict any irreparable injury upon a people so numerous, who might
prove very useful to the Romans in many ways”, he “offered as a pretext for his kindness
their god Sarapis”,162 Alexander and Areios. However, while this is a reasonable
explanation of Octavian’s motivation, the Egyptian events show also an Octavian who is,
in any event, respectful of the local gods, unless they appear to be contrary to his Roman
spirit (reaction to Apis).163
Augustus was clearly an astute politician who was capable of adjusting his political
vision and public image to the needs of the times.164 His ambivalent response to the
Egyptian cults should be seen in this light. Since those cults were connected with Egypt,
they were linked to his opposition to and final defeat of Antonius and Cleopatra. It is
certainly not by chance that Cassius Dio mentions the first measures taken by Octavian
in 28 BC, following an account of the festivities in honour of the victory at Actium.
However, the war was over and Augustus was able to take pride in adding Egypt to the
Empire of Roman People.165
On 16 January 27 BC, besides his new name, Augustus received from the Senate
the clipeus virtutis, a golden inscribed shield, which was suspended inside the Curia
Iulia, the Senate House; according to the inscription, it was offered to him for his valour,
clemency, justice and piety (virtus, clementia, iustitia, pietas).166 All of these virtues can
be traced back to events prior to 27 BC, but they also point to the reign of Augustus in
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Octavian very probably considered Sarapis to be a Greek/Alexandrian god rather than an “Egyptian” one.
Cassius Dio 51.16.4; cf. the reasoning of Pfeiffer 2010, 42.
Cassius Dio 51.16.5. Cf. Lambrechts 1956, 15 f. and the comments of Orlin 2008, 234 f. and of Pfeiffer
2010, 43. Dio compares this attitude to Octavian’s objection to visiting the remains of the Ptolemies after
paying his respects to Alexander’s tomb (σῶμα), because he “wished to see a king, not corpses”.
Cassius Dio 54.6.6: “τὰ μὲν ἄλλα οἰδοῦντα ἔτι εὑρὼν κατεστήσατο”. Lambrechts 1956, 21–23, infers that the
Isiaci must have been involved in those movements and Agrippa responded by tightening up the measures
of 28 BC.
Cassius Dio 51.16.3–4.
On Roman revulsion towards the Egyptian animal cult see Lambrechts 1956, 15, n. 2.
Lambrechts 1956, 3.
Res Gestae Divi Augusti 27.1: “Aegyptum imperio populi [Ro]mani adieci”.
Res Gestae Divi Augusti 34.2: “Quo pro merito meo senat[us consulto Au]gust[us appe]llatus sum … [et
clu]peus [aureu]s in [c]uria Iulia positus, quem mihi senatum po[pulumq]ue Rom[anu]m dare virtutis
clement[iaequ]e et iustitiae et pieta[tis cau]sa testatu[m] est pe[r e]ius clupei [inscription]em”.
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the future.167 For the Romans,168 virtus corresponded to a complete and perfect nature,169
clementia meant forbearance and a restrained response towards the errors and faults of
others,170 iustitia implied the effort to maintain an equitable and upright society171 and
pietas was the devotion to gods, country, parents and family.172
Even if the plan of 43 BC to build a temple to Isis and Sarapis cannot be attributed
solely to Octavian,173 the respect professed in Alexandria for Sarapis and the care for the
destroyed Isiac temples in 28 BC already demonstrated many of his virtues: in particular,
his clemency and especially his piety, which in his reigning position should be broad
enough to encompass in a spirit of equity all the gods of the Empire.
In contrast, Tiberius (14-37 AD) was not as flexible or as fine a politician as
Augustus. He is credited with a fierce attempt to abolish the Egyptian and the Jewish
rites (19 AD).174
2. From Caligula to Valerian
Immediately after Tiberius, under Caligula (37–41 AD), the situation was reversed.
Caligula turned to Ptolemaic Egypt for inspiration175 and from his reign onwards the Isiac
cults are no longer in dispute.
The Flavians176 cultivated a new approach to the Egyptian tradition. Egypt was
decisive for Vespasian’s accession to the throne, even offering a favourable omen:
following his “entry into Alexandria the Nile overflowed”.177 In Alexandria, Vespasian
visited the temple of Sarapis and received the god’s approval178 and a myth was
cultivated that he “healed two persons … who had come to him because of a vision seen
in dreams”;179 he acted therefore with the healing power of Sarapis. Consequently, during
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Galinsky 1996, 82. Cf. Zanker 1988, 95–97.
For a discussion of the virtues listed on the clipeus see Galinsky 1996, 83–88.
“Est autem virtus nihil aliud quam in se perfecta et ad summum perducta natura” (Cicero, de Legibus 1.8);
“nam virtus est animi habitus naturae modo atque rationi consentaneus” (Cicero, de Inventione 2.53.159).
In the context of the clupeus, virtus must be associated with military excellence: Zanker 1988, 95; Galinsky
1996, 82.
“Clementia, per quam animi temere in odium alicuius iniectionis concitati comitate retinentur” (Cicero, de
Inventione 2.54.164).
“Societatem coniunctionis humanae munifice et aeque tuens iustitia dicitur” (Cicero, de Finibus Bonorum
et Malorum 5.23.65).
“Est enim pietas iustitia adversum deos” (Cicero, de Natura Deorum 1.116); “pietatem, quae erga patriam
aut parentes aut alios sanguine coniunctos officium conservare moneat” (Cicero, de Inventione 2.22.66).
Zanker (1988, 102) remarks: “Pietas was more than just one of the virtues of the princeps recorded on the
honorary shield. It was to become one of the leitmotifs of the Augustan era”.
Coarelli (1997, 590) suggests that this must have been a project of Julius Caesar followed by the triumvirate.
Malaise (1972, 379) considers this mainly Antonius’ idea.
Tacitus, Annals 2.85; Suetonius, Tiberius 36: “Externas caerimonias, Aegyptios Iudaicosque ritus
compescuit”; on this subject cf. in extenso Moehring 1959, 294–300.
Köberlein 1962 and recently Capriotti Vittozzi 2013.
Gasparini 2009; Capriotti Vittozzi 2014.
Cassius Dio 66.8.1; Cordier 2007, 101 f.
Henrichs 1968, 54–65.
Cassius Dio 66.8.1; Tacitus, Historiae 4.82; Suetonius, Divus Vespasianus 7.1; cf. Henrichs 1968, 65–72;
Christodoulou 2011, 368 with n. 15.
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Vespasian’s reign (69–79 AD), the Isiac cults gained in importance. Titus (79–81 AD)
and Domitian (81–96 AD), Vespasian’s sons and heirs continued his favourable policy
towards the cults.
Trajan (98–117 AD) was apparently neutral towards the Isiac cults,180 but he used
them in his political propaganda.181 Hadrian (117–138 AD) in turn, gave them an impetus,
founding more temples to the Egyptian gods than any other Emperor.182
Sarapis appears as conservator Augusti on coin issues by Commodus of 191 and 192
183
AD. If we believe the Historia Augusta, Commodus practised the cult of Isis and even
participated in the Isiac processions with a shaved head, carrying a statue of Anubis.184
The attitude of the Severan Emperors was largely positive towards the Isiac cults.185
In particular, Caracalla (211–217 AD) appropriated the image and the cult of Sarapis to
such an extent that, in an inscription from Alexandria186 documenting honours bestowed
by the city on Caracalla, on his mother Iulia Domna and on the deified Septimius Severus,
the Emperor is named as φιλοσάραπις,187 friend of Sarapis. Sarapis appeared on many
coins during Caracalla’s reign;188 on an issue from Traianopolis, the bust of the Emperor
is shown on the obverse and the bust of Sarapis on the reverse,189 indicating equality and
partnership (fig. 7).
This concept is developed further on coin issues of Gordian III as Augustus (238–244
AD, fig. 8) and of M. Iulius Philippus – the son of Philippus Arabs – as Caesar and later
as Augustus (244–249 AD, fig. 9), from Moesia Inferior (Dionysopolis, Marcianopolis,
Odessus and Tomis) and Thrace (Mesembria). On those issues, the busts of the ruler and
of the god appear face to face on the obverse of the coins, making a real comes Augusti
out of Sarapis.190
Additionally, it is worth mentioning a subtler, but clear reference to the Isiac cults
on coins with the portrait of Gallienus’ older son Valerian. Valerian was made Caesar in
255 and died very young in 257/8 AD. The coins on which he is represented cover this
time span and, in some cases show him with a longer curl over his right ear, which must
be the “Horus curl”, a lock of hair that identified children dedicated to Isis.191
180
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Malaise 1972, 418 f.; Pfeiffer 2010, 136–144.
Montero 2002.
Taylor 2004, 252 f.
SNRIS 224.
Historia Augusta. Commodus 9.4: “Sacra Isidis coluit, ut et caput raderet et Anubim portaret”. See the
relevant discussion in Malaise 1972, 433 f.
Fishwick 1973, 643–645; Podvin 2014.
Kayser 1994, 48–51 (14): τὸν κοσμοκράτορα Μ(ᾶρχον) Αὐρ(ήλιον) Σεουῆρον | Ἀντωνῖνον | Παρθικὸν
μέγιστον, Βρεταννικὸν Μέγιστον | Γερμανικὸν μέγιστον, Εὐτυχῆ Εὐσεβῆ Σεβαστὸν, | τὸν φιλοσάραπιν καὶ |
Ἰουλίαν Δόμναν Σεβαστὴν μητέρα τῶν ἀηò[ττήτων] | στρατοπέδων καὶ θεὸν Σεουò[ῆρον] | ἡ πόλις [...].
On the circumstances surrounding Caracalla’s presence in Egypt in 215–216 AD, cf. Łukaszewicz 1993 and
1998; Pfeiffer 2010, 199–214; Rowan 2012, 146–152.
El-Mohsen El-Khachab 1961, 126–132; Rowan 2012, 138–142.
Varbanov 2002, 2791.
SNRIS, 45 f. On the certain identification of the god with Sarapis cf. SNRIS, 208–214 (U. Peter). For the
term comes Augusti cf. Nock 1947.
Cf. Brenot 1973; Zaccaria 1982.
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3. The Tetrarchs
The reign of Diocletian, which started in 284 AD, marked the last period in which the
Isiac cults were intensely present.192 On a political level, Diocletian’s reign is connected
with the establishment of the Tetrarchy in 293 AD, a system of rule, whereby two Augusti
(Diocletian and, since 286 AD, Maximian) were assisted by two Caesares (Galerius and
Constantius Chlorus). This new system was intended to address the difficulties in ruling a
vast empire effectively, difficulties that became increasingly apparent during the crisis of
the 3rd century. Although Rome continued nominally to be the capital of the Empire, each
of the Tetrarchs was based in their own administrative capitals: Diocletian in Nicomedia,
Maximian in Mediolanum, Constantius Chlorus in Treviri and Galerius in Thessaloniki.
The tetrarchic ideal is impressively depicted on the relief of “Emperors enthroned”
(fig. 10) from the so-called Arch of Galerius193 in Thessaloniki. The marble is in poor
condition and the surface is badly damaged; however, many key aspects of the scene are
still recognisable (fig. 11). In the middle of the panel, the two Emperors are seated on
a segment of a globe, the sky globe.194 Diocletian is on the left, assuming an expansive
pose and holding a long sceptre, which has not been preserved; Maximian is on the
right. They are both crowned by putti. Next to the Emperors stand the Caesars; there is
no way of telling with absolute certainty which one of them is Constantius Chlorus and
which one is Galerius.195 Beneath the feet of the Augusti appear the busts of Caelus and
Tellus.196 Below, on the far left, Oceanus reclines with Tethys next to him; on the far
right, Gaia reclines with two putti behind her. The two figures kneeling in front of the
Caesars must be personifications of provinces.
On the upper part of the relief, the Tetrarchs are flanked on each side by four deities.
On the left hand side, from the centre to the left, we encounter Sarapis, recognisable
by the kalathos on his head, a Dioskouros, Virtus, accompanied by a horse, and Isis,
identifiable by the sistrum that she holds with her hand; the greater part of her figure
is now destroyed. On the right hand side, from the centre to the right, are Jupiter,197 the
other Dioskouros, Mars or Honos,198 accompanied, as Virtus, by a horse, and Fortuna/
Tyche.199 The composition is a striking example of programmatic political symbolism200
and offers a triumphal portrayal of the Empire’s rulers: they stand on the upper part of
the relief together with the gods, whereas the lower part shows the world that they rule.
It is very significant in the context of this study that Sarapis and Isis appear among
the deities that represent the pillars of the Empire. Isis and Sarapis also appear on coins of
192
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194
195
196

197

198
199

200

Malaise 1972, 446–449.
Kinch 1897, 24–27; Laubscher 1975, 69–78; Pond Rothman 1975; Pond Rothman 1977, 444; Bauer 2011,
44 f.
MacCormack 1972, 746; Laubscher 1975, 76 f.
Cf. the arguments of Laubscher 1975, 72 f.
Or Oikoumene, according to Laubscher 1975, 76. Hannestad 1986, 316 believes that this is a male figure,
“a male younger pendant to Caelus”.
Curiously, Malaise (1972, 447) believes that Jupiter is not present on the relief and interprets this god as
Sarapis as well.
Laubscher 1975, 73.
She is identified by the small remnants of a cornucopia that she was holding in her left arm. Laubscher
1975, 72.
Mayer 2002, 64 and n. 257, with further references.
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the period celebrating the vota publica; they were thus directly linked to the yearly vows
and votive offerings for the welfare of the Emperor and the Empire.201 Moreover, during
the reign of Diocletian and Maximian, a temple for Isis and a temple for Sarapis were
built in Rome202 and the Isiac sanctuary of Thessaloniki most probably had a tetrarchic
phase.203
A particular characteristic of the tetrarchic ideology and iconography is the
accentuation of unity between the Augusti and the Caesars. Such unity is perfectly
illustrated by the porphyry groups in Venice and in the Vatican Library, where the
Tetrarchs are embracing each other.204
If we match the gods on the relief from Thessaloniki with one another based
on their distance from the Tetrarchs, the following pairs are being formed: Sarapis
and Zeus, the Dioskouroi, Virtus and Honos/Mars, Isis and Fortuna. The purpose of
this juxtaposition was undoubtedly to enhance the impression of iunctio between the
Emperors. The Dioskouroi, or Virtus and Honos were a traditional pair, as were Isis
and Sarapis. However, Isis is not paired here with Sarapis, but with Fortuna, whereas
Sarapis is with Jupiter. This is perhaps not so surprising; Isis has from an early stage been
connected to Tyche,205 to the point that they were identified as one goddess, Isityche,206
whereas Jupiter is often venerated with Sarapis.207
This configuration seems to be the visual equivalent of the series of names of
deities that we encounter on votive inscriptions, especially after the middle of the 2nd
century.208 We have already had the opportunity to observe from the inscription from
Apulum dedicated to Sarapis, Jupiter, Sol, Isis, Luna and Diana,209 that the six deities
are perceived as a group of separate but closely connected entities; this is exactly the
impression given by the pairs of gods on the relief of the Emperors enthroned.
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Alföldi 1937; Bauer 2011, 44.
Chronograph of 354: “templa II Iseum et Serapeum” (Mommsen 1892, 148). Cf. Malaise 1972, 446; Bauer
2011, 12; not necessarily a rebuilding (“Wiedererrichtung”) of the Iseum Campense as presumed by Bauer
2011, 43.
Steimle 2008, 94–98, with further references.
Bergmann 1977, 174–179; L’Orange 1984, 6–10; Hannestad 1986, 305 f.; Rees 1993, 193; Ellingsen 2003,
40 f. In Venice, each Augustus embraces a Caesar. In the Vatican, the two groups are formed by the Augusti
and the Caesars respectively.
See in detail Malaise 1972, 185 f. Cf. RICIS 113/0514, 113/0515, 113/0531 and 113/0566 (all from
Thessaloniki) and RICIS 202/0283 (Delos).
See RICIS 114/1902 (Neine), RICIS 501/0139 (Rome), RICIS 503/0602 (dedication to Fortuna Primigenia
from Praeneste), RICIS 504/0216 (Pompeii), RICIS 515/1001 (Mama); cf. also the theophoric name
Ἰσίτυχος or Εἰσίτυχος on three inscriptions from Athens (IG II², 1824, 2191; SEG 34, 136, all after 200 AD)
and on an inscription from Oropos (SEG 47, 507, 4th–5th century AD).
Cf. Malaise 1972, 193, 195 f. Cf. RICIS 202/0292 (Delos), RICIS 503/1103, 503/1105 and 503/1106 (Ostia)
RICIS 503/1220 (Portus Ostiae), RICIS 604/0201 (Bravoniacum). A series of 2nd–3rd century inscriptions
carry the statement that Zeus and Sarapis are one: “Εἷς Ζεὺς Σέραπις” (RICIS 404/0101 from DouraEuropos, RICIS 501/0126, 501/0216 and RICIS Suppl. II 501/0224, from Rome). Cf. RICIS 102/2001, a
Hellenistic or Roman graffito, engraved on the rock at the cove Grammeno of the island Proti, mentioning
worshippers of Zeus and Sarapis (Διοσεραπῖται).
See, for example, the dedication to Jupiter Optimus Maximus, Neptune, Sarapis (see supra, n. 24, RICIS
614/0201).
See supra, n. 64; RICIS 616/0402.
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The iconographic programme of the relief is certainly very elaborate in the care
taken to create meaningful pairs and double pairs of deities to symbolise the essence of
Tetrarchy in the eyes of the ancient beholder. This approach can be traced in other Late
Antique monuments. For example, a similar, although simpler, idea is conveyed by the
decoration of a false double door from a grave in Tomis, found broken into many small
pieces;210 it can be approximately dated to the first half of the 4th century. The upper
panel of the left door shows Isis holding two sistra and Harpocrates nude above her. The
upper panel of the right door shows Aphrodite nude in the position of pudicitia with Eros
nude above her. The individualisation and at the same time the link between the two
goddesses211 and their sons212 is noteworthy.
4. Conclusions
Although very short, the preceding overview with the two case studies shows the
significant role of the Emperor and the Imperial ideology in the process of appropriating
the Isiac cults during the Principate. Individual Emperors often chose to favour particular
deities213 and certain of them used the Isiac cults to promote the Imperial ideology
more intensively than others. This was especially the case under the Flavians, Hadrian,
Commodus or Caracalla, but also during the middle of the 3rd century and, finally, in the
period of Tetrarchy.
However, besides the historiographical details, any timeline of the interactions
between the Imperial ideology and the Isiac cults would be incomplete without taking
into account and incorporating different sources. The inscriptions that we have examined
in parts I and II of this study are crucial in this respect, because they show the real scope
of the links between Sarapis, Isis and the Emperor.
Of the 32 inscriptions examined – 31 if we exclude the uncertain case of the
fragmentary inscription from Ad Statuas214 – four belong to the 1st century,215 12 to the
2nd, and mainly to its second half,216 and 16 to the first half of the 3rd century.217 Except for
7 inscriptions that are dated more approximately,218 the remaining 25 can be attributed to
the periods of reign of specific Emperors.
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Bordenache 1969, 138–140, 310.
On the link between Aphrodite/Venus and Isis cf. Malaise 2005, 181–186; Christodoulou 2009, 343 f., 347.
See also RICIS 114/0601 (Perinthos), RICIS 114/1402 (Mesembria Pontica), RICIS 202/322 and 202/346
(Delos), RICIS 401/0401 (Amathous) or RICIS 102/0405 (from the island Kyra, near Epidauros), where a
joint temple of Aphrodite and Isis is mentioned: Ἀφροδισίδειον.
On the link between Eros and Harpocrates cf. Malaise 1972, 199 f. See further RICIS 202/0365 (Delos).
Perhaps the most extreme example is Elagabalus (218–222 AD), who brought the sacred stone of the
Emesene god Elagabal to Rome and promoted his cult; cf. Rowan 2012, 164–218.
RICIS 614/0501; supra, I.1.
RICIS 501/0137, 618/1004, 204/1005, and 114/1901.
RICIS 501/0118, 616/0302, 618/1005, 114/1701, 616/0401, 618/0102, 616/0403, 616/0402, 616/0201,
113/1007, 113/0401, 113/0402.
RICIS 503/1207, 613/0703, 613/0801, 614/0101, 614/0201, 614/0501, 616/0204, 616/0206, 616/0205,
616/0207, 616/0208, 115/0201, 105/0895, 616/0203, 113/1009, 113/1010.
The two inscriptions from Stobi (1st century, supra, II.4): RICIS 113/0401 and 113/0402; RICIS 616/0201
from Sarmizegetusa (supra, II.7) and RICIS 113/1007 from Philippi (supra, I.1) – second half of the 2nd
century; RICIS 105/0895 from Chaeronea (supra, II.2, first half of the 3rd century); RICIS 616/0205 (supra,
I.3, Caracalla or later), RICIS 616/0203 from Sarmizegetusa (supra, II.7, after 222 AD).
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The inscription of L. Lucretius Zethus from Rome219 is the earliest and belongs
to the age of Augustus; it shows that the cult of Isis had a certain influence among the
middle classes under Augustus and that it was perfectly acceptable to include Isis among
the deities honoured with an “august altar”.
The inscription from Tomis mentioning goddess Agrippina220 belongs most probably
to the reign of Caligula (37–41 AD).221 The inscription from Cos honouring C. Stertinius
Xenophon222 dates to a little later, falling into the reign of Claudius or Nero.
The temple at Neine, where the Emperors were worshipped together with the gens
isiaca, was built in 77/78 AD, under Vespasian.223
Three inscriptions from the middle of the 2nd century belong to the reign of
Antoninus Pius224 (138–161 AD): the inscription from Rome mentioning the paeanists
(146 AD),225 the dedication by M. Statius Priscus, legatus Augusti pro praetore in Dacia
Superior (156–158 AD)226 and the offering of Karpion in Tomis (160 AD).227 In the last
one, Marcus Aurelius as Caesar is also explicitly mentioned.
Five inscriptions belong to the reign of Marcus Aurelius (161–180 AD).228 These
are: the dedication of the Sarapis temple in Serdica (161–163 AD),229 the foundation of a
Sarapis temple by the legatus Augusti pro praetore in Moesia Inferior M. Iallius Bassus
(after 164 AD)230 and three private dedications from Apulum, namely the altar for Sarapis
Augustus offered by the legatus Augusti pro praetore in Dacia Superior Tiberius Iulius
Flaccinus (164–168 AD),231 the altar to the dis deabusque conservatoribus by the legatus
Augusti pro praetore of the three Dacias L. Aemilius Carus (173–175 AD)232 and the altar
dedicated to Sarapis and Isis by L. Iunius Rufinus Proculianus (before 180 AD).233
Two inscriptions, more roughly dated to the second half of the 2nd century (the
dedication of a temple to Dea Regina in Sarmizegetusa by M. Cominius Quintus234 and
the altar to Isis Regina by Q. Mofius Euhemerus in Philippi),235 could fall within the
reigns of Marcus Aurelius, Commodus or Septimius Severus.
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RICIS 501/0137; supra, I.1.
RICIS 618/1004; supra, II.6.
If Agrippina Minor is concerned, the decisive time span is 49–59 AD (during the reign of Claudius and
the first years of the reign of Nero), i.e. from her marriage to Claudius until her murder and subsequent
“damnatio memoriae”.
RICIS 204/1005; supra, II.3.
RICIS 114/1901; supra, II.5.
Antoninus Pius is supposed to have favoured the Isiac cults to a lesser extent; cf. Malaise 1972, 427 f.
RICIS 501/0118; supra, II.5.
RICIS 616/0302; supra, I.3.
RICIS 618/1005; supra, II.6.
For the reign of Marcus Aurelius in relation to the Isiac cults cf. Malaise 1972, 428–432.
RICIS 114/1701; supra, I.2.
RICIS 618/0102; supra, I.1.
RICIS 616/0401; supra, I.3.
RICIS 616/0402; supra, I.3.
RICIS 616/0403; supra, I.3.
RICIS 616/0201; supra, II.7.
RICIS 113/1007; supra, I.1.
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Septimius Severus, together with Caracalla, is named in the inscriptions from Portus
(201 AD)236 and Vindobona.237 From the reign of Caracalla we have five or possibly seven
inscriptions. Three of them, the altar by the legatus Augusti Lucius Alfenus Avitianus in
Piliscsév,238 the inscription documenting the restoration of a Sarapis and Isis temple in
Carnuntum239 and the altar to Sarapis invictus from Crumerum,240 are dated precisely to
214 AD and coincide with Caracalla’s stay in Pannonia. Two building inscriptions from
a temple of Sarapis and Isis in Sarmizegetusa241 are also dated to the reign of Caracalla.
The two remaining, speculative inscriptions are the one referring to the restoration of
a temple (possibly of Isis and Sarapis) in Ad Statuas (213 AD)242 and the dedication to
Sarapis invictus by the procurator Augusti Caesidius Respectus and his wife,243 which
cannot be precisely dated.
From the reign of Severus Alexander we examined three monuments: an inscription
documenting a restoration of the Sarapis and Isis temple in Sarmizegetusa by the
procurator M. Lucceius Felix,244 who also offered an altar to Sarapis invictus245 and the
building inscription from Olbia with a dedication of temples to Sarapis and Isis among
other deities.246 A further inscription from Sarmizegetusa, bearing the dedication by the
augustalis Priscianus to Isis247 is dated to after 222 AD; it could therefore belong to the
reign of Severus Alexander or be dated even later.
Finally, the two inscriptions from Philippi concerning Q. Flavius Hermadion –
father and son – have been dated to the middle of the 3rd century248 and the Isis bust from
Tomis is dated to the same period,249 proving that the Isiac activity during the crisis of the
3rd century was not completely negligible.250
This long list, starting already with Augustus, is particularly informative because,
together with the overview presented in part III, it documents an almost continuous link
between the Isiac cults and the Emperor, especially from the reign of Antoninus Pius
(138–161 AD) until Severus Alexander (222–235 AD) and beyond, into the middle of
the 3rd century. Although some Emperors may have shown more attachment to the Isiac
cults than others, the cults themselves maintained their position. The connection between
the Isiac cults and the Emperor necessarily needed an intermediary in the person of the
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RICIS 503/1207; supra, I.2.
RICIS 613/0801; supra, I.2.
RICIS 614/0201; supra, I.1.
RICIS 613/0703; supra, I.1.
RICIS 614/0101; supra, I.1.
RICIS 616/0206 and 616/0204; supra, I.1.
RICIS 614/0501; supra, I.1.
RICIS 616/0205; supra, I.3.
RICIS 616/0208; supra, I.1.
RICIS 616/0207; supra, I.1.
RICIS 115/0201; supra, I.1.
RICIS 616/0203; supra, II.7.
RICIS 113/1009 and 113/1010; supra, II.1.
See supra, II.6 and n. 132.
Bricault 2014, 327–329 examines the reasons for the relative scarcity of Isiac documentation during the 3rd
and 4th centuries.
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worshippers,251 who may also have shown personal preferences.252
It was a giant leap from Augustus’ banishment of the Isiac cults from the pomerium
to the role that Sarapis and Isis assumed later next to the Emperor as comites Augusti.
The Isiac cults were adapted steadily to new forms of Imperial representation when
necessary, as shown in the relief of the Emperors among the gods on the arch of Galerius.
The fact that the Isiac cults inevitably had to share the fate of the old religion cannot be
used as an indication of their particular decline; they were actually a significant part of
the pagan reaction to Christianity in the 4th century.253
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Cf. supra, I.4.
In this respect, it is understandable why for example Karpion, representing the οἶκος of the Alexandrians in
Tomis (supra, II.6), or Serenus, who was custodian of the temple of Sarapis and inspector of the Alexandrian
fleet in Portus (supra, I.2), chose to connect the Emperor with Sarapis and with the other Isiac deities.
Cf. Bricault 2014.
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Annex: dei Augusti – deae Augustae
Inspired by the honorific name of Augustus and undoubtedly linked to the worship
of the Emperors, the attribute Augustus/Augusta is attested in inscriptions for almost all
principal and many secondary gods of the Roman Empire.
Here follows a non-exhaustive list of deities whose names are accompanied in
inscriptions by the attribute aug, based on research in EDCS for the whole Empire. They
are presented in descending order, according to the number of occurrences in the relevant
inscriptions. Personifications like Victoria, Pax, Concordia, connected with Imperial
ideology have not been taken into consideration. Also inscriptions in which the decisive
part of the text is completely restored are not calculated in the totals given.
In-depth research could result in a complete list with variations in the totals for each
deity from those given here and detailed conclusions about the Roman cults. However,
even in its preliminary state, this table already shows the widespread use of the attribute
augustus / augusta next to the names of gods and goddesses. Isis is the best represented
among the gens isiaca.
Saturnus1 477
Mercurius2 216
Silvanus3 131
Mars4 124
Hercules5 120
Diana 110
Minerva 104
Fortuna 97
Neptunus6 61
Caelestis7 59
Apollo8 56
Iuppiter9 49 +3 +2
Venus 52
Liber10 47
Aesculapius11 45
1

2
3

Ceres12 36
Isis13 34
Pluto14 29
Ianus15 10 +13
Iuno16 17
Frugifer 15
Magna Mater17 12
Libera 11
Sol 9
Epona 8
Sarapis18 8
Vesta 8
Tellus 7
Bona Dea 6
Nutrix19 7

Luna 5
Ops20 5
Bellona21 4
Castores 4
Parcae 3
Fatae 2
Fides 2
Flora 2
Fons 2
Quirinus 2
Anubis22 1
Eventus 1
Mithra23 1
Osiris24 1
Vertumnus 1

The name in dative in the form saturno aug and in various abbreviations (of which s a is quite common)

occurs 465 times (510 if we also count the inscriptions where the part with the attribute is restored); the
name in genitive in the form saturni aug occurs 12 times. Note that almost all inscriptions come from
African provinces (Mauretania Caesariensis, Africa Proconsularis and Numidia).
Always in dative in the form mercurio aug or abbreviated; in one instance deo mercurio sancto augusto.
The name in dative in the form silvano aug and in various abbreviations (among which s a also figures, as
in the case of Saturn) appears 128 times and once in the form sil s(ancto) au; the name in genitive in the
form silvani aug, 2.
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The name in dative (also as an abbreviation m a) appears on 119 occasions. There is one instance (AE 1980,
718) of a dedication to Mart[i] | Augg(ustorum) and 4 instances in which the name appears in genitive
(martis aug).
118 occurrences in dative (herculi aug), 2 in genitive.
60 certain occurrences in dative, 1 in genitive.
53 occurrences in dative, 6 in genitive. In some instances Iuno, Venus or Diana Caelestis.
53 occurrences for apollini aug (1 together with Aesculapius), 1 for apolloni aug, 1 for apollinis augusti
and 1 for apollonis augusti.
29 occurrences as iovi aug, 17 as iovi optimo maximo aug, 1 as i(ovi) s(ancto) aug, 1 in genitive (iovis aug),
1 together with Hercules in genitive. In 3 instances Augustus is Iupiter Dolichenus and in 2 Heliopolitanus,
who are in fact separate deities.
28 occurrences as libero patri aug, 14 as libero aug. In 5 further occurrences he appears together with
Libera, in the form libero et liberae aug(g).
39 occurrences as aesculapio aug, 6 as asclepio aug.
34 occurrences in dative (cereri aug), 2 in genitive (cereris aug).
32 occurrences in the form isidi aug (RICIS 501/0135, 504/0206, 504/0801, 514/0201, 514/0301, 514/0501,
515/0105, 515/0106, 515/0108, 515/0109, 515/0802, 515/0808, 515/1401, 603/0501, 603/1201, 605/0106,
605/0201, 607/0102, 610/0106, 612/0401, 613/0102, 613/0201, 613/0202, 613/0301, 613/0501, 613/0502,
613/0601, 613/0604 (RICIS Suppl. III), 703/0401, 704/0303, 706/0101, 706/0201), 2 in the form isi aug
(RICIS 515/0107, 605/1101) and 2 in genitive, in the form isidis aug (RICIS 511/0301, 515/0701).
In one instance (AE 1968, 595): Plutoni Frugif(ero) | Aug(usto).
1 occurrence as iano aug, 1 as i a, 3 as iani patri aug, 4 as iano patri aug and 1 as i p aug. 13 further inscriptions
refer to the arch, dedicated to Ianus Augustus, that marked the passage from province Tarraconense to
Baetica along the Via Augusta (Garciìa y Bellido 1974, 16 f.).
In one instance (CIL VIII, 27357): I[uno]ni Lucinae A[u]g(ustae).
Normally in the form (magnae) matri deum aug (also matri magnae aug, matri deum magnae aug or m d m
aug), but in one instance also cybelae aug.
4 occurrences in the form serapi aug (RICIS 515/0806, 613/0104, 703/0201, 704/0101), 2 in the form sarapi
aug (RICIS 616/0401, 704/0201) and 2 in the form sarapidi aug (RICIS 703/0104, 704/0501).
3 occurrences as nutrici aug, 1 as n a, 1 as nutrici saturni aug, 1 as nutrici deae aug.
3 occurrences in dative (opi aug), 2 in genitive (opis aug).
In one instance: Bellona[e de]ae Augustae.
RICIS 515/0101.
ILS 4209: Invicto deo Au(gu)sto.
RICIS Suppl. II, 306, 613/0602.
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Fig. 1 – Map indicating the cities discussed in the text (D. Miliopoulos and
P. Christodoulou, based on the template in http://www.d-maps.com/carte.
php?num_car=3136&lang=en)

Fig. 2 – Philippi
(photo: P. Christodoulou)

Fig. 3 – Apulum (photo:
O. Harl, lupa 17713)
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Fig. 4 – Stobi (S. Georgiadou)

Fig. 5 – Tomis
(after Stoian 1987, fig. 37[3])

Fig. 6 – Sketch of the inscription of fig. 5 in
Točilescu 1887, 41 (54)
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Fig. 7 – Mint of Traianopolis. Head of Caracalla on the obverse, head of Sarapis on the reverse
(http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/caracalla/_trajanopolis_Varbanov_2791_2.jpg)

Fig. 8 – Pentassarion from the Odessos mint; on the obverse Gordian III facing Sarapis
(http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/gordian_III/_odessos_Varbanov_4463.jpg)

Fig. 9 – Coin from the Marcianopolis mint; on the obverse M. Iulius Philippus facing Sarapis
(http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/philip_II/_markianopolis_Varbanov_2103a.jpg)
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Fig. 10 – Arch of Galerius: the relief of the “Emperors enthroned”
(DAI Athen, detail of Thessaloniki 0387)

Fig. 11 – Sketch of the relief of the “Emperors enthroned”; highlighted are the figures of Isis,
Sarapis, Zeus and Fortuna
(D. Miliopoulos; for the heavily damaged part of Isis on the left, the sketch takes into account
the drawing by L.F.S. Fauvel [ca. 1781, cf. Laubscher 1975, 6 and pl. 3.1])
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The temple of Isis at Stobi
Silvana Blaževska & Jovan Radnjanski
Abstract
In 2008, a temple dedicated to the Egyptian deities was discovered at the lowest terrace of the
ancient city Stobi. A monumental marble sculpture of goddess Isis found in front of the temple
in 2012, confirmed the dedication, although it is quite possible that she was worshipped with
her counterpart Sarapis. The temple was erected in the first half of the 2nd century AD as a
private donation of a wealthy citizen of Stobi and worshipper of the Egyptian goddess. It is a
typical Roman temple on high podium with two underground vaulted chambers, surrounded by
a large complex around. In front of the temple, there was a large marble altar, at the northeast
corner two marble pedestals for sculptures or dedicatory inscriptions and two ritual pits on
the backside. Unfortunately, only the podium and parts of the stairs and both underground
chambers are preserved, while the marble elements of the entablature were found scattered
around or rebuilt in later architecture. The purpose of the subterranean chambers, as well as the
kind of rituals that were performed in the temple, require further investigations in the future.
The temple was severely destroyed in the early 5th century AD. At the same time, the
surrounding complex was rebuilt and reused as residential area. Since the excavations of the
whole complex are still ongoing, this paper represents a preliminary report that focuses on the
description of the temple architecture and finds discovered in both underground chambers,
which are important for the chronology and reconstruction of the events that took place here.
The temple confirms that the cult of the Egyptian deities was widely accepted and practiced
among the citizens of Stobi during the Roman period.
Key words: Stobi – Egyptian deities – Isis – Roman temple – architecture.
Апстракт
Во 2008 год. на најниската тераса на стариот град Стоби беше откриен храм посветен
на египетските божества. Посветата беше потврдена со монументалната мермерна
скулптура на божицата Изида, откриена пред храмот во 2012 год., иако е многу веројатно
дека таа била почитувана заедно со својот придружник Серапис. Храмот бил подигнат
во првата половина на II век од н.е. како приватна донација на богат граѓанин на Стоби и
припадник на култот на египетските божества. Станува збор за типичен римски храм на
висок подиум со две засводени подземни простории, опкружен со голем комплекс. Пред
храмот беше откриен голем мермерен олтар, на североисточниот агол два постаменти
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за скулптури или вотивни натписи и две ритуални јами на задната страна. За жал, од
храмот се зачувани подиумот, делумно скалите и двете подземни простории, додека,
пак, мермерните елементи од ентаблатурата се откриени расфрлани околу храмот или
вградени во околната подоцнежна архитектура. Намената на подземните простории,
како и ритуалите што се одвивале во храмот, ќе бидат цел на натамошните проучувања.
Храмот бил уништен на почетокот на V век, кога целиот комплекс бил преграден и
повторно употребен како станбен простор. Со оглед на тоа што ископувањата на целиот
комплекс сè уште се во тек, овој труд преставува прелиминарен извештај фокусиран на
зачуваните архитектонски елементи на храмот и наодите откриени во двете подземни
простории, кои се важни за хронологијата или реконструкција на настаните поврзани со
неговото егзистирање. Храмот претставува сигурна потврда дека култот на египетските
божества бил широко прифатен и практикуван меѓу Стобјаните во римскиот период.
Клучни зборови: Стоби – египетски божества – Изида – римски храм – архитектура.

At the lowest terrace of the ancient city of Stobi, between the theatre and the
southeast fortification wall, a temple was discovered in 2008 with two underground
vaulted chambers (plan 1, fig. 1).1 The following year, the excavations were extended
to a wider area (approximately 2000 m2), revealing a large complex around the temple
protected by the south-eastern section of the city wall.2 In 2012, a monumental marble
sculpture of the Egyptian goddess Isis was discovered in front of the temple, providing
evidence of its dedication to Egyptian deities.3 The temple was built close to the theatre
and close to one of the city gates.
Considering the fact that the research of the whole complex is still ongoing, this
paper presents a preliminary analysis of the temple’s architecture, as well as selected
finds discovered in both underground chambers, which are important for the chronology
and reconstruction of the events that took place here.
So far, three strata have been defined in the whole sector, belonging to three
different urban phases of Stobi: the temple and surrounding complex from the Roman
Imperial period, a Late Antique residential area and structures that date to the Medieval
period (plan 2).4 Based on the stratigraphical evidence and the finds, the temple was built
in the first half of the 2nd century, and obviously violently destroyed in the last decade of
the 4th or early 5th century AD. During the 5th and 6th centuries, the whole complex was
rebuilt and rearranged for the needs of the residential area. After Stobi was abandoned in
1

2

3

4

The excavations of the temple sector were carried out in the period 2008–2010 and in 2012 as part of the large
excavation project in Stobi under the auspices of the Government of the R. of Macedonia, coordinated by the
Cultural Heritage Protection Office and conducted by the National Institution Stobi.
At the present state of excavations, many rooms arranged around a small courtyard are identified to the
south of the temple and three rooms from the east, of which the last one is apsidal, which were rearranged
and reused in the 5th and 6th century. Future excavations, below the Late Antique deposits hopefully will
provide data for their original organisation and purpose, as well as their relation with the temple.
For a detailed analysis of the sculpture of the goddess Isis, we refer the reader to the article by V. Bitrakova
Grozdanova in this volume, 35–86.
A detailed report of the excavation in the temple sector will be published by the present authors in the
Studies in the Antiquities of Stobi IV (forthcoming).
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the last decade of the 6th century, there is evidence of habitation in this area for couple of
centuries during the Medieval period (10th–13th centuries).
Description of the temple’s architecture
The upper structure
The temple is a rectangular building oriented NE-SW, 16.10 m long and 8 m wide.5
It is a typical Roman temple on a high podium with cella, pronaos and stairs, which are
located on the north-eastern side (plan 3; figs. 2–8). The podium, with a total height of
2.40 m, both underground chambers and the first two rows of the marble stairs are the
only preserved parts of the building. Unfortunately, the upper structure of the temple
has been completely destroyed, including the walls of the cella and floors. Many marble
elements of the entablature were discovered built into the later residential architecture or
scattered around the temple.
The temple was built of stones of local origin, which derived from the closest
quarries. The foundations of the temple, underground chambers and the bedding for the
stairs were built of sandstones and lime mortar in a manner which is a combination
between opus incertum and vittatum. Grey sandstone blocks with alternating green shale
were used for the elements of the podium.6 Both types of stone were extracted from
the vicinity of Stobi, most probably on the other side of the Vardar River, where large
sandstone blocks hewn from the bedrock are still visible. The front part of the temple’s
podium, the stairs and preserved elements of the entablature were made of pink marble
breccia or white marble with grey streaks.7
The crepidoma is made of large rectangular blocks of grey sandstone with an
alternation of green shale with roughly bossed middle surface. The lower cornice of the
podium with simple slanted profile is made of green sandstone blocks. Above the lower
cornice, large vertical sandstone blocks of the cubus are set, all different in size. The
upper cornice of the podium is preserved to almost its whole length only on the eastern
side, of which the most north-eastern block is made of white marble and the rest of
green sandstone. Another marble block from the upper cornice was discovered built into
later residential architecture around the temple. Their mouldings are as follows: cavetto,
slanted band, larger cavetto and plinth on the top.
The large vertical and horizontal sandstone and marble blocks of the podium were
joined with iron clamps poured over with molten lead, although at some points in the gaps
between the blocks of the lower cornice and the cubus there are traces of lime mortar.
5

6

7

Vitruvius, On Architecture 4.4.88. The measurements of the temple match Vitruvian proportions, according
to which the width of the building should be twice its length.
Folk 1973, 41–42. Geological analysis at Stobi has shown that the bedrock at Stobi and the surrounding
area consists of Upper Eocene grey sandstone interbedded with grey shale, known to geologists as flysch.
This type of stone was widely used as a building material at Stobi.
Folk 1973, 47–49. White marble with grey streaks derives from the well-known quarry at Pletvar, near the
modern town of Prilep, about 35 km southwest of Stobi, widely used in Antiquity and nowadays. There are
two quarries for pink marble breccia; the first is in the Demir Kapija region, 30 km southeast of Stobi and
Markov Stap, 15 km to the southwest.
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Some details on the architectural elements of the podium point to fast and careless
construction. For example, the roughly bossed middle surface on the blocks of the
crepidoma appears unfinished, as well as the slanted profile of the lower cornice of the
podium especially towards the backside. On the south side of the temple, it is clearly
visible that the blocks of the lower cornice are not aligned above the crepidoma, which
is most likely the work of inexperienced masons. In addition, on some blocks, one can
notice marks of the chiselling on parts that were never cut off.
The stairs which lead to the pronaos and cella are located on the northeast side.
Since the floor of the upper structure is missing, the number of steps is not certain.
Only the first row and two blocks of the second row of the stairs, made of pink marble
breccia, were preserved in situ, with an average height of 0.20–0.25 m and width of
0.35–0.40 m (fig. 2). The line of the beddings for the third and fourth row is visible,
while the upper rows to the floor of the pronaos are completely destroyed. Bearing in
mind the height of the podium, the height and width of the preserved steps and Vitruvius’
propositions where the number of the steps should always be odd,8 it would seem that
there were nine steps. Two rectangular holes are centrally positioned on the first step
(fig. 9), and both are connected with a small canal for moulted lead showing that perhaps
dedicatory inscriptions or votive plaques once stood here.9 The junction between the
lower edge of the first step and the sandstone blocks of the crepidoma is covered with
marble baseboards, preserved in situ on the most eastern end. The sandstone slab located
on the same place is a later addition.
On both sides of the stairs, only the lower cornice of the podium is preserved.
Apart from the iron clamps on the marble blocks, which clearly join two adjacent blocks,
several unevenly arranged holes are visible on their upper surface (fig. 2). The holes are
rectangular and shallow and served for lifting and arrangement of the marble blocks, or
they point to the arrangement of the vertical blocks of the cubus.
On both sides of the stairs, vertical cracks are visible. They could be result of the
earthquake, which according to some authors occurred in c. 300 AD, causing damage
to other buildings at Stobi as well.10 The test trench along the temple’s western podium
showed that the foundations beneath the stairs are not as deep as the underground
chambers, which caused sinking of the staircase below the ground level (plan 3, side
view). It seems that the marble blocks of the podium on both sides of the stairs were
damaged in the earthquake, and were never placed back or replaced, since the cubus of
the podium was repaired with a wall built of stones and mortar preserved partially on the
eastern side (fig. 10). It is quite possible that the earthquake caused damage to the upper
construction as well, for which we have no evidence.
8
9

10

Vitruvius, On Architecture 3.4.4.
For a votive relief with an inscription discovered to the east of the temple during the excavations in May
2015, see infra, Appendix. Votive reliefs were discovered on the staircase of the sanctuary of Isis in Dion,
see Christodoulou 2011, fig. 7.
Gebhard 1996. The earthquake is confirmed in the theatre where several large marble blocks in the
auditorium were laterally displaced and two outside walls of the scene building collapsed. The same
earthquake possibly caused damage to the walls in both apsidal rooms in the building with arches, where
vertical cracks and repairs are clearly visible. A detailed analysis of the building’s architecture has not yet
been published.
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The upper construction of the temple is completely destroyed. The walls of the
cella have not been preserved, except for the lowest rows of the wall to the east of the
entrance, built of stones, tiles and lime mortar. Only one marble block of the threshold
has been preserved in its original position. Even the floor in the pronaos and cella is
missing, which if paved, had been dismantled down to the vaults of both underground
chambers (figs. 2–4). Two large slabs of fine purplish marble breccia discovered near
the southern court stylobate could be part of the paving in the cella and the pronaos.11 If
we assume that the walls of the upper structure were the same width as the walls of the
underground chambers (1–1.35 m) then it is possible to calculate the size of the cella and
the width of the entrance. As such, the inner space of the cella measures 5.80 x 4.60 m,
the depth of the pronaos is 3.70 m and the width of the entrance should be 2 m.
The severely damaged marble elements of the entablature, including the sculpture
of the goddess, were found scattered around the temple on floor levels or built into the
Late Antique houses (fig. 4). There are six parts of the pediment, three fragments of an
architrave and frieze, three parts of a cornice, two fragments of a sima, part of a column
and one Roman ionic base. The moulding of all elements is quite simple.
The architrave is made of pink marble breccia, the moulding of which consists
of three flat fasciae, cyma reversa and plinth, above which is the plain frieze. On the
back, only two fasciae are visible, while on the underside (the soffit zone) there is a
shallow carved tabula. The moulding of the three large fragments of the cornice consists
of cornice dentils, gesimus with flat front and curved bottom, cyma recta and terminating
plinth. Two of them are made of pink marble breccia, and the third of white marble.
It turns out that all six pediment parts belong to three different temple-like facades.
Both right ends of the pediment made of pink marble breccia, and the left end of white
marble, have the same moulding as the cornice, but the central field of the tympanum
is decorated with dentils. The other three parts are all made of pink marble breccia:
the central field decorated with circular shield, the top of the pediment with the same
moulding as the cornice and the left triangular plain element of the tympanum. Both
fragments of the sima, one made of purplish marble breccia and the other of white marble,
are different in size and obviously belong to different buildings. Part of the column found
in the southwest corner of the temple’s podium made of pink marble breccia and the
Ionic base of white marble could belong to the facade of the temple. Unfortunately, no
capital has been discovered so far, although many fragments of Ionic and Corinthian
capitals built in the surrounding residential architecture are visible, but their measuring
is impossible for now.
Although the marble elements of the entablature look similar at first glance, a
careful examination confirms that they differ in size and mouldings. At the present stage
of the excavation of the whole complex and lack of elements, it is hard to determine
which of these architectural elements belong to the temple or to another building in the
complex.
There is no firm evidence regarding other embellishments of the temple, mainly
because the upper construction of the cella and portico have been completely destroyed.
11

Folk 1973, 49. Purplish ‘imitation porphyry’ columns found at other buildings in Stobi were excavated
along the Vardar River, to the south.
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The traces of lime mortar noticed on the cubus blocks on the western side of the podium
points to the possibility of a painted or stucco surface. During the excavation of the later
fill deposits around the temple, fragments of stucco and frescoes were discovered, as well
as fragments of wall and floor mosaics. Future excavations at the complex may provide
the answer as to which building in the complex these decorative elements once belonged.
The insufficiency of architectural elements from the upper structure of the temple
makes the determination of its type and order more difficult. Based on the preserved
elements and the size of the temple we can propose the type of tetrastyle prostilos or
templum in antis with a quite simple facade and of uncertain order.
The underground vaulted chambers
Two underground vaulted chambers were built in the podium beneath the cella and
the pronaos (plan 4, figs. 11–14). The first chamber measures 5.80 x 4.80 m, the second
2.35 x 4.80 m, and both are 3.10 m in height. The side walls are 1.35 m wide, except for
the south wall which is 1 m wide and the partition wall between the chambers which is
1.25 m wide.
The entrance to the underground chambers, 0.90 m wide, is on the back of the
podium, flanked by doorposts with the same moulding as the upper cornice of the
podium. Three stairs made of marble blocks lead down to the first chamber (fig. 12). The
last, fourth step made of two unfinished marble blocks is longer than the other three and
was placed on the floor. On top of it there were two rows of tiles, which helped to bridge
the difference in height between the third and the fourth step.
The inner faces of the walls in both underground chambers were built of rectangular
stones and lime mortar in opus incertum or vittatum entirely covered by a layer of 3–5
cm thick white plaster, on which there are no traces of paintings. Approximately in the
middle of the sidewalls in the first chamber, traces of several dark-coloured horizontal
lines are visible (fig. 11).
The vaults, 0.60 m thick, were made of irregularly cut stones with lime mortar,
probably also covered with thick plaster, which is preserved only in the second chamber.
Remains of а single arch made of bricks are visible on both sides of the destroyed vault of
the first chamber. The purpose of the arch is unclear. If it was an enhancing constructive
element of the vault, it should have been positioned in the middle, not towards the
entrance.
A 1.25 m thick wall divides both chambers with an arched door measuring 2.10 m
in height and 1.10 m in width (plan 4, fig. 11). The arch above the door is made of bricks
in the centre and rectangular sandstones. The threshold is 0.70 m higher than the floor
level in both chambers and it was probably over-passed by wooden steps, since there are
no traces of built stairs on both sides.
In the centre of the north wall of the second chamber there is a niche (H. 1.60 m, W.
1.20 m, D. 0.68 m.) (plan 4, figs. 13–14). There are two rectangular openings formed on
the upper parts of the west and east wall (plan 4, fig. 14). Both differ in size and the one
on the east wall is higher than the one on the west. The openings rise towards the outside,
at an angle of 45°. The rectangular cut of the opening is clearly visible on the west
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external wall, on the vertical marble block of the podium. The floor in both chambers is
beaten clay, renewed several times.
Several remodellings on the entrance and the door passage between both chambers
are clearly visible, as well as damage to the walls and vaults. They will be explained later
in the text with an attempt to reconstruct the chronology and the events that took place
here after the destruction of the temple.
Other structures within the precinct area
The temple is surrounded by a stylobate, which enclosed a rectangular court, made
of two rows of stone blocks, uncovered on all three sides except on the northern side
(plan 3, figs. 5–8). The first row is made in the same manner as the crepidoma of the
temple, of large rectangular blocks of grey sandstone alternated with green shale with
roughly bossed middle surface. The upper row of the stylobate is made of pink marble
breccia and white marble blocks. The dressing of the upper surface of the marble blocks
of the stylobate points to the possibility that there was a colonnade that supported a
portico from the surrounding complex. It is also noticeable that the temple and the court
stylobate are not aligned in same direction; the temple is oriented NE in relation to the
stylobate.
In front of the stairs of the temple, within the precinct area, a large rectangular
marble altar was discovered, measuring 2.65 x 2.30 m with a preserved height of 0.60
m (plan 3, figs. 5, 15–16). It is built of four elements: a table is set over a plinth and a
base made of pink marble breccia, while the second base is made of sandstone blocks.
Marble baseboards are placed at the junction between the marble and the sandstone base.
Behind the altar, on its northern side, there is a water channel covered with slabs, running
in west-east direction (fig. 16). The area is unexcavated, so where the channel leads and
its purpose is still uncertain.
To the west of the stairs, there are two square marble plinths set over a sandstone
base (plan 3, fig. 5). There are no holes on the upper surface of either plinth, nor traces
of whatever stood on them: sculptures or dedicatory inscriptions.
On the back of the temple, in front of the entrance for the underground chambers,
rectangular sacrificial pits were discovered (plan 3, figs. 17–18). The earliest and the
largest one (1.30 x 1 m) is built of bricks and lime mortar which contained a large quantity
of ash, animal bones belonging to roosters and other kinds of birds, and six small ceramic
flacons, which according to similar finds date to the late 4th century (cat. nos. 25a-d). The
pit was reconstructed later with bricks, filled with ash, animal bones and another identical
flacon. Shortly after, both pits were covered and a new, much simpler and smaller pit was
built of small vertically placed stone slabs. At the same time, another sacrificial pit (1.05
x 0.60 m) was built of stones and lime mortar closer to the south stylobate. No finds were
discovered in the final phase of either sacrificial pit, except for a large quantity of ash.
The remains of four piers built of stones and lime mortar at ground level, two of
which are located next to the south wall of the temple’s podium and the other two next to
the south court stylobate, suggest that the area over the pits was most likely covered. The
cover must have been made of organic material since no roof tiles have been discovered
in the area.
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Catalogue of finds
Dismantling and remodelling of the temple and the surrounding complex, as well
as the construction of the houses on the level of the court in the 5th and 6th century, left no
small finds related to the temple in its upper structure, nor in the area of the court. The
only finds which can be connected with the temple were discovered in both underground
chambers. They are widely dated from the 2nd to the last quarter of the 4th century or early
5th century AD. A few bronze coins range from the 2nd to second half of the 4th century
confirm the dates.
In the first chamber, under the layer of stones, heavily fragmented roof tiles, bricks
and few sandstone blocks, fragments of several marble sculptures, fragments of ceramic
vessels, a marble basin broken in many pieces, several oil lamps and many animal bones
were discovered. The finds were concentrated mainly in the middle and in the southeastern corner of the chamber (figs. 19–20). There is no solid evidence as to whether the
finds belong to the temple or the surrounding complex, and if they did belong, where
they were placed originally. Their fragmentary state of preservation and the position of
discovery suggest that they were thrown inside just before the demolition of the temple.
The second chamber can be considered as the only undisturbed deposit. One
transport amphora, five completely preserved oil lamps and two fragments were found
on the floor level in front of the niche and in the western part of the chamber. In the
southeast corner of the room, there was a concentration of broken imbrices.
The latest finds in both chambers provide the terminus a quo for the destruction of
the temple at the end of the 4th or in the early 5th century. Soon after, both underground
chambers were filled with a 30 cm thick layer of brownish hard packed clay, which
sealed the finds below and created a new raised floor level. The deposits formed above
the raised floor level are related to residential usage in the period of the Late Antiquity.
1. Finds in the second vaulted chamber
a. Ceramic vessels
Cat. no. 1. Transport amphora
Inv. NUS-A-K-1437 (K-10-619); deposit: C8.37.13, floor level in the second chamber.
H. 55.5 cm; rim diam. 12 cm; W. max. 26 cm.
Mended from several fragments. Restored parts of the body and bottom. Wide and short
neck with thickened rim. Sloping shoulder from which the vertical wall of the body is
offset at a sharp angle. Elongated body with rounded bottom. Two handles, pinched
in the upper part and bent sharply, attached on the neck and shoulder. Pronounced
ribbing from the shoulder to the bottom. Light red clay with white inclusions and
pinkish slip.
Cf.: Johnson 2008, 153–154, no. 441, Benghazi Middle Roman Amphora 4; Robinson
1959, 43, no. G199, pl. 8; Reynolds 2010, 91, fig. 3, possibly West Cilician origin.
Date: 2nd – middle of the 3rd century AD.
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b. Lamps
Cat. no 2. Factory lamp
Inv. NUS-A-L-1444 (L-10-10); deposit: C8.39.2, floor level in the second chamber.
L. 7.9 cm; W. 5 cm; H. 2.4 cm.
Completely preserved. Plain rim with framing rim continuous to the nozzle. Filling
hole in the middle. Two lugs on the rim. The edge on the wick hole is dentate. Grooved
handle. Bottom: within three circles signature in three lines •C•/EKOY/_ _O_. Red
micaceous clay, red slip. Traces of burning around the wick hole.
Cf.: Loeschcke 1919, type IX; Broneer 1930, type XXVI, nos. 526–531, pl. 11.
Date: late 1st – 2nd century AD.
Cat. no 3. Figural lamp – heart-shaped nozzle
Field inv. L-10-4; deposit: C8.39.6, floor level in the second chamber.
L. 9.1 cm; W. 7.5 cm; H. 2.75 cm.
Parts of the disk, shoulder and bottom are missing. Disk: two framing rings around
deep disk with bust (?). Only right side of a curly coiffure is visible. Ovolo on the rim.
Grooved handle with notch on the top. Heart-shaped nozzle. Base: within circle, plain.
Red micaceous clay, flaked reddish slip. Traces of burning around the wick hole.
Cf.: Deneauve 1969, 194, type VIIIB, nos. 915–918, pl. 83; Perlzweig 1961, 86, nos.
160–164, pl. 6; Broneer 1930, 182, type XXV, nos. 505–508, pl. 10.
Date: first half of the 2nd century AD.
Cat. no. 4. Figural lamp
Inv. NUS-A-L-1443 (L-10-9); deposit: C8.39.3, floor level in the second chamber.
L. 7.4 cm; W. 5.2 cm; H. 2.9 cm.
Mended from several pieces. Small pieces of the nozzle, body and the disk are missing.
Disk: framing ring around unidentifiable standing human figure. Rim: slightly sloping
rim with herringbone band. Grooved handle. Small rounded nozzle. Base: slightly
raised, within two circles, plain. Micaceous yellow clay with white inclusions and
very brittle. Unglazed. Traces of burning around the wick hole. Possibly local product.
Date: 2nd – 3rd century AD.
Cat. no. 5. Figural lamp
Field inv. L-10-2; deposit: C8.39.4, floor level in the second chamber.
L. 7.55 cm; W. 5.3 cm; H. 3 cm.
Bottom, top of the nozzle and parts of the disk around the filling hole are missing.
Disk: framing ring around a bust (?) between fluted columns arched with palm branch.
Rim: sloping rim with ovolo. Grooved handle deformed during firing. Roughly shaped
nozzle. Micaceous and brittle ochre clay with white inclusions. Unglazed. Possibly
local product.
Date: late 2nd – early 3rd century AD.
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Cat. no. 6. Figural lamp – standing Eros with lyre
Inv. NUS-A-L-1439 (L-10-3); deposit: C8.39.1, floor level in the second chamber.
L. 9 cm; W. 6.8 cm; H. 2.8 cm.
Mended from several pieces. Parts of the disk, the handle and bottom are missing. Disk:
two framing rings around standing winged Eros holding a lyre in the left hand. The
head of the god is turned towards his right arm in which he is holding an unidentifiable
object because of the filling hole pierced right through the middle. On the right: krater
without handles on a high stand placed on an altar. Pierced air hole at the edge toward
the nozzle. Plain flat rim with two lugs. Kite-shaped nozzle. Grooved handle. Bottom:
illegible signature in two lines within a single circle. Micaceous red clay, flaked red
slip. Traces of burning around the wick hole.
Cf.: Broneer 1930, type XXVIII, no. 1124, pl. 25; Perlzweig 1961, nos. 684–687, pl.
16; Karivieri 1996, no. 3197, fig. 13.
Date: late 4th century AD.
2. Finds in the first vaulted chamber
a. Ceramic vessels
Cat. no. 7. Roman table amphora
Inv. NUS-A-K-1433 (K-10-589); deposit: C8.35.1, floor level in the first chamber.
H. 37 cm; rim diam. 6.6 cm; base diam. 7.4 cm; W. max. 19 cm.
Mended from many pieces. Restored parts of the body near the bottom and below the
handle attachment. Moulded base, elongated ovoid body with largest diameter below
the handles’ attachments. Rounded shoulder with continuous curve to the tall narrow
neck. Two strap handles attached on the middle of the neck and on the shoulder. The
neck in two units: cylindrical, slightly flaring lower part offset from the shoulder
by a ridge; above the handle attachments protruding ring, cylindrical neck flaring
towards the rim. Vertical lip. Body and shoulder lightly wheel-ridged. Reddish-yellow
micaceous clay with white inclusions, grey core. Yellow creamy slip.
Cf.: Williams and Zervos 1983, 25, no. 68, pl. 10; Slane and Sanders 2005, 249, nos.
1–22, fig. 4; Robinson 1959, 106, Group M, no. 234, pl. 28.
Date: 4th – early 5th century AD.
Cat. no. 8. Eastern Sigillata B Plate
Inv. K-10-594; deposit: C8.37.35, floor level in the first chamber.
H. 4.4 cm.
Part of the rim and sidewall preserved. Wall curved into an everted rim. Reddishyellow micaceous clay. Thick inconsistent red slip, rather local fabric. Imitation of
ESB2.
Cf.: Hayes 2008, 153, no. 328, fig. 12.
Date: late 1st – early 2nd century AD.
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Cat. no. 9. Dish – Macedonian Grey Ware
Inv. K-10-598; deposit: C8.37.50, floor level in the first chamber.
H. 2.3 cm.
Sidewall and part of the rim preserved. Semispherical sidewall continues into flat
projected rim. Double crescent stamped on the rim in a continuous pattern. Two
grooves on the inner edge of the rim and one on the outer. Micaceous grey fired clay.
Dark grey slip, flaked off.
Cf.: Anderson-Stojanović 1992, 68, Form 2, no. 441, pl. 50.
Date: early 5th century AD.
b. Lamps
Cat. no. 10. Lamp with semi-volutes
Inv. NUS-A-L-1445 (L-10-11); deposit: C8.37.34, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 8.7 cm; W. 5.6 cm; H. 2.1 cm.
Completely preserved. Disk: two framing rings around disk. Head of a man wearing
Phrygian (?) hat within two circles and globules. Plain rim. Semi-volutes continuous
with rim. Grooved handle. Slightly raised base. Micaceous clay with white inclusions
and red to brownish slip. Traces of burning around wick hole. Possibly local product.
Cf.: for the shape Perlzweig 1961, nos. 115 and 117, pl. 5.
Date: first half of the 2nd century AD.
Cat. no. 11. Figural lamp
Field inv. L-12-17; deposit: C8.37.60a, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 6.3 cm; W. 5.1 cm.
Fragmented. Only part of the disk, the handle and part of the shoulder are preserved.
Disk: framing ring around bust of a crowned Isis between two columns arched by
palm branch. Rim: Sloping rim with rosettes and dots. Grooved handle. Micaceous
red clay, red to dark brown glaze.
Date: first half of the 2nd century AD.
Cat. no. 12. Figural lamp
Inv. NUS-A-L-1442 (L-10-8); deposit: C8.37.18, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 8.4 cm; W. 7 cm; H. 2.9 cm.
Completely preserved. Disk: framing braided ring around rooster standing on a branch
and lily tree in front. Ovolo around. Plain rim. Heart-shaped nozzle. Grooved handle.
Base: two circles, rosette in the middle with alternating dash and circle motifs between
circles. Micaceous red clay with white inclusions. Red slip. Traces of burning around
the wick hole.
Cf.: Deneauve 1969, Type VIIIB, no. 917.
Date: 2nd century AD.
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Cat. no. 13. Figural lamp
Field inv. L-10-5; deposit: C8.37.31, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 5.95 cm; W. 5.55 cm; H. 2.5 cm.
Mended from many pieces. Parts of the nozzle, handle, body and bottom are missing.
Disk: framing ring around standing winged Eros (?). Plain rim. Grooved handle. Flat
bottom with one circle. Ochre clay, with dark grey slip.
Date: 2nd – 3rd century AD.
Cat. no. 14. Figural lamp
Inv. NUS-A-L-1441 (L-10-7); deposit: C8.37.21, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 7 cm; W. 5.8 cm; H. 2 cm.
Handle is missing. Disk: framing ring around shallow disk with bird standing on a
branch and two palm branches below. Rim: two plastic attachments. One circle on the
bottom. Micaceous ochre clay with white inclusions and very brittle. The red slip is
peeled off. Traces of burning around the wick hole. Possibly local product.
Date: late 2nd – early 3rd century AD.
Cat. no. 15. Heart-shaped nozzle
Inv. NUS-A-L-2177 (L-12-06); deposit: C8.37.56, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 8 cm; W. 6.7 cm; H. 2.35 cm.
Handle is missing. Disk: framing ring with herring motif and deep groove in between
around shallow disk with an owl standing on a branch and lily tree. Rim: flat rim
with ovolo and two spirals spinning from the centre of the heart-shaped nozzle. Cross
above joining point of the spirals, and two circles and dot below the spirals. Large
filling hole is pierced between the owl and the tree. Grooved handle. Base: repetitive
circle and dot motif on the base, signature СEΚΟΥΝΔΟΥ/С_ _ _ ΜΟΥ in two lines
within circle. Red micaceous clay, reddish diluted slip.
Cf.: Perlzweig 1961, 85, no. 143.
Date: late 2nd – early 3rd century AD.
Cat. no. 16. Lamp with erotic scene
Inv. NUS-A-L-2178 (L-12-07); deposit: C8.37.55, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 8.4 cm; W. 6 cm; H. 2.5 cm.
Small parts of the nozzle and bottom are missing. Disk: framing rim around erotic
scene – man and woman on bed. Rim: slightly sloping rim with herringbone and two
lugs with incised X. Kite-shaped nozzle. Grooved handle. Base: single circle, plain.
Micaceous ochre clay, dark grey diluted and flaked glaze.
Cf.: Perlzweig 1961, no. 857, pl. 19.
Date: 3rd century AD.
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Cat. no. 17. Vine-and-ray lamp
Inv. NUS-A-L-1440 (L-10-6); deposit: C8.37.17, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 11 cm; W. 7.8 cm; H. 3.65 cm.
Parts of the nozzle, discus and shoulder are missing. Disk: two framing rings around
deep disc with rays, and framing ring around filling hole. Rim: nearly flat rim with
alternating leaves, tendrils and grape clusters. Air opening on the kite-shaped nozzle.
Unpierced handle, with grooves above and hatching below. Bottom: flat with two
circles; only the letter E of the signature is legible. The ochre clay is micaceous with
white inclusions and very brittle. Unglazed. Traces of burning around the wick hole.
Cf.: Broneer 1930, type XXVIII, nos. 924–935; Slane 1990, fig. 54, pl. 5.
Date: second half of the 3rd – early 4th century AD.
Cat. no. 18. Lamp with globules on the rim
Inv. NUS-A-L-1438 (L-10-1); deposit: C8.37.33, floor level in the first chamber.
L. 10.8 cm; W.7.3 cm; H. 3.4 cm.
Mended from several pieces. Small pieces of the wick hole and body are missing.
Disk: framing ring around deep disk with crescent; one row of globules on the rim.
Bottom: flat with two circles and palm branch within. U-shaped nozzle separated from
the ring by transverse ridge and air hole above. Unpierced grooved handle. Reddish
yellow micaceous brittle clay with white inclusions. Light red slip, peeled off and
burnt marks on the wick hole.
Cf.: Perlzweig 1961, no. 1104, pl. 22; Šurbanoska 1999, 258, fig. 13.
Date: early to middle 4th century AD.
c. Marble finds
Cat. no. 19. Head of a man
Inv. NUS-A-SK-1798 (SK-10-2); deposit: C8.37.27, floor level in the first chamber.
H. 28 cm.
Made of fine grained white marble.
The head of a young man, preserved to the bottom of the neck. Folds of the man’s
garment are visible on both sides of the neck. Probably part of a life-sized sculpture or a
bust of a noble citizen from Stobi. The head is slightly turned to the left. The triangular
face of the young man is prominent, with large eyes with heavy lids, accentuated irises
and drilled crescent-shaped pupils, surmounted by long, chiseled eyebrows, straight
nose, rounded chicks and full mouth. The hair is brushed in short curls from the top
of the head towards the face and down to the nape of the neck. The curly side-burns
frame the large and slightly projecting ears. The face is highly polished.
Date: late 2nd century AD.
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Cat. no. 20. Head of bearded Dionysus
Inv. NUS-A-SK-1800 (SK-10-4); deposit: C8.37.4, floor level in the first chamber.
H. 17 cm.
Made of coarse-grained greyish marble.
The head of a bearded Dionysus with long hair and ivy wreath and two berries is a
rare representation of the god as a mature person. The head is made of coarse-grained
greyish marble. The face is slightly polished. The hair, parted in the middle of the
forehead is rendered in shallow relief with barely accentuated locks, especially on
the back of the head. It frames the face of the God and falls down on the shoulders in
curls. The long beard is rendered in the same manner as the hair, with vertical cuttings,
giving the impression of a well-kept beard. It seems that most attention was paid to the
ivy wreath with two berries above the forehead. The slightly accentuated eyebrows
and eyes without incised irises, along with the elongated, almost ‘ascetic’ god’s face
give him a serious and profound expression.
Date: 1st – 2nd century AD.
Cat. no. 21. Head of a goddess
Inv. NUS-A-SK-1804 (SK-10-8); deposit: C8.37.4, floor level in the first chamber.
H. 12 cm.
Made of fine-grained white marble.
The head and long, slender neck are preserved. Nose, mouth, chin and right eyebrow
are damaged. The head is slightly inclined to the right. The oval face has almondshaped eyes with heavy lids, thin eyebrows, a full mouth with a slight smile and a
rounded chin. The face of the goddess is highly polished. The hair without accentuated
strands is centrally parted and tied in a chignon at the nape of the neck. The ears are
covered by the hair, and pierced for earrings.
Date: 1st – 2nd century AD.
Cat. no. 22. Parts of a female sculpture (two shins and left arm)
Field inv. (SK-10-5; SK-10-7); deposit: C8.37.44a and b; C8.37.45; floor level in the
first chamber.
H. a (left shin) – 18.7 cm; b (right shin) 17.9 cm; L. (left arm) 26 cm.
Made of fine-grained white marble.
Two shins. Close to the ankle on both shins there are twisted bracelets. Left arm,
broken close to the shoulder, bent at the elbow, holding drapery (?). There are two
twisted bracelets, one on the forearm, and the other on the wrist.
Date: Roman Imperial period.
Cat. no. 23. Male nude statuette
Inv. NUS-A-SK (SK-10-6).
H. 25.4 cm.
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Made of fine-grained white marble.
The torso and part of both legs are preserved of a sculpture of a young male, possibly
Dionysus or Harpocrates. The musculature of the torso is not accentuated. The right
leg is broken just below the knee; two chips from the front part have been restored.
There are two projections on the side of the right leg; it seems that the figure once
leaned. The left leg is preserved slightly below the hip.
Date: 1st – 2nd century AD.
Cat. no. 24. Marble basin
Inv. NUS-А-RN-2114 (RN-10-663); deposit: С8.37.5-С8.37.8; floor level in the first
chamber.
H. 25.5 cm; diam. 78 cm; Th. 3 cm; diam. of the bottom opening 4 cm.
Made of: fine-grained white greyish marble.
Marble basin with slightly narrow flutes on the inside, within two circular grooves.
Circular opening on the bottom. The surface is polished on both sides.
Date: 1st – 2nd century AD.
3. Finds in the first sacrificial pit
a. Ceramic flacons
Cat. nos. 25a-d. Flacons
Inv. NUS-A-L-2124 (K-12-09); NUS-A-L-2125 (K-12-10); NUS-A-L-2126 (K-1211); NUS-A-L-2127 (K-12-14); deposit: D7.39.4, in the ritual pit.
H. 12.2 cm; rim diam. 2.6 cm; bottom diam. 3.2 cm.
Four identical and completely preserved flacons. Cylindrical body with maximum
diameter towards the bottom, slightly narrowed to the rounded rim. Flat bottom.
Single strap handle attached to the rim and upper half of the body. Discoid and slightly
concave lid. The lid of the fourth sample is missing. Micaceous reddish-yellow clay.
Unglazed.
Cf.: Bonifay 2004, 288–289, type 58/2, fig. 160/2.
Date: end of the 4th century AD.
Conclusions on stratigraphy, date and purpose
The cult of the Egyptian deities was introduced in Ancient Macedonia in the 3rd
century BC, as attested by numerous inscriptions, sculptures and votives discovered
throughout the whole region and the so far known temples erected in Thessaloniki,
Philippi and Dion.12 Bearing in mind that Isis and Sarapis were worshipped in the region
since the Hellenistic period it is quite understandable for the cult to spread further north,
especially from Thessaloniki towards Stobi via the ancient road along the Axios (modern
12

Dunand 1973, 52–61; ΘΦΒ, 914–921; Tzanavari 2003; Witt 1970; Kleibl 2009, 32–33, 201–208.
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Vardar) river.13 The other possible direction is from the southwest, from Lychnidos
(modern-day Ohrid) through Via Egnatia to Heraclea Lyncestis and further northeast,
over the so-called Diagonal road, a branch of Via Egnatia which connected Heraclea
with Stobi.14
A few discoveries in the past, the marble head of Sarapis15 and two inscriptions,
pointed to the worship of the Egyptian deities among the Stobaeans and to the possible
existence of their temple in Stobi. Both inscriptions are of special interest. The first is
dedication of Sacrum Isidis by the augustal T.F. Longinus to Deo Caesari and to the
municipium of Stobi, dated not before the time of Domitian, but more likely after.16
Although the date of the inscription is not precise, it may correspond with the construction
of the temple in the early 2nd century pointing to Longinus as a benefactor of the temple.
Therefore, the possibility that the young man, whose portrait was found thrown inside
the first chamber (cat. no. 19), represents the image of Longinus is unacceptable, because
of the later date of the marble head (towards the end of the 2nd century) to which the
accentuated irises in the eyes and the eyebrows point. It is very likely that the head was
part of a bust, and where it stood originally, is not known.
The second is a votive inscription on a statue base of Claudia Prisca, a member of the
distinguished family of Prisci at Stobi, priestess of Isis Lochia and the Divine Emperor,
if we accept the latest reading.17 The inscription reveals the epiclesis of Isis who was
worshipped at Stobi as Isis Lochia, protector of women and childbirth, a function usually
related to Artemis. With the same epiclesis Isis was worshipped in Philippi, Berroia and
Dion.18 The existence of an organised priesthood which took care of the cultic affairs and
the relation with the cult of the divine Emperors as shown by both inscriptions,19 is an
open question for consideration in future analysis of the worship of the Egyptian deities
in Stobi.
The temple at Stobi was erected, as we assume, as a private donation of a wealthy
citizen of Stobi and obviously a worshipper of Egyptian deities in the first half of the
13

14

15

16
17

18
19

Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 64; Tzanavari 2003, 241; Papazoglou (1990, 218) does not rule out the
possibility that the cult of Egyptian deities penetrated Stobi in the Hellenistic period.
For the finds related to the cult of the Egyptian deities in the territory of the present-day R. of Macedonia,
see Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 56–100. The earliest find is a marble sculpture of Isis discovered in
Lychnidos, dated to the 2nd century BC.
Sokolovska 1987, 206–207, no. 196, pl. 75, fig. 1; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 58–62, fig. 1. The over lifesized marble head of Sarapis, discovered in the 1930s in the Partenius palace, now in the Belgrade museum,
is dated to the late Antonine period and represents a Roman copy of the well-known original of Bryaxis. Cf.
Josifovski 2001, 92. The appearance of Sarapis or Asclepius-Sarapis on the reverse of coins minted in Stobi
by the Severan dynasty does not necessarily mean that there is a relation to the worship of the Egyptian
deities in Stobi, especially considering that the Severans were inclined toward the cult of Isis and Sarapis.
See also Josifovski 2001, 84. Likewise it does not necessarily mean that the tetrastyle temple which appears
on the reverse of coins minted in Stobi in the time of the Flavians represents the actual existing temple.
Papazoglou 1999, 217–219; Wiseman 1999, 1361–1369, fig. 3; IStob 16.
Wiseman (1973b, 152–164, fig. 83) reads the missing letters in the first row as [ΑΡΤΕΜΙ]ΔΟΣ. Christodoulou
2009, 348–351, revised [ΤΗΝ ΙΣΙ]ΔΟΣ. Cf. IStob 37.
Witt 1970, 330; Witt 1971, 145; Christodoulou 2011, 11.
Papazoglou 1999, 217–219; Wiseman 1999, 1361–1369; Witt 1970, 333. The Emperor cult is combined
with the Isis worship in Thessaloniki.
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2nd century, most probably earlier in that century. Although the severe destruction of the
upper construction of the temple makes its reconstruction uncertain, based on its size
and modestly decorated elements, which points to a simple structure, we can propose
tetrastyle prostilos, or templum in antis of unknown order. The simplicity of the building
is supplemented by the visible mistakes during the construction: the temple is not parallel
to the court stylobate, the podium is not aligned with the crepidoma and the dressing
of the stone blocks of the crepidoma appears to be unfinished. The Stobi temple is a
contribution to the R. Wild statistics that most of the known Isis-Sarapis sanctuaries were
built in the 2nd century during the reign of Trajan and Hadrian.20 Besides the shrine of
Nemesis in the scene building of the theatre, this is the only temple discovered so far at
Stobi, and the only temple of Egyptian deities in the northern part of the Roman province
of Macedonia.
According to the architectural features, ground plan and order, the so far known
temples of Egyptian deities in the Greco-Roman world show a wide diversity. The
closest analogies should be sought in the nearby centres from where the major influences
came, not only in terms of dissemination of the Isis and Sarapis cult, but also in all other
segments of everyday life. Unfortunately, in the closest centres where the worship of
the Egyptian deities is confirmed as in Thessaloniki and Philippi, not much of the upper
structure of the temples remained for comparative analysis of the architectural features.
The purpose of both subterranean chambers is also questionable. Water, especially
Nile water played a significant role in the Isis and Sarapis cult, regardless of whether it
came from a river that flowed near the temple site, from rainwater collected in a well, or
from other types of water facilities built within the precinct area or below the temple. As
the statistics show, water crypts built below the temple are more typical for sanctuaries
dedicated to Egyptian deities dated to the Hellenistic period such are those in the Serapeum
in Alexandria, Delos A and B, Gortyn, Pompeii and Thessaloniki.21 Nile water crypts are
far less found in the sanctuaries of the Roman period which, except for the temple in Baelo
Claudia in Spain,22 are quite diverse and determined by Wild as other types of fixed Nile
water containers, which according to the author is due to the shift within the ideology of
the cult.23
Almost all underground crypts in the Hellenistic sanctuaries have a small basin inside
the crypt where water was collected through an inflow pipe, or the crypts are too small
so they can be filled with water such as is the case in Delos B, and none have drains so
they were emptied by hand. Different scholars variously define their purpose: as imitation
of Ptolemaic Nilometers in which the symbolic Nile flood occurs to announce important
religious festivals, water crypts which hold sacred Nile water used for cultic activities, or
other purposes in relation with the cult.24 Therefore, the first idea that one would come up
20
21
22

23
24

Wild 1981, 5; Wild 1984, 1834.
Wild 1981, 24–53.
Kleibl 2006, 6. The crypt in the temple in Baelo Claudia, despite dating to the Roman period, belongs to the same
type of water crypt typical for the Hellenistic sanctuaries with a small circular basin inside the crypt.
Wild 1981, 55–70.
Wild 1981, 49–53. The author identified the crypts of these sanctuaries as imitations of Nilometers,
influenced by those constructed in Ptolemaic Egypt, although he emphasised that their primary purpose was
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with is that if not both, then at least the second subterranean chamber in the Stobi temple
represents a Nile water crypt.
The underground chambers in the Stobi temple share some, but not all architectural
features like the above-mentioned crypts, which would be sufficient to identify them as
water crypts. Firstly, both chambers are underground, both have vaulted roofs, with an
entrance on the southern side closed by a door, a stairway which leads directly into the
first chamber and plastered walls. The most important features which are missing in our
case are a water basin which would collect water, and there is no evidence of a supply
or drain system. The possibility that the chambers were filled by hand is not acceptable
since they are too large to be filled and drained in this way. One can assume that both
rectangular openings on the sidewalls in the second chamber could have had ceramic
pipes, which collected the rainwater from the temple eaves and served this purpose. No
ceramic pipes were found, except for broken imbrices discovered in the southeast corner
of the second chamber, which may contribute to this assumption if they are remains of
some sort of inflow installation. The absence of a smaller water container would lead to
the assumption that the water filled the whole second chamber, which is difficult to drain.
The dark horizontal lines on the sidewalls in the first chamber could be marks of water,
although it is more likely that they are marks created by different fills deposited here. It
is more likely that both chambers served the mystical purposes of the cult.
The character of the finds does not give a clear picture of the purpose of the
underground chambers, or of the kind of cult activities that took place inside. The marble
sculptures including the marble basin and the other finds in the first chamber are very
fragmented and were obviously deliberately thrown into the middle of the room and in
the southeast corner. We cannot be sure that any of these finds belonged to the temple,
nor can we infer where they originally stood. We find close analogies only for the head
of Dionysus (cat. no. 20) in the so-called Small temple in Thessaloniki. The head of
the god presented as a mature person could belong to a herm that originally stood in
the niche in the second chamber such as is the case in the Thessaloniki temple, where a
similar herm dated to Roman times was discovered, standing in situ in the niche of the
subterranean crypt.25 The marble basin could have served as ablution basin, but again, its
original position is questionable. For now, we can only be sure that five oil lamps and the
amphora in the second chamber originally stood there and that they certainly belonged to
the temple, although it is quite unusual for oil lamps and transport amphora dated to the 2nd
and 3rd century to survive over the next two centuries. They were discovered on the floor
in front of the niche, where they probably stood to illuminate the second chamber. All of
them are of local origin and heavily worn due to a long usage, so the decoration of the disc
is hardly identifiable.

25

symbolic, not economic. Kleibl (2006) disagrees that they were Nilometers, based on absence of measuring
marks on the sidewalls and considers them water crypts related to cultic activities.
Tzanavari 2003, 243, fig. 38; Ashmole 1921, 78–87. The head of mature Dionysus is usually connected
to the so-called Sardanapalus type. It is believed that the Praxiteles artistic group created the prototype in
the 4th century BC, and later Hellenistic-Roman sculptures copied the original. The god is supposed to be
heavily draped in a long chiton as the surviving large-sized sculptures dated to the early Roman period. The
small size of the Stobi head more likely represents part of a herm.
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There is no doubt that the temple was dedicated to Isis, and if we take into consideration
the marble head of Sarapis discovered earlier in Stobi, it is reasonable to assume that she
was worshipped with her counterpart. Still, the question remains whether other Egyptian
deities related to the divine couple were represented in the Stobi temple, or some of the
deities of Greco-Roman pantheon with whom she shares a similar role and attributes.
The sculptures found inside the first underground chamber do not give an answer. Their
original position is questionable, as well as their identification due to the fragmentary
preservation and lack of attributes. However, we can confirm the presence of Dionysus
(cat. no. 20), possibly of Aphrodite (cat. no. 22) and Artemis although the small female
head (cat. no. 21) has no attributes.
The latest finds provide a terminus a quo for the throwing of the finds into the first
chamber in the early 5th century. Soon after, both underground chambers were filled
with a 0.30–0.40 cm thick layer of brownish hard packed clay sealing them below and
creating a new raised floor. What happened with the temple after that should be analysed
in relation with the rearrangement of the surrounding complex in the residential area, as
well as with the construction of the new houses. Many of these houses were built over the
earlier complex using the same walls as foundation, although there are houses that were
built next to the temple, their walls leaning on the podium blocks. The excavation data
point to the fact that the upper structure of the temple was dismantled towards the middle
of the 5th century. By that time, only the underground chambers were preserved and used.
There are several remodellings and damages of the walls and vaults in both
chambers. Although it is hard to determine the exact date when they occurred, still it is
possible to reconstruct the order of the events. Our attempt to explain the remodelling
and events will be followed by a brief description of the fill deposits in both rooms,
which are diverse due to the different usage of the chambers after they lost their original
function.
First, the 0.30–0.40 m thick layer of brownish pure clay covered the original floor level
in both chambers. The same fill completely sealed the finds beneath providing a terminus
post quem for this event in the early 5th century, which seems to be contemporaneous with
the destruction of the temple. The raised clay surface served as a new, second floor level.
It covered completely the fourth step on the entrance, thus rendering the third step the
last one to the newly created floor level.
The door passage between both chambers was narrowed with rectangular bricks
built against the doorposts and over the plaster coating, preserved to a maximum height
of 0.50 m. It is possible that the bricks were slightly higher than they are preserved, since
several bricks were discovered scattered over the second floor in both chambers. At this
point we should mention the pit dug in the centre of the second chamber, unnoticed on
the level of the second raised floor level. The circular pit with a diameter of 0.80 m and
unknown purpose is dug through the clay fill, through the original floor level and through
the earliest deposits that preceded the construction of the temple. The pit, excavated
down to 2 m in depth, was filled with soil containing small quantities of broken pottery
and animal bones.
No finds were discovered on this second floor level to give us at least an approximate
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date. The pit was filled and closed with hard packed greenish clay. The only evidence for
determination of the date when this event happened is one fragment of a North-African
plate,26 found at the bottom of the pit, which dates the fill and the closing of the second
floor level as late as the middle of the 6th century.
It is uncertain when and why the door passage between both chambers was
narrowed with bricks, but it is clear that they were damaged shortly before the second
floor level was again sealed in the middle of the 6th century. There is no evidence that the
second chamber was used for any purpose after that. Since then, it started to be slowly
filled with sand and debris which was deposited through the openings in the side walls,
judging from the higher deposits along the side walls and lower deposits in the middle
of the room.
The new hard-packed greenish clay, which created the third floor level in the first
chamber, covered the third step in the entrance and served its purpose as a new floor
level for a short period of time, until the end of the 6th century. Two fill deposits can be
determined above, of which the first is contemporaneous with the remodelling of the
entrance, when the threshold was raised much higher by the placement of a stone slab on
the lower end of the doorposts, corresponding to the ground level outside of the temple.
The gap between the first and second step was filled with debris of stones, broken tiles
and pottery. The remodelling of the entrance probably was related with the use of the
first chamber for the needs of the inhabitants of the latest phase of the residential area
around the temple, at the end of the 6th century. The second and last deposit, filled with
pottery fragments and stones, was created after the end of the 6th century when the town
was abandoned, most probably in Medieval times, when the area was again inhabited.
What happened with the second chamber is more peculiar. There are some activities
and visible damage which are hard to explain. The vault has a circular opening right over
the niche in the north wall; the base of the niche was severely destroyed down to the first,
original floor level, and there are holes dug in the east and north walls. Everything points
to someone having searched for hidden treasures. When this happened we are not certain,
but it could be that the robbers came through the hole in the vault. A Russian coin found
inside on the level of the second clay floor dated 1863 and a Turkish akçe may give us a
clue.27
This is the first, preliminary presentation of the temple of Egyptian deities at Stobi,
based on archaeological evidence. We are aware that there are many open questions and
many aspects for analysis, which cannot be discussed in detail here, hoping that further
excavations in the surrounding complex, detailed analysis of all architectural features,
small finds and stratigraphic evidence can shed more light and yield adequate answers.

26
27

Hayes 1972, 135, fig. 24, Form 87, Variant C, dated no later than 550 AD.
There is no record that the temple was visible on the surface when the first scholars (von Hann and Hezey)
visited Stobi in the second half of the 19th century.
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Appendix
During the excavations of the complex around the temple of Isis at Stobi in May
2015, a votive marble relief was discovered. It was found secondary built in a small rubble
wall to the east of the temple, outside of the court stylobate and next to the entrance for
the apsidal room of the surrounding complex. The square relief is made of white marble,
measuring 0.28 x 0.30 x 0.07 m. On the front, there is a large ear (12.5 x 6.5 cm) and an
inscription in two lines (H. of the letters: 19 cm in the first row; 15 cm in the second row):

Ἴσιδι, Σεράπιδι
Ὀππία ἐυχήν.
To Isis and Serapis
Oppia (fulfilled) a vow.

The original position of the relief is not known. It is possible that it was placed on
the first step of the temple where, as mentioned above,28 a square mark with rectangular
holes and a channel for molten lead were found, which served for the attachment of
dedicatory or votive plaques. Votive reliefs presenting ears have been found in sanctuaries
of the Egyptian gods in Thessalonica and Dion, symbolising the gods “ears” and their
benevolence to hear and answer the prayers of the faithful.29 Its discovery confirms that
Sarapis was worshipped in the Stobi temple along with Isis.

28
29

Cf. supra, n. 9.
Tzanavari 2003, 248–249, fig. 47; Christodoulou 2011, 16–18, figs. 6–8.
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Plan 1 – Ground plan of the ancient city of Stobi

Plan 2 – The temple sector and the surrounding complex
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Plan 3 – Temple of Isis, groundplan and sideviews
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Plan 4 – Temple of Isis, groundplan and view of the vaulted underground chambers
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Plan 4 – Temple of Isis, views of the vaulted underground chambers
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Fig 1 – Areal photograph, view on the temple sector from southeast

Fig 2 – Temple of Isis,
view from the NE,
excavation in 2010
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Fig 3 – Temple of Isis, view from SW, excavation in 2010

Fig 4 – Temple of Isis, view from NW, excavation in 2012
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Fig. 5 – Temple of Isis, after the conservation in 2012
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Figs. 6–7 – Temple of Isis, after the conservation in 2012
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Fig. 8 – Temple of Isis, after the conservation in 2012

Fig. 9 – Rectangular holes for votives on the first step
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Fig. 10 – Evidence for the earthquake on the eastern side of the temple’s podium

Fig. 11 – First underground chamber
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Fig. 12 – Stairs leading down to the first underground chamber

Fig. 13 – Second underground chamber, north wall with a niche
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Fig. 14 – Second underground chamber, east wall with a rectangular opening

Fig. 15 – Marble altar in front of the temple
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Fig. 16 – Water channel behind the altar

Fig. 17 – Sacrificial pits on the back side of the temple
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Fig. 18 – Both phases of the sacrificial pit on the back side of the temple

Fig. 19 – Finds on the floor in the first underground chamber
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Fig. 20 – Marble finds in the southeast corner of the first underground chamber
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Plate 1 – Finds in
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vaulted chambers:
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second chamber
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8
Plate 1 – Finds in
the underground
vaulted chambers:
7–18 – finds in the
first chamber
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Plate 1 – Finds in the underground vaulted chambers: 19–21 – finds in the first chamber
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Plate 1 – Finds in the
underground vaulted
chambers: 22–24 – finds in
the first chamber
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Plate 1 – Finds in the underground vaulted chambers: 25a-d – finds in the sacrificial pit
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Evidence of “Oriental” cults from
the Republic of Macedonia*
Aleksandra Nikoloska
Abstract
The paper deals with “Oriental” and mystery cults found in the territory of the Republic
of Macedonia from the time of the Roman Empire. After grouping the recorded deities
within this category from a local perspective, an overview of the archaeological material
is presented and reconsidered through the light of recent discussions. The evidence comes
from upper regions of the province of Macedonia, including also the bordering regions
of Moesia Superior and Thrace. Focus is given on the factors of diffusion of these cults
and their local forms, on several examples of local syncretistic processes and religious
transformations, as well as on certain aspects of cohabitation between local religious
groups.
Key words: “Oriental” cults – Dionysus – Egyptian deities – Cybele – monotheism –
Mithras.
Апстракт
Oвој труд се занимава со „Ориенталните“ култови што се наоѓаат на територијата
на Република Македонија од времето на Римската Империја. По групирањето на
документираните божества во рамките на овaa категорија од локален аспект,
претставен е преглед на археолошкиот материјал и повторно е обмислен преку
светлината на последните дискусии. Сведоштвата доаѓаат од горните делови на
провинцијата Македонија, вклучувајќи ги и пограничните региони на Горна Мезија
и Тракија. Фокусот е ставен на факторите на дифузија на овие култови и нивните
локални форми, на неколкуте примери на локалните синкретички процеси и верски
трансформации, како и на некои аспекти на кохабитација меѓу локалните религиозни
групи.
Клучни зборови: „Ориентални“ култови – Дионис – Египетски божества – Кибела
– монотеизам – Митра.
*
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The purpose of this paper is to collect all the scattered knowledge about the socalled Oriental cults in the region of present-day Republic of Macedonia and to make
an overview of the documentary evidence in the light of recent discussions. Well-known
and previously published data will only be mentioned and not elaborated upon; rather,
it will be seen from new perspectives.1 Among the usual gods of the category of the
so-called Oriental cults, such as Isis, Cybele, and Mithras, I will also refer to Dionysus
and others, contrary to some more restrictive methods of selection.2 The grouping of
some of these deities in separate headings in this article is according to their typological
coherence visible through iconographical intertwining. Definable by their separation from
the traditional Greco-Roman civic ones in terms of origin and language, the “Oriental”
cults are also grouped by their practice of an inner-directed religiosity which connects
them to the mystery cults.3 Exactly this inner-directed religiosity as well as the common
monotheistic tendency has allowed me to include the cult of Zeus Hipsystos, traditionally
closely connected to Jewish religion, that was just another well accommodated “Oriental
Other” among the religious pluralism of the time and place.4
Today’s Republic of Macedonia5 largely covers the area of the Roman provinces of
Macedonia and Moesia Superior, touching also some of the Thracian realm. Consequently,
a multitude of different cultural influences can be archaeologically attested. The most
important area of our survey is the northern part of the Vardar Valley, a region with a
rarely seen richness of evidence of all dominant surrounding cultures where important
cultural trends of the time passed through the narrow gorge of Demir Kapija (ancient
Stenae). Stobi is, above all others, the city that experienced the most dynamic religious
interchange due to its cosmopolitan character. Positioned along two important roads
– Via Axia and the so-called Transversal road (Heracleia–Stobi–Serdica), this city
received impulses mostly from the Hellenic world to the south and therefore gradually
became part of the larger Roman world as early as the 2nd century BC. At one point
in its long history, especially in the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD, Stobi became one of the
most influential cities of the region. Further, there are the sites Marvinci and Vardarski
Rid in the region of Amphaxitida, part of the 3rd merida or Old Lower-Macedonia. This
region was particularly important for the introduction of cultic activities, a process that
started in Archaic times and culminated in the Hellenistic period when life in these cities
1

2
3
4
5

Zotović 1968 was the first to reflect upon the diffusion and development of “Oriental” cults in the Roman
provinces in Yugoslavia. In a later study she focused exclusively on Mithraism: Zotović 1973. In the same
period Perc 1968 wrote her dissertation on the Egyptian cults in the Balkans while Witt 1970 focused on
the same ones in Ancient Macedonia. Düll 1977 studied the cults of Upper Macedonia in Roman times,
covering the regions from today’s Macedonia and Bulgaria, but not including the Skopje-Kumanovo
region and the area of Ohrid, which, it was believed, would not have belonged to Ancient Macedonia in
ethnic terms. In 1987 two important studies were published in terms of categorisation of relevant material:
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1987 and Sokolovska 1987. However, recently, the most beneficial are the collected
works of Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999.
See for instance Alvar 2008 where the selection is reduced to only Cybele, Mithras and the Egyptian deities.
Cf. Alvar 2008, 4.
For certain views of “Oriental Otherness” see Versluys 2013.
The fact that we use a modern geographical definition of course obscures our understanding of developments
in the larger area of the Balkans, which are most important as the region discussed has always been a
crossroad of culture with borders that never remained static during Roman and Late Antique times.
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reached its zenith. Another archaeologically important region is the Ohrid–Struga region,
an administrative and political border region between Macedonia and Illyria. Religious
life here was mostly influenced by the cultural trends that flowed along the Via Egnatia.
The north-eastern part of the country is the most secluded area of the three border regions
between the Roman provinces of Macedonia, Moesia Superior, and Thrace.
Dionysus in “Oriental” context
Dionysus has been regarded one of the Oriental divinities ever since Cumont,
and was, time and again, observed either as part of or in relation to this typological
unit. I neither tend to exclude him from the categorisation of “Oriental” deities. Indeed,
Dionysus was not perceived as alien and did not need to assimilate, as Alvar observes,
but rather shared an intimate similarity to the gods fitting this category and adapted well
to their belief system.6 Therefore, we can regard Dionysus as a local god who became
orientalised7 at certain points in time, customised to the religious ideas of the “Oriental”
cults.
Although the origin of Dionysus is not very clear, he is very much at home in the
studied region – a key deity of both mystic and mystery aspects, widely represented and
without a centre of his cult, owing to which we follow different local forms. Testimonies
to the continued popularity of Dionysus are attested especially in Stobi, where he seems
to have been venerated also as a mystery god in private contexts.8 We find evidence
for both, the more general, orgiastic celebrations on the one hand and the real (Orphic)
mystery cult of Dionysus on the other. An inscription mentions a certain Prepon (fig.
8), an archimystes from the late 2nd or the 3rd century who was initiated in the Bacchic
mysteries.9 Although a single attestation of an archimystes does not necessarily mean
that there was a local association of initiates, it nonetheless hints at the possible existence
of one, as well as of the hierarchy within its organisation. Throughout the wider region
Dionysus was highly popular if we compare him to other deities, as we see on our map
(fig. 1). Going by the most frequently occurring type of monuments, it seems that his cult
was primarily of votive character, especially during the 2nd and 3rd centuries, and as such
it answered to the agrarian needs of the rural population, but it was also connected to the
funerary aspect.
The promise of salvation in the world beyond is another important common
element of the “Oriental” cults. Dionysus was perceived as a symbolic figure of death and
6
7
8

9

Alvar 2008, 10.
See Versluys 2013, 258.
Dionysus is known from round sculpture found in most of the cities in the region, also through plenty
votives, funerary monuments, and small objects mostly from the rural areas which speak of a more personal
aspect of devotion. Here we also include the sepulchral figurines depicting Dionysus riding a lion from
the 1st century AD, found in the south-west necropolis of the city. For a more detailed account of these
monuments see Nikoloska 2015.
REG 47, 231: “Βακεῖον πρεσβύτερον Πρέποντι τῷ ἀρχιμύστῃ”. For the different readings and complete
literature see IStob 7.
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regeneration, as can be clearly seen on the funerary stela from Heracleia (fig. 2).10 From
the first half of the 3rd century comes a group of reliefs with a similar motif (figs. 3–5)
with the one from the gable of the Heracleia stela, concentrated in the region between the
modern towns of Prilep, Veles and Sveti Nikole.11 Two snakes are swirling antithetically
towards a central object, either an egg or a pine-cone, in both cases portraying a mystery
aspect of regeneration. There are several interpretations that the snakes might refer to
the cult of Dracon and Draccena.12 On the other hand, this is the standard iconography
of the Egyptian Agathodaimon (figs. 6–7).13 Dunand14 has explained Agathodaimon as
a beneficent spirit assuring prosperity in life and after death, so we can readily assume
that on account of common agricultural, chthonic and eschatological aspects, the cult of
Dionysus came in touch with the Egyptian deities. The cults from the cycle of Isis were
known in this particular region in the 2nd and 3rd centuries, and spread, most probably,
along with the merchants traveling on Via Egnatia, judging by the concentration of finds
in a particular region.
We meet Dionysus again in Stobi in a Late Antique private context, namely among
the statuary collection in the so-called House of Parthenius. The statues, most of them
of “Oriental” deities, belong to different periods than the context in which they were
found, covering a timespan from the Hellenistic period up to Roman Imperial times.
Some of them might have been locally made, but others are clearly imports with high
artistic qualities that were reused to serve a new purpose. The thiasos of Dionysus was
the most popular theme among the private collections all over the Empire, as it is the
case with the House of Parthenius. Among the statuary of this collection there is a stone
relief depicting the thiasos of Dionysus, a bronze satyr playing a flute and another one
dancing (fig. 9), and an inscribed marble statue of the god.15 The fact that we are looking
at a private environment from the 4th and 5th centuries with a collection of reused statues
suggests that we are not only dealing with the preservation of a Hellenised landscape but
also of a religious devotion,16 preserved among the aristocracy of the Late Antiquity in
honour of past traditions.
The Egyptian deities
Although there is limited epigraphic evidence of the gods from the so-called
famille isiaque, we can, nevertheless, perceive the approximate time and conditions of
the local diffusion on the basis of archaeological data. There are several testimonies of
the Egyptian cults along this route, while the recent discovery of the temple in Stobi
provides firm archaeological support for its existence – that was already presumed on the
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Düll 1977, 80, no. 93.
Düll 1977, nos. 257–263.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 164–171.
LIMC 1, 277–282, s.v. Agathodaimon (F. Dunand).
Dunand 1969. See also Alvar 2008, 58.
Petković 1937.
See the arguments for the religious use of the statuary in the House of Parthenius in Stirling 2005, 197–198.
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basis of an inscription.17 Since the recent discoveries from the Republic of Macedonia
are presented elsewhere in this volume,18 I will portray only the general picture of the
appropriation of the Egyptian cults.
At the site Gramadište, near Prilep, the supposed Nicea,19 bronze statues of
both Isis and Sarapis with a kalathos were found within a presumed temple, which is
more likely to have been a private structure, dating to the 2nd century.20 Certainly, the
most representative sculpture came from a building in Ohrid, the ancient Lychnidus –
an imported alabaster Ptolemaic sculpture of Isis.21 From the same building we have a
marble statuette of Isis-Fortuna dating from the 2nd century AD,22 which is, again, more
likely a private one rather than a sanctuary of some sort. Two more bronze statues of
Isis were found in Prilep, one late Hellenistic, and the other representing the syncretised
Isis-Fortuna from the second half of the 2nd century.23 The Egyptian gods reached these
parts during what is known as the first diffusion which took place until around 100 BC,
and grew stronger with the second diffusion, as is the case with the rest of the inland
areas of the Eastern Mediterranean.24 For now, the Ptolemaic statue from Ohrid is an
insufficient argument for a possible early diffusion, an exquisite object that could have
been a later import. Another import, a beautiful 2nd century gilded marble head of Sarapis
furnished the House of Parthenius.25 It may also be considered as testimony of local
worship. During the recent discovery of the temple in Stobi, a statue of Isis was found
in the direct vicinity of the building. It is of greater dimensions than the Sarapis head is,
both, possibly, furnishing the same temple. The numismatic evidence from Stobi reveals
an altered form of the official cult with syncretised Egyptian divinities on the reverse.
There are finds of coins with depictions of Sarapis-Asclepius minted during the reign
of Caracalla, while some attributes of Isis were added to a syncretised Victoria from the
time of Caracalla and Iulia Domna.26
We now know more about the importance of the Egyptian cults in Stobi. However,
according to the finds, they were not very popular further along the northern Vardar
Valley. There are, of course, some attestations: a gem with the iconographical motif
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The dedication was made by T. Flavius Longinus Augustalis, possibly a freedman, who dedicated a temple
to Isis, honouring the Emperor and the people of Stobi. It is a marble slab with a Latin inscription that was
later reused in the Episcopal basilica in Stobi: Deo Caes(ari) / et municipio / Stobensium / sacrum Isidis
T. Fl(avius) / 5 Longin(u)s Augustalis (Wiseman 1978, 427–428; Papazoglou 1990, 217–220; Bitrakova
Grozdanova 1999, 84). The interpretation of the recent discovery of the temple in Stobi relied on this
inscription.
See the articles by V. Bitrakova Grozdanova (35–86) and by S. Blaževska & J. Radnjanski (215–256).
Janakievski 1976.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 65 and 81.
For the statue see Malenko 1976; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1987, 127–128; Sokolovska 1987, 207; Bitrakova
Grozdanova 1999, 67–71.
See Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 73–75.
Düll 1977, nos. 273–274; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 70–73.
Bricault 2007.
Sokolovska 1987, 31.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 62–63, 82–85.
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Isis Pelagia from Marvinci,27 and a bronze statue of Bes,28 found north of Strumica.29
Moreover, an inscription from Scupi, built within a basilica tells us that Sarapis Ἐπήκοος
was known in the most northern parts of the Valley.30 Finally, from Heracleia we have
a small bronze statue of Harpocrates from the 2nd century (fig. 10), and a bust of IsisTyche.31 But, as Malaise32 would argue, all of these are isolated testimonies without clear
context that may support a religious sentiment, but do not necessarily have a purpose of
devotion.
Cybele and the concept of the Great Goddess
Cybele is not as especially evidenced in Roman times as she is in the Hellenistic
period, and even earlier. Numerous Hellenistic terracotta figurines with her image have
been found in the Vardar Valley; in Marvinci,33 Vardarski Rid,34 and Ceramiae,35 nearby
modern Prilep, but not in the northern region of the country. These kinds of figurines
are typical for the wider region and found in large numbers all over Macedonia, Thrace,
and Asia Minor,36 expressing the funerary aspect of the cult. Only the material from
Marvinci alludes to a more organised local cult. Here we have statues of Cybele seated
on a throne and a relief37 that might have embellished a temple. One peculiar aspect of
the iconography of the Goddess from the Late Classical period can be seen on the relief
from Marvinci – it is a double naiscos with the Goddess depicted within each naos, an
iconographical particularity of the region mainly around Athens.38 I have discussed the
development of this motif elsewhere, 39 so there is no need to devote further attention to
it, but to say that these double naiscoi are in fact reflecting the double nature by which the
Goddess was known in the Greek world – the “Oriental” and the Hellenised one, bearing
in mind the different set of attributes of both goddesses. The goddess is therefore not
duplicated, but rather presented in her ambivalence. The evidence of Cybele from Stobi
is however not in line with the general picture. The usual terracotta is present, however,
not abundantly. There is, however, the marble Hellenistic relief of the crowned Cybele
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An old black and white photograph published in Dragojević-Josifovska (1967, 320) is unfortunately all we
have of this find.
Although Bes is not considered to belong to the ‘famille isiaque’ proper, he is nonetheless regarded as a
companion of Isis who was usually placed in front of small shrines: see Malaise 2007, 27.
Düll 1977, no. 275.
Düll 1977, 150.
Düll 1977, nos. 270–271; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 82-83.
Malaise 2007, 21–22.
Sokolovska 1988, nos. 4–8.
Here the actual workshop was discovered where these terracotta were made by the hand of Menek. See
Mitrevski 2005.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 124–146.
Naumann 1983, 269–274.
Sokolovska 1988, nos. 1–3; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 130–132.
Vermaseren additionally concludes that this particular relief is undoubtedly an import from Eleusis: CCCA
VII, no. 14; CCCA VI, nо. 314.
See Nikoloska 2010a.
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on a throne in a naiscos40 from the House of Parthenius, most probably imported in Late
Antiquity.
While studying the religious idea behind the votive reliefs with a representation of
a triad composed of the divine twins Dioskouroi and a central goddess (fig. 11), we are
once again brought closer to the cult of Cybele within the cultural sphere of Asia Minor.
Monuments with this later Roman iconographical motif are frequently found, mainly in
the Vardar Valley,41 but also in the Greek interior, on some of the islands, and in the region
of Syria and Egypt. However, most of them originate from Asia Minor, especially from
Lycia and Pisidia from where they may have begun spreading.42 The enigmatic moment
of this representation is the Great Goddess in the middle, an iconographical problem first
posited by Chapouthier in 1935, whose identification is generally explained as a Moon
Goddess, or as Helen, the sister of the Dioskouroi, later equated with Selene.43 The central
goddess on the monuments from Macedonia has often been recognised as Artemis,44 not
only because her cult is attested in this region, but also because of the inscription on the
relief from Živojno honouring Artemis Ephesia.45 In our attempt to reveal the identity
of the central deity, let us additionally consider Cybele. Considering the relationship of
Cybele with the Dioskouroi,46 as well as some iconographic analysis in a wider context,
another interpretative perspective opens. In Roman times Artemis was, after all, a popular
goddess in the Vardar Valley, another ruling Great Mother Goddess from Asia Minor,
attested through epigraphic sources.47 Cybele, as we have seen, followed an inverse path
of acceptance; she was worshipped in Hellenistic times, but rarely seen in the Roman
period.48 Attis, who is unavoidable wherever the “Romanised” cult spread, is also absent
40
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Petković 1937, no. 9; CCCA VI, no. 315.
Three votive reliefs from Demir Kapija; a relief from Živojno, Bitola; a relief from Heracleia, now lost; a
relief from Stobi, also lost; a relief from Kruševjani; a relief from Dunje and the last found relief, the one
from Negotino. For a detailed account of and bibliography on these monuments see Nikoloska 2010b.
Smith 1997; Milner and Smith 1994.
Geppert 1996, 117–118.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 198.
Artemis Ephesia in iconographical connection with the Dioskouroi is documented on only one monument
from Phrygia, now lost: see Geppert 1996, no. 192, R64. Artemis Ephesia between horsemen, most probably
the Dioskouroi can be seen on the reverse of a 3rd century coin: Chapouthier 1935, 76, pl. 12, no. 68.
Despite the fact that there is no concrete mythological correlation between Cybele and the Dioskouroi,
they are conceptually similar in many ways. Their common characteristic of assuring safe sailing for those
who vow to them leads us towards Samothrace and their local mystery rituals. Here, among the enigmatic
Theoi Megaloi, Cybele and the Dioskouroi are to be found in a most direct relation. Namely, the cult of
the Great Gods of Samothrace includes several groups of gods gravitating around one central goddess:
see Guettel Cole 1984, 3. Although there was enough discussion about the fact that the Dioskouroi were
separately worshipped on Samothrace as late as the Archaic period, it is questionable to what degree they
were assimilated with the Great Gods and to Cybele. It is certain, however, that the concept of two male
gods and one goddess in a triadic structure makes the Dioskouroi adjustable in this religious phenomenon.
The central figure of the Goddess from Samothrace is often identified with the Great Goddess Cybele,
iconographically confirmed (Welch 1996) and evidenced by several antique sources: Lucian, De Dea
Syria 15; Diodorus Siculus 3.55.7-9; and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Roman Antiquities 1.61.2-4, which
additionally reveals the Phrygian influence while forming the local mysteries.
Düll 1977, nos. 36, 39–40, and 67.
The only Roman statue of Cybele that we know of comes from Novoselani in the vicinity of Prilep:
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in the cultic imagery of the Vardar region. Bearing in mind the spreading of the cult of
Artemis Ephesia, the syncretistic process with Cybele,49 and all that within the context
of the ritual trends of the 2nd and 3rd century, it is possible to establish the interpretational
model of a general, more abstract deity. It would incorporate both Cybele and Artemis
Ephesia, two goddesses from Asia Minor, close in terms of their spiritual structure and
placed under protection of the divine twins through which, like an echo, the initiatory
mysteries of Samothrace are recognised.50
The same motif of the divine triad is seen on another group of monuments, mostly
from the Skopje region, typical of the Danubian provinces – votive lead and marble
tablets where the triad is central. These votive objects actually portray an iconographical
web of many cults, those of Cybele, Mithras, Jupiter Dolichenus, Isis, Dioskouroi and
the Kabiri. Several of these tablets are known to come from the Republic of Macedonia;51
from Ežov Grad near Štip (fig. 12), and two others from Radišani and Nerezi near Skopje.
Zeus Hypsistos and the Jewish community
Another important aspect of the “Oriental” cults is their monotheistic tendency, the
worship of a single Highest God. Local contact with Clarian Apollo, greatly considered
as part of the pagan monotheistic thought, show that this soil was fertile for early rooting
of monotheistic concepts.52 An inscription from the inner facade of the west wall of the
temple tells us of their gratitude towards this god for averting the danger of an outbreak
of the plague reaching the city in the 160s AD. The time when the embassy from Stobi
was sent to Claros coincides with the time of the inscription on a statue base from Stobi
on which the priestess of Isis Lochia, a certain Claudia Prisca, also makes a vow to the
Clarian Apollo.53 One more oracle influenced the local religious trend of the 2nd century,
the one in Oenoanda.54 The divine occurrence of Zeus Hypsistos,55 closely connected to
this oracle is evidenced on several monuments from the Republic of Macedonia. There
are only three inscriptions from the Vardar Valley and a stela from Heracleia,56 from
49
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Sokolovska 1987, no. 201; Sokolovska 1988, no. 9; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 135.
For examples of this syncretisation see Horsley 1992.
Contacts with Samothrace were traditional for Ancient Macedonians. From Stybera there is Antiphanes,
son of Dioskourides, mentioned in the list of initiates: IG XII, 206. There are other initiates from Ancient
Macedonia; from Aigai, Amphipolis, Phillipi and Serai, while the rest are from the west coast of Asia Minor
and the Aegean islands.
Jovanova 2005.
Athanassiadi 1999, 178 and 180.
Wiseman 1973, 152–155, 164–171, 179–183; Christodoulou 2009, 348-351, figs. 2–3, pl. 47.2; IStob 37.
Mitchell 1999, 81–92.
This cult appears in the 2nd century BC and exists until the late 5th century. Zeus Hypsistos is known
as Summus Deus in Latin translation, although rarely attested in the Latin West. His worshippers were
common people who honoured their god with simple and humble monuments. The cult was celebrated
without great gatherings or ceremonies and there was no blood sacrifice, while the temples were usually out
in the open and far from city walls. For a detailed account see Mitchell 1999; Mitchell 2010.
1). Inscription from Drenovo, ancient Euristion (Düll 1977, no. 164); 2). A column with an inscription
from the village of Vešje (Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 240); and 3). An inscription from the necropolis of
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which we do not learn much of the nature of this god apart from some basic information
about the worshippers and their piety. Three more monuments must be mentioned that
have not been connected to the cult so far, but are very indicative nonetheless – two altars
with reliefs of eagles and a marble statuette of an eagle from the vicinity of the previously
mentioned finds, in the Kavadarci–Negotino region (fig. 13).57 However, the heritage that
this cult left in the entire region of Ancient Macedonia is especially valuable.58
The cult can be seen as a reflection of a more refined religious conception if compared
to traditional polytheism, and as an aspiration towards divine amalgamation and unity.
Zeus Hypsistos actually brings together the monotheistic doctrine with the traditional
pagan cultic practice. This cult was closely connected to Judaism or even derived from it.
Perhaps, the methodological approach of Mitchell59 would be more appropriate. Instead
of separating two different religious environments with the use of similar theological
ideas, he joins them together through the phenomenon of Hypsistarianism. Certainly, the
cult must be viewed within the context of the cultures from which it emerged because,
after all, there are always local differences in the tradition onto which the cult attaches
itself. Among the local researchers, Bitrakova Grozdanova so far has paid most attention
to the cult, mainly relying on the attributions and theories of Tacheva-Hitova.60 She agrees
that the roots of the cult are to be looked for in the Balkans, in the ancient Macedonian
tradition of the syncretised Zeus-Sabazius Hypsistos.61 The cult is archaeologically
attested in a rather wide geographical context in the Eastern Mediterranean and Near
East. Judging by the opulence of finds from Ancient Macedonia, the cult was indeed
widespread, a statistical factor which sets a firm basis in favour of the theory that this
cult was after all developed from local roots. Of course, we should not stand firmly on
the idea that it was a local religious formation, but we most certainly must acknowledge
that it was a concept that was easily accommodated in the monotheistic atmosphere of
the time and the place.
Stobi welcomed the Jewish community where it grew rather strong in the 2nd
century and lived through the 3rd and the 4th centuries.62 The inscription of Polycharmos63
on a column (fig. 14) gives us an idea of how adjusted and prosperous these Eastern
newcomers were, an example of a local welcoming of ‘others’ with similar religious
views. The synagogue had two building phases and was in close relation to the residence
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Marvinci (Bitrakova Grozdanova 2006).
See Düll 1977, nos. 160, 181, 165 respectively.
In his detailed catalogue Mitchell 1999 unfortunately does not include the inscriptions from R. Macedonia.
He pays more attention to the finds from Macedonia in Mitchell 2010, where he refers to the inscription
from Drenovo (A27) and also considers a stela from Heracleia showing Zeus Hypsistos offering a libation
(A24).
Mitchell 1999, 115. His view sparked doubt among scholars as to the monotheistic connotations of Zeus
Hypsistos. For this debate see van Nuffelen 2010, 24; also Mitchell 2010.
Tacheva-Hitova 1978.
Ustinova 1991 also provided arguments as to the possible relation of Hypsistos and Sabazius.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 286–302; Wiseman 2011.
There has been a wide debate about the dating of the inscription being either from the 2nd or late 3rd century.
The most recent analysis was given in Ephrat Habas 2001. For the reading and the complete bibliography
see IStob 19.
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of Polycharmos. Other inscriptions mention Polycharmos as well, the father of the
synagogue in Stobi.64 The religious practice among the Jews in the Diaspora can be better
understood in the light of practice within the religious associations of the Hellenic world
in the Eastern parts of the Mediterranean. The parental metaphor is common for the cities
of the Hellenic East and not attested in Latin-speaking ones that only start to appear in
connection to collegia in the 2nd century.65
We might view the geographical vicinity of the Jewish community in Stobi and
the one of the Hypsistarians as an interdependence based upon a need for a place of
worship, a shared temple. Judaism formed a dialectical relationship with the cult of Zeus
Hypsistos highly worshipped in ancient Macedonia. They spoke a common religious
language. Hypsistos, however, was worshipped extramural in open sanctuaries, but we do
find examples where a synagogue or a temple of a different god was a place of common
worship as is the case with Pydna66 and the Serapeum from Thessaloniki,67 which is also
an argument for a certain degree of commensality.
Mithraism
As for the cult of Mithras, I will try to see it from the social perspective of the
devotees in relation to the other cults within the typological unit.
The region of Kumanovo has yielded most of the evidence related to Mithras. In the
1930s Kokić was investigating the site Derven, close to the village Biljanovce, northwest
of Kumanovo where he found remains of a Mithraeum.68 In the temple an altar with an
inscribed DEI was found as well. Unfortunately, the walls of this Mithraeum do not exist
anymore, but we do have a drawing of what Kokić found on the site, adapted later on
by Zotović. Coins of Traianus Decius and Trebonius Gallus found in the context of the
temple additionally helped its dating. From the same site we have other finds as well.
The main cult icon was found severely fragmented; however, it exhibits high artistic
qualities. There is also a secondarily used capital with a depiction of a simple tauroctony
preserved on the other side, found in the apse, and another fragment of a figure of Mithras
performing tauroctony, found in the debris. According to the categorisation of Gordon,69
these latter finds fall into the group of small cult reliefs and statuettes that also point to
the existence of private house-shrines.
The epigraphy of the region tells us more about the local appropriation of
Mithraism; at least it gives us the answer as to the who if we are to follow the model
of a locally founded group proposed by Beck.70 A dedication was found in the nearby
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IStob 20–23.
Harland 2007.
Mitchell 1999, 100–101.
Mitchel 2010, 174, no. 32.
Kokić 1933; CIMRM II, nos. 2201–2205.
Gordon 2004, 263–267.
Beck 1998, 117.
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village Lopate,71 from the site Drezga on which is written that a certain Apollonides,
a slave of the customs station Lamud and loyal to the Imperial service, participated in
the renovation of a temple. The inscription is precisely dated to the year 211 AD by the
mention of the consuls Gentianus and Bassus. The existence of a customs service in this
particular region is quite expected, being the triple border area between Moesia Superior,
Thrace and Macedonia. Kokić concluded that this must be a case of a different Mithraeum
from the one in Biljanovce because at the site where the altar was found, there was also
evidence of an apsidal Roman wall. We know of Apollonides from another inscription
on a votive altar from the nearby village of Klečovce.72 It says that Apollonides came to
Lamud as a contrascriptor from Vizianus, another nearby customs station where he was
promoted to a scrutator. We do have enough evidence to recognise the social status of
the founding group, among which the popularity of the cult grew, resulting in the need
for another sanctuary close-by. Clearly, the cult did not circulate among the elite, but was
passed on by social insiders, brought together by mutual trust and brotherhood.
Relief icons of a bull-slaying Mithras have recently been found in Sveti Nikole,73
and in the village of Zrnovci, close to Kočani (fig. 15).74 Although we do not have any
information about a Mithraeum in these parts, these monuments indicate the existence
of one. The most southern evidence of the cult comes from Prilep in ancient Ceramiae
where a rock-cut Mithraeum was known, of which we do not have any material proof. It
was first documented in 1921 by Kazarow who never provided any further documentation
except his written description due to, as he reports, technical difficulties.75 We are left
with a notion of a cave shrine, made in the rocks just above modern Prilep. It allegedly
contained a rock-cut altar icon with a bull-slaying Mithras surrounded by a snake and
a dog, while below there was a Greek inscription, again not properly documented.
Tauroctony-scenes cut directly in the rock surface rarely occur in the Empire, and most
of the known examples can be found in the mountains of former Yugoslavia.76 The
Mithraeum from Prilep might be from later times than the ones previously discussed,
bearing in mind that it is far too south from the main routes where we follow these rockcut monuments of Mithras.
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CIMRM II, no. 2208; see also nos. 2206–2207. Literature and different readings of this inscription in
Zotović 1973, no. 43.
CIMRM II, no. 2209; Zotović 1973, no. 43. Another monument connected to this group is a sacrificial altar
from Skopje, which is also thought to be from the region of Kumanovo. The inscription tells us precisely
when the vow was made, on the first of November, 216 AD. The same worshipper erected an altar to
Dolichenus that same year: Zotović 1973, no. 89. There is only one more monument from the Republic
of Macedonia in possible connection to Jupiter Dolichenus, a base and a fragment of a statuary group
from Stobi from the 3rd century: Düll 1977, no. 279. During his investigation, Kokić considered one more
monument. It is a fragment of a relief stela from Drenovo, near Kavadarci, ancient Euriston. Zotović (1973,
78, no. 2) however argues that there are not enough elements to allow us to interpret it as a depiction of
Mithras and therefore excludes it from her catalogue.
Beldedovski 1983.
Atanasova 1997.
Kazarow 1921.
Beck 1984.
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Concluding thoughts
The role of a divine figure as the most direct mediator, chosen as a personal god
owing to its soteriological and eschatological prospects, is a defining characteristic of
the so-called Oriental cults. During Hellenistic times, Dionysus and Cybele were the
predominant deities considering these particular aspects. However, the cult of Cybele
never rooted deeper in these parts after the Hellenistic period, and even then, it was
mostly present in the Macedonian region of Amphaxitida. On the other hand, the Bacchic
element remained, traditionally, the most dominant one, especially considering the votive
and funerary aspect of the cult in the second half of the 2nd century and the beginning of
the 3rd. This situation, in fact, demonstrates certain conservatism among the population
that was traditionally more inclined to Dionysus and never fully accepted other mysteries
that assured salvation. The Egyptian deities are evidenced mostly in the 2nd century in
the main centres of that time – Lychnidos, Heraclea Lyncestis, also at other sites in the
Vardar Valley, although not always as proof of an organised local form. The cult did not
particularly spread in the regions far from the Via Egnatia corridor. Aside from Stobi,
they were mostly recognised in the domestic environment without any evidence of ritual
activity.
Although Cybele is absent in Roman times, the concept of the Great Goddess can
be recognised behind the central figure of a triad which is an evidently dominant religious
concept in the same period. We here follow aspects of a certain religious transformation.
Gods with similar characteristics underwent a certain symbiotic process, a sort of
amalgamation, during which their spiritual structures were united in one divine figure, in
this way creating a single deity composed of multiple divine figures. This is the period
of growing prevalence of the monotheistic tendency of worshipping one sole deity with
accentuated soteriological distinctions, but also of tolerance and mutual borrowings of
dialectically similar religious elements such as the Hypsistarianism. Among the centres
that radiated monotheistic religious trends, the oracle of Oenoanda in northern Lycia was
especially distinguished and seemingly influential in the studied region. It is the region
from where, supposedly, the triadic motif of the Goddess between Dioskouroi originated,
and also where the cult of Zeus Hypsistos was preached, religious concepts cohabitating
in one particular local region in the 2nd and 3rd century.
For now, we are certain that Mithraism was not practised before the beginning of
the 3rd century, or the late 2nd at the earliest. By this time, other similar religious concepts
were already deeply rooted, especially in the Vardar Valley, where we have sporadic
testimonies of the presence of Mithras. Aside from Scupi, there is not much evidence
from the region where Mithraism was known that can be connected to other mystery or
“Oriental” cults. These secluded areas were far from the important city centres where
mystery cults were known from earlier times. Zotović77 has concluded that certain cults
were repressed so that Mithraism, the new reflection of solar theology, could pervade as
the exclusive religion of the victorious Rome and of all Romanised provinces. However,
Mithras is not attested in any urban environment where these higher forms of theology
77
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could have been recognised and it seems that his cult was a highly secluded one in the
studied region. Alvar has shown that Dionysus, Cybele and the deities from the circle of
Isis conform to the initiatory esoteric model of Eleusis, however Mithras does not.78 This
religious practice was more adjusted among the elite, in whose circles, in this particular
region, Mithras was never accepted.
The preservation of the pagan religious landscape in times of Christian predominance
can be observed with the rise of the local provincial aristocracy in Late Antiquity. The
rather impressive statuary collection of the House of Parthenius clearly demonstrates
a certain preservation of the pagan atmosphere within a private context. The House of
Parthenius is a reminiscence of the diversity of a passing religious pluralism, yet another
example of persistence of pagan cults in the higher strata of Roman society in Late
Antiquity in which Dionysus, his thiasos and the “Oriental” gods assumed a dominant
role.
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Alvar 2008, 10.
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Fig. 1 – Map of the evidence of “Oriental” cults in the Republic of Macedonia
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Fig. 2 – Heracleia (after Bitrakova
Grozdanova 1999, 180, fig. 10)

Fig. 4 – Čaška, Prilep (after Bitrakova
Grozdanova 1999, 179, fig. 7)

Fig. 6 – Pompei, Temple of Isis
(after LIMC 1, 203, s.v. Agathodaimon, no. 7)
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Fig. 3 – Oreovec, Prilep
(after Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 179, fig. 6)

Fig. 5 – Stanjevci, Sveti Nikole (after Bitrakova
Grozdanova 1999, 179, fig. 8)

Fig. 7 – Pompei, Pistrinum
(after LIMC 1, 205, s.v. Agathodaimon, no. 17)
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a

b

Fig. 9 – Stobi (photos courtesy of the Archaeological Museum in Belgrade)

Fig. 8 – Stobi (afrer IStob 7)

Fig. 10 – Heracleia
(after Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 97, fig. 11)
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Fig. 11 – Demir Kapija (after Bitrakova
Grozdanova 1999, 252, Fig. 7)

Fig. 12 – Ežov Grad, Štip
(after Jovanova 2005, 179, fig. 2)

Fig. 13 – Drenovo
(photo courtesy of
the Archaeological
museum in Skopje)

Fig. 14 – Stobi (after IStob 19)
Fig. 15 – Zrnovci
(photo courtesy of the Museum in Kočani)
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Epigraphic traces of Oriental influences
in Upper Macedonia in Roman times
Slavica Babamova
Abstract
Two groups of inscriptions connected with the cults dated to the 2nd and 3rd centuries – (1)
inscriptions of the Jewish community in Stobi and (2) a group of votive reliefs from Dolen
Kozjak, Štip dedicated to Zeus, Hera and Hero – are taken as examples in providing an
overview of the mixture and unification of the cults on the one hand and the different origin
of their worshippers on the other hand. Cults which were present in pre-Roman times were
accepted by immigrants and it opens some new perspectives on the processes of Romanisation
and Orientalisation.
Key words: Romanisation – Stobi – Jews – Astibo – personal names.
Апстракт
Две групи натписи поврзани со култови датирани во II и во III век - (1) натписи на еврејската
заедница во Стоби и (2) група вотивни релјефи од Долен Козјак, Штип посветени на
Ѕевс, Хера и Херо се земени како примери со цел да се направи приказ на унификацијата
на култовите, од една страна, и на различното потекло на нивните носители, од друга.
Култовите што биле присутни во предримските времиња се прифатени од имигранти, со
што се отвораат нови перспективи во процесите на романизација и на ориентализација.
Клучни зборови: Рoманизација – Стоби – Евреи – Астибо – лични имиња.

Inscriptions are very convenient sources for studying the processes of mutual
cultural influences of the ethnic communities in the Roman Empire. Testimonies that we
can draw from them are, although very limited, those which leave no doubt about different
variants of interpretation. Bearing in mind that the greatest share of the inscriptions is
formed by those connected with the private, spiritual life of men in Antiquity – votive
and grave monuments – we experience a real sense of “belonging to some community
or not”. Votive inscriptions as the main indicators of the processes of Romanisation and
Orientalisation of the cults in an epigraphic sense show the preservation of the old, pre-
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Roman traditions.1 Speaking of Oriental influences, we are faced with very rare direct
epigraphic testimonies about cults that had come from the East. Except for the inscriptions
dedicated to Isis and Sarapis from Stobi, there are no other inscriptions dedicated to any
of the Eastern gods or goddesses. As such, we have to resort to other ways of epigraphic
study of the cults in the Roman period. The method which we use is based mainly on
the analysis of personal names and onomastic formulas with further implications for the
origin, influences and social positions of the worshippers of the cult. Special emphasis
in this text is given to the inhabitants of the Middle Axios (Vardar) valley and the valley
of Astibo (Bregalnica) as these are epigraphically the least studied regions in ancient
Macedonia. The two examples chosen here are (1) inscriptions on stone left by the Jewish
community in Stobi and (2) a group of votive reliefs dedicated to Zeus, Hera and Hero
found in the valley of Astibo.
Oriental elements in Upper Macedonia are most significantly demonstrated in Stobi.
Oriental gods such as Isis and Sarapis were attested there.2 Two inscriptions dedicated
to Isis show that the cult was closely connected to the Imperial cult: the first was about
building a sanctuary of Isis dedicated to Deus Caesar and to municipium Stobensium3
and the second is the honorary base of Claudia Prisca, priestess of Isis Lochia and of
Emperors.4
But the existence of the Jewish community has been archaeologically and
epigraphically proven for a long period of time already.5 In epigraphic terms, the inscription
of Polycharmos is the most famous find and has been studied for about 80 years since
it was excavated in 1931.6 The attention given to it here is directed at the onomastic
formula of “the father of the Synagogue at Stobi”, Τιβέριος Κλαύδιος Πολύχαρμος ὁ καὶ
Ἀχύριος and his potential connection with other holders of priestly and public functions in
Macedonia. It is a well-known Roman name – Tiberius Claudius is attested throughout the
Empire. The cognomen Polycharmos is also common in the Eastern half of the Empire in
the Roman period. The usual understanding of the onomastic formulas of Roman citizens
which contain a non-Roman cognomen is that the cognomen was actually a proper name
which was held by a person before he reached the status of cives Romanus. So, the origin
of the person is preserved by his cognomen. The signum of Polycharmos, Achyrios, is
extremely rare. Besides this mentioning, there is only one other Achyrios mentioned, on
a golden phiale from Sicily, probably dated to the 4th century BC. The etymology of the
name is supposed to be Greek, derived from the adjective ἄχυρον or, in the opinion of
another group of researchers, it is a transliteration of a Hebrew name.7 In this case, this
latter hypothesis yields the only trace of the Jewish origin of Polycharmos.
1
2
3

4

5
6
7

Babamova 2009, 183–185.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 58–64 and 82–85.
IStob 16: Deo Caes(ari) | et municipio | Stobensium | sacrum Isidis T(itus) F[l(avius)] | Longin(u)s
Augus|talis.
IStob 37: Τὴν Ἴσι]δος Λοχίας ἱέρειαν καὶ Σεβαστῶν, | [Κ]λαυδίαν Πρεῖσκαν ἱερασαμένην ὁσιώτα|τα ἔτεσιν
ξ’μαρτυρηθεῖσάν τε ἐπὶ ἁγνείᾳ | ὑπὸ τοῦ Κλαρίου Ἀπόλλωνος Μεστρία Πρεῖσκα | ἡ ἔγγονος λαβοῦσα τόπον
δόγματι βουλῆς.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 286–302.
IStob 19.
Wiseman 2011, 332.
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But what interests us here is the possibility to connect Polycharmos with high
priestess Tiberia Claudia on another inscription from Stobi, an invitatio ad munera.8
Unfortunately, her cognomen has not been preserved completely. The dating of this
inscription is rough, but the hypothesis that another holder of a public function bore
the same nomina as Polycharmos did in the same city remains open. The question
of a possible familial relationship is maybe the hardest to prove, but it should not be
completely ignored, or it can be observed as a good example of the consequences of the
changes of names and onomastic formulas upon the unified nomenclature of the citizens
of the Roman Empire.
We should also mention that only two other Jews from Stobi are known in the Roman
period. They are Alexandros, who was frontistes of the Synagogue,9 and Posidonia, who
left her vow to God.10 Both of them have Greek-Macedonian names, which leads to the
conclusion that during a long period of time Jews had been adopting domestic names and
that the tracing of their origin by their names is impossible.
One more Oriental name, Σανβατίς, is present in the Veles region on an inscription
on a grave stela of a family with typical Greek-Macedonian names.11 It is attested only
once more in Beroia and is supposed to be a Hebrew name.12 This example from the
vicinity of Stobi shows the influence of the Jews in the region, contrary to the acceptance
of domestic names by the Jews.
The group of votive reliefs was excavated in 1966/67 in the village Dolen Kozjak,
situated about 3 km from the course of the river Astibo and about 10 km from Štip. The
find spot is a place called “Bandera”, a plateau in the eastern part of the village which
has been identified as the ancient Bargala.13 Twenty-two fragments of reliefs dedicated
to Zeus, Hera and god Hero dated to the 2nd or 3rd century were found in situ in a small
temple and are now in the Museum in Štip.14 They were published by M. Ricl and A.
Panev in 1994,15 but what makes them interesting for further study are the personal
names and their attribution to specific ethnic and society groups. The inscriptions are
fragmented as are the reliefs. It is sometimes impossible to reconstruct lacunae, but there
is enough data to conclude what we are searching for at the moment.
Dedicants were people who belonged to both peregrini and cives Romani. Among
peregrini, there is a considerable number of personal names, which are difficult to
attribute to any specific ethnic group. This is why the number of appearances of the
names in Macedonia, Thrace, Dardania and Asia Minor constructed by the same roots
are given in a table.
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15

IStob 38.
IStob 25: Ἀλέξαν|δρος φρον|τειστὴς ἀ|νενέοσεν | τὸν περίπα|τον τῆς ἁγίας | συναγωγῆς. | Εὐλογία πᾶσιν.
IStob 26: Ποσιδ|ονία Θεο | Ἁγίῳ | εὐχήν.
Josifovska 1953, 225–227: Εὔτροπος Ἀγάθηι τῇ συν|βίῳ τεθνώσηι κὲ τέκνοις | Τύχῃ, Φιλλίδι, Ἀγάθᾳ, Ἐλπί|δι,
Εὐτρόπῳ, Ὀνομάστηι, | Σανβατίδι ζῶσι μνίας | χάριν.
EKM I, 343.
Papazoglou 1988, 340.
I express my gratitude for the photos of the icons in this publication to M. Šterjov, custodian in the Institute
and Museum in Štip.
Panev and Ricl 1994.
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The first of the group, with a completely preserved inscription, is a dedication to Zeus
by Μούκας Βαβου (fig. 1).16 There is also Μουκιανὸς Π[- - - -] on an incomplete inscription
dedicated to Hero (fig. 2).17 The root Μουκ-, as we see in the table, is spread throughout
the territory of the Central Balkans with different endings: Μουκας, Mucatus, Mucianus,
Mucacenthus (Μουκαζενις, Μουκαπορις, Μουκατραλις) and Μουκασης. There is also the
Latin nomen gentile Mucius, so we have examples for all forms: Μουκας and Μουκασης
with Greek suffixes –ας and –ασης in Macedonia; Mucatus, which could be attached to
Dardania; Μουκακενθος, Μουκαζενις, Μουκαπορις, Μουκατραλις with Thracian endings
in Thrace; and Mucianus with one of the most frequent endings in the Roman period
–ianus (–ιανός). There are some confusing examples at first glance: Ζαικένθης Μουκάσου
was declared Παροικοπολίτης Μακεδών,18 nevertheless his personal name with the suffix
–κενθης is Thracian. Important for us here and as is shown in the table, is that names
derived from the same root are found in the valleys of the rivers Strymon and Mesta, but
also throughout Thrace, with Thracian suffixes, accompanied with Μουκιανός, which was
most probably adopted during the process of Romanisation. This is why this name should
be considered as one of those which originate from the protohistoric strata of the Balkan
ethnic groups, which was combined with different suffixes depending on which of the
ethnic groups was using it.
The name of the father of Μούκας – Βαβoς – is the only appearance of the name
in Macedonia, but it occurs a lot in Asia Minor,19 so we can conclude that the father
originated from some more distant region in the East.
The next relief was dedicated to Zeus Kyrios by Δίζες Β[άβου] (fig. 3).20 The name
Dizes is common in Thracian regions and sometimes present in Macedonia, as is the
example of Βιθυς Διζαστου from Παροικόπολις ἡ Μακεδόνων.21
Other examples in the group show a complex situation following the same pattern –
names which are used both by Macedonians and Thracians, for instance Δεντος (fig. 4)22
and Παιβης (fig. 5).23 There is even one example which reads Διοσκουρίδης Μουκασου,
φυσὶ δὲ Παιβου and one two-stemmed Μουκαπαιβης.24
Other names on the icons show a typical image of society in a Roman province:
there is one Πυρρίας,25 a man with a single Macedonian name in an incomplete formula
(fig. 6), then one Λονγῖνος (fig. 7),26 who cannot be considered Roman, because his name
is written at the beginning of the line and it seems more plausible that he was one of those
who adopted Latin names into a Macedonian onomastic formula, which is very frequent
in all Roman provinces. Two of the dedicants were cives Romani and both bear Italic
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Panev and Ricl 1994, 144, no. 7.
Panev and Ricl 1994, 142, no. 2.
Tataki 1998, 147, nos. 6–7.
Zgusta 1964, §133, 1–16.
Panev and Ricl 1994, 144, no. 6.
Tataki 1998, 147, nos. 1–2.
Panev and Ricl 1994, 147, no. 16.
Panev and Ricl 1994, 145, no. 10.
IGBulg II, 754.
Panev and Ricl 1994, 144, no. 8.
Panev and Ricl 1994, 145, no. 9.
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nomina gentilicia: Aelia Thalussa27 was most probably autochthonous in origin (fig. 8),
which is shown by her Greek cognomen. The same cannot be said for Lucius Mamilius
(fig. 9).28 Since his cognomen is missing, even Mamilius is counted among Italic nomina
with dozens of examples spread throughout the Empire.
The valley of Astibo does not show high levels of Romanisation; even generally
there are a small number of inscriptions and these are mostly votive. Considering the
fact that the administrative border between Macedonia and Thrace underwent and faced
the complexity of the process of Romanisation, one can question the reasons of such
“isolation” of this population. The largest share of personal names used by them, seen
mostly on the icons from Dolen Kozjak, is a group of so-called Eastern Macedonian
names, i.e. those which are very rarely attested in other Macedonian regions, but spread
throughout the eastern part of ethnic Macedonia and partly throughout Thrace.
The feature which could help to clear up this situation is tumuli burials in this
region, which are archaeologically attested in the valley of Astibo and surrounding
regions (the necropolis “Krivi Dol” in Radanje near Štip and “Dabici” around Sopot near
Veles), i.e. within the territory where eastern Macedonian names were used.29 Tumuli,
used in burial custom in the Roman period, are found across a large part of Europe with
local modifications depending on the pre-Roman traditions of each region separately, but
this is also a tradition of the Paeonians, who are attested from the Bronze Age and, after a
period of time, appeared again in Roman times.30 Considering the lack of archaeological
and historical sources on the valley of Astibo from the Iron Age to the Roman period
and studying the tumuli burials in the region of Pijanec, Jovanov concludes that
Thracian influence was crucial in the return of this burial custom to eastern Macedonia
in the 1st century and especially during the 2nd century.31 If the situation with the usage
of personal names is also taken into consideration, it becomes clear that this is not a
Thracian population, but Thracian influence upon the autochthonous inhabitants. The
dating according Macedonian era was used in the regions of the Strymon valley, which
shows that it was inhabited by a Macedonian population,32 so we speak of “Thracisation”
rather than of Romanisation of these regions. Contrary to this, the settlements in the
neighbouring mountains, especially on Ogražden, show traditionalism and conservatism
in retaining the funerary ritus during the Roman period.33
Seen in this way, the usage of personal names as a direct proof of the religious
life of the population shows that Romanisation has left no possibilities to determine
ethnic affiliation. As the usage of Roman personal names is the only manifestation of the
Romanisation according to the epigraphic sources, we cannot speak of a high level of
27
28
29
30

31
32
33

Panev and Ricl 1994, 143, no. 4.
Panev and Ricl 1994, 142–143, no. 3.
Sekulov 2011, 245.
The results of the project Burials under tumuli in the valley of river Kriva Lakavica with an emphasis on
the Roman tumulus are not published yet, but they were presented by T. Nacev and V.P. Sekulov as Tumulus
of the domina from Gajnov Dol at the Second international symposium of funerary archaeology, Bansko,
Strumica, 03–06 November 2011.
Jovanov, Maneva and Veljanovska 2004, 32–33.
Babamova 2005, 76.
Sekulov and Jovanov 2007, 128.
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this process in the region that was chosen for this study nor in Upper Macedonia.34 If we
try to answer the question in the title of this symposium “Romanising Oriental gods?”
from an epigraphic point of view, we will arrive at a picture which unites the cult and
its worshippers. Both examples that we gave here served to show the different strata of
the worshippers. The example of Stobi shows that obviously the process of complete
adoption of domestic Macedonian anthroponomy was already ongoing at the same time
as preservation of the original Jewish religious life. Another barrier is Romanising the
nomenclature by the Roman onomastic formula as a result of unification. Obtaining
Roman citizenship slowly limits the possibilities for ethnic identification of the bearer
of the name, as is the case with Tiberius Claudius Polycharmos, the most significant of
the Jewish community in Stobi. His Jewish origin would have remained undetected if he
had not written it down. Other epigraphic testimonies in the municipium show that Isis
and Sarapis were worshipped together with the Imperial cult by officials (a priestess and
an augustalis) whose onomastic formulas left no trace of their ethnic origin. The second
group shows that in the sanctuary of Zeus, Hera and Hero, not only peregrini, who were
possibly not only mixed autochthonous Macedonians and Thracians, who were living
there because of the proximity to the border, but also the offspring of immigrants from
Asia Minor have left their vows and prayers to the common deities. Along with them,
immigrants from Italy and some distinguished inhabitants worshipped the same cult,
which existed here a long time before the Romans came. So, the final conclusion is
that the three elements – Macedonian as domestic, Eastern as imported and Roman as
political – formed a symbiosis in these regions as well as in other Roman provinces and
functioned in that way even in religious life.

34

Babamova 2009, 186.
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Personal names spread in Balkans and Asia Minor (numbers given in brackets are numbers
of appearances on inscriptions)
Middle Axios valley
and valley of Astibo
Βάβος (2)

Δέντος (1)

Other regions in
Macedonia
/

Δέντις (2)

Δεντοῦς (2)
Δεντούσκαιλα (1)

Δίζης (1)

Διζάζελμις (1)
Διζάλας (5)
Διζάλης (1)
Διζάπης (1)

Dizas (2)

Δίζας (15)

Thracia
/

/

Moesia
Superior
(Dardania)

Asia Minor

/

Βαβας (4)
Βαβης (1)
Βαβις (2)
Βαβους (1)
Βάβυς (1)
Βαβων (2)
Βαβα (2)
Βαββα (1)
Βαβου (8)
Βαβις (6)
Βαβεις (26)
Βαβω (2)
/

Diz(z)us (2)

/

Δεντοζίλης (1)
Δεντούζελμις (1)
Δεντούπης (1)
Δεντουπουδηνας (1)
Δεντούσταινα (1)
Δεντουσυκος (3)
Δέντων (1)
Δίζης (4)
Διζάζελμις (4)
Διζάζενις (1)
Διζάκενθος (1)
Διζάλας (8)
Διζάολος (1)
Διζάπης (1)
Διζάπολις (1)
Διζάπορις (3)
Δίζας (45)
Δίζασσκος (1)
Διζάστης (2)
Διζάτραλις (1)
Δίζδων (1)
Διζίας (1)
Δίζος (1)
Δίζουζος (1)
Διζούλας (4)
Δίζων (1)
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Μούκας (1)

Μούκας (1)

Mucacenthus (1)

Μουκάσης (11)
Μούκασος (3)

Μουκιανός (1)

Παίβης (1)

Μουκιανός (5)

Μούκκων (3)
Παίβης (9)
Παιβίλας (1)
Παιβις (1)

Μούκας (5)
Μούκα (1)
Μουκάβεσος (1)
Μουκαβίθυρις (1)
Μουκαζεις (1)
Μουκάζενις (19)
Μουκακάκης (1)
Μουκάκενθος (12)
Μουκαπαίβης (1)
Μουκάπορις (52)
Μουκαπουιους (2)
Μουκάπουις (1)
Μουκασεισος (1)
Μουκάσης (8)

/

Mucasa (1)

Μουκάσουκον (1)
Μουκάτραλις (121)
Μουκατρας (6)
Μουκιανὴ (2)
Μουκιανός (72)
Μούκινος (2)
Μούκιος (1)
Μούκις (1)
Μούκκος (1)
Μούκκων (1)
Μούκων (1)

Mucatus (1)
Mucatralis (1)

Παίβης (1)
Παιβίνη (1)
Παιβις (1)

/

Mucco (3)
/
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Figs. 1–4 – Votive reliefs, Institute and Museum in Štip
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6
Figs. 5–7 – Votive reliefs, Institute and Museum in Štip
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9
Figs. 8–9 – Votive reliefs, Institute and Museum in Štip

(photos by M. Šterjov)
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On some of the Oriental cults
in the Skopje-Kumanovo region
Lenče Јovanova
Abstract
The main goal of this article is to analyse certain aspects related to the nature, iconography,
duration, worshippers and the movement of the infiltration of oriental beliefs practised in
the Skopje-Kumanovo region. The monuments are systimatised into several categories and
subcategories: cults accepted in the Greco-Roman pantheon (Syrian deities: Dea Syria and
Jupiterus Dolichenus; Persian deities: Mithas; Phrygian deities: Sabazius; Egyptian deities:
Serapis and Isis), cults with recognizable or possible oriental influences (Bellona – Ma?,
Caelus, Terra et Pontus, Danubian Riders) and cults of deified mortals with oriental influences
(Antinous, Alexander the Great or Alexander of Abonouteichia).
In this paper are presented the already known votive (epigraphic and anepigraphic) monuments,
as well as numerous newly discovered archaeological objects (lamps, terracotta, pottery,
objects of bone, metal, etc.) that can in any way be related to the worship of Eastern cults in
the Skopje-Kumanovo region, primarily in the Roman colony of Scupi and the settlements
situated in the vicinity of the Lopate, Klečovce and Biljanovce villages.
An attempt was made to identify the ethnic, professional and social affiliation of their
worshippers, the time and directions of the infiltration, the scope, the role and impact of these
beliefs on the overall life within certain regions in particular historical context.
Key words: Skopje-Kumanovo region – Scupi – Oriental cults – Dea Syria – Jupiter
Dolichenus – Mithra – Sabazius – Sarapis – Isis – Antinous – Alexander the Great or Alexander
of Abonouteichia.
Апстракт
Основна цел на овој труд е да се разгледаат некои моменти и аспекти поврзани со
суштината, иконографијата, временската определба, следбениците и правците на продор
на ориенталните верувања присутни во Скопско-кумановскиот регион. Спомениците се
систематизирани во неколку категории и поткатегории: источни култови прифатени во
официјалниот грчко-римски пантеон (сириски божества: Деа Сирија и Јупитер Долихен;
персиски божества: Митра; фригиски божества: Сабазиј; египетски божества: Серапис
и Изида), синкретички култови со препознатливи или можни источни влијанија (Белона-
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Ма?, Кело, Тера и Понт, Дунавски коњаници) и култови на деифицирани смртници
со влијанија од источните култови (Антиној, Александар Велики или Александар од
Абонутихија).
Претставени се претходно познатите вотивни (епиграфски и анепиграфски) споменици,
но и нови археолошки наоди (камени споменици, ламби, теракоти, грнчарија, предмети
од коска, метал и сл.), кои на каков било начин можат да се поврзат со почитувањето на
источните култови во Скопско-кумановскиот регион, пред сè римската колонија Скупи
и населбите во близина на селата Лопате, Клечовце и Билјановце.
Направен е обид за утврдување на етничката, на професионалната и на социјалната
припадност на носителите, времето, правците на продор, обемот на прифатеност,
местото, улогата и влијанието на овие верувања на севкупното живеење во рамките на
посочениот регион.
Клучни зборови: скопско-кумановски регион – Скупи – ориентални култови – Деа
Сириjа – Јупитер Долихен – Митра – Сабазиј – Серапис – Изида – Антиној – Александар
Велики или Александар од Абонутихија.

When exploring the Roman rule over the territory of present-day Macedonia, one
is faced with various temporal, spatial, historical and cultural frameworks, which implies
that certain parts of this territory were conquered and added to the Roman Empire at
different periods in time. The Skopje-Kumanovo region was the last to enter the sphere
of Roman rule and influence (fig. 1).
The beginnings of Romanisation of the Skopje-Kumanovo region can be linked
with the invasion of the Roman legions to the north of the province of Macedonia during
the 1st century BC.1 More intensified colonisation and urbanisation, however, occurred
after the foundation of the province of Moesia in 15 AD.2 The process of Romanisation
was undoubtedly intensified when the status of the original settlement of Scupi was raised
to the rank of a self-governing, military colony in the time of Vespasian or Domitian.3
The colony of Scupi (Colonia Flavia Scupinorum) was founded with the settlement of
veterans.4 The status of colony will have great impact in the further administrative, urban,
economic, social and religious development of the city of Scupi.
Developments in Scupi directly affected the process of Romanisation of the
Kumanovo region which forms a strategic, geographical and economic unity with Skopje
Valley. There was no major urban centre in this region, but the economic and social
developments were similar to those in Scupi. The administrative status of the Kumanovo
area is not known, though some believe it belonged to the ager of Scupi and others that
1

2
3

4

Mócsy 1970a, 44 and 49–50; Papazoglou 1979, 326–351; Mikulčić 1982, 36–37; IMS VI, 17 f. and 23 f.
with relevant bibliography.
Tacitus, Annals 1.80; Gerov 1980, 20; Mirković 1968, 22–23; Mirković 1996, 28–30; IMS VI, 23 f.
RE IV, 547, s.v. Coloniae (E. Kornemann); RE XII.1–2, 1247 and 1621, s.v. Legio (E. Ritterling); Vulić
1909, 146; IMS VI, 25–26, n. 4–9; Mócsy 1970a, 67, n. 40; Mikulčić 1982, 36–41; Dušanić 1996, 42–43,
n. 20–21; Ferjančić 2002, 70–71, n. 260–269.
IMS VI, 46, 48–49, 51–57, 216 (Leg. VII Claudiae), 41 (Leg. V Alaudae), 43 (Leg. V Macedonica) and 39
(Leg. IV Macedonica); Mócsy 1970a, 68, n. 42; Ferjančić 2002, 70–78.
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it was an independent urban centre, possibly with a status of municipium or a royal
domain with autonomous government.5 Epigraphic evidence indicates that there were
two customs stations, situated in the vicinity of the villages of Lopate and Klečovce,
identified as statio Lamud and Vizianus6 and probably some vicus in the vicinity of the
village of Biljanovce.7 However, the largest settlement and probably the one with the
highest administrative status was that near the village of Lopate, located at an important
crossroad, where the main road forked into two branches: to Pautalia and to Naissus. At
certain times, the settlement functioned as mutation or mansio, but there are also claims
that it reached the rank of municipium.8
Epigraphic and iconographic sources provide direct evidence for the beliefs of the
population of the Skopje-Kumanovo region. Most of the monuments refer to deities of
the official Greek/Roman pantheon, which is not surprising bearing in mind its status of
colony.9 On the other hand, the number of monuments that can in any way be related to
the worship of eastern cults is considerably smaller.10 According to the present findings,
their system of beliefs can be organised into several categories and subcategories:
I. Cults accepted in the Greco-Roman pantheon: Syrian deities (Dea Syria, Jupiter
Dolichenus); Persian deities (Mithras); Phrygian deities (Sabazius); Egyptian deities
(Sarapis, Isis).
II. Cults with recognisable or possible Oriental influences: Bellona/Bellona-Ma
(?); Caelus (Caelum), Terra (Tellus) et Pontus; Danubian Riders.
III. Cults of deified mortals with Oriental influences: Antinous; Alexander the Great
or Alexander of Abonouteichia.
I. Cults accepted in the Greco-Roman pantheon
1. Syrian deities
a. Dea Syria
The presence and worship of this cult in the Skopje-Kumanovo region is evidenced
by three epigraphic monuments, found at the same site in the village of Dolno Nerezi.11
5
6
7
8
9

10

11

Mikulčić 1971, 469–480; Dušanić 1980, 30; IMS VI, 41 f.; Nikolovski 2013, 19–20 and 27–45.
IMS VI, 44 f.; Hadži-Vasiljević 1909, 404; Nikolovski 2013, 70–72 and 77–83.
Mikulčić 1971, 470; IMS VI, 43 f., n. 15–17; Kokić 1933; Nikolovski 2013, 49–50.
Mikulčić 1971, 470 and 480.
Marić 1933, 16–23, 31–32, 43–44, 54–56, 57–62, 85–87; IMS VI, 1–14, 20, 207, 213; Sokolovska 1987,
no. 122, pl. 49, fig. 2; no. 167, pl. 66, fig. 7; no. 166, pl. 66, fig. 5; no. 180, pl. 70, fig. 1; Jovanova 2006,
313–315.
Kokić 1933, figs. 1–13; Zotović 1966, 64, no. 7; 75–77, nos. 17–19; Zotović 1973, 15–17, nos. 3a-d, figs.
2, 23; 33–34, nos. 43a-c; CCET V, nos. 32–35; IMS VI, 15–19, 81, 88, 208–213; Jovanova 1996; Jovanova
2005; Jovanova 2006, 313–315.
IMS VI, 15–17.
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No. 1. Marble slab with text set in the tabula ansata (fig. 2)
Skopje/Scupi – Dolno Nerezi; marble, dimensions unknown.
[…..] L. f(ilius) P(ublilia) RE | [±4] Vero<n>a CON | [de]c(urio) questor II v(i)r |
[col(oniae) Fl(aviae) (?)] fel(icis) Dar(danorum) hoc t(em)pl(um) | [impe]nsa sua
fac(iendum) c(uravit) | [D]eae Syriae
The text mentions a temple of the goddess Dea Syria, erected by an unknown high
magistrate from Scupi, from Verona, North Italy. In the newly established colony of
Scupi, he acted as a decurion, questor and duumvir.
Date: end of 1st – early 2nd century AD.
Bibl.: IMS VI, 15.
No. 2. Votive monument
Skopje/Scupi – Dolno Nerezi; limestone, 80 x 68 x 68 cm.
DE | AVRELI | VOTOLIB | POSVITNO | SEMPRIG | ETIINFORT
The site where it was found indicates that the monument had probably been placed in
the temple of Dea Syria, mentioned previously. It is considered to be connected with
the cult of the goddess Dea Syria.
Bibl.: IMS VI, 16.
No. 3. Fragment of votive monument (fig. 3)
Skopje fortress/Scupi; limestone, dimensions unknown.
S]anct[issimae] | [D]eae [Syriae (?) ….] | […. ;
Bibl.: IMS VI, 17.
According to the abovementioned records, besides worshippers there was in Scupi
also a temple dedicated to the supreme Syrian goddess Dea Syria. The evidence from the
text of the first monument suggests that the dedicant was a Roman citizen, an Italic veteran
from Verona. Even though the text does not emphasise it, there is a huge probability that
he belonged to the group of early colonisers that settled during the foundation of the
Scupi colony, in the late 1st century. This is indicated by the palaeographic features of
the text, the presence of tria nomina, filiation, tribus, domicile and the status of a high
city official. He could have been a veteran of one of the legions, whose soldiers had
colonised Scupi.12 Historical records about transfers of these legions indicate that only
the 5th Legion Macedonica stayed in the East at that time. At the beginning of the 1st
century, the 5th Legion Macedonica was stationed in Moesia and from there transferred to
the East, in Syria, in about 62 AD. It first stayed in Armenia for Nero’s Parthian Wars, and
later on, in 66/67, it took part in the Judean War. In 69/70, it returned to Moesia.13 It is just
12

13

Mócsy 1970a, 68; cf. supra, n. 4. Legions (VII Claudia, V Macedonica, V Alaudae and IV Macedonica), to
whom, as a reward, land was given in the wider city area, which coincides with the territory of the Skopje
Valley.
RE XII.1–2, 1558–1575, s.v. Legio (E. Ritterling); Mirković 1977, 172–173; Mirković 1996, 29–33. The
5th Macedonian Legion (V Macedonica) during the first half of the 1st century, along with the 4th Scythian
Legion (IV Scythica) stayed in Moesia, from where it was transferred to the East in Syria, sometime before
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a hypothesis, but the anonymous dedicant of our monument could easily have been an
officer in this legion. He was Italic in origin, but he probably became familiar with the cult
of the goddess Syria and took to it during his stay in Syria. This is a possible explanation
of how the cult of Dea Syria might have been established. In the region of Upper Moesia,
the cult of Dea Syria has also been confirmed.14 In the nearby provinces, the cult of Dea
Syria also appears in Macedonia, Dalmatia, Thrace and Dacia.15 Worshippers of this cult
were mainly slaves, freedmen or merchants and craftsmen coming from the East. They
also included army soldiers, recruited or staying in the Eastern provinces during the first
centuries of the Empire.16
b. Jupiter Dolichenus
The presence and worship of this cult is evidenced by two epigraphic monuments,
one of which is problematic, because it is uncertain whether the monument is dedicated
to Dolichenus or Mithras.
No. 1. Votive altar (fig. 4)
Kumanovo/Lopate (statio Lamud); limestone, 125 x 55 x 46 cm.
I(ovi)] O(ptimo) M(aximo) D(olicheno) | pro salute / imp(eratoris) M. Aureli | Antonini
Pii | Aug(usti) et Iuliae | Aug(ustae) matri(s) kast(rorum) | Achilleus eorun | dem
servus pos(uit) | Kal(endis) Novembri[bus] | Sabino II et Anu | lino co(n)s(ulibus)
Date: 216 AD, according to the names of the mentioned consuls.
Bibl.: Merlat 1951, 52, no. 54; Zotović 1966, 82, no. 26, and 100, no. 42; Zotović
1973, 69, no. 89; IMS VI, 208.
No. 2. Votive altar (fig. 5)
Kumanovo/Lipkovo; limestone, 87 x 37 x 26 cm.
[- - -] | Fano Ma[<gn]o Severus <s>acerdo(s) vo | tum posui | t ut antique/a(m)
lege(m) Aug(….) s | ervemus
Opinions as to whether the monument represents Jupiter Dolichenus or Mithras are
divided. A similar text mentioning worship according to the old laws is found in the
temple dedicated to Jupiter Dolichenus at Augusta Traiana in Thrace. By analogy, the
monument is connected to the cult of Dolichenus.17
Date: early 3rd century.
Bibl.: IMS VI, 210.

14
15
16
17

62 AD. Ivanov (1999, 87–89) thinks that the 5th Macedonian Legion was transferred from Moesia to the
East in 62 AD.
Mirković 2011, 126.
Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 265–266.
Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 264–265; Mirdita 2001, 41.
IGBulg III.2, 1590, figs. 13–14; Merlat 1951, 11–13, no. 8.
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Honorary monument (no. 1) from the customs station Lamud is dedicated to
Caracalla and his mother Iulia Domna. The dedicant, by the name of Achilles, who served
as a slave in the customs post, is probably an immigrant from the East. By erecting a
monument honouring the Emperor, the customs servant showed his loyalty to the Severan
dynasty and the state policy.
The cult of the Commagenian Baal arrived in our region relatively late, at the
time of the Severan dynasty.18 It is connected with the great military expeditions into
the Eastern provinces at the time of Septimius Severus and Caracalla when many
soldiers and state officials became familiar with the local Syrian cults, including that
of Dolichenus. Mass recruiting and inclusion of the local Oriental population into the
army and its services contributed towards wider acceptance of the cult of Dolichenus. It
is thought that Septimius Severus passed through Upper Moesia in 202 AD, when going
back to Rome.19 Epigraphic evidence confirms that the route of this trip probably went
through Scupi.20 These events are considered to be the initial moment for the spreading
and establishment of the cult of Dolichenus in the Skopje-Kumanovo region. The number
and kind of monuments dedicated to Dolichenus in our region is small, which implies
that the cult lasted for only a short period of time (end of 2nd and beginning of 3rd century
AD). The worshippers were primarily soldiers recruited from the East, immigrants from
the East and the Emperor’s freedmen – officials serving at customs posts. There is no
evidence that the cult was accepted among the local population.21
2. Persian deities
a. Mithras
The presence of this cult has been confirmed through the relics of two Mithraea,
several epigraphic lines of evidence and relief presentations from the region of Kumanovo.
One of the Mithraea was found near the village of Biljanovce (to the northwest of
Kumanovo), and the other near the village of Lopate, north-east of Kumanovo.
i) Mithraeum in the village of Biljanovce (fig. 6)22
The remnants of the temple in the village of Biljanovce were discovered on the right
side of the Dobroshane–Romanovce road (10 x 5.40 m). In the SE there is a vestibule
that leads several steps downstairs to a crypt that ends with a slightly raised three-sided
apsis. The crypt, by de-levelling of the floor, was symbolically divided into three parts.
The central part was a few steps lower. The sides were raised and served as platforms for
the devotees of the cult. Coins from the time of Traianus Decius and Trebonianus Gallus
were found in the temple. Other finds from the temple include:
18
19
20
21
22

Zotović 1969, 67; Mirković 2011, 124; Mihajlović 2013.
IMS II, 23 f., n. 11.
IMS VI, 21 f., n. 6.
Zotović 1969, 66–68; Mirdita 2001, 43; Mirković 2011, 124 and 129–131; Mihajlović 2013.
Kokić 1933; Vulić 1934, 64–65; CIMRM II, nos. 2201–2205, fig. 607; Zotović 1966, 64, no. 7; Zotović
1973, 15–17, nos. 3a-d, figs. 2, 23.
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No. 1. Votive altar (fig. 7)
Kumanovo/Biljanovce; limestone, 67 x 37 x 37 cm.
Profiled altar placed on a massive base with plinth. Inscribed Latin text DEI (naturae
dei or transitus dei) is preserved on the front side. Altars like this one, representing
individual oaths, were customary in Mithraea and were placed before the main cult
icon.
Bibl.: Kokić 1933, 3; Vulić 1934, 65, no. 2; CIMRM II, no. 2205; Zotović 1966, 65;
Zotović 1973, 16, no. 3a; IMS VI, 215.
No. 2. Votive relief plaque (fig. 8)
Kumanovo/Biljanovce; marble, 58 x 44 cm.
Rectangular votive relief with semi-circular top. Traces of green and red paint are
preserved. The iconography is divided into three fields. The central, round field
depicts the scene of tauroctony, which is rather damaged. The left dadophoros, parts
of the dog and Mithras’ chlamys are missing. The central scene is set on a flat base and
framed in a wreath of leaves. The space between the horizontal base and the wreath is
filled with the massive body of a snake. The upper frieze depicts the following scenes
(from left to right): creation of water (Mithras accompanied by two Persians); bull in
a boat; gathering of deities (Jupiter and Juno in the middle, Mars to the right, Mercury
to the left); Mithras’ birth, watched by two shepherds hidden behind a rock; Mithras
petrogen; the right corner probably depicted Sol; while the left corner is assumed to
have depicted Luna. The lower frieze depicts the following scenes (from left to right):
Mithras and Sol fighting; Mithras and Sol’s banquet; and Sol travelling in a carriage
towards the Ocean.
Bibl.: Kokić 1933, 4–6, fig. 5; Vulić 1934, 66–69, no. 5; Will 1955, 361; CIMRM II,
no. 2202, fig. 608; Zotović 1966, 65–66, no. 7, pl. 2, fig. 2; Zotović 1973, 16, no. 3b.
No. 3. Marble capital secondary used as a votive slab (fig. 9)
Kumanovo/Biljanovce; marble, 32 x 34 x 34 cm.
On the back, a relief depiction of acanthus leaves is preserved, as well as two rosettes
and a cyma that were part of the decoration of the original capital. The front bears a
scene of tauroctony in an alcove of a cave. The left upper corner depicts a raven. Only
the dog and the snake are presented as companions.
Bibl.: Kokić 1933, 7, fig. 8; Vulić 1934, 67; Will 1955, 361; CIMRM II, no. 2204, fig.
609; Zotović 1973, 17, no. 3c.
No. 4. Fragmented statuette (fig. 10)
Kumanovo/Biljanovce; marble, 10 cm.
Only the bust of the deity is preserved, which could be part of a statuette. The garments,
Phrygian cap and the right hand indicate that it is probably a depiction of Mithras in
the scene of tauroctony.
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Bibl.: Kokić 1933, 8, fig. 10; Vulić 1934, 65, no. 3; CIMRM II, no. 2203; Zotović
1966, 68, no. 7d; Zotović 1973, 16, no. 3d.
ii) Mithraeum in the village of Lopate (statio Lamud)
Ruins of a smaller building with apsidal termination at one end have been preserved.
Among the ruins a votive altar was found:
No. 1. Votive altar (figs. 11-12)
Kumanovo/Lopate; marble, 77 x 27 x 23 cm.
[Deo] inv(i)c[to] [pro] sal(ute) Aug[[g(ustorum)]] n[[n(ostrorum duorum)]] templum
| vetustate | dilapsum inpendio (!) | suo restituit | Apollonides eor(undem) | ser(vus)
sc(rutator) stat(ionis) Lamud( ) | Gentiano et Bass(o) co(n)s(ulibus)
The text mentions a renovation of an older temple, suggesting that the building where
the monument was found could have belonged to a destroyed Mithraeum. The side
parts of the altar show scenes of the Heracles cult. The epithet invictus occurs on the
dedications to Heracles and Mithras and therefore the possibility that the monument
was dedicated to Heracles should not be discounted. However, the monument is more
probably related to Mithras because the same dedicant, later on, when promoted and
transferred to statio Vizianus, pledged loyalty to the Mithras cult.23
Date: 211 AD, according to the names of the mentioned consuls.
Bibl.: Kokić 1933, 9, figs. 11–13; Vulić 1933, 47, no. 155; CIMRM II, nos. 2207–2208;
Zotović 1966, 76, no. 18; Zotović 1973, 33–34, no. 43b; IMS VI, 209.
No. 2. Votive monument with inscription
Kumanovo/Lopate; limestone, 125 x 61 x 35 cm.
EOSANI – possible reading: D(eo) san(cto) [Mithrae]; (D)eo san(cto) [I(nvicto
Mithrae)]; (D)eo sanct[(o Mithrae)]
There are not enough elements to include it in the group of Mithraic monuments.
Bibl.: Vulić 1934, 44, no. 29; Zotović 1966, 75, no. 17; Zotović 1973, 33, no. 43a;
IMS VI, 216.
iii) Votive altar (fig. 13)
Kumanovo/Klečovce – statio Vizianus (?); marble, 77 x 39 x 33 cm.
[- - -] M(ithrae) | Fano Mag(no) | pro sal(ute) Aug[[g(ustorum)]] nn[[(ostrorum)]] |
Apollonides | eorund(em) vec(igalis) Il | lyr(ici) ser(vus) (contra)sc(raptor) stat(ionis)
| Lamud ( ) quam vove | erat (contra)sc(raptor) stat(ionis) Vizi(ani) | v(otum) s(olvit)
l(ibens) m(erito)
Gentia/no et / Basso [co(n)s(ulibus)]
A(pollo)n(ide)s – monogram
Viz(iani) – monogram (fig. 14)
23

IMS VI, 212.
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Date: 211 AD, according to the names of the mentioned consuls.
Bibl.: Vulić 1931, 86, no. 200; CIMRM II, no. 2209; Zotović 1966, 77, no. 19; Zotović
1973, 34, no. 43c; IMS VI, 212.
The mystic cult of the invincible Persian god of the Sun Mithras appeared in our
regions towards the end of the 2nd century and started to be worshipped in the early 3rd
century. Almost all of the Mithraic monuments so far known from the territory of presentday Macedonia have been discovered east of the Vardar, mostly at locations along main
roads that can be identified as wayside (customs) stations or borderland settlements.24
Epigraphic evidence and relief plaques dedicated to Mithras are most numerous in the
region of Kumanovo, more precisely at the junction of three borders of the provinces
Moesia, Thrace and Macedonia. The renovation of an older Mithraeum near the village
of Lopate (customs station – statio Lamud), indicates the existence of a temple of Mithras
in the late 2nd century. With respect to its artistic values and qualities, a relief votive slab
from Biljanovce stands out. Its central scene is accompanied by side scenes, illustrating
the myth of Mithras (Mithras’ cosmogony, life, deeds and accomplishments).25 The
other relief slab reproduces identical artistic imagery – the deity in the ritual act of
tauroctony, made according to an established typified iconographic model. It is a typical
serial provincial product, with clear religious content, but without artistic pretensions.26
Epigraphic monuments provide evidence that the worshippers of the cult have to be
found out among administrative officials of lower rank (slaves and freedmen) of the
province. Considering the name of the dedicant – Apollonides – it is highly probable that
he came from the East. One of the main directions from which the cult was introduced
was the area of the Danubian limes, but the area of Pannonia Inferior cannot be ruled out,
particularly because Apollonides was an official of the Illyrian customs. The small number
of monuments, the profile of the dedicants and the absence of Mithraic monuments in
the urban centre of the region indicate that this cult was short-lived and did not take hold
among the local population.27
2. Phrygian deities
a. Sabazius
In the central Balkan area, the so-called Sabazius votive hands are considered a
substitute for the worship of Sabazius.28 They were supposed to represent votive gifts
and cult instruments and were most often made of bronze or bone, with three raised
fingers ready to confer a blessing – benedictio latina. On the external side of the hand
divine attributes can be presented, symbolic animals and companions (frogs, lizards,
24
25
26
27
28

Zotović 1969, 68–72; Zotović 1971, 83.
Zotović 1973, 81–112.
Zotović 1973, 81–112.
Zotović 1969, 68–72.
Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 182–183; Pilipović 2011, 120–121.
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snakes, rams, turtles, cocks, caduceus, kantharos, etc.).29 The more elaborate examples
most often have a snake around the wrist, whose head is upright towards the end of
the thumb, on which there is a pine cone (implying eternity, fertility and well-being
promised by Sabazius in the new life). The snake as an apotropaic symbol denotes divine
incarnation, which through the process of simultaneous dying and resurrection ensures
fertility, healing and prosperity.30
The bone needles, representing Sabazius’ votive hands in the gesture of blessing,
are most often part of burial inventories in the region of Upper Moesia,31 which is the
case with the finds from Scupi. During the explorations of the southeast necropolis of
Scupi, four bone needles representing Sabazius’ votive hands in the gesture of blessing
have been discovered.32 The examples from Scupi are poorly preserved and incomplete.
However, it can be assumed that they were placed as a sign of blessing (fig. 15). Besides
the remains of a snake symbolically wrapped around the wrist of the hand, due to the
damage, it cannot be determined whether they bore other attributes. One of the needles is
not positioned in a gesture of blessing. It should be assumed that it belonged to the type
of votive hand that has a pine cone on the top of the thumb. The absence of epigraphic
evidence does not allow any statements as to the worshippers, the duration and the
directions of infiltration. Generally speaking, the typology of the graves and the other
burial gifts suggest worship of Sabazius in the 2nd and first half of the 3rd century.
3. Egyptian deities
a. Sarapis
The presence of the cult of Sarapis in Scupi has been confirmed by an epigraphic
monument and a few clay lamps depicting Sarapis alone or together with his female
paredra Isis.
No. 1. Fragment of votive monument (fig. 16)
Skopje/Scupi – Christian basilica with baptistery; limestone, 6.5 x 22 x 16 cm.
Θεώ] έπηκώ (!) Σαράπι | [δι εύ]χαριστήριο[ν]
The epithet epekoos is customary for the Romanised Oriental deities.33 The name of
the dedicant is not preserved, but since the text of the monument from Scupi is written
in Greek, it can be assumed that he came from one of the Hellenophonic provinces in
29

30
31
32

33

Imamović 1977, 265–267, and 440, no. 214; Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 162, no. III 2–2bis, pl. 51, and 172–174,
no. III 18–19, pls. 56 and 59; Pilipović 2011, 243–244, nos. 116–118, pl. 27.
Tacheva-Hitova 1983, 182–183; Pilipović 2011, 120–121, n. 22–30.
Pilipović 2011, 120–121, and 243–244, nos. 116–118, pl. 27.
Scupi, south-eastern necropolis. The needles were found in the graves with skeleton burials: three in grave
3154 (exc. inv. 10295–10297) and one in grave 2539 (exc. inv. 4393, L. 12 cm). Stored at the Museum of
the city of Skopje; unpublished.
IMS VI, 59 with relevant bibliography.
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the south or south-east.
Bibl.: IMS VI, 19.
Evidence of the presence of the cult of Sarapis in Scupi is provided by fifteen
terracotta lamps, found in the graves of the south-eastern necropolis.34 All the lamps
belong to the same type,35 with almost identical iconographic presentations of the deity
on the disc. Sarapis is shown with the head and neck in right profile and part of the upper
torso down to about the level of the chest in three-quarter view. Sarapis is represented
with his characteristic hairstyle (waves on the back of the head with stylised spiral curls),
beard (dense twisted curls) and a moustache. The god wears a kalathos (a relatively
small one of simple cylindrical type with rolled rim) on the top of his head. Sarapis’ left
shoulder is covered by the himation.36 This type of lamp is dated to the second half of the
2nd and the early 3rd century (fig. 17).37
b. Isis
The presence of the cult of Isis in Scupi has been confirmed by seven clay lamps on
which the goddess is shown together with her male partner Sarapis.38 All the lamps belong
to the same type,39 with almost identical iconographic representations of the deities on
the disc. The busts of the divine couple Sarapis and Isis are presented in profile, facing
each other (fig. 18).40 Sarapis on the left is represented turned towards Isis in right profile
and part of the upper torso down to about the level of the chest in three-quarter view.
Sarapis is represented with his characteristic hairstyle (waves on the back of the head
with stylised spiral curls), beard (dense twisted curls) and a moustache. The god wears a
34

35

36

37
38

39

40

During the explorations of the southeast necropolis of Scupi in the period 2008–2012, fifteen clay lamps on
which the god Sarapis is shown were found (dimensions in cm): grave 1819 (exc. inv. 6033, 8x7x4), grave
1819 (exc. inv. 6035, 8x7x4), grave 1928 (exc. inv. 6347, 8x6.5x3.5), grave 2039 (exc. inv. 6653, 7x6x3.5),
grave 2346 (exc. inv. 8514, 7.5x6x3.5), grave 2472 (exc. inv. 8891, 9x7.5x3.5), grave 2917 (exc. inv. 9683,
7.5x6x3), grave 3516 (exc. inv. 10781, 8.5x7x3.5), grave 3860 (exc. inv. 11614, 8.5x6.5x3.5), grave 4039
(exc. inv. 14063, 8x7x4), grave 4495 (exc. inv. 13882, 7.5 x6x3.5), grave 4625 (exc. inv. 18823, 7.5x6x3.5),
grave 5060 (exc. inv. 18963, 9x7.5x3.5), grave 5128 (exc. inv. 19605, 8x6.5x3.5) and lamp (exc. inv. 4538,
7.5x6.5x3.5). All stored at the Museum of the city of Skopje; unpublished.
Broneer 1930, 83–87, type XXV; Perlzweig 1961, 5–6; Szentléleky 1969, 95–104; Deneauve 1969, type
VIIIb; Mikulčić 1975a, 137–139 (type VI), pl. 5, figs. 24, 73, 81, 88.
Fotiadi 2011, 66–69, n. 12–26 with relevant bibliography about the relief representations of Sarapis on the
disc of the lamps.
Mikulčić 1975a, 138; Jovanović 1985, 47.
During the explorations of the southeast necropolis of Scupi in the period 2008–2012, nine clay lamps on
which the goddess Isis is shown with Sarapis were found (dimensions in cm): grave 1422 (exc. inv. 6912,
7.5x6x2), grave 1507 (exc. inv. 5024, 8x7x4), grave 2809 (exc. inv. 7401, 9.8x7x4.4), grave 4027 (exc. inv.
14054, 9x7x4), grave 4471 (exc. inv. 13712, 9.3x7.2x4), grave 3584 (exc. inv. 10707, 9x7x4), grave 3378
(exc. inv. 12633, 9.6x7.4x3.5), grave 2895 (exc. inv. 9637, 9x7x4). All stored at the Museum of the city of
Skopje; unpublished.
Broneer 1930, 83–87, type XXV; Perlzweig 1961, 5–6; Szentléleky 1969, 95–104; Deneauve 1969, 193–
206, type VIIIb; Mikulčić 1975a, 137–139 (type VI), pl. 5, figs. 24, 73, 81, 88; Jovanović 1985, fig. 2.
Fotiadi 2011 with relevant bibliography about the relief representations on the disc of the lamps with the
busts of Sarapis and Isis.
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kalathos (a relatively small one of simple cylindrical type with rolled rim) on the top of
his head. Sarapis’ left shoulder is covered by the himation. Opposite Sarapis on the right
part of the representation is Isis, correspondingly with head and neck in left profile, and
part of the upper torso down to about the level of the chest in three-quarter pose. The
goddess is represented with a hairstyle and diadem that is typical for the Empresses of the
2nd century: these kinds of presentations are characteristic of the Imperial period, when
Sarapis and Isis are identified as Juno and Jupiter with Imperial iconographic features.
This type of lamp is dated to the second half of the 2nd and the early 3rd century.41 The
absence of epigraphic evidence or sculptural figures does not allow the affiliation of the
worshippers of the cults to be defined. The infiltration of the cults of Sarapis and Isis into
Scupi probably occurred from the south, from the province of Macedonia, most probably
from Thessaloniki via Stobi, which yielded several finds to prove the worship of these
cults.42
II. Cults with recognisable or possible Oriental influences
1. Bellona/Bellona-Ma (?)
No. 1. Votive monument (fig. 19)
Skopje-Bardovci/Scupi; limestone, 136 x 52 x 28 cm.
Deae | Bello | nae C. Iuli | us Lon | ginus | dec(urio) q(uin)q(uennalis) | ex visu
Date: 2nd century.
Bibl.: Dragojević-Josifovska 1981; IMS VI, 1.
Although, according to the text, our monument is dedicated only to the goddess
Bellona (old form Duellona), there are still elements that indicate the possibility that it
harbours the syncretised goddess Bellona-Ma (?). The basic sign of this is the presence
of the epithet Deae, which seldom appears before names of Roman deities. The dedicant
C. Iulius Longinus is a high city official (decurio quinquennnalis), who can probably
be identified as the veteran from the 7th Legion Cl of identical name, whose tombstone
has been found in the wider city area of Scupi.43 The dedication of a former soldier to
the goddess of war, Bellona-Ma (?), is therefore not surprising because, having settled
in Scupi, veterans typically became high city officials.44 Dedications to this goddess in
the provinces were very rare. Within the territory of present-day Macedonia, a bronze
plaque was found, identified as depicting the Cappadocian goddess Ma,45 even though
some recognise in it one of the epiclesis of the goddess Artemis.46

41
42
43
44
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46

Mikulčić 1975a, 138; Jovanović 1985, 47.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 60–66 (with n. 4–5, 8), and 82–84.
IMS VI, 52.
Dragojević-Josifovska 1981; IMS VI, 1 and 52.
Proeva 1983.
Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 192–198.
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2. Caelus (Caelum), Terra (Tellus) et Pontus
No. 1. Votive monument (fig. 20)
Skopje-Brazda/Scupi; limestone, 116 x 80 x 60 cm.
I(ovi) O(optimo M(aximo) | Caelo et Terrae Ponto | que beato ob vindictam | fecit |
Cass(ii) Vict(oris ?) | Scup(inorum) aed(ilis) dec(urionis) | Victor Onesimus | aram.
V(otum) S(olvit) M(erito)
Date: second half of the 2nd – early 3rd century.
Bibl.: IMS VI, 7.
The names of the deities Caelus (Caelum), Terra (Mater) and Pontus actually
personify and deify the notions of sky, earth and water (sea?). Caelus (Caelum) personifies
the sky and heaven. It is considered a Roman substitute for the Greek Uranus, whose
cult was popular in the East, particularly in Syria.47 Pontus personifies the sea and water
generally. In the Greco-Roman cosmogony, Pontus is Caelus (Uranios) and Terra’s
(Gea’s) son and therefore often identified with Oceanus. The goddess Terra personifies
the earth. In the inscriptions, she appears as Terra Mater or Tellus. According to the
theogony, the cults of the three deities are close to the Eastern cults. A case in point for
the recognition of the Eastern component in the unity of Caelum, Terra and Pontus are
the names of their dedicants with Eastern origin.48
3. Danubian Riders
The worship of the cult of the so-called Danubian Riders has been confirmed in the
Skopje-Kumanovo region by one marble and five lead relief plaques (four of them have
been found in the Skopje district and one in the Kumanovo district):
No. 1. Marble plaque (fig. 21)
Skopje/Radišani; stored at the Museum of the city of Skopje (inv. 6822); marble, 21.5
x 14.5 x 2.5 cm.
The religious depiction is rendered in four zones. The busts of Luna and Sol are
presented in the upper zone that symbolises the heavens whereas the separated
tympana area renders a triad of an eagle flanked by snakes. The second, central zone
illustrates the mystic content of the cult with the goddess accompanied by horsemen
and their assistants. The third and fourth zone depict the characteristic symbols and
rituals (from left to right): three altars with burning flames, three lamps and a dagger
above them, a tripod with a fish on it, kantharos and three cups with a loaf of bread
on each. The fourth zone also shows a procession of four women performing certain
rituals above the three altars, accompanied by a ram and lion (bull) in front of an
imposing temple.
Date: late 3rd century.
Bibl.: Jovanova 1996.
47
48

Cumont 1929, 109 and 118.
IMS VI, 52 with relevant literature.
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No. 2. Lead plaque
Skopje/Nerezi; stored at the Museum of the city of Skopje (inv. 6824); lead, 7.3 x 6
cm.
The iconographic composition is organised in four zones, divided by frames in relief.
In the first zone, which symbolises the heavenly vault, an eagle with spread wings is
centrally placed; it is flanked by busts of Sol and Luna. On the outer side of the gable,
in the corners of the frieze Victory in flight is represented with a wreath in one hand.
In the second, central zone, is represented a goddess accompanied by horsemen. In
the third zone are some of the characteristic symbols of the cult: a lion in motion, a
tripod with a fish, a dog (a ram), a kantharos and an indistinct object. In the fourth
zone a bird (an eagle) is represented in the centre; to the right and left are two identical
representations of an architectural object (a temple), towards which a male figure with
upraised hand is moving.
Date: late 3rd century.
Bibl.: Jovanova 2005.
No. 3. Lead plaque (fig. 22)
Skopje/Govrlevo; stored at the Museum of the city of Skopje (inv. 17962); lead, 7.2
x 6.2 cm.
The iconographic composition is identical to the previous one.
Date: late 3rd century.
Bibl.: unpublished.
No. 4. Lead plaque
Skopje/Scupi; stored at the Museum of the city of Skopje (exc. inv. 28871); lead, 7.2
x 5.8 cm.
The iconographic composition is identical to the previous two.
Date: late 3rd century.
Bibl.: unpublished.
No. 5. Fragment of a lead plaque
Kumanovo/Klečovce; lead, dimensions unknown.
Preserved parts are the first and central zone. In the first zone, a kantharos is centrally
placed; it is flanked by snakes. On the outer side of the gable, in the corners of the
frieze is represented Victory in flight with a wreath in one hand. In the second, central
zone, a goddess is represented accompanied by horsemen.
Date: late 3rd century.
Bibl.: Nikolovski 2013, 71–72.
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With respect to its artistic values and qualities, the marble plaque from Radišani (no.
1) stands out.49 Three of our lead plaques have identical iconographic compositions (nos.
2–4). Stylistically, iconographically and typologically, they are close to the marble plaque
(no. 1). Probably it is necessary to distinguish them as a separate type manufactured and
used in the southern parts of the province of Upper Moesia and in those parts of the
provinces of Thracia and Macedonia bordering on Upper Moesia.50 We hope that future
finds will confirm this hypothesis. It is necessary to emphasise the presence in the fourth
zone of the double representation of the temple with a worshipper in front of it; this is
one more piece of evidence for a highly developed and well-organised cult.51
The problem of the monuments of this unidentified mystic syncretic cult is complex
both in relation to their iconography and symbolism and their contents and significance.
The origin of the cult can be related to Dacia, where most of the monuments have been
found.52
In the shaping of the artistic and iconographic presentations of the cult that took place
in the 3rd century, there are obvious influences from Mithraism, but also from the cults
of Jupiter Dolichenus, Sol Invictus, Cybele, Greek Dioscuri, Samothrace Cabeiri, the
Thracian Horseman, because of the application of symbols with similar or identical
significance to the other beliefs. However, this cult has a specific and independent
character in spite of the influences, particularly those of the iconography of the Oriental
beliefs. A possibility that should not be discounted is that not only details and symbols
from these iconographies were taken as artistic model, but that some of their religious
content was accepted as well. On the depiction of a still unidentified centrally positioned
goddess, influences that are readily recognisable in her iconography are those of Cybele,
Dea Syria – Atargatis, Luna. Influences from Mithraism are evident in the emphasised
solar symbolism, recognised from the presence of Sol and Luna busts and images of
lions, snakes, craters, etc.53
III. Cults of deified mortals with Oriental influences
1. Antinous
No. 1. Anthropomorphic flacon (figs. 23–25)
Skopje/Scupi – south-eastern necropolis, grave 3775; stored at the Museum of the city
of Skopje (exc. inv. 11364); orange clay with orange slip, 25 x 15,5 x 8,5 cm.
Recipient in the shape of a youth’s bust upon a flat, elliptical base; cylindrical neck
and recipient are connected by a handle.
Date: after 130 AD, middle of the 2nd century.
Bibl.: unpublished.
49
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Jovanova 2005, 185. The lead plaque found at Ežov Grad/Štip has an identical iconographic composition,
like the lead plaques from the Skopje district (Nerezi, Govrlevo, and Scupi, nos. 2–4).
Jovanova 2005.
CMRED II, 267; Jovanova 1996, 168–171; Jovanova 2005.
CMRED II, 137–178.
CMRED II, 99–112, and 181–289.
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No. 2. Anthropomorphic flacon (fig. 26)
Skopje/ Scupi – south-eastern necropolis, grave 3981; stored at the Museum of the
city of Skopje (exc. inv. 11941); red clay with red slip, 25 x 16.8 x 9 cm.
Identical to the previous one.
Date: after 130 AD, middle of the 2nd century.
Bibl.: unpublished.
During the explorations of the southeast necropolis of Scupi, two anthropomorphic
vessels (head pots) in the shape of a youth’s bust have been found, whose features and
hairstyle with typical locks can be identified as that of the deified Antinous. A brooding
melancholy youth, aloof and dreamy with downcast eyes. A broad face and thick neck;
big, deep – heavy-set – lidded eyes spaced widely apart, a thick mass of hair curling
in tendrils; a broad and blunt-tipped nose, full cheeks with high cheekbones and a full,
sensuous mouth with sharply arching upper lip.54 The dimensions, technology and
depictions of these vessels are almost identical, which implies the same production
centre and chronology.55
The cult of Antinous was accepted throughout the Empire, after his death in 130
AD, when he was immediately deified, although much less respected in the Western part
than in the East. The appearance and implementation of the cult of Antinous in Upper
Moesia is associated with the policy of Hadrian56 or presence of settlers (more precisely
miners) from Anatolia (Bithynia), Antinous’ homeland.57
2. Alexander the Great or Alexander of Abonouteichus
No. 1. Votive monument (fig. 27)
Skopje/Sopot – found in the church of St. George near Sopot, on the outskirts of the
territory of Scupi, on the borderline between Upper Moesia and Macedonia; marble,
77 x 30 x 18 cm.
Iovi et Iuno|ni et Dracco|ni (!) et Dracce|nae (!) et Ale|xandro Epi|tynchanus s(ervus)
| [F]uri Octavi[ani] | c(larissimi) v(iri) posuit
Date: first half of the 3rd century.
Bibl.: IMS VI, 10.
The inscription is dedicated to the deities Jupiter, Juno, Draco, Dracaena and
Alexander, which is an unusual and thus far unique cult combination. The second part
of the dedication is unique as the couple Draco and Dracaena are not attested elsewhere.
Even though a great number of researchers has treated various aspects of the text, they have
not reached a conclusive, acceptable interpretation of the cult’s structure and contents.
According to the current interpretations, there are two basic theories.
54
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Lambert 1984, 66–70.
It will be the subject of interpretation in some future study.
Šašel Kos 2009, 181–183.
Dušanić 1971.
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According to the first theory, which is more widely accepted, two cult units can be
identified in the dedication: the unity of the supreme deities Jupiter and Juno; and the triad
Draco, Dracaena and Alexander, which implies that the text has two levels of different
sacral significance.58 The dedication to Jupiter and Juno as supreme deities of the official
Roman pantheon on a monument erected by a member (slave) of the senatorial Furii
family is expected and can easily be explained.59 In the name Alexander, the person of
Alexander the Great can be recognised.60 It is much more difficult to explain the origin
and essence of the deity couple Draco and Dracaena and their relation to Alexander,
Jupiter and Juno. There have been attempts to explain the connection of Alexander with
the dyad Draco and Dracaena through the mythological origin of Alexander the Great,
who was begot by a deity transformed in the shape of a serpent.61 Within this explanation
there is another lead, the coming of a false messiah, the so called Pseudo-Alexander, who
proclaimed himself the embodiment of the spirit of Alexander the Great. He travelled
and promoted himself in the Balkan region (Upper Moesia and Thrace) in 221 AD.62
His appearance is explained, among other things, by Alexandrolatry at the time of the
Severan Emperors, especially Caracalla and Alexander Severus.63
According to another theory, the name Alexander is related to the so-called false
prophet and impostor, Alexander of Abonouteichus, who was active from the fifth to the
seventh decade of the 2nd century.64 His creation is Glycon, the serpent with human face,
most often interpreted as an incarnation of Asclepius.65 The connection of the Alexander
of our monument to Alexander of Abonouteichus is made by identifying Draco with
Glycon.66 This theory is questioned by the presence of the female counterpart – Dracaena
does not belong to the cult of Glycon. Therefore Dracaena’s appearance is explained as a
local cultural expression, a manifestation of an indigenous deity with similar features.67
Draco’s cult image is identified with that of Glycon through their common cult paradigm
– Asclepius. Namely, they should be their sacral substitute, a reduced iconographic image.
Therefore it is assumed that Draco and Dracaena are local hypostases of Asclepius and
Hygeia and they are connected with Alexander the Great in this triad because of his
mythological origin from a serpent-like deity.68 Nonetheless, the combined presence of
Draco and Dracaena is unusual and exceptional. The serpent-like deity by the name
Draco is exceptionally rare on inscriptions.69 The divine couple Draco-Dracaena must
58
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IMS VI, 10 and Jovanović 1997, both with relevant older literature.
Mócsy 1970a, 31–32 and 86–87; IMS VI, 10; Šašel 1992.
Groag 1909; Vulić 1911; Šašel Kos 1991, 188–189, n. 27–28; Jovanović 1997, 55; Šašel Kos 2012, 511–512.
Groag 1909; Marić 1933, 85–87.
Cassius Dio 79.18.1–3.
Jovanović 1997, 53, n. 12–13 with relevant older literature; Šašel Kos 1991, 189, n. 34–35.
Lucian, Alexander 1–61; Mommsen 1875, 331, no. 493; Cumont 1922; IMS VI, 10; Weinreich 1921, 129–
145; Jovanović 1997, 52, n. 8; Marić 1933, 85–87; Düll 1977, 138, and 362, no. 176.
Chaniotis 2002, 71–74 with relevant older literature.
Marić 1933, 87 with relevant older literature; Jovanović 1997, 52–53, n. 15.
Marić 1933, 86; Šašel Kos 1991, 187–188; Jovanović 1997, 53; Aronen 1996.
Jovanović 1997, 55–56.
Šašel Kos 1991, 187, n. 23. In this part of the Empire, besides the inscription from Scupi, there is also a
votive inscription from the site Trojaci, near Prilep (region of the Deuriopes in Paeonia), where Draco is
also mentioned (Düll 1977, 137, and 406, pl. 13).
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have had great significance for the dedicant since in a way he was identifying himself
with the divine couple. This phenomenon is not surprising, because the serpent cult is
one of the oldest and most dominant throughout the Balkans.70 Cases in point are the
images on several monuments in the territory of contemporary Macedonia.71
The closest analogy to our monument is an uninscribed monument from Florina that
has an image of opposing snakes with an egg between them in the gable. The central zone
of the monument has a relief depiction with a dedication to Zeus, Hera and Alexander. It
is a monument with identical cult contents, the only difference being that the monument
from Scupi is interpretatio romana of the same deities. Namely, Zeus and Hera are
replaced by Jupiter and Juno, while the dedication to the couple Draco and Dracaena is
expressed by an artistic image (two snakes with an egg between them). The image and
the oath are connected to the idolatry of Alexander at the time of the Severians, but also
with the story about the snake and the egg, related to the false prophet of Abonouteichia.72
In the end, let us go back to the dedicant Epitynhanus and try to establish the reason
why he recorded the oath. Nothing specific can be inferred from his name except that it
is characteristic of slaves and freedmen. It indirectly indicates his possible origin from
the East. It is very unlikely that Epitynhanus knew about Alexander of Abonoteichia
who had been active about 70 years earlier, but the cult of Glycon was still alive. It
should probably be assumed the appearance of Pseudo Alexander as a reincarnation of
Alexander the Great inspired Epitynhanus to record the oath. The triad Draco, Dracaena
and Alexander probably strove to emphasise the unity of corporal, moral and spiritual
values, recognised and embodied in Alexander the Great – a tendency present throughout
the Imperial Roman period, especially in the time of the Severan Dynasty, when the
monument was erected.73
Final conclusions
When exploring the Eastern cults in the Skopje-Kumanovo region, we face several
issues regarding the time and directions of their infiltration; the ethnical, professional
and social affiliation of their worshippers, their scope and the like. As for the time of
70

71

72
73

Šašel Kos 1991, 183–187 and 190–191; Jovanović 1997, 53–55; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 164–170;
Proeva 1996, 136.
The votive inscription from Trojaci, near Prilep, besides the dedication to Draco, shows a bearded serpent
rising above a bowl containing an egg (Marić 1933, 31, n. 63–65; Düll 1977, 137, and 406, pl. 13). A relief
plaque from Karaslar, near Veles, shows Hygeia (?) flanked by two huge snakes (Vulić 1933, 19, no. 36;
Düll 1977, 109, and 365, no. 184, fig. 52). On the statue from Stobi Hygeia is accompanied by an oversized
snake, which is not considered Hygeia’s attribute but a substitute for her male pareder Asclepius, i.e. his
hypostasis Draco or Glycon (Sokolovska 1987, 201, no. 186). A relief from Bitola (Heracleia Lyncestis)
shows Dionysus in the central zone, with two opposing snakes in relation to a mystic cist in the gable (Vulić
1931, 19, no. 32; Düll 1977, 319, no. 93, fig. 28). The pair of snakes appears on several monuments from
Paeonia (Varoš – Prilep, Chaška, Oreovec and Stanjevci – Sv. Nikole), where they are depicted flanking the
sacrificial altar or a vessel with an egg in it (Düll 1977, 140–141, and 404, no. 258; 403, no. 257, fig. 30;
405, no. 260, fig. 29; Bitrakova Grozdanova 1999, 164–168, and 179–180, figs. 6–10).
Rizakis and Touratsoglou 1999.
Šašel Kos 1991, 189, n. 29–35; Jovanović 1997, 56.
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introduction, there are few periods. The first period is the time when the colony of Scupi
was founded and the cults of Dea Syria and Bellona(-Ma?) were introduced. Worshippers
were mainly soldiers, mostly veterans, who received high administrative positions in
Scupi. Some of them came from the East, while the others who came from the Western
provinces accepted the local beliefs during their stay in the Eastern provinces.
The cults of Isis, Sarapis, Sabazius and Antinous were introduced somewhat later,
during the 2nd century and the early 3rd century. This dating is not very certain, because
in the absence of epigraphic evidence, the presence of these cults is mainly determined
based on the typology of the lamps and the iconography of the depictions of deities. The
typology of the lamps indicates two possible directions of infiltration of the cult of Sarapis
and Isis. The first was likely from the west or southwest, North Africa, Sicily and South
Italy and the second was from the south, from neighbouring Macedonia, probably via
Thessaloniki and Stobi, where these cults were well established. However, the relatively
large number of finds and their typological variety show that these cults were accepted
and that they lasted, during the 2nd and the early 3rd centuries. The introduction of the cult
of Sabazius and Antinous is connected with settlers from the Eastern provinces.
The third wave of introduction of the Eastern cults took place towards the end of the
nd
2 and the early 3rd century, especially during the Severan era. This is the time when the
cults of Mithras and Jupiter Dolichenus appeared. These entered from the region of the
Danubian limes or Pannonia Inferior. The worshippers of these cults, mainly slaves and
freedmen, belonged to the lower category of officials in the wayside customs stations.
Besides members of the army and state administrative officials, a considerable number
of the migrants belonged to the social strata of merchants and craftsmen.
The fourth wave of introduction occurred in the second half of the 3rd century, when
the cult of the Danubian Riders appeared. The worshippers were soldiers or settlers from
the Danubian provinces, probably Dacia.
The presence of people from the East is confirmed by their names and their origin
emphasised upon the epigraphic monuments. One of the early settled veterans came
from Berytus in Syria.74 There are epigraphic fragments of evidence about Romanised
civilians who migrated from the cities of Antiochia, Methymneus and Galatia.75
According to analysis of the cognomen 16% аre Greek, which means that large
numbers of Romanised inhabitants were descendants from Hellenistic regions – mainly
Orientals, but also from the Aegean, Thrace and Macedonia.76 The graves with skeletal
burials are also associated with migrants from the East. The earliest graves with
skeletal burials, dated to the end of the 1st century, were discovered at the south-eastern
necropolis. They represent a sporadic occurrence, usually connected to the influence
of the settlers from the Eastern provinces. This manner of burial gradually intensified
during the 2nd –3rd century, so that by the end of the 3rd, i.e. the beginning of the 4th century
74
75
76

IMS VI, 45.
IMS VI, 95, 108, 187.
IMS VI, 33 f.; out of 340 names known from the inscriptions, 270 have Latin onomastic formulas which
indicate a well-grounded Romanisation of the region. See Papazoglou 1964, 49–54; Mócsy 1970b, 139.
According to the analysis of cognomen which was performed by Mócsy, 71% are Latin, 16% Greek 4%
Thracian and 9% other.
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AD, it completely dominated the city necropolises of Scupi.77 In this respect, burials in
stone and lead sarcophagi are particularly indicative. A relatively large number of stone
sarcophagi were discovered in the Scupi region – about 40. Almost all of them belong to
the Asia Minor type, i.e. they are simplified local variants without decorations.78 Burials
in lead sarcophagi rarely occur in the Scupi necropolises. These burials are associated
with immigrants from the regions of Syria and Palestine.79 The architectural tectonics,
style and decorations of the various tombstones are indirect proof of the influence of the
migrants from the East.80 Through their customs, beliefs and religious rituals these migrants
had considerable impact on the religious and daily public life in Scupi. Apparently, the
migrants from the East did not give up their identity and remained loyal to the deities
from their fatherlands, living isolated lives and observing their customs and traditions.
Nevertheless, in spite of their variety, the number of finds related to the Oriental cults is
small and therefore the reconstruction of the religious life of the population of this region
remains incomplete.
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Mikulčić 1975b, 89–99; Jovanović 1984, 126–129; Jovanova and Mihailova Kalamadeska 1999, 236;
Jovanović 2006, 33–34; Jovanova (forthcoming).
Mikulčić 1974, 111–114, figs. 3 and 6; Mikulčić 1975b, 93–95, pl. 4, figs. 8, 10, and pl. 6, fig 17; Jovanova
2013, 718–719, figs. 13–14; Dobruna-Salihu 2003, 391–395; Dobruna-Salihu 2005, nos. 285b–287, figs.
245–247; Jovanova (forthcoming). Most of the sarcophagi were discovered in the city necropolises or in
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Eight lead sarcophagi were discovered so far in the south-eastern necropolis, one during the research in
1970–1971 (see Mikulčić 1975b, 96–97, pl. 7, figs. 18–20, and pl. 12, fig. 58) while the remaining seven
during the researches in the period from 2010–2012: see Jovanova (forthcoming).
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Fig. 1 – Map of the Skopje-Kumanovo region (after IMS VI, 15)

Fig. 2 – Skopje, Nerezi
(after IMS VI, 15)

Fig. 3 – Fragment of votive
monument dedicated to Dea Syria
(Skopje, Nerezi; after IMS VI, 17)

Fig. 4 – Kumanovo, Lopate
(after IMS VI, 208)

Fig. 5 – Kumanovo, Lipkovo
(after IMS VI, 208)
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Fig. 6 – Kumanovo, Biljanovce;
(after Kokić 1933, fig. 1)

Fig. 7 – Kumanovo,
Biljanovce
(after Kokić 1933,
fig. 3)
Fig. 8 – Kumanovo,
Biljanovce
(after Zotović 1973, 16, no.
3b, fig. 2)

Fig. 10 – Kumanovo, Biljanovce
(after Kokić 1933, fig. 10)

Fig. 9 – Kumanovo, Biljanovce
(after Kokić 1933, fig. 8)

Fig.
11
Kumanovo, Lopate (after IMS VI, 209)

Fig.
12
Fig. 13 – Kumanovo, Klečovce –
statio Vizianus? (after IMS VI, 212)
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Fig. 14 – Kumanovo, Klečovce – statio
Vizianus? (after IMS VI, 212)

Fig. 15 – Scupi,
south-eastern
necropolis
(grave 2539)

Fig. 19 – Bardovci,
Scupi (after IMS VI, 1)
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Fig. 16 – Scupi (after IMS VI, 19)

Fig. 17 – Scupi, south-eastern
necropolis (grave 2472)

Fig. 20 – Skopje, Radišani

Fig. 18 – Scupi, south-eastern
necropolis (grave 4027)

Fig. 21 – Skopje, Govrlevo
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22

23

24
Figs. 22–24 – Skopje, Scupi, southeastern necropolis (grave 3775)

Fig. 25 – Skopje, Scupi, south-eastern
necropolis (grave 3981)
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The cult of Jupiter Dolichenus in Moesia
Superior: mining aspects*
Vladimir P. Petrović
Abstract
The cult of Jupiter Dolichenus, of Oriental origin, is evident throughout almost all the territory
of the Roman Empire. The followers of the Dolichenus theology, such as soldiers, priests,
tradesmen, miners and freedmen dedicated figurative representations as well as numerous
inscriptions to the glory of the deity. In the territory of Upper Moesia, a particular frequency
of dedications is noticed along the Danube border region/limes. In this study I shall deal with
a somewhat particular type of Dolichenus believers, namely those who had a direct or indirect
connection with the mining areas of Upper Moesia.
Key words: Jupiter Dolichenus – Upper Moesia – believers – mining areas.
Апстракт
Култот на Јупитер Долихен, од ориентално потекло, евидентиран е речиси на целата
територија на Римското Царство. Следбениците на теологијата на Долихен, како што се
војниците, трговците, рударите и слободните луѓе, посветувале фигурални претстави,
како и бројни натписи во слава на божеството. На територијата на Горна Мезија особено
е забележана фреквенција на натписи на граничниот регион на Дунав (limes). Во оваа
студија се задржувам на малку поодреден тип верници на Долихен, оние што се директно
или индиректно поврзани со рударските области на Горна Мезија.
Клучни зборови: Јупитер Долихен – Горна Мезија – верници – рударски области.

Introduction
Before we start discussing the mining aspects of the Jupiter Dolichenus cult in
Upper Moesia (Moesia Superior), which is the subject of this study, it is important to
raise a few points concerning the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus, its origin, significance,
*
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representations and routes of expansion throughout the Roman Empire, and particularly
in the province of Upper Moesia.
The Jupiter Dolichenus cult, as can be concluded from the names of the god,
originates from North Syria and is usually connected with the Commagenian town
of Doliche (Dülük in present-day Turkey). In accordance with the interpretation of a
number of inscriptions discovered in the western part of the Roman world and dedicated
to the Dolichenus deity, his homeland has a significant meaning in itself. Namely, we
are dealing with an area rich in iron ore here, indicated by the epigraphic formula ubi
ferrum nascitur,1 or ubi ferrum exoritur.2 Traces of iron metallurgy are certainly evident
in Doliche itself, but the Anatolian plateau area, in general, rich in ore deposits in the past
as it is today, should also be considered as a point of origin of the cult.3
The Dolichenian deity is, in fact, the local god Baal; the basis of the cult itself can
be traced back more deeply in Syrian religion and tradition of the pre-Roman period.
The adaptability of Dolichenus speaks of the syncretism of different influences and, in
general, refers to the Sky (Sun) and Earth. Gradually, thanks to strong contacts with
Roman culture, Dolichenus was connected to and identified with Jupiter, which was also
frequently the case with some other native cults, and in this way he entered the Roman
Pantheon under the name of Iuppiter Optimus Maximus Dolichenus.4
Spread of the cult
The Dolichenus cult spread quickly throughout the Roman world. There is a belief,
widespread among scholars, that the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus was introduced in Rome
during the Severan dynasty (193–235 AD), given that Iulia Domna, Iulia Mammaea and
Iulia Maesa originated from the Syrian city Emesa, from the family of priests of Baal,
and exerted a powerful influence on the policy of the Emperors of this dynasty. However,
there are numerous examples of followers of this cult before the Severan dynasty.
According to Speidel the ratio between inscriptions from the time before the Severan
dynasty and those of the time of this dynasty in Rome would be 14 to 23.5 Dedications to
Dolichenus from earlier periods have also been attested in provinces outside Italy. Even
in provinces outside Italy dedications to Dolichenus from earlier periods were confirmed.
In Macedonia the monument from Elassona dedicated to Dolichenus dates to the time
of Trajan, that of Carnuntum in Pannonia Superior to the time of Hadrian and that of
Apulum in Dacia to the time of Antoninus Pius.6

1

2
3
4
5
6

Civitas Taunensium (Heddernheim): AE 1902, 17; Statio Vetoniana (Pfünz): AE 1889, 68; Novae (Svishtov):
AE 2008, 1187.
Apulum (Alba Iulia): CIL III, 1128.
Concerning the homeland of the Dolichenus cult, see Dörner 1965; Speidel 1978, 45.
Concerning the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus, see Zotović 1966, 37–52.
Speidel 1978, 10.
Elassona: AE 1913, 2; Carnuntum: AE 1936, 132; Apulum: CIL III, 1128.
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Followers of the cult
One should not expect to find followers of the Commagenian deity only among one
group of believers, primarily among soldiers, as is usually thought, but also among social
classes like priests and traders or craftsmen of eastern origin.7 Traders were introduced to
the cult through their role in supplying the army: a hypothesis supported by the locations
where traders’ inscriptions have been found, which are all connected with the military.8
In Dacia, two inscriptions mentioning Syrian traders (negotiatores) have been found –
Alexander and Flavus Suri in Apulum and Gaius Gaianus and Proculus Apollofanes Suri
in Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa.9 A distinctive group of followers of the cult of Jupiter
Dolichenus are soldiers who associate this cult with iatric deities like Asclepius. This is
the case in the inscription of Veturius Marcianus,10 veteran of the 13th Legion Gemina
from Apulum in Dacia and in the inscription from Prizren, from the area of Upper Moesia
dedicated to Asclepius, Telesphorus, Hygeia and the genius of Jupiter Dolichenus, by
Surus who could be of Eastern, possibly Syrian origin.11 That freedmen were also among
Jupiter Dolichenus’ dedicants we learn from the inscription of Achilleus from the area of
Kumanovo (Lopate) in the territory of Moesia Superior.12 We shall return to the latter two
inscriptions from Upper Moesia later.
As an example of the inclusion of different social groups, we will mention one
somewhat particular type of Dolichenus dedicants, those who were directly or indirectly
connected with the mining areas. As we have already mentioned, some inscriptions state
that the deity was created where iron is born, ubi ferrum nascitur (exoritur).13 To this, we
should also add representations of Castors,14 the divine escorts and assistants, attested on
inscriptions and iconographic monuments of the Dolichenus cult such as an inscription
from Dalmatia (Maslovare).15 Here we are actually dealing with the interpretation and
comprehension of another detail of the Jupiter Dolichenus theology concerning the
aspect of hardness and permanence represented, above all, in the insurance of stability in
the mining layers primarily because of the frequent earthquakes.16 Thus, it is absolutely
right to conclude that the Dolichenus cult was particularly respected and widespread in
7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14

15
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Concerning the interpretation of Jupiter Dolichenus as a military deity, see Toutain 1911, 40; RE V.1,
1276–1281, s.v. Dolichenus; von Domaszewski 1972, 140–141; Swoboda 1964, 132; Zotović 1966, 49;
Berciu and Petolescu 1976, 9 f.; Popa and Berciu 1978, 46.
Rome: Publius Aelius Marcus, connected to X Gemina, CCID, nos. 415–416; Brigetio: Domitius Titus, a
former decurio now occupied in trade, CCID, no. 239.
Apulum: CIL III, 7761 = CCID, no. 153; Popescu 2004, 317; Sarmizegetusa: CIL III, 7915 = CCID, no.
169.
Apulum: CIL III, 1614 = CIL III, 8044 = CCID, no. 158.
Prizren: ILJug III, 1438 = CCID, no. 126 = AE 1981, 739.
Kumanovo: IMS VI, 208.
Merlat 1951; Dörner 1965; Speidel 1978.
Concerning the representation of Jupiter Dolichenus with Castors, from the inventory of the dolicheneum
in Egeta, see Vučković-Todorović 1965, 176–177.
ILJug II, 764 = CCID, no. 25 = AE 1968, 415 (Maslovare): I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo) D(olicheno)
etCastori(bus) | M(arcus) Aur(elius) Flav(u)s s(acerdos) I(ovis) O(ptimi) | M(aximi) D(olicheni) v(otum)
s(olvit) l(ibens) l(aetus) m(erito).
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mining areas, territoria metallorum. This statement is clearly supported by examples like
the one from Maslovare in Ferrariae Pannonicae.17 Such a claim is further corroborated
by the inscription from Aureriae Dacicae with the formula ubi ferrum exoritur.18
The cult of Jupiter Dolichenus in Moesia Superior
The intensive penetration of the Jupiter Dolichenus cult into the province of Upper
Moesia is often connected, in scientific literature, with the Severan dynasty, thus, with
the end of the 2nd and the beginning of the 3rd century AD.19 Concerning the spreading
of the Dolichenus cult over the Upper Moesia territory, two dates are particularly
significant. Namely, in the year 198 AD, the Emperor Septimius Severus, in the course
of whose reign a significant number of Orientals joined the army and administration,
goes to Syria; this was an opportunity to become acquainted with the local cults and
it seems especially the case with the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus. On his return from the
East, in the year 202 AD, he passed through Upper Moesia until the Danube limes and
Viminacium (Kostolac).20 The majority of dedications to Jupiter Dolichenus in Upper
Moesia originate from the Danube limes region. However, it is difficult to give a precise
terminus post quem for the establishment of the cult in the regions of Upper Moesia. The
worshippers of Jupiter Dolichenus could have existed even earlier, before the Severan
dynasty. Ethnic intermingling and migration will certainly have occurred in the past, so
that the newcomers from the East could be found among soldiers, as well as among other
social categories like tradesmen, craftsmen, miners, freedmen and slaves. It is known,
for example, that during the 1st century, the first cohort of Thracians from Syria, cohors
I Thracum Syriaca, was situated in the Roman army camp in Ravna, Timacum Minus,21
in the Timok River valley. From the discovered inscription, we learn not only about the
tribune Vecilius Modestus, under whose command the cohort of Thracians from Syria
was moved from Syria, but also about the soldiers and veterans who, having finished
military service, settled in the surroundings of the Timacum Minus castrum.22 There may
have been followers of the Dolichenus religion among them.
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Concerning the extent to which the Dolichenus cult was spread in the region of Ferrariae Pannonicae
through an epigraphic dedication to Jupiter Dolichenus and Castors, see Dušanić 1999, 134.
CIL III, 1128.
Marić 1933, 79; Vučković-Todorović 1965, 178; Zotović 1966, 49; Zotović 1967, 67.
Concerning the sojourns of Septimius Severus in the region of antique Viminacium, see IMS II, 23, 11; Fitz
1959, 258.
The sculpture of Jupiter Dolichenus on a bull, without inscription, was found in Timacum Minus: Vulić
1941–1948, 92 and 201.
Concerning the antique fortification Timacum Minus and army garrisons which were stationed there, see
IMS III.2, 32; Petrović and Jovanović 1997, 18.
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In the territory of the Roman province of Upper Moesia up to 19 inscriptions
dedicated to Jupiter Dolichenus were found so far,23 several figural representations of
the divinity24 and depictions of Dolichenus’ cult on a triangular plate which is probably
23

24

AE 2005, 1313; AE 2010, 1394; CCID, no. 87 = AE 2003, 1532; CCID, no. 104 = AE 1933, 121; CCID,
no. 105 = AE 1933, 122; CCID, no. 110; CCID, no. 111 = AE 1938, 91 = AE 1984, 740; CCID, no. 113 =
AE 1938, 92; CIL III, 1697= CIL III, 8243 = IMS VI, 208 = CCID, no. 116; CIL III, 6290 = CIL III, 8084
= CCID, no. 109; CIL III, 14502.1 = CCID, no. 112 = AE 1902, 69; CIL III, 14503.1 = CCID, no. 86 = AE
1902, 20; ILJug II, 465 = CCID, no. 91 = AE 1966, 335 = AE 1968, 454; ILJug II, 466 = CCID, no. 95 =
AE 1966, 336 = AE 1968, 453; ILJug II, 1416 = CCID, no. 115 = AE 1966, 340; ILJug III, 1438 = CCID,
no. 126 = AE 1981, 739; AE 1966, 334; Gabričević 1987; Vasić 1984, 118, pl. 11.
Egeta: Vučković-Todorović 1965, 173–182; Yasen: Merlat 1951, 42, no. 47; Ravna (Timacum Minus):
Vulić 1941–1948, 93, nos. 198 and 201; Petrović and Jovanović 1997, 61, no. 7.
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part of a signum.25 Of the 19 inscriptions up to 16 originate from the territory of the
Danube limes and its closest hinterland. Only three inscriptions originate from the
interior of the province.26 Along the Danube limes archaeological research has confirmed
the presence of two temples dedicated to Jupiter Dolichenus at Egeta and Diana.27 On
the basis of inscriptions from the area of the
 Danube border which mention the priests
of the Dolichenus cult we can assume the existence of at least one more temple near
Viminacium.28 It appears that a temple of Jupiter Dolichenus also existed in the interior
of the province, at Timacum Minus, although we do not have any epigraphic confirmation
of this claim. During the research of N. Vulić in Timacum Minus a group of sculptures of
white marble of an excellent quality was found. In fact, a group of objects from the same
place could be from a Dolicheneum. These objects have been published and confirmed
by a photo of the excavator posing with the sculptures.29 Vulić found a male marble
statue, a female torso, a head of Sarapis, a female portrait, a head, a bull with the remains
of the feet of Jupiter Dolichenus on its back, a relief of Silenus, a representation of a ram,
a small plaque depicting Zeus and Hera, and column bases with lower parts in the shape
of human and zoomorphic figures. All these items were transferred to the Museum of
Niš, where they were badly damaged during the Second World War.
Amongst this assembly of finds we would highlight the bull sculpture with the
feet of Jupiter Dolichenus as well as the head of bearded deity with conical cap, which
for decades might been wrongly associated with Sarapis, following the interpretation of
Vulić. According to A. Jovanović, in his recent works, it appears more likely that it is a
depiction of Jupiter Dolichenus.30
Mining aspects of the Jupiter Dolichenus cult in Moesia Superior
As is known, the Upper Moesian province was thought to be a land rich in ores
according to the notes of a Roman legislatist Saturninus from the 2nd century AD,31
similarly to Africa Proconsularis being called the granary.32 In Roman times, the region of
the Timok River Basin was characterised by intensive mining activity. It was organised as
one of the mining districts of the Dardanian mines in Moesia Superior, metalli Dardanici,
therefore an Imperial domain led by the prefect of the territory with its headquarters at
Timacum Minus.33
25
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Merlat 1951, 45, no. 50.
Ulpiana: ILJug III, 1416 = CCID, no. 115 = AE 1966, 340; Prizren: ILJug III, 1438 = CCID, no. 126 = AE
1981, 739; Kumanovo (Lopate): CIL III, 1697 = CIL III, 8243 = IMS VI, 208 = CCID, no. 116.
Egeta: Vučković-Todorović 1965; Diana: Gilliam 1958; Mirković 1977.
Kličevac (Viminacium): AE 2005, 1313; Petrović 2004.
Vulić 1941–1948, 91–94, nos. 196–205.
Jovanović 2007, 183–186.
Dušanić 2004, 255, n. 44.
Justinian, Digest 48.19.16, l. 9–10 (Saturninus): “evenit, ut eadem scelera in quibusdam provinciis gravius
plectantur, ut in Africa messium incensores, in Mysia (!) vitium, ubi metalla sunt, adulteratoris monetae”.
For further details on Saturninus’ notes, especially concerning money forging in mining districts, see
Dušanić 1995, 135–136.
Dušanić 1977, 75 f.
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The existence of a temple dedicated to Jupiter Dolichenus and figurative
representations of this deity at Timacum Minus, the seat of one of the mining districts of
Dardania in Upper Moesia, could be associated with the mining aspects of the Dolichenus
cult, similar to the case from Dalmatia witnessed in the inscription from Maslovare in
the valley of Japra. This assumption is further supported by inscriptions dedicated to
Dolichenus from Gračanica (Ulpiana) and Lopate (statio Lamud) near Kumanovo, also the
administrative centres of the Dardanian mines.34 According to B. Dragojević-Josifovska
there was a temple dedicated to Jupiter Dolichenus in Lopate near Kumanovo.35 At this
point we should mention again the altar at Prizren of Surus who originated from the east,
and was presumably a member of one of the cohorts in Upper Moesia (maybe Cohors
I Aurelia Dardanorum).36 In addition to the dedication to Asclepius, Telesphorus and
Hygeia this altar was also dedicated, as we read from the text, to the genius of Jupiter
Dolichenus: [Telesphoro Hygiae] || As|clep[i]|5o | So[3] | Heracliti Su|rus et pro | Gen(io)
I(ovis) O(ptimi) Dolic(h)eni |10 Paterno deo et Geni(o) | co(ho)rtis votum libies(!) f(ecit).
As the author of this text, I am inclined to accept the interpretation and reading of the
text of this inscription regarding the occupation of the dedicant proposed by M. Dušanić
(M. Milin): [Telesphoro Hygiae] || As|clep[i]|5o | So[3] | Heracliti Su|rus [m]et(allarius)
pro(curatoris) | Gen(io) I(ovis) O(ptimi) Dolic(h)eni |10 Paterno deo et Geni(o) | co(ho)
rtis votum libies(!) f(ecit).37 According to this restitution of the Prizren inscription, the
dedicant of this altar may have been dispatched to the office of the procurator of the
Dardanian mines (metallarius procuratoris).38 In the Roman epoch the Lissus–Naissus
road, in the immediate vicinity of the altar finding place, was primarily via metallica.39
If we consider all these arguments, Surus and the dedication to Jupiter Dolichenus from
Prizren could be associated with mining activities at the Dardanian mines within Upper
Moesia.
However, already in the second half of the 3rd century AD documents concerning
the presence of the Jupiter Dolichenus cult in the region of Upper Moesia become very
rare. Many scholars agree with this general conclusion.40 There are undoubtedly reasons
for this decline. In our regions, from the second half of the 3rd century, in general, there
were increasingly less inscriptions, while at the same time the process of conversion to
Christianity began. However, we believe that even after the Severan dynasty, followers
of the Dolichenus cult still existed. The Dolichenus cult could have been preserved in its
essential form, especially in more closed and more specific environments, like mining
34
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ILJug III, 1416 = CCID, no. 115 = AE 1966, 340 (Ulpiana): I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo) D(olicheno) | pro
salute d[[d(ominorum) nn(ostrorum)]] | Imp(eratoris) Aug(usti) | Victor Demetri et De|metrius Ambibi
sace[r]|5dotes eiusdem dei s(olverunt) v(otum); CIL III, 1697 = CIL III, 8243 = IMS VI, 208 = CCID, no. 116
(Kumanovo, Lopate = statio Lamud): [I(ovi)] O(ptimo) M(aximo) D(olicheno) | pro salute | Imp(eratoris)
M(arci) Aureli | Antonini Pii |5 Aug(usti) et Iuliae | Aug(ustae) matri(s) kast(rorum) | Achilleus eorun|dem
servus pos(uit) | Kal(endis) Novembri[bus] |10 Sabino II et Anu|lino co(n)s(ulibus).
IMS VI, 208.
Prizren: ILJug III, 1438 = CCID, no. 126 = AE 1981, 739.
Dušanić 1984.
Dušanić 1984, 31.
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Zotović 1966, 49.
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areas. Similar examples are known from the regions of nearby Dalmatia, as has already
been mentioned for the site Maslovare (Majdanište) in the valley of the river Japra.41
Conclusion
The monuments of the Dolichenus cult in the Upper Moesia region are most
frequently epigraphic in character, while purely figurative forms appear in relatively
small numbers. It is important to mention that these are found mainly in the areas where
the Roman army settled for a longer period. Here we are dealing, in the first place,
with the regions along the Danube border, where the Roman Legions IV Flavia and
VII Claudia were stationed. So far we have identified at least four three sanctuaries
dedicated to this deity, discovered near Egeta, Diana, Viminacium, and Timacum Minus.
The dedicants of the deity (priests, soldiers, tradesmen or craftsmen) originate in the
majority of cases from the Orient, the region from where the cult spread. It seems that
the local population of Upper Moesia considered this cult to be closely connected with
newcomers from the East, in the first place soldiers. This is based on the rare occurrence
of monuments dedicated to Jupiter Dolichenus in the area beyond the limes. However,
based on figurative representations and the possible existence of a temple at Timacum
Minus, the few inscriptions from the mining areas in the interior of province, which have
been found in places that are known as centres of wider mining areas such as Ulpiana,
Lopate (statio Lamud) and Prizren and on the basis of an analogy with nearby Dalmatia
and Dacia, we can assume that the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus in Upper Moesia was
sometimes connected with mining operations and that there could be individuals with a
direct or indirect relation to mines among the followers of this cult.

41
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Asia Minor and Syrian cults and their main traits
in the territory of the Central Balkans*
Nadežda Gavrilović
Abstract
In the period of Roman reign in the Central Balkans, the cults and theologies from Asia
Minor and Syria held an important place in the spiritual culture of the Romanised population.
Besides considering the ways of penetration and distribution of the thus far known Asia Minor
and Syrian cults, the aim of this paper is to emphasise their significance which, along with
the dominant philosophical teachings of the 2nd and 3rd century AD, made them widespread
throughout the Roman provinces of the Central Balkans. Certainly the most popular was the
Metroac cult of Magna Mater and Attis, which was, judging by epigraphic and archaeological
material mostly concentrated in the western and northern parts of the Central Balkans.
Something similar can be said for the cult of the Thracian-Phrygian deity Sabazius, which
is confirmed in all the parts of the Central Balkans. On the votive monuments the god bears
the epithets Paternus, Augustus and Κιρίως and his apotropaic and soteriological functions
have been attested by relief presentations, sculptures and ivory hairpins with heads in the
shape of so-called hands of the god Sabazius forming the gesture of benedictio latina. The
popularity of Jupiter Dolichenus is confirmed by numerous epigraphic and archaeological
monuments dating from the 2nd to the 4th century AD, in which the god is presented alone or
with his paredra Iuno Dolichena. The cults of Jupiter Turmasgades, Jupiter Melanus, Jupiter
Cidiessus, Zeus Okkonenos, Zeus Ezzaios and Zeus Synenos are confirmed by only a few, but
nevertheless of great importance in epigraphic and iconographic sense, monuments. It is also
important to mention that the cults of the lunar god Mên and the goddesses Artemis of Ephesus
and Dea Syria were also known among the Romanised population of the Central Balkans, but
presumably within small, closed communities in larger centres like Viminacium and Scupi.
Key words: Asia Minor – Syria – Central Balkans – cult – iconography – religious syncretism.
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Апстракт
Во времето на римското владеење на централен Балкан, култовите и теологијата на Мала
Азија и Сирија имале важно место во духовната култура на романизираната популација.
Покрај земањето предвид на начините на продирање и ширење на малоазиски и сириски
култови досега познати, целта на овој труд е да се нагласи нивната значајност, која, покрај
доминантните филозофски учења на II и III век наша ера, ги прави распространети во
римските провинции на централен Балкан. Секако, најпопуларен бил метроачкиот култ
на Магна Матер и Атис, кој, судејќи според епиграфскиот и археолошкиот материјал, е
концентриран најмногу во западните и во северните делови на централен Балкан. Слично
може да се каже и за култот на трако-фригиското божество Сабазиј, кој е потврден во сите
делови на централен Балкан. На вотивните споменици богот ги има епитетите Paternus,
Augustus и Κιρίως, додека неговите апотропејски и сотериолошки функции се потврдени
со релјефни прикази, скулптури и игли за коса од слонова коска со глави во облик на т.н.
„раце на богот Сабазиј“ во гест на benedictio latina. Популарноста на Јупитер Долихен е
потврдена со бројни епиграфски и археолошки споменици датирани од II до IV век, каде
што богот е претставен сам или со својата партнерка Јунона Долихена. Култовите на
Јупитер Turmasgades, Јупитер Melanus, Јупитер Cidiessus, Ѕевс Okkonenos, Ѕевс Ezzaios
и Ѕевс Synenos се потврдени со само неколку споменици, иако од голема важност во
епиграфска и во иконографска смисла. Важно е и да се напомене дека култовите на
лунарниот бог Мен, на божицата Артемида од Ефес, како и на Деа Сирија се, исто така,
познати меѓу романизираното население на централен Балкан, но веројатно во рамките
на помали, затворени заедници во големите центри како Виминакиум и Скупи.
Клучни зборови: Мала Азија – Сирија – Централен Балкан – култ – иконографија –
религиски синкретизам.

Among the many cults of differing provenience in the Central Balkans during the
period of Roman reign, an important place was occupied by the cults and theologies from
Asia Minor and Syria. Along with the arrival of Roman conquerors in the 1st century AD
and the beginning of the process of Romanisation, the first immigrants of Asia Minor
and Syrian origin can be followed in the territory of the Roman provinces of the Central
Balkans. Although the term ‘Central Balkans’ is not precisely determined in the scientific
literature,1 it is generally accepted that the central Balkans area comprises a small part of
eastern Bosnia, a large part of Montenegro, Serbia and northern Macedonia, that is in the
earlier Roman period: the eastern part of the province Dalmatia and the whole province
Moesia Superior (from the end of the 3rd century AD parts of the provinces Dalmatia,
Moesia Prima, Praevalitana, Dardania, Dacia Mediterranea and Dacia Ripensis, fig. 1).2
1

2

In his monograph Princely tombs during the early Iron age in the central Balkans, A. Palavestra emphasises
that “In geographical sense, the term of central Balkans is not precisely determined”. In his opinion, Central
Balkans territory should be defined from Sarajevo in the west and Knjaževac in the east, to Belgrade in the
north and Skopje in the south. See Палавестра 1984, 5.
Cvijić 1987, 25–30. The Roman province Moesia Superior was, along with Moesia Inferior, part of the
province Moesia, which was formed during the period of the reign of Emperor Augustus (31 BC – 14
AD). During the reign of Emperor Diocletian, the new provinces Dacia Ripensis and Dacia Mediterranea
were formed on the territory of eastern Moesia Superior and western Moesia Inferior and Thracia, the new
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The picture of the distribution of the autochthonous tribes in the pre-Roman period
in the territory of the future Roman province Moesia Superior was not so simple –
various Illyrian, Thracian, Dacian and Celtic tribes occupied parts of the aforementioned
area. Upon the establishment of Roman reign, the areas occupied by the mentioned
tribes were organised in civitates peregrinae and although the process of Romanisation
was not aggressive or autarchic, the acceptance of Eastern cults depended on many
elements which were more or less emphasised in certain parts of the central Balkans.
In analysing Asia Minor and Syrian Cults in the Central Balkans, besides considering
the ways of penetration and distribution of a certain cult (whether a certain cult had a
Hellenistic background, for instance an already formed cult of Cybele which penetrated
from Greece to southern parts of the Central Balkans, or whether a certain cult was
distributed by Roman officials with a theology supported by the Roman state), one must
take into account the ways of integration, adaptation and transformation of the cult, the
influence of Roman official ideology, theology and iconography of a certain cult, the
influence of philosophical teachings in a distinct period, interpretatio orientalis of certain
autochthonous gods and goddesses and finally, the appearance of Christianity and its role
in the suppression of Eastern cults and religions.
The epigraphic and archaeological monuments confirm the presence of numerous
Asia Minor and Syrian gods and goddesses in the Central Balkans and their undoubted
popularity among the indigenous population. Asia Minor cults of Magna Mater,
Attis, Sabazius, Jupiter Dolichenus, Jupiter Turmasgades, Jupiter Melanus, Mên and
Artemis of Ephesus have been confirmed by votive monuments and in various forms of
archaeological material. The cults of Sol Invictus and Dea Syria also had their faithful
devotees during the Roman period in the provinces of the Central Balkans. Not so wellknown Asia Minor gods like Jupiter Cidiessus, Zeus Okkonenos, Zeus Ezzaios and Zeus
Synenos were also worshipped inside small, closed communities in major centers like
for instance Viminacium.
Maybe the most prominent of all Asia Minor cults in the Roman provinces of the
Central Balkans was the Metroac cult, the cult of the goddess Magna Mater and her
consort, the god Attis. Analysis of epigraphic and archaeological material has shown
that the Metroac cult was quite popular among the Romanised population of the Balkan
provinces from the 2nd to the 4th century AD. The cult of the Phrygian Mother has been
known from the early 1st millennium BC, but her name Matar has not been confirmed until
the end of the 7th century BC in central Anatolia.3 This Phrygian goddess mother, whom
Strabo and Julian called φρυγίαν θεον μεγαλην, differed from Greek and Roman goddess
mothers not only in name, but also in terms of iconography and places of worship.4 Greek

3

4

province Dardania was formed on the southern part of Moesia Superior and the northern part of Moesia
Superior became the province Moesia Prima: see Мирковић 1981, 92.
Showerman 1901; Graillot 1912; Cumont 1929; Vermaseren 1977; Naumann 1983; Turcan 1996; Roller
1999; Borgeaud 2004; Bøgh 2007. The name of the goddess Matar is known from several Paleo-Phrygian
monuments found within the territory of present-day central Anatolia: Roller 1999, 65. On two monuments,
besides the name of Matar, stood the word kubileya, which according to Roller (1999, 66) is a divine epithet
and can be translated as “from the mountain”.
Graillot 1912, 14. The Phrygians represented the goddess mother as a mature woman in standing position
with a high crown, a so-called polos, on her head, and holding falcons, eagles, lions or various kinds of
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culture comes into contact with the Phrygian Mother Goddess in the 6th century BC and
names her Kybele,5 building her Metroon at the agora of Athens at the end of the 5th
century BC and celebrating her cult twice per year.6 In 204 BC, the cult of the Phrygian
Mother Goddess was officially accepted in Rome and the goddess was named Mater
Deum Magna Idaea, in short Magna Mater.7 Iconographically, the Romans presented the
Mother Goddess similarly as the Greeks did, celebrating her cult with the Megalensia
festivities from the 4th to the 10th of April every year.8 However, two elements of the
Megalensia created a certain distance of the Roman people towards the cult of Magna
Mater – her priests galli with archigallus and the specific way of performing the cult
acts.9 Although the cult of Magna Mater and Attis evolved over the centuries, including
the institutions of taurobolium and criobolium as an important part of the worship,10 the
womanised images of the goddess’ priests and very exotic, not to say, savage cult acts,
remained until the perishing of the cult the main objections and strongest weapon in the
hands of the goddess’ opponents, particularly Christians.
The cult of Magna Mater has been confirmed in the eastern and southern parts of the
central Balkans by two epigraphic monuments, three sculptures, two relief representations
and one bronze appliqué. On an epigraphic monument from Arčar, Ratiaria the goddess
bears the epithet Augusta,11 which is quite rare in the European part of the Roman Empire
– the epithet is confirmed in Senia, Senj in Dalmatia and in Lugdunum, Lyon in Gaul, but

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

vessels in her hands. She was usually represented inside the doors of a building, which corresponded with
the fact that the monuments dedicated to the goddess were frequently found on the periphery or beside the
city walls, which clearly signals her function as protectress of the city. Cf. Roller 1999, 110.
Greek poets like Hipponax and Simonides call the goddess mother Kibeba, while Pindar names her
Δεεσπονα Κυβελη μητηρ, that is “The Mistress mother Cybele”, cf. Henrichs 1976, 255–257.
Naumann 1983; Roller 1999, 67–68 and 124; Vermaseren 1977, 23–24; Henrichs 1976, 255–257 and 271–
276; Bøgh 2007, 307. The earliest mention of Meter appears in the 14th Homeric hymn from the late 6th
century BC: Roller 1999, 122–123. The earliest Greek monument dedicated to Cybele, that is μητηρ θεών,
was found at Athens’ agora and dates from the 4th century BC; see CCCA II, no. 3. The Greek iconography
of Cybele was quite different from the Phrygian one. The Greeks presented the goddess mother in Greek
dress, sitting on a throne, holding a lion, some fruit or vessel in her hands, with two lions flanking her
throne. Her cult was celebrated twice a year, in spring and in summer. The Greeks primarily worshipped
her as the goddess of nature, fertility and as a chthonian goddess.
Graillot 1912; Gruen 1990; Burton 1996; Ovid, Fasti 4.249–254 and 264; Livy 25.1.7–8, 29.10.4; Turcan
1996, 36–37; Roller 1999, 281 f.
The Romans presented Magna Mater also as a mature woman sitting on a throne flanked by two lions, with
the novelty in the attribute of the crown corona muralis on the head of the goddess, cf. Roller 1999, 276.
For the description of the Megalensia see Ovid, Fasti 4.185–186; Summers 1996, 342–343.
Scientific opinions differ as to the matter of the origin and the meaning of the word gallos/gallus which
signified the priest of Magna Mater. See, for instance, Roller 1999, 299; Lane 1996b, 123–127; Vermaseren
1977, 96. Ancient writers’ descriptions of galli are at the least very strange – they were dressed in very
colourful dresses, they wore make up, they had very long hair and while dancing during the festivities of
Megalensia, they cut their bodies with a knife: Jope 1985, 258–261; Vermaseren 1977, 97; Roller 1999,
293.
The taurobolium (ταυροβόλιον, ταυρόβολον) was a ritual that signified the sacrificial killing of a bull. See
Duthoy 1969, 57–59; Vermaseren 1977, 101. The first taurobolium dates to the period of Trajan’s reign:
Vermaseren 1977, 64; Lancellotti 2002.
For Augusta see CIL VIII, 1776, 16440, 23400 and 2340; AE 1911, 22; AE 1913, 24; AE 1955, 142; AE
1957, 92a.
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it is more common in Africa Proconsularis and Numidia.12 Since the votive monument
does not mention the name or the occupation of the dedicant, it can only be presumed
that he was a military official, as is the case with the majority of the dedicants to Magna
Mater Augusta. The second votive monument from Kostolac, Viminacium is dedicated
to Mater Deum by G. Valerius Vibianus and the cause for erecting the statue of the
goddess is the restitution of the temple of god Neptune.13 Dedications to Mater Deum
are very frequent, especially in Dalmatia, Italy, Gallia Narbonensis and Africa. Marble
statues of Magna Mater from the Roman provinces of the Central Balkans represent the
same iconographic type – a female figure seated on a throne, in a long chiton, at times
with himation and diadem and veil or corona muralis on her head, with lions flanking the
throne. It is the most common iconographic type of Magna Mater representations known
in the Roman period, modelled after the cult statue of the goddess made by Agorakritos
in the 5th century BC.14 The marble statue from Viminacium dated to the 2nd or 3rd century
AD is quite interesting since the animal presented beside the goddess is not a lion, but
probably a panther with a necklace around its neck (fig. 2).15 I am aware of only one
representation of panthers flanking the throne of Magna Mater – the marble stela found
in Cotyaeum.16 With the obvious monumentality of the sculpture and details like the
richly pleated dress and throne decorated with cassettes and diagonal strips, either an
Asia Minor origin of the sculptor or syncretistic merging of the cults of Cybele and
Dionysus can be presumed. The fragmented statue from Mediana represents the torso
of the goddess, while the sculpture from Karataš (fig. 3) represents the head of a mature
woman with diadem and veil, which could be identified as Magna Mater or her priestess.17
Representations of Magna Mater with diadem and veil are known from the Piraeus relief18
and Ince Blundell Hall (now Museum of Liverpool),19 but on the other hand, the goddess’
priestess was represented in the same way, which is confirmed by, among others, the
statue of the priestess Laberia Felicla from the Vatican Museum,20 Plancia Magna from
Perge, a marble bust from Ptuj,21 and the funerary stela of Obelia Maxuma from Pula.22
A bronze appliqué from Timacum Minus, Ravna (fig. 4) could represent Magna Mater
12

13

14
15
16

17

18
19
20
21
22

On the votive monument from Senia see Medini 1981, 494, no. 2; on the votive monument from Lugdunum
see CIL XIII, 1756; for Africa Proconsularis see CIL VIII, 1776, 16440, 23400 and 23401; for Numidia see
AE 1911, 22; AE 1913, 24; AE 1955, 142; AE 1957, 92a; CIL VIII, 2230.
A votive monument dedicated to Neptuno Conservatori was also found in Viminacium and confirms, along
with the monument dedicated to Mater Deum, the existence of the cult of the god Neptune in Viminacium:
see IMS II, 38.
Naumann 1983, 310–342, nos. 123–421; Borgeaud 2004, 7, 13, and 22 f.
Tomović 1992, 81, fig. 29, nos. 1–2.
In his analysis of the marble stela found in Cotyaeum, Vermaseren (in CCCA I, no. 139) suggests to identify
the animals as panthers (“on the lower part a goddess clad in polos and long mantle stands between two
leaping animals – panthers?”).
It is well-known that Magna Mater was represented with a diadem and veil, as were her priestesses, e.g.
Claudia Syntyche, Laberia Felicla, Plancia Magna, Metilia Acta. See CIL VI, 492; CCCA III, no. 258;
Boatwright 1991.
CCCA II, no. 310.
CCCA VII, no. 65.
Vermaseren 1977, 57 and 109, pl. 41.
CCCA VI, no. 112.
Girardi Jurkić 1972, 51.
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because of the corona muralis on the woman’s head, which characterises the goddess
in question as the protectress of the city.23 It is a well-known attribute of Magna Mater,
called turrita by Virgilius, but other goddesses like Tyche, Artemis of Ephesus and Ceres
were also represented with turreted crown. The iconography of a woman’s image on a
silver plaque from the Tekija, Transdierna hoard is also problematic because it represents
the goddess in chiton standing in a naiscos with a corona muralis on her head. In her
right hand, the goddess holds a patera from which a snake is eating and behind her
is a big plant with large leaves and a poppy-head (fig. 5). Many authors interpreted
the Tekija plaque in different ways, identifying the goddess as Cybele, consort of Dis
Pater or Persephone.24 After careful analysis of all Tekija plaques and examining of other
iconographic analogies like bronze plaques from Berlin with similar images of Cybele
and Sabazius, in my opinion we are dealing either with a representation of Cybele or a
syncretistic figure of Cybele-Demeter.25 So far, it can be concluded that in the Roman
provinces of the Central Balkans, Magna Mater was worshipped as a goddess of nature
and protectress of military officials, salesmen, administrative officials, freedmen, slaves
and women, but also as chthonian goddess. Unlike other important centres, like for
example Salona, no temples or cognatio or collegia dendroforum have been confirmed
within the territory of the Central Balkans, or any traces of the rituals taurobolium or
criobolium.26 It can only be presumed that, analogously to other Roman provinces, the
cult of Magna Mater in the Central Balkans disappeared in the 4th century AD, partly
because of the decline in popularity of pagan cults, as opposed to the rising popularity
of Christianity.
The cult of the consort of Magna Mater, the Phrygian god Attis,27 in the Central
Balkans is confirmed only by archaeological material – one bronze statue, three bronze
appliqués, one fragmented terracotta and more than 54 funerary monuments with
the image of Attis tristis (Attis funerarius). The majority of the mentioned funerary
monuments – mainly of the cippus type,28 particularly in the western parts of the Central
Balkans, had the image of the Phrygian god Attis, better known as Attis tristis, on their
23

24
25

26

27

28

The attribute of corona muralis is the characteristic attribute in Hittite and later, in Assyrian and Persian
iconography. In Greek art, the corona muralis appears in the Hellenistic period and goddesses like Magna
Mater, Tyche and Fortuna are represented with this kind of attribute. See Metzler 1994.
Macrea 1959, fig. 50; Јовановић 1990.
The goddess Cybele was assimilated with the goddess Demeter from the late 6th century BC, which is
proved by a votive statue of Demeter from a sanctuary in Gela from Sicily. Many writers, among them
Pindar as well, emphasise that Demeter and Cybele were actually one and the same goddess. See also Roller
1999, 175.
There are three confirmations of cognatio of Magna Mater in the Roman province Dalmatia. See Medini
1981, 344 and 639.
The cult of the Phrygian god Attis was confirmed in the 4th century BC in the territory of Asia Minor, while
the first iconographic representation of the god originates from a votive stela from Piraeus: CCCA II, no.
308.
Funerary monuments of the cippus type represent funerary altars in a cuboid shape, whose height can stretch
over 1.5 m. Three sides of these monuments are ornamented with vegetable, geometric and/or figural motifs
and there was an inscription on the front. In the eastern part of the Roman province of Dalmatia, funerary
monuments of the cippus type appear from the end of the 1st century AD. See Зотовић 1995, 24–29.
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lateral sides.29 The fact that the iconographic type of Attis tristis is represented in almost
all thus far known monuments of the god, stresses his chthonic function as dominant
as well as the moment of grief and mourning after deceased and lesser the wish of the
dedicant that the deceased will reach the same faith as the god – rebirth and new life.
The symbolism and the question of the knowledge of the theology of the Metroac cult
in these parts of the Roman Empire has been thoroughly discussed by many scholars
in the past30 and my intention is to just briefly point out some of the characteristics and
aspects of Attis iconography: a chart of all thus far known funerary monuments with the
image of Attis tristis in the territory of the Central Balkans has shown that two areas of
their distribution can be distinguished – the area of Podrinje and Polimlje (sites such as
Donje Štitarevo, Rogatica, Goražde, Pljevlja, Užice, Visibaba, and Ježevica) and the area
around Viminacium. Although Attis is always represented faithfully as in the Phrygian
version of the myth – as a young, standing shepherd with a Phrygian hat on his head,
dressed in belted tunica manicata and anaxyrides, who leans on his pedum or sometimes
on a torch held downwards in his hand, we can distinguish three main iconographic
types: 1). representations of Attis tristis without attribute, 2). representations of Attis
tristis with pedum held downwards, and 3). representations of Attis tristis with torch held
downwards.
It is generally accepted that monuments exhibiting representations of Attis tristis
without any attribute are the oldest and they clearly signal the chthonic function of the
deity as the guardian of the deceased. An interesting detail on some of these monuments
is the posture of the god’s palm, which is turned towards the viewer like in the monuments
from Komini, Montenegro or Kremna in western Serbia. Analogous representations
are known from Gaul and in the opinion of H. Graillot the described gesture of the
hand implies the god imparting a blessing upon the deceased. Representations of Attis
tristis with pedum held downwards are most numerous (fig. 6) and similarly to the
representations of winged geniuses of death and Mithras’ dadophoros with downturned
torches in their hands, they represent Attis as chthonic deity, but also as a psychopomp
who leads the souls of the deceased to heaven. Monuments with Attis tristis holding a
torch held downwards in one hand are particularly widespread in the area of Municipium
S and Komini and although it is generally accepted that they attest to the chthonic or/
and celestial character of the deity, the direct Mithraic influence cannot be disputed. That
applies especially to a cippus from Pljevlja, the area where the Mithras cult was very
strong, where one Attis holds a torch downwards, while the other Attis holds a torch up.31
Syncretistic representations of Attis and some indigenous deity are not unknown; on the
29

30

31

The image of Attis tristis or Attis funerarius on the majority of the funerary monuments from the Central
Balkans, represents a sad, thoughtful young man in a standing position, dressed in a tunica belted around
the waist, with a Phrygian hat on his head, usually holding a pedum or more rarely a torch in one hand, with
his chin resting upon his other hand and his arm across the waist. This image of the Phrygian god expressed
the melancholy and sadness of Magna Mater’s consort, who mutilated himself and died. Therefore, Attis
tristis is the symbol of pain and grief over the deceased, but on the other hand analogously to his fate, he
also expresses the hope for the rebirth of the deceased and for his new, better life.
Sergejevski 1934, 30; Којић 1963; Зотовић 1969, 437; Garašanin and Garašanin 1951; Васић 1973;
Зотовић 1973; Imamović 1977; Medini 1981; Зотовић 1995; see in detail Gavrilović 2010, 116–120.
Vulić 1931, 122, no. 296; Kojić 1961, 12, fig. a.
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monument from Mijovilovac a very primitive representation of Attis with a beard and a
goat can be seen and it represents a syncretistic image of the gods Attis and Silvanus. An
interesting and unique representation of Attis is known from the fragmented sarcophagi
from Viminacium, where Attis is represented naked, without his Phrygian hat and with
pedum raised upwards in one hand and a syrinx in the other hand. Nude representations
of Attis are not so rare in the Roman period, nor are representations of Attis with pedum
and syrinx, especially in terracottas, which were found in the territory of the Central
Balkans as well. A bronze statue of unknown provenience of a young nude man with
a Phrygian hat, a rabbit in one hand and a short pedum in the other from the National
Museum in Belgrade (fig. 7), recognised in older literature as the god Attis, in our opinion
does not represent the Phrygian deity, but the genius of winter, protector of the deceased,
also represented on the ‘Dumbarton Oaks sarcophagus’ and on the sarcophagus from
Emporium in Spain.32 The bronze appliqué from Ritopek and two bronze appliqués of
unknown provenience in the shape of Attis’ head represent rudimentary provincial works,
which analogously to similar finds from other Roman provinces represent funerary finds
with apotropaic and eschatological symbolism. A fragmented terracotta of Attis was
found in the sacrificial horizon of one of the graves in the Viminacium necropolis and
judging from this context, its chthonic but also eschatological character can be presumed,
as is the case with similar terracottas from Amphipolis and Cumae.33 Unfortunately, no
temple of the god has been confirmed until now and judging by the traces of violation
of the image of Attis tristis on funerary monuments from the Central Balkans, it can be
presumed that since the monuments were in some way ‘carriers’ of the Metroac message
of salvation and rebirth and since the god was quite an antithesis to the image and word
of Christ, the cult of Attis probably disappeared in the 4th century.
The cult of the Thracian-Phrygian god Sabazius is confirmed throughout all of
the Central Balkans, except in the west.34 On a votive monument from Kuline, Ravna
Sabazius has the usual epithets Paternus and Augustus, while on a votive monument
from the vicinity of Pirot, Sabazius is called Κιρίως, which is the god’s frequent epithet
in Thracia and Moesia Inferior.35 Three ivory hairpins with heads in the shape of socalled hands of the god Sabazius, making the benedictio latina gesture, were found in
32
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For details see Rumpf 1954; a very interesting iconographic example of the genius of winter presented as
Attis can be perceived on a sarcophagus from Emporia (Spain): see García y Bellido 1967, 60, no. 15.
Tran tam Tinh 1972, 90.
The eternal literary polemics about the origin and name of the god Sabazius range between older authors
who are more inclined to believe that the god was of Thracian origin, while younger authors treat the
deity as a Phrygian god: Eisele 1909; RE I A.2, 1540–1551, s.v. Sabazios (H. Schaefer); Cumont 1942,
60; Macrea 1959, 329; Picard 1961, 131; Tacheva-Hitova 1978; Johnson 1984, 1587; Turcan 1996, 315
f.; LIMC 8, 1069, s.v. Sabazios (R. Gicheva). The first account of Sabazius in Asia Minor comes from an
inscription from Sardes, dated to the 4th century BC: Lane 1979, 37–38; Johnson 1984, 1587–1589; CCIS
III, 2–6. The name of the god Sabazius (Σαβάζιος) is probably derived from the Illyrian word for bear,
sabaya; cf. Turcan 1996, 315; LIMC 8, 1068, s.v. Sabazios (R. Gicheva). Sabazius was worshipped as the
god of one’s destiny, protector of one’s life, the saviour, the invincible, but also as the god of fertility and a
chthonian deity.
The epithet Κιρίως along with the name of the god Sabazius is known from the votive monuments from
Serdika, Dragoman and Sportela (area of Pautalia): Тачева-Хитова 1982, 262, no. 8; 265, no. 12; 266–267,
no. 16.
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necropolises at Pontes and Viminacium. Votive hands of the god Sabazius represent a
specific group of cult monuments of this deity, though scientific opinions differ as to their
symbolism.36 Always in the gesture of benedictio latina, the votive hands of Sabazius
have various attributes in the shape of the god’s animals like snake, lizard, frog, turtle,
eagle, ram, pine cone, objects, musical instruments and human figures. On Sabazius
hands from Pontes and Viminacium, a snake and a pine cone are shown, symbolising
fertility, regeneration and immortality (fig. 8). Bearing in mind the apotropaic and
soteriological symbolism these artefacts clearly carry, it is understandable why they
were used in the cult of the dead and why they were deposited in the graves of the
deceased. A silver plaque from the Tekija hoard (fig. 9), with the representation of a
mature, bearded man in naiscos was found together with the previously mentioned silver
plaque with a presumed image of Magna Mater. The unknown male deity was identified
as Sabazius, Dis Pater or Hercules in earlier literature and without going into detail, it is
important to emphasise the fact that Sabazius was frequently represented in naiscos and
that iconographic details like vegetative ornaments, caduceus and labrys from the Tekija
plaque are analogous to similar iconographies like the one from the votive plate from
Copenhagen.37 The already mentioned two bronze plaques from Berlin, with images of
Cybele and Sabazius, also represent a very close analogy.38 In sites like Viminacium,
Ravna and Mediana near Naissus, several fragmented statues of a tree enveloped by a
snake or with a turtle beside it were found and could represent a part of an iconographic
scene which belonged to the Sabazius cult. A very interesting bronze statue of a pine
tree with Sabazius’ bust, a pine cone, an eagle and a snake was found in Vidin, like a
quite puzzling and obviously syncretistic iconographic representation of Sabazius and
a few other gods on the gem of a gold ring found in a grave in Vinik, in the vicinity of
Naissus (fig. 10). The standing figure of the deity presented in profile is turned towards
the column with a snake. Sabazius wears a helmet, and holds a pedum and an oval object.
There is an eagle on the top of the column and a ram in front of the deity. I am not aware
of a direct iconographic analogy, but there is a strong iconographic similarity with a bust
of Sabazius from the Vatican Museum and a cast with a negative of Sabazius’ image from
Zadar. It is clear that we are dealing with syncretistic representations of Sabazius, Jupiter,
Mercury, Mars and Attis and in that context it is important to mention iconographic
analogies like the Mercury representation on a silver pot from Berthouville in Gaul
and the representation of Hermes on a stela found in Kertch.39 Although the cult of the
god Sabazius was obviously very widespread and popular in the territory of the Roman
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Authors like Blinkenberg and Johnson thought that the characteristic gesture of the votive hands, benedictio
latina, symbolised the goodness of the god and his protection: Johnson 1984, 1595. Other authors thought
that the hand’s position implied a gesture which followed a certain expression or speech, or that the three
fingers of the votive hand of the god Sabazius symbolised a triad – Sabazius, Persephone and Zagreus.
See Hajjar 1978, 469 f. Tacheva-Hitova was of the opinion that the votive hands of Sabazius symbolised
fertility in nature and god’s rules and thought: Taчева-Хитова 1982, 288–289.
Mano-Zissi (1957, 33–39, nos. 34–35, pls. 23–24) thought that the male image on the silver plaque
represented the god Sabazius, Macrea (1959, fig. 50) thought it was the Celtic god Dispater, while Picard
and Lane agree with the opinion of Mano-Zissi and with the identification of the male figure as the god
Sabazius (Lane 1980, 24–25; CCIS II, no. 80).
CCIS II, no. 81.
Joвановић 1990, 90; Kobylina 1976, 11.
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provinces of the Central Balkans, no sanctuary of the god has yet been confirmed. By
epigraphic and archaeological testimonies it can be presumed that in the Central Balkans,
Sabazius was worshipped as the god of the fatherland, protector of the Emperor and the
state, a god with clear eschatological and apotropaic dimensions, protector of soldiers,
salesmen, craftsmen, slaves, but also women, which is implied by the discovery of a
hairpin with a head in the shape of the so-called votive hand of Sabazius in a woman’s
tomb in Viminacium. The devotees of the god Sabazius belonged to different social ranks
– there were humbler worshippers (like those buried with ivory hairpins in their graves),
but also wealthier ones, like the owner of the golden ring with a gem carrying the image
of syncretistic deity from Vinik. Because of its ‘bacchanalian’ character, Sabazius’ cult
particularly affronted the Christian dignitaries and it disappeared by the end of the 4th
century AD.
The cult of Jupiter Dolichenus has been confirmed by numerous epigraphic and
archaeological monuments in the territory of the Central Balkans, from the 2nd to the 4th
century AD.40 The god Jupiter Dolichenus represents the syncretism of two gods: Baal,
from Doliche, and the most important Roman god, Jupiter. On votive monuments from
the Central Balkans, Baal from Doliche is usually honoured as Iovi Optimo Maximo
Dolicheno, although there are a few monuments dedicated to Doliceno, Dulceno and
Dolicino which implies an Oriental origin of the dedicants.41 Usually, votive monuments
are dedicated to one god alone, but there are few monuments dedicated to this god and
one or more other deities, like the monument from Ratiaria which is dedicated to Jupiter
Dolichenus and the genius of colonia Ratiaria or the votive monument from Prizren,
which is dedicated to Asclepius and the genius of Jupiter Dolichenus. Most of Jupiter
Dolichenus’ monuments were erected for the health of dedicant and his family, but
also pro salute imperatoris. The locating of epigraphic monuments dedicated to Jupiter
Dolichenus showed that they are mostly concentrated in or near military camps along the
Danube limes from the end of the 2nd century AD. Although viewed as primarily deus
militaris, analysis of the dedications showed that Jupiter Dolichenus was also venerated
by priests, Syrian merchants, slaves and freedmen as a god of victory, protector, iatric deity
and protector of mines and miners. Iconographic representations of Jupiter Dolichenus
faithfully follow the established canon: he is represented as a mature, bearded man
standing on a bull, holding a labrys and a bundle of thunderbolts in his hands, while Juno
Dolichena stands on a doe, usually with a patera and a sceptre in her hands (fig. 11).
The statues of the god found in the Roman fortifications Čezava, Castrum Novae and
Hunia Alba near Vidin show Jupiter Dolichenus according to the iconographic model
of a Roman ‘Emperor in armour’.42 Beside statues, two fragmented triangular votive
plates of Jupiter Dolichenus were found in Egeta, Brza Palanka and Jasen. On the votive
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The god Jupiter Dolichenus is actually of Asia Minor origin, which is implied by formulas ubi ferrum
nascitur, ubi ferrum exoritur found on several votive monuments dedicated to the god. See Merlat 1951,
26, no. 24; 151, no. 170; 235, no. 240; 306, no. 315.
The votive monument from Ratiaria is dedicated to Iovi Optimo Maximo Doliceno: Zotović 1966, 85,
no. 30. The base of the statue from Veliko Gradište, Pincum has an inscription dedicated to Iovi Optimo
Maximo Dulceno: Zotović 1966, 101–102, no. 44. A tabella ansata from Čezava is dedicated to Iovi Optimo
Maximo Dolicino: Bošković-Robert 2006, 48, no. 50.
Tomović 1992, 72, nos. 62–63.
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plate from Egeta, Jupiter Dolichenus is represented with busts of Sol and Luna, Castor
and Pollux, and with his attributes labrys and thunderbolt (fig. 12). Somewhat more
intriguing is the iconography of the votive plate from Jasen, where Jupiter Dolichenus
and Juno Dolichena are represented in the centre, with a large wreath symbolising the
goddess Victoria above and a libation scene below. Chronologically, both votive plates
date to the beginning of the 3rd century AD, which coincides with the growing popularity
of Jupiter Dolichenus in the Central Balkans. Unlike the previously mentioned deities
and the lack of architectural remains of their temples, there is one temple of Jupiter
Dolichenus, which has been confirmed in the site Brza Palanka.43 The temple was round,
with its entrance on the north side, built from stone and pebbles, with altar in the room
measuring 3.5 x 3.8 m. It is no surprise to find a temple dedicated to Jupiter Dolichenus
in an important military camp, as Ravna (Timacum Minus) was in the Roman period.
As paganism gradually collapsed and Christianity arose, the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus
became one of the most hated pagan cults, because of the god’s popularity among ordinary
people. The latest monument of Jupiter Dolichenus from the Central Balkans is dated to
the middle of the 3rd century AD. After that period, there is no further confirmation of the
god’s cult in the territory of the Roman provinces of the Central Balkans.
The cult of Jupiter Turmasgades is confirmed by one single fragmented
representation of a bull’s head with bird claws on it, which was found in Viminacium.44
The iconography of a fragmented statue coincides with the god’s representations known
from Rome, Romula and Ulpia Traiana Sarmisegetusa, differing only in whether
there is a horse’s, deer’s, or goat’s head under the bird claws.45 Also a local Baal from
Commagene, Turmasgades shared a sanctuary with Jupiter Dolichenus at Dura-Europos
and was identified with Helios Mithras in an inscription from Dolicheneum at DuraEuropos.46 Bearing in mind numerous epigraphic and archaeological confirmations of
immigrants and soldiers of Oriental origin in Viminacium, it can be presumed that the
cult of Jupiter Turmasgades as a victorious god of military success was also favoured
among them. Close territorial analogies from Dacia (e.g. Micia, Romula, Sarmisegetusa)
only strengthen the aforementioned hypothesis.
Epigraphic monuments dedicated to Jupiter Melanus, Jupiter Cidiessus, Zeus
Okkonenos, Zeus Ezzaios and Zeus Synenos are characteristic confirmations of the
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Jupiter Dolichenus’ temple in Brza Palanka was discovered in 1962, a year after the accidental discovery
of four sculptural groups of the god and Iuno Dolichena, fragments of relief representations of the god,
the tabella ansata with the inscription, two statues of the eagle and several Roman coins. See ВучковићТодоровић 1965, 173 f. It is also possible that a sanctuary of Jupiter Dolichenus existed in Ravna, Timacum
Minus: IMS III.2, 42.
Зотовић 1977, 34, no. 7. The god Turmasgades was a local Baal from Commagene who was syncretised
with the Roman god Jupiter. It is generally presumed that the name of the god, Turmasgades, can be loosely
translated as “the place of adornment” and that the god was originally from the mountain area. See Gilliam
1974; Tudor 1947, 272; Drijvers 1980, 173.
On the monument found in Rome, Jupiter Turmasgades is shown as an eagle catching the head of the deer:
see LIMC 8.1, 98, s.v. Turmasgades (M. Bărbulescu), no. 2. A votive monument from Romula bears the
image of an eagle standing on the head of a deer, see Tudor 1947, 271. The votive monument from Ulpia
Traiana Sarmisegetusa exhibits the figure of an eagle holding a goat or a deer: see Popa and Berciu 1978,
36–37, no. 36, pl. 13.1.
Drijvers 1980, 173.
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faithfulness of Asia Minor immigrants to their local gods. Jupiter Melanus was an Asia
Minor local god whose cult has been confirmed by four votive monuments from the
south of Serbia.47 The epithet Melanus was derived from the name of the place where he
was venerated – either Mela in Bithynia or Melokome in central Phrygia.48 The dedicants
of all four votive monuments from Ulpiana and the vicinity of Prizren are of Asia Minor
or Syrian origin. It can be presumed that the dedicants of Jupiter Melanus were veterans,
slaves and Asia Minor immigrants who worked as miners in the Dardanian mines and the
inscriptions show that in the Central Balkans he was venerated as protector of mines and
miners. Individual examples of other Asia Minor gods are confirmed by several votive
monuments dedicated to Zeus Okkonenos, whose epithet was probably derived from the
name of the Bithynian city, and Zeus Ezzaios and Zeus Cidiessus, whose epithets were
probably derived from the names of the Phrygian cities Azanoi and Kidyessos. In which
manner they were worshipped is unfortunately unknown.
The cult of the lunar god Mên has not been confirmed epigraphically in the
Central Balkans, but only by two bronze statues found in Viminacium and Obrenovac,
near Singidunum. Although the majority of the monuments of the god Mên were found
in the north-eastern part of Lydia, antique tradition considers Mên a Phrygian deity.49
Known by numerous epithets, Mên was frequently mentioned on so-called confessional
inscriptions from Meonia because of his vengeful nature, and he is generally represented
as a young man in Oriental dress, with the symbol of a half-moon on his shoulders.50 His
close connection to Attis can be recognised not only by the same animals and attributes
present in their iconography, but also in inscriptions from the 4th century AD from Rome
dedicated to the god Menotyrannus and mutual apotropaic and soteriological aspects.51 A
bronze statue from Viminacium represents Mên as a rider52 and iconographic analogies
can be drawn with the statue from the Sackler Museum and a statue from the museum in
Burdur.53 Since the statue of the god Mên was found beyond the borders of the military
camp in Viminacium, it can be presumed that its owner was of Oriental origin and that
the statue was in his private sacrarium. The bronze figurine from Obrenovac represents
the syncretistic deity Mên-Somnus, with Phrygian hat and small wings on his back (fig.
13). The syncretism of Mên and Somnus can easily be explained by their mutual role as
chthonic deities and psychopomps. Iconographic analogies can be found with a bronze
statue from Cambridge and a relief from the Izmit museum.54
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Votive monuments dedicated to the god Jupiter Melanus were found in Ulpiana (three monuments) and in
the vicinity of the site Prizren. See Душанић 1971, 256.
Душанић 1971; Parović-Pešikan 1990, 614.
Ricl 1995, 41–42.
CMRDM I, no. 4; III, no. 61. Sometimes a symbol of a half-moon on votive and funerary monuments
substitutes the god’s image – in the opinion of Cumont, the motif of half-moon in the context of the cult of
the god Mên on funerary monuments symbolised the belief of the dedicant that the soul of the deceased will
continue its life in the astral sphere: Cumont 1942, 244–246.
Turcan 1996, 68; Lancellotti 2002, 136.
On the majority of monuments featuring the god Mên as a rider he usually rides a horse, and only rarely a
ram, panther or a chicken. See CMRDM III, 101–102.
LIMC 6, 468, s.v. Men (R. Vollkommer), nos. 99 and 104.
LIMC 6, 468, s.v. Men (R. Vollkommer), nos. 99 and 104.
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The goddess Artemis of Ephesus is shown only on two gems of unknown
provenience and judging by the motifs of moon and star on the first gem, and torch on the
other gem, syncretism with the goddess Hekata or Selena can be presumed.55 Of course,
without any epigraphic confirmations, we cannot presume the existence of a cult of the
goddess Artemis of Ephesus.
The cult of Dea Syria is confirmed by two votive monuments. One of these was
found in Dolno Nerezi, Skopje and the cause of the dedication of the monument was the
building of the goddess’ temple.56 The monument dates to the end of the 1st century AD
and considering the reason for the dedication of the monument, it can be presumed that the
dedicant had significant financial means. The identity of Dea Syria on the second votive
monument found at Skopje fortress is somewhat dubious, but if the reading proposed in
IMS is accepted, it would be the only inscription known so far in which the goddess has
the epithet Sanctissima.57 The monument also dates to the end of the 1st century AD, but
contains no information about the origin or social status of the dedicant.58 The reason for
the scanty confirmation of the cults of Artemis of Ephesus and Dea Syria can perhaps be
explained by the fact that since outside of their place of origin, the two goddesses were
frequently identified with Magna Mater, which may have been the case with their cults
in the Roman provinces of the Central Balkans too.
The cult of the Imperial Sol Invictus, the sun god who was particularly favoured
during the reigns of Elagabalus and Aurelianus, was favoured in the Central Balkans not
only among Roman soldiers but also among administrative officials and ordinary people.
The cult of Sol Invictus has been confirmed by two votive monuments from the vicinity
of Naissus and Pljevlja on which the god is called Invictus and Sacrum and on 13 gems
with representations of Sol’s bust, Sol standing, driving a quadriga or riding a horse.
Besides the usual symbolism of Sol Invictus as the god of victory, success, military
triumph, but also as pacificator, source of goodness and light and invincible protector, it
is clear that he was also respected as a celestial and eschatological god, who protected
his devotees not only during their mortal lifes, but also after their deaths. Besides the
mentioned monuments dedicated to Sol Invictus, it is interesting to mention the find
of a bronze railing (fig. 14) consisting of cancelli and herms with busts of Sol, Luna,
Asclepius and Hygiea, found in a villa with peristyle built by Constantine the Great in
Mediana, Naissus.59 This railing was placed at the entrance of a small shrine dedicated
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Pliny states that the image of Hecate stood in the temple of the goddess Artemis in Ephesus and C. Boner
describes the examples of magic amulets which bore the images of the goddesses Artemis of Ephesus and
Hecate. Cf. Arnold 1989, 23 f.
IMS IV, 37.
The epithet Sanctissima is confirmed beside the names of the goddesses: Caelestis in Africa Proconsularis,
see AE 1904, 17; in Leptis Magna: CIL VIII, 22; in Italy: CIL XI, 1282; beside the name of goddess Diana
in Dacia: AE 1959, 330; beside the name of the goddess Terra Mater in Rome: CIL VI, 771; beside the
name of Magna Mater in Africa Proconsularis: CIL VIII, 4864; in Italy CIL V, 3438; beside the names of
Roman Empresses in Dacia AE 1998, 1092–1093, 1095, and 1104; in Lucitania: CIL II, 110 and 4607, and
AE 1930, 150; in Moesia Inferior: CIL III, 14211; in Rome: CIL VI, 1092, 1095–1096, 40763, and 40684;
in Asia: AE 1914, 80.
IMS IV, 15.
Vasić 2004.
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to the aforementioned deities, in the apse of the triclinium of the villa and it was buried
immediately before the invasion of Goths in 378 AD. It is presumed that the railing was
brought to Mediana by Emperor Julian, whose admiration for the god Sol was wellknown, during his stay in Naissus in the year 361 AD.
No less interesting is the discovery of a votive monument dedicated to Theos
Hypsistos from Pirot, which confirms the existence of the god’s cult in the territory of
the Central Balkans. The god has the epithet epekoos, which implies the attentiveness
of the god towards his worshippers and his readiness to listen to their prayers.60 The
geographically closest votive monuments dedicated to Theos Hypsistos Epekoos are
those from Serdika and Asenovgrad.61 In the text of the votive monument from Pirot,
there is also a mention of the god’s Θίασος, the community of the god’s devotees led
by the priest Augustianos. In the opinion of some authors, the existence of thiasos
and the mentioning of προστατης, imply a very organised cult community of the god’s
worshippers who had rules about their organisation, festivities held in the god’s honour,
the god’s temple and its organisation.62 Whether that is true or not, we can only be certain
of the chronological time-frame when the monument was dedicated, that is during the 2nd
or early 3rd century AD.63
After this brief overview of Asia Minor and Syrian cults in the territory of the
Roman provinces of the Central Balkans confirmed so far, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
1). The cults of Magna Mater and Attis were introduced to the Central Balkans from
the territory of the province of Dalmatia as a completely formed religion, in the early
2nd century AD and were diffused mainly by administrative officials, merchants, slaves
and freedmen. While Magna Mater was honoured as an Imperial deity, protectress of
trade, perhaps as goddess of thermal springs and celestial goddess, Attis was primarily
a chthonic god. Although funerary monuments with the motif of Attis tristis were found
in urban centres like Municipium Malvesatium and Viminacium, they were also found in
smaller sites like Ježevica, Otanj, Visibaba, and Karan, which implies a high degree of
popularity of this type of Attis’ representations in the western parts of the Central Balkans.
But it does not imply that the population was well acquainted, or acquainted at all, with
Metroac theology, the practising of cult rites of taurobolium or criobolium or that collegia
dendroforum and sanctuaries of Magna Mater and Attis existed at all, as was the case in
neighbouring Dalmatia.
2). The cult of the god Sabazius was imported from Thrace and it was primarily
popular in the northern and eastern part of the Central Balkans, where Thracian influence
was quite dominant. The dedications to the god were made calling him Augustus,
Paternus and Κιρίως and his iconographic representations were canonised: Sabazius is
always represented as a mature man with a beard and the usual attributes like pine cone,
snake, eagle, and so on. In the territory of the Roman provinces of the Central Balkans,
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The epithet epekoos is confirmed by the names of numerous deities such as Sabazius, Mên, Pluto, Asclepius
and Sarapis, and the goddesses Artemis Anaetis, and Kora. See CMRDM III, 78–79.
Tacheva-Hitova 1977, 292–294.
Tacheva-Hitova 1977, 292–294.
Levinskaya 1996, 89.
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the god was respected as the god of the dedicant’s fatherland, master of life and fate
of his devotees, but also as the protector of one’s home and family. His apotropaic and
eschatological dimension is quite clear, as is the fact that most of his worshippers were
of Asia Minor, Thracian and Greek origin, by occupation soldiers, merchants, slaves and
freedmen.
3). As for the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus, the cult which is confirmed by 17
epigraphic sources and 16 archaeological monuments, it is known from the beginning
of the 2nd century AD and it reached the peak of its popularity in the 3rd century AD.
Mainly, the cult of the god was concentrated in military camps along the Danube limes,
which would imply that soldiers were the main worshippers of the god’s cult. Although
at one moment I was inclined towards M. Speidel’s opinion that the Roman army did
not play a key role in the diffusion of the Dolichenus cult and that other categories of
population like traders, slaves and freedmen were also very important, I am now more
inclined to agree with A. Collar, that the officers and soldiers of the Roman army by an
open system of communication made a major contribution in the diffusion of the cult
of Jupiter Dolichenus in the Central Balkans.64 In the Central Balkan Roman provinces,
Jupiter Dolichenus was primarily honoured as the god of military success, but also as
iatric deity and protector of mines and miners.65 Otherwise, iconographic representations
of god and his paredra Juno Dolichena are canonical, except representations from Egeta,
where the temple of the god, a Dolicheneum, was confirmed. The presence of other
Asia Minor deities like Mên, Jupiter Turmasgades, and Zeus Melanus can be explained
by immigrants of Asia Minor origin who brought the aforementioned cults from their
fatherland and who had their communities in Viminacium and probably Ulpiana. They
were mostly soldiers, traders or miners. Unfortunately, the scantiness of data on votive
monuments with dedications to the mentioned deities does not allow any hypothesis
about the theology of the cults in question.
As in other parts of the Roman Empire, Asia Minor and Syrian cults in the Central
Balkans disappeared in the 4th century due to a slow decline of pagan cults on the one
hand and Christianity on the other. In certain sites, like Mediana, Naissus, the parallel
coexistence of paganism and Christianity in the 4th century has been confirmed by the
find of a bronze railing with herms and busts of the pagan deities Sol, Luna, Asclepius
and Hygiea and two Christian basilicas with Christogram. It is once more a confirmation
that the beliefs of mystery cults and religions were transferred and kept alive in Christian
doctrine, which, among other things, also proclaimed hope in renatus in aeternum –
rebirth and immortal life of believers.
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Collar 2011.
The votive monument from Prizren, dedicated to Asclepius, Telesphorus, Hygeia and the genius of Jupiter
Dolichenus, confirms that it was dedicated by men who were miners and worked in a nearby mine.
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Fig. 1 – Map of Moesia Superior (after Mirković 1981, 73)

Fig. 2 – Viminacium (after
Tomović 1992, 90–91,
n. 87, fig. 29.1–3)

Fig. 3 – Karataš (after Tomović
1992, 92, n. 89, fig. 24.3)

Fig. 4 – Timacum Minus
(after Петровић & Јовановић
1997, 86, n. 4, fig. 4)
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Fig. 5 – Tekija hoard (after
Mano-Zissi 1957, 33–35,
n. 34, pl. 23)

Fig. 6 – Tučkovo (after
Ферјанчић, Јеремић & Гојгић
2008, 64–66, cat. 16, fig. 16)

Fig. 7 – National
Museum Belgrade (after
Величковић 1972,
62, n. 91, fig. 91)

Fig. 8 – Hands of the
god Sabazius (afrer
Petković 1995,
n. 342, pl. 16.2)

Fig. 9 – Iupiter Dolichenus from Tekija hoard
(after Mano-Zissi 1957, 35-39, n. 35, pl. 24)

Fig. 10 – Vinik, Naissus (Niš) (after Joвановић
1977, 87–90, fig. 1)
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Fig. 11 – Dolichenus and Iuno Dolichena (after
Срејовић & Цермановић-Кузмановић 1987,
94, n. 38)

Fig. 13 – Obrenovac (after
Ružić 2006, 256, n. 331)

Fig. 12 – Egeta Iupiter Dolichenus
(after Pop-Lazić 1977)

Fig. 14 – Mediana
(http://klubputnika.net/profiles/blogs/medijana-arheolo-ki-park)
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Identification of Oriental figures depicted
on military stelae from a Tilurium workshop
Željko Miletić

Abstract
The author agrees with N. Cambi that decorations on the knobs and knockers of the doors as
well as friezes of weapons and equipment depicted on stelae of the 7th Legion soldiers from
Tilurium were selected from the military virtus symbolism (pairs of Orientals, barbarians,
lions, thunderbolts). A pair of Orientals cannot be identified as two figures of Attis because
Attides were not confirmed in Metroac theology. Identical composition and decoration on the
stelae from Tilurium and Bigeste, commemorating soldiers who were mobilised in different
parts of the Empire, could not be the result of their identical beliefs in the afterlife, nor the
same sepulchral patron deities. It came about as a result of the workshop masters’ artistic
conceptions and the repertoire of decorations available in that workshop. After the departure
of the 7th Legion to Viminacium and some vexillation to Scupi, soldiers became clients of new
workshops. New stelae had completely different tectonic elements and decorations.
In other Legions two Orientals had not been depicted on stelae of the soldiers that originated
from Asia Minor. At the beginning of the 1st century legionnaires were mainly mobilised from
Italy. A small percentage came from the Asia Minor provinces in which Roman citizens were
mostly descendants of Italian colonists. At the same time the Metroac cult in Dalmatia was
in the early stages of development and it could not be expected that Attis was recognised as a
sepulchral deity. Although during the 2nd century the cult was spreading rapidly throughout the
province, there was no trace of it in the area of the former legionary camp.
Key words: Orientals – Attis – sepulchral monuments – 7th Legion – Dalmatia.
Апстракт
Авторот се согласува со Н. Камби дека декорациите на рачките и чукалките на вратите,
како и фризовите од оружје и опрема прикажани на стелите на војниците од VII легија
од Тилуриј биле избрани од симболиката на воената храброст (пар ориенталци, варвари,
лавови, громови). Парот ориенталци не може да биде идентификуван како две фигури
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на Атис, бидејќи како пар не се потврдени во метроачката теологија. Идентичниот
состав и декорација на стелите од Тилуриј и Бигесте, славејќи ги војниците што
биле мобилизирани во различни делови на Империјата, не може да биде резултат на
нивните идентични верувања во задгробниот живот ниту, пак, на истите сепулкрални
покровителни божества. Тоа се случува како резултат на уметничките концепции на
мајсторите од одредена работилница и репертоарот на декорации понудени во неа. По
заминувањето на VII легија во Виминакиј и некои вексилации во Скупи, војниците
станале клиенти на нови работилници. Новите стели имале сосема поинакви тектонски
елементи и декорации.
Во другите легии парот ориенталци не е прикажан на стели на војници што потекнуваат
од Мала Азија. На почетокот на I век легионeрите биле мобилизирани, главно, од
Италија. Мал процент доаѓаат од провинциите од Мала Азија каде што римските
граѓани биле, главно, потомци на колонијалисти од Италија. Во исто време метроачкиот
култ во Далмација бил во раните фази на развој и не може да се очекува дека Aтис бил
признат како сепулкрално божество. Иако во текот на II век култот брзо се шири во
провинцијата, нема трага од него во областа на поранешниот воен логор.
Клучни зборови: Ориенталци – Атис – сепулкрални споменици – VII Легија – Далмација.

From the last years of the reign of Augustus until the end of the fifties of the 1st
century AD, the 7th Legion was stationed in castra Tilurium, situated at the crossing
over the Cetina River (Hippus flumen), in the centre of the Dalmatian enclave. Together
with the 11th Legion in Burnum, auxiliary units in castella and veterans first settled in
the province Illyricum after the rebellion of the two Batos and then during the reign of
Emperor Claudius. They composed an army of so-called limes Delmaticus.1
No less than twenty thousand active soldiers and veterans represented a huge
group of customers that ordered funerary monuments from stonemasonry workshops
established in Roman tradition at the legionary camps Tilurium and Burnum and at
Colonia Salona. Tombstones of 7th Legion soldiers were clustered at three points: in the
Tilurium legionary territory, at Salona, where soldiers were personnel in the officium
of the governor of the province, and alongside river Trebižat around castellum Bigeste
where veterans owned fertile lands.
New stonemasonry workshops abandoned the forms of Hellenistic stelae from the
central Adriatic region and stelae of Delmatae of simplified anthropomorphic tectonics
(fig. 1).2 They produced among other types very distinctive architectural stelae on which
the door motif appeared.3 H. Hofmann classified that group from Tilurium as the Asia
1

2
3

Zaninović 1968, 119; Wilkes 1969, 69–77; Zaninović 1984, 65; Sanader 2003, 13 f.; Cambi, Glavičić,
Maršić, Miletić, and Zaninović 2007, 7–10; Miletić 2007, 181–183; Miletić 2010, 119; Zaninović 2010, 20;
Sanader and Tončinić 2010, 45–46.
Cambi 1984, esp. 113–114; Gabričević 1987, 15–21, pls. 1–5; Cambi 2013, 406–418.
The Augustan stela of Gaius Utius is the earliest example of an architectural stela from Salona in the Roman
stonemasonry tradition. See Rinaldi Tufi 1971, 94–95, pl. 4.1; Cambi 2000, 34, pl. 22; Cambi 2002, 118,
figs. 4–5; Cambi 2005, 11–14, figs. 5 and 7.
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Minor tomb facade type.4 Doors were carved in the monument’s lower zone and divided
in four panels, decorated in a few cases with a pair of figures dressed in Oriental costume.
Hofmann recognised them as Attis, and then linked some other decorative motifs (fight
between bull and lion on pediments on the stela of Titus Ancharenus, round shields on
the weapon frieze and so on) with the Metroac cult introduced by soldiers of Asia Minor
origin (fig. 2).5
S. Rinaldi Tufi suggested that the doors on stelae from the Tilurium workshop were
designed under the influence of Italy, not Asia Minor.6 Therefore he named the door motif
porta inferi, a widely accepted term among researchers, probably because it fits in with
sepulchral symbolism.7 Cambi decisively rejected that theory. He accepted the claim
made in M. Waelkens’ doctoral thesis that Phrygian and Asia Minor tombstones with
doors were not influenced by Metroac religion.8 Cambi’s conclusion, based on numerous
analogies, was that doors on stelae from Tilurium imitated facades of large expensive
funerary buildings in the form of aediculae for which formative influences came from
Italy, and had no symbolical meaning connected with Asia Minor religions, or with the
Hades door.9 I agree with that opinion and consider that the architectural stelae with
portraits, inaugurated during the Augustan period first in the Salonitan stonemasonry
workshop then in Tilurium, were adopted from Italy. There the development of the
architectural stelae was decisively influenced by the so-called funerary aediculae, such as
the Volumnii aedicula from Padua, or the Tomba di Terone near Agrigento – a mausoleum
in Doric-Ionic style, Mausoleum (cenotaph) of the Julii family in Glanum (Saint-Remyde-Provence).10 Stelae of such type were numerous in northern Italy in Bononia, Patavia,
Verona, Aquileia and elsewhere. They were fashioned with the distinct and consistent
acceptance of elements of the mausoleum’s or the funerary aediculae’s front, in other
words they represent their more modest and flat variant imitation. Trabeation of early
Salonitan architectural stelae as well as that in Tilurium was precisely articulated.
Architectonic stelae from both workshops exhibit great structural resemblance, except
their lower parts, where Salonitan stelae were either empty, with no door, or bore reliefs
with motifs related to the profession of the deceased. There is one exception, a stela
belonging to Q. Mettius, miles legionis VII CPF, buried in one of the military graveyards
at Salona.11 On the lower part of that stela, made in Salonitan workshops, the motif of a
door was depicted. It is not surprising that soldiers on duty in the officium of the governor
of Dalmatia decided to choose a motif so popular among soldiers of the 7th Legion and its
satellite auxiliary units (fig. 3).
Cambi discarded the proposal that early Salonitan architectural stelae, as well as
those from workshops of Tilurium, were influenced by the Hellenistic type of stelae in
the form of a naiscos, developed at the Greek Issa. The production of autochthonous
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Hofmann 1905, 54–60 and 88.
Hofmann 1905, 57–59.
Rinaldi Tufi 1971.
Medini 1984, 113–116.
Cambi 1994, 166–168; Waelkens 1986.
Cambi 1991, 63–65; Cambi 1994, 166–168; Cambi 2005, 53–54, figs. 69 and 71.
Miletić 2013, 420–421.
Cambi 1991, 62–65.
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stelae of simplified anthropomorphic tectonics (found in Borčani on Duvanjsko polje)
and hybrid Roman-Dalmatian forms (Ruduša kod Sinja) ended simultaneously.12
The repertoire of the monuments carved in one workshop included products ranging
from luxury mausolea to modest, simple stelae without mouldings. Therefore the same
forms and decorations appear on large numbers of sepulchral buildings and on surfaces
of architectural stelae. The influence was permanent and, moreover, the sculptures
and embedded and structural reliefs on funerary buildings were a principal source of
inspiration for representing portraits on stelae.13
We find an example which illustrates the process of transferring architectonic
elements onto two-dimensional funeral reliefs on Isola Sacra (Ostia). Under the pediment
of some pseudo-aediculae built besides mausolea is a depiction in relief of a pseudo-door
left ‘half-open’, so we are able to see the deceased in the background represented in a
virtual cella.14 Undoubtedly, this aedicula is a flat imitation of the mausolea that were
built in great number at the same necropolis of Portus.
Functional parts of doors (knockers and handles) on stelae have no functionality.15
It is the same with the acroteria or head of Medusa on the pediment (fig. 4). Nevertheless,
the perception of their utilitarian origin lasted for some time. It seems that motifs of
lions, Orientals, barbarians and thunderbolts depicted on panels of doors were perceived
as knockers and handle decorations. We have this impresion because on some stelae one
pair of door-knockers or handles was depicted on panels with a door, while another pair
of panels was equipped with alternative motifs of Orientals, barbarians or thunderbolts
(fig. 5).16 In the example of stelae belonging to the soldiers of Cohors II Cyrhestarum,
who were stationed within the territories of castra Tilurium and Burnum, Cambi has
shown phases of typological recomposition of the door.17 Here, archers from the cohort
chose to depict bow and quiver instead of arrows on the lower panels (fig. 6). That
inconsistency of motifs in two zones clearly suggests that they understood panels as
abstract rectangles suitable for depicting items of military specialisation. The process
of recomposition was completed when two of four panels were removed, as in case of
the stela of C. Iulius Andromachus and C. Iulius Theodorus (fig. 7).18 Such negation of
architectural origin is noticeable on the stela of Sex. Clodius, a soldier of the 7th or 11th
Legion (only part of the unit’s epithet Claudia Pia Fidelis remained on the inscription).19
The tombstone was found on Tilurium territory, but there is a small possibility that
Clodius was on duty with the 7th Legion stationed in Burnum. On four square panels
12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19

Cambi 1984, esp. 113–114; Gabričević 1987, 15–21, pls. 1–5; Cambi 2013, 406–418.
Maršić 2009, 34 f., pl. 8.5, figs. 6–7; Miletić 2013, 421.
Calza 1940, 79, fig. 30; Miletić 2013, 421.
E.g. Tončinić 2011, 23 f., no. 2 (stela of T. Ancharenus, a soldier of the 7th Legion) and 30 f., no. 8 (stela of
Q. Baebius, a soldier of the 7th Legion, found in Tilurium).
E.g. Tončinić 2011, 59 f., no. 34 (stela of C. Longinus, a soldier of the 7th Legion, found at Tilurium); 69,
no. 40 (stela of C. Marcilius, probably a veteran of the 7th Legion CPF, found in Veljaci in the vicinity
of the auxiliary camp Bigeste); 91 f., no. 60 (stela of Q. Valerius, a veteran of the 7th Legion, found in
Hardomiljein the vicinity of the auxiliary camp Bigeste).
Cambi 1994, 168–169, figs. 3–4.
Cambi 1994, 161, fig. 9, and 158 f., fig. 3.
CIL III, 13976; Tončinić 2011, 48–50, fig. 25.
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tools referring to Clodius’ specialisation, perhaps he was an architect, were depicted
(fig. 8). Unlike in Tilurium, symbols of military professions and specialisations appear
frequently below the inscription field on military stelae from Burnum.20 Except for that
distinction, architectural and moulded stelae from Burnum exhibit structural resemblance
with products from Tilurium and Salona.
It seems that after the 7th Legion left Tilurium (around 56 AD), some stonemasons
went to Burnum where the 11th Legion were still stationed (until 68 AD, when it was
replaced by the 4th Legion Flavia Felix, and then by some troops of 8th Legion Augusta).21
For in this period for the first time in Burnum there are depictions of doors.22 An example
is the stela of the auxiliary soldier Dagnas from the Coh. II Cyrhestarum sagittaria.23 This
Syrian cohort came to Burnum around 42 and left around 60.24 A second example is the
stela of Publius Carsidius Calvo from the 4th Legion (stationed at Burnum from 70 to 86
AD).25 A third example is a lower part of the stela with fragmented doors and knockers
in the form of lion heads, above which is a field with military decoration belonging
to a certain centurio (fig. 9).26 We can conclude that doors on stelae do not represent
porta inferi. That does not rule out the possibility that clients – soldiers – symbolically
interpreted them in that sense. Furthermore, this connotation could have been the reason
for the great popularity of this motif among the legionaries from Tilurium.
The decoration of morphological and tectonic elements of stelae was borrowed
from sepulchral aediculae and mausolea, in the way that knockers in the form of lion
heads do not refer to Cybele’s pets, but were evidently decorated as on real doors. In a
process of gradual de-architecturalisation of doors, these lions were possibly given the
meaning of guardians of the grave, their usual role on funerary monuments. Parallel to
the re-composition of the doors on stelae is a process of rejection of utilitarian function of
knockers and handles, which were transformed in sepulchral decoration. The possibility
to choose the decorative motif was not granted to an individual based on his belonging
to a particular religious circle, but based on belonging to a professional group – i.e.
the army.27 That is the reason why instead of knockers and handles sometimes Jupiter’s
lightning was depicted. This cannot be interpreted in the context of Metroac or other beliefs
or perceptions of afterlife (fig. 10).
I agree with Cambi that motifs on the door (Orientals, barbarians, lions, lightning,
bow and quiver for arrows) and friezes (mostly weapons and military equipment) are
symbols from the repertory of military virtus, and that has nothing to do with a soldier’s
religion or origin. Virtus and glorification of heroism were emphasised along with some
other symbols, too, or with a portrait of the deceased. For example on a stela found at the
auxiliary fort at Humac Turus eques cohortis I Bracaraugustanorum was portrayed as a
20
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E.g. Suić 1970, 100 f., no. 4, pl. 3.1 (stela of Q. Satrius Martialis, soldier of the 11th Legion), and 103–105,
no. 6, pl. 2.1 (stela of Q. Iulius Mansuetus, soldier of the 11th Legion).
Miletić 2010, 126 f. describes the order of the legions posted at Burnum.
Cambi 1993, 33–34.
EDCS 10101845 (accessed May 21, 2015).
Miletić 2010, 130–132.
Maršić 2007, 216, fig. 12.
Abramić 1924, 225–228, fig. 4.
Cambi 2003, 515.
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heroic horseman (fig. 11). Usual in Roman world was a depiction of medals on soldierʼs
stelae, as that of Lucius Mumius miles legionis VII stela from Tilurium.28
If we accept the suggestion that in door-panels two Attis were represented, then
the Metroac followers expected afterlife divine protection of God as a patron deity
of the deceased. There is scholarly dispute when Attis mysteries were developed and
appropriate festival days introduced in Roman calendar. Without consideration, the view
of Attis as a salvation deity among believers in province Dalmatia, even in Asia Minor,
during early decades of the 1st century AD, are very questionable. Not before Claudius’
reign Phrygianism was officialised and became popular.29 Moreover, pair of Attis was
not confirmed in Metroac theology and two figures cannot be identified as Attides. The
others mythological figures (Paris, Ganymedes) of Oriental origin popular in Roman
funerary art were never duplicated.30
If we agree to the explanation that Oriental figures are Attides, it would be difficult
to understand why two heads of the barbarians were depicted in panels on the stela of L.
Fabius.31 The placing of the monument (Tilurium), its form and military art decoration,
and origo (Conana) of Fabius, strongly suggest that he was from military milieu (short
life indicates that he was maybe a new recruit – tiro), though there is no mention of his
profession on inscription. Busts of barbarians have very distinctive hairstyles and torques
around their necks, enough to recognise a general type of some Northern ethnic group
– probably Germans or Gauls, which proves that the choice of motifs does not depend
on the soldiers’ homeland origin (fig. 12). For a 46 members of the 7th Legion from the
territory of Roman province of Dalmatia the domicile has been preserved. 23 of them
were from Asia Minor, 14 were from Italy and 4 were from Macedonia.32 Architectonic
composition and decoration of stelae from Tilurium workshop erected for soldiers from
Italy and Asia Minor are uniform and repertory of decorative motif on stelae neither
correlated with soldiers’ origin, nor reflected personal choice of afterlife patron deity.
Illustration of these claims are the motif of lion heads and lightning depicted on stelae
form Tilurium of C. Julius and C. Marcilius respectively, both form Pesinus centre of the
Metroac religion.33
On the stelae from fortress Tilurium and fort Bigeste identical composition and
repertoire of decoration commemorated soldiers who were recruited in different part of
Empire. During the early decades of the 1st century Roman legionnaires were mainly
levied from Italy. Only a small percentage came from Asia Minor provinces, and the
most numerous among veterans who return after military services in homeland during
Julio-Claudian time were from the 7th Legion. Not before the 2nd century number of
soldiers recruited in Asia Minor serving on Euphrate frontier, Africa and Danubian
limes.34 It is important to remark that legionaries recruited in Asia Minor have had Latin
28
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30
31
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33
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Dodig 1985, 100–107, figs. 3–4.
For a brief overview of the introduction of Attis into Roman Phrygianism see Turcan 2005, 40 and 43–47.
Cambi 2003, 516.
For a description of the stela see Tončinić 2011, 36–38.
Tončinić 2011, 192.
Tončinić 2011, 45, no. 21, and 69, no. 40.
Speidel 1980, 732–735.
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nomenclature, which makes it difficult to recognise their ethnic origin. There is no
evidence to claim they are dominantly belonging to some native population (Phrygians,
Galatians, Pisidians, Greeks…). On the contrary, substantial population of citizens in
provinces of Asia Minor during first half of 1st century AD mainly are descendants of
Italics settled in colonies at the end of Republic and during Augustan reign.35 Granting
of citizenship to native, peregrine population in that period was still not implemented
on a great scale. So, legionaries from Asia serving in the 7th Legion at Tilurium were
mainly recruited from colonists and descendants of settlers from Italy, a fact that raises
our suspicion on the view that Attis was depicted on stelae.
Cambi discussed the attribution of Oriental figures in funeral art scenes of Salona
and Tilurium. Fundamental conclusion in his iconographic study is that figures depicted
on door panels of soldiersʼ stelae are Oriental war prisoners, a motif borrowed from the
military and triumphal iconography. Main argument to such statement is a scene on a
stela from Brescia (Brixia) where tied mourning barbarians are displayed left and right
of tropaeum.36 I find additional confirmation to that theory on mentioned stela of L.
Fabius where embossed barbarian heads were depicted in a sublimated way showing a
type of mourning captured enemies as a part of triumphal iconography. A key piece of
evidence confirming Cambi’s theory is stela found in vicinity of auxiliary camp Bigeste,
a fort in the defence system of Dalmatian limes. Tombstone belongs to Veranus eques
cohortis I Bracaraugustanorum (fig. 13). Horseman’s origin is not indicated, but we are
almost sure that he is Hispanic, because during the first half and middle of 1st century AD,
soldiers from numerous Hispanic cohorts and alas in province of Dalmatia were recruited
in original recruiting areas i.e. in Hispania, while command staff was mainly from Italy.
Cohors I Bracaraugustanorum was stationed in Dalmatia during Neronian reign.37 At
the lower part of the stela two figures in Oriental dresses were depicted, and evidently
not in a form of mourning ‘Attides’ because neither their legs are crossed nor are they
leaning their chins on hands. Only their shoulders are visible, their hands doubtlessly
being crossed and tied on the back in a posture of war prisoners (fig. 14).
We conclude that the decoration of military stelae from workshops of Dalmatian
limes was not related to the soldier’s origin and belonging to a cult community. The
main factors for selection were military profession and specialisations, which led to the
popularity of certain motifs on disposal from the workshopʼs repertoire. This led to the
standardisation of tombstone production and decorations. The 7th Legion was stationed
for half a century in Dalmatia during which two generation of soldiers were recruited.
Tectonic and stylistic features of stelae were changing slowly and gradually in accordance
with provincial artistic tendencies.
Around 58 AD Leg. VII CPF was transferred to the province of Moesia Superior.38 A
radical breakaway from the Tilurian traditions is evident on the new military stelae from
Viminacium and Scupi where one Legion’s detachment was stationed. Morphological
and decorative differences between the stelae from Tilurium and Viminacium should not
35
36
37
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Mitchell 1980, 1067; Levick 1967, 70–75 and 201–202.
Cambi 2003, 514–515.
See Spaul 2000, 88–90 for a brief record of Cohors I Bracaraugustanorum.
RE XII.1–2, 1619, s.v. Legio (E. Ritterling); Betz 1938, 38; Wilkes 1969, 96.
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be explained in terms of recruiting of new soldiers in the 7th Legion. Moesian productions
of military tombstones correspond to provincial tendencies.39
There is rare evidence of Metroac plastics, architecture and inscriptions in the
Julio-Claudian period in province Dalmatia, limited to several port towns, and cult did
not spread in a great scale until the 2nd century, when Salona grew into major centre of
Metroac cult, with followers organised in cognationes Salonitanae.40 We will mention
here the new findings from the municipium Scardona, harbour of legionary fortress
Burnum. Votive altar dedicated by Publius Domitius Publicola is dated in the middle of
the 1st century (fig. 15).41 Badly damaged marble head belonged to the missing figure of
Magna Mater sculptured in natural height and dated around 150–160 AD.42 There is no
evidence of Metroac cult in the period after the departure of the 7th Legion CPF, when on
the territory of former fortress Tilurium remained only auxiliary troops.
The only possible exception is a portrait stela of the boy C. Laberius Valens (probably
found in Tilurium, now immured in one house in Sinj) evidently from the time of Emperor
Trajan.43 J. Medini proposed a theory that boy Attis was depicted in the gable above the
portrait field.44 Cambi argued that figure can be attributed to some other mythological
character, especially boy Ganymedes.45 Argument in favour of Medini hypothesis could
be a lions of which only paws were preserved, depicted in the acroteria at the outer angles
of the pediment. But lions are the usual keepers of the grave, often shown on acroteria of
the stelae. There is no additional evidence that lions figured as Cybele’s pets, because we
do not know what was placed on the central pedestal above the apex of pediment. The
object in the hand of boy Laberius usually was recognised as a ball. Medini opinions that
this thing could be a spinning top in a form of hypertrophied cypress cone.46 Numerous
votive ceramic cypress cones, part of which certainly functioned as top toy for Attis,
were found in the Metroac temple at the Palatine Hill in Rome.47 If such an identification
is correct, then the stela of the boy C. Laberius Valens was proof of the Metroac cult in
the area of Tilurium half a century after the departure of the 7th Legion (fig. 16).
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Miletić 2013, 425–427.
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Fig. 2 – Vojnić
near Tilurium,
Trilj Country
Museum

Fig. 3 –
Salona, AM
Split

Fig. 4 – Stela
of Vojnić near
Tilurium, AM
Split

(photos by Ž. Miletić)

Fig. 1 – Salona, AM
Split
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Fig. 5 – Gardun (Tilurium),
AM Split

Fig. 6 – Burnum,
AM Zadar

Fig. 7 – Dugopolje
near Tilurium
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Fig. 9 – Burnum, AM Split

(photos by Ž. Miletić)

Fig. 8 – Vojnić near
Tilurium, AM Split

Fig. 10 –
Hardomilje near
Bigeste, Franciscan
Museum Humac
– Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Fig. 11 –
Bracaraugustanorum,
Franciscan Museum
Humac – Bosnia and
Herzegovina
(photo by Z. Alajbeg)

Fig. 12 – Vojnić near Tilurium,
AM Split
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(photos by Ž. Miletić)

Figs. 13–14 –
Bracaraugustanorum,
Franciscan Museum
Humac – Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Fig. 15 – Scardona

Fig. 16 – Sinj
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Presence of the archigalli on the Eastern Adriatic Coast.
Examination of their role in the cult
of Magna Mater and Attis
Palma Karkovič Takalić

Abstract
This paper presents a new analysis of two well-known inscriptions concerning archigalli in the
Roman world: that of L. Publicius Syntropus, archigallus from Aegida (Koper) (CIL V, 488)
and L. Barbunteius Demetrius, archigallus salonitanus from Iader (Zadar) (CIL III, 2920a).
In light of recent archaeological finds and insights related to the Metroac cult on the Eastern
Adriatic Coast, I will discuss the communities in which these two archigalli were active.
Particular attention will be given to the analysis of the Metroac monuments and communities
of the areas of Histria and Salona. It will be argued that archigalli are closely related to the cult
of Attis and the mystery aspects of the Metroac cult.
Key words: Archigalli – Magna Mater – Attis – Aegida – Salona.
Апстракт
Овој труд е базиран врз анализата на натписот на Л. Публиј Синтроп, архигал од Копер
(CIL V, 488), и на Л. Барбунтеј Деметриј, салонитански архигал од Задар (CIL III, 2920).
Во светлото на новите археолошки наоди и видувања на метроачкиот култ (култот на
Кибела) на источниот брег на Јадранот, ќе се дискутира за заедниците во кои дејствувале
архигалите Л. Публиј Синтроп и Л. Барбунтеј Деметриј, периодот и географскиот простор
на нивното делување. Особено внимание ќе биде ставено на анализа на метроачките
споменици и заедници на просторите на Хистрија и на Салона.
Клучни зборови: Архигали – Магна Матер – Атис – Егида – Салона.

In this paper I will try to answer some questions about the role and function of
archigalli in the Roman cult of Cybele and Attis. My work will be based on available
material sources related to the cult in the wider area of Aegida (present-day Koper) and
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in the territory of Salona (present-day Solin), both located on the Eastern Adriatic Coast.
Two funerary inscriptions of the archigalli come from this area.1
In a previous article I have tried to collect and systematise all known literary
and epigraphic sources mentioning archigalli, which included a brief history of the
studies (and literature) on the theme.2 The aim was to re-examine the information and
eventually (re-)analyse them in the light of new insights. Here I will briefly present
some preliminary conclusions drawn from this research. The arguments in this paper
will built on these conclusions. Archigalli have been mentioned in only a few literary
sources.3 There are more epigraphic data: thirteen inscriptions in Latin and twelve in
Greek have been found so far.4 They are almost equally distributed over the Eastern and
Western provinces. In Eastern provinces archigalli appear as early as the Hellenistic
period and are mainly unrelated to the cult of Meter Theon. However, they appear in
different mystery organisations.5 In the inscriptions from the Western part of the Empire
archigalli occur as early as the late 1st to early 2nd century AD. The date of the inscription
from Aegida supports this.6 Unlike the Eastern provinces, in the West archigalli emerge
more frequently in the context of the cult of Cybele. They cooperate with other priests of
the cult as well as the collegium of cannophori.7 The ritual bull-slaying or taurobolium is
performed ex vaticinatione archigalli.8
The date of the introduction of archigalli into the Roman cult of Cybele and Attis
is contested. Some authors follow F. Cumont and H. Graillot who proposed the Antonine
period, while others follow J. Carcopino who proposed the time of Claudius.9 Based on
the date of the Aegida inscription I have also suggested an earlier introduction of the
archigalli in the Roman Metroac cult.10
Besides archigalli and galli sources also mention Roman priests and priestesses of
1
2
3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10

CIL III, 2920a; V, 488.
Karković Takalić 2012.
See Karković Takalić 2012, 93. For sources see Kroll and Skutsch 1897–1913; Carcopino 1942, 84–92 with
notes; Vermaseren 1977, 96–101 with notes; Lane 1996; Roscoe 1996, 195; Alvar 2008, 266, n. 222.
Karković Takalić 2012, 94, n. 38–39.
A stela from Kyme (CCCA I, no. 528) with a list of members and worshippers of Mandros is dated between
the 3rd and the 1st century BC. A base from Antiochea in Pisidia (Ramsay 1906, 343, no. 22) is dedicated
in honour of Artemis. On a gravestone of an archigallus from Termez (CCCA I, no. 746) Zeus Solini
is mentioned. On the inscriptions from Cyla (IGBulg III.1, 1517) and Dionysopolis (IGBulg I.2, 18)
archigallus compares with members of the society and devotees of Dionysian mysteries. On the other hand,
the inscription of Pessinus (CCCA I, no. 57) mentions Asclepius, archigallus of Mother of the Gods (Meter
Theon).
Prof. C. Zaccaria from the University of Trieste dates the inscription based on formulations used in the
period between the end of the 1st century and the beginning of the 2nd AD. See Karković Takalić 2012,
100–101.
Quintus Cecilius Fuscus, archigallus from Ostia, gives a statue of Magna Mater and Attis to the cannophori
of Ostia: CIL XIV, 34–35. In Lugdunum (CIL XIII, 1752), Tegna (CIL XII, 1782) and Mileum (CIL VIII,
8203 = 19981) archigalli compare with other priests during the ceremonies of taurobolium pro salute
imperatoris.
CIL II Suppl., 5260; CIL XII, 1782; XIII, 1752; VIII, 8203 = 19981.
RE II.1, 484, s.v. Archigallus (F. Cumont); Graillot 1912, 230; Carcopino 1942, 76–171.
Karković Takalić 2012, 103.
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the cult.11 Since both galli and archigalli as priestly functions derive from the Oriental
cult traditions, they maintain (as was shown) some aspects of their original competences,
such as iconography. Therefore, in the Roman cult of Cybele and Attis they should
represent and perform, even to some lesser extent, their traditional cult practices (rituals,
myth, and so on) which would hardly have been tolerated by the official Roman cult. For
that reason I presume and interpret their introduction into the Roman cult of Cybele to
be mostly in relation to festivals and rituals dedicated to Attis or Attis and Cybele, and
related to the mystery aspects of the cult.12
In the area of the Eastern Adriatic two funerary monuments of archigalli have
been found, one in Aegida and one in Iader (present-day Zadar) (fig. 1). Unfortunately,
both inscriptions are lost so that the interpretations are based on texts (restitutions) and
comments made by authors such as G.R. Carli and A. Degrassi13 on the inscription from
Aegida and by Th. Mommsen on the inscription of Iader.14
As we deduce from the text of the Aegida inscription archigallus Lucius Publicius
Syntropus had a funerary monument built for himself and probably another person.15
His nomenclature (tria nomina) suggests that he was a Roman citizen. Nomen gentile
Publicius often appears in the area of northern Istria and Italy and it is particularly
common among municipal freedmen of Oriental or African origin.16 Oriental freedmen
also frequently use cognomen Syntropus.17 There are different opinions regarding the
dating of the monument.18 C. Zaccaria recently suggested a date between the last decades
of the 1st and the beginning of the 2nd century AD.19 The date is based on formulations used
and on comparisons with other funerary monuments from the area of Aegida. Therefore,
it should be considered as one of the earliest monuments of archigalli in the West. Being
a funerary monument, it could also suggest a somewhat earlier appearance of archigallus
Syntropus in the area of the northern Adriatic. In the territory of Aegida, the Metroac
cult is not documented by other finds. The presence of archigallus Syntropus is mainly
connected to Roman Tergeste.
In Tergeste three inscriptions dedicated to Mater Magna have been found, as well
as the remains of a sanctuary.20 These have been identified in the eastern part of the
ancient city, near the so-called Arco di Riccardo. As F. Fontana deduced, this arch was
located inside the city perimeter along the way that leads from the southern part of the
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

On sacerdoti see Graillot 1912, 239; Thomas 1984, 1528–1529.
In this context, however, it seems unlikely that they were completely excluded from some manifestations,
such as the Megalensia, especially the archigalli: their roles changed over time; an example is the presence
of an archigallus during the ritual of taurobolium, pro salute imperatoris.
Carli 1861; Degrassi 1962, 804.
Mommsen in CIL III, 2920a.
L(ucius) Publicius Syntropus / archigallus v(ivus) / f(ecit) sibi et [suis] 5 / h(oc) m(onumentum) h(eredes)
n(on) s(equuietur); Vilogorac Brčić 2012a, 286, II.17.
Pascal 1964, 56; Alföldy 1969, 112; Križman 1991, 71.
Alföldy 1969, 304.
Karković Takalić 2012, 89, n. 13.
See supra, n. 6.
On the cult of Cybele in Tergeste see Fontana 2001.
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city related to the port, trade and administrative activities towards the capitolium area.21
The area should have included the upper part of S. Giusto hill. Because of the location
of the sanctuary, in the proximity of one of the city (internal) gates and the vicinity of
the port, it is considered official. Here, reference is made to the dual character of the cult
developed in the Roman period. Its official and mystic or mystery aspects have been
recognised and by now generally accepted.22 The official aspect marks the goddess out
as the patroness of Rome and Roman cities in general. Cybele is their link with Oriental,
Trojan roots, the so-called dea salutaris. This theme will be further developed later on.
Regarding the inscriptions, two of them mention priests and officials of the cult:
Q. Publicius Charito sacerdos, C. Publicius Hermes aedituus, Secunda cymbalistria and
Usia Tertullina sacerdos divarum.23 The inscriptions date from the 1st and 2nd centuries,
and they overlap chronologically with the inscription of L. Publicius Syntropus. Except
for the presence of the cymbalistria, who could have participated in both the Megalensia
and the Hillaria, we do not have any direct evidence of honouring the cult of Attis or
mystery aspects of the cult.
Other than Tergeste, I would also consider Roman Pola as a headquarter of the
archigallus due to its geographical proximity. In Pola, the existence of a Metroac
community has been presumed because of the presence of three inscriptions related to
a collegium of dendrophori and some monuments depicting Attis tristis.24 Remains of a
sanctuary have not yet been found.
I. Vilogorac Brčić recently re-examined the inscriptions from Pola as well as
the role of the dendrophori in the cult of Cybele and Attis.25 It just so happens that C.
Laecanius Theodorus sacerdos Matris Deorum/eum Magnae Ideae leaves a funerary lot
to Dendrophoris Polensium.26 Gaius Turpilius Felix dedicates a monument to himself
and probably to other members of the collegium, his collibertis, enlisted by name.27
Among them, according to Vilogorac Brčić are also two female members. Since the
presence of women is attested in the cannophori, the author considers it probable even
for the dendrophori.28
Two fragments, a front and a right side of a statue base, bore a decree of the
dendrophori.29 The monument was probably erected on the forum or in its surroundings.
The inscription is only partially preserved. On the front side there is a dedication on
behalf of the collegium of dendrophori to their sponsor Q. Mursius Minervianus, patron
of Pola and duumvir, to whom a statue was most probably dedicated. On the right side
of the base, as suggested by Vilogorac Brčić, the inscription probably recalls the son of
Minervianus becoming a member of the collegium and also provides the names of the
21
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Fontana 2001, 102.
Pensabene 1982, 68–70; Pensabene 2010. On mystery aspects see Bianchi 1982; Sfameni Gasparro 2006;
Nikoloska 2010, 14–16.
CIL V, 518–520.
Girardi Jurkić 1972, 2005.
See Vilogorac Brčić 2012b.
CIL V, 81.
CIL V, 82; Vilogorac Brčić 2012b, 143.
Vilogorac Brčić 2012b, 143–144.
CIL V, 56 = 61; Vilogorac Brčić 2012b, 145.
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other members.30 On the front, fragments present a veiled male figure standing next to
a tripod in the act of scarifying, and another male figure standing on a base, and on the
right side there is an image of male legs, from the knees to the feet and another base with
an inscription Lita / si.31
The inscriptions from Pola date from the 1st to the 3rd century AD and confirm the
presence of a Metroac community in Pola during the same period. This was already
suggested by Vilogorac Brčić who furthermore proposed that the existence of a priestly
collegium of the Great Mother means that the cult of the Goddess in Pola certainly had an
official character.32 The presence of a sacerdos, a Roman priestly function different from
that of archigalli, should also imply an official character of the cult. On the other hand,
the presence of dendrophori suggests that the worship and the performance of March
festivals in honour of Attis were organised and practised. Sources link them particularly
to Arbor Intrat, which was held on March 22nd.33 The celebration of the festival and rituals
in honour of Attis, especially on the night of March 24th, Sanguem and Hillaria included,
as was confirmed, the presence of the galli, which could also imply the attendance of
their supreme gallus, Lucius Publicius Syntropus.
Fragments of two statues originate from Pola: two slabs and a fragment of a funerary
aedicula, depicting male figures in Oriental robe.34 The exact context in which these
monuments were found is not known. The resemblance of these fragments to funerary
monuments from Regio X and Dalmatia has already been pointed out and discussed.35
They have been included in the Metroac dossier of Pola and Histria ever since Girardi
Jurkić identified them as Attis.36 In the past decade different researchers such as G.
Sena Chiesa, D. Dexheimer and N. Cambi have re-examined the iconography of figures
previously known as Attis tristis or Funerary Attis, proposing different theories.37 It
appears, however, that the identification of Attis tristis with the Metroac Attis and its
soteriological aspects are now almost definitively abandoned. In the same vein and
without a precise cult context it is very likely that the monuments depicting Orientals
from Pola do not represent Cybele’s companion.
As far as archigallus Syntropus is concerned, he was probably a member, if not
the head of the Metroac community in Pola, in the period between the last decades of
30
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Vilogorac Brčić 2012b, 145–146.
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the first and the beginning of the 2nd century AD. Similarly, like Demetrius, archigallus
salonitanus, whose funerary monument was probably erected in Iader, Syntropus could
have decided to retire and leave his remains in Aegida. It is also possible that he spent
his last days in a smaller Metroac community such as the latter, but within the vaster
region of his working domain. Since there are no other inscriptions of archigalli in Regio
X, it is possible that he had operated within this entire area. Previously, I have already
attempted to rule out Aquileia as a centre of the Metroac cult for Regio X.38 This question
still remains open.
The funerary monument of L. Publicius Demetrius was found in Iader, but the
circumstances remain unknown.39 The monument was erected by the freedwoman
Barbunteia Thallusa Calistera for her patronus Lucius Barbunteius Demetrius, archigallus
salonitanus. Alföldy suggests that the nomen gentile Barbunteius is of Oriental, perhaps
Greek origin.40 Of Greek origin is also the cognomen Demetrius.41 It is interesting that
the inscription does not relate the archigallus to Iader but to Salona. For that matter, it
has been assumed that he spent his last days or retirement in Iader.
The numerical data appearing in the 5th and the 6th line have been interpreted
differently: Graillot and Vermaseren consider that Lucius Barbunteius Demetrius started
his duty when he was seventeen and held the position until his death at the age of 75.42
Consequently, Graillot came to the conclusion that the duty of archigalli was an honour
for life, while Vermaseren regarded this as an exceptional case. M. Suić and J. Medini
however believed that Demetrius had served as archigallus for seventeen years, from
the age of 58 to 75; he spent his last years in Iader where he died and was buried.43 To
support this theory, there is an inscription of archigallus from Termez suggesting that the
role he performed was cyclical.44 Therefore, the latter hypothesis regarding the working
period of Demetrius seems the more plausible. Demetrius’ inscription is, based only on
the nomenclature form, dated to the 2nd or the 3rd century AD.45
Based on a number of monuments related to the cult of Cybele and Attis, Salona
is one of the largest Metroac centres, after Roma and Ostia. As has already been pointed
out by M. Šašel Kos, out of 29 inscriptions mentioning private dedications from Salona
dating from 1st to 3rd century AD, 11 are dedicated to Cybele.46 In general, there are
about 30 monuments of different types related to the cult of Cybele in Salona. Even a
brief analysis of each one of them would exceed the allowed length for this contribution.
Therefore I have decided to narrow down the research and to analyse the distribution of
38
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the sanctuaries: the Metroa in the city and its territory. I would refer to a phenomenon
that some authors have already recognised in Metroac centres such as Rome, Ostia
or even Athens, where the location of the sanctuary can be related to the official or
mystery character of the cult. The official temple, such as the Palatine temple in Rome,
or the Metroon in the Athenian Agora, is more centrally located and closely related to
the institutions that represent the city and its official policy and administration. On the
other hand, the temples dedicated to more non-orthodox rituals (ritual castration, the
taurobolium, and so on), such as the Vatican Phrygianum, Campus Magnae Matris in
Ostia, or those in which the Attis cult was practised in Piraeus or Agrae, are found on the
town’s periphery.47 With the analysis of the supposed location of a sanctuary I would like
to try to determine the official or mystery character of the cult in Salona and relate it to
the presence of the archigallus.
According to the epigraphic evidence there were at least three temples dedicated
to Cybele in the city of Salona48 and at least another four in its surroundings.49 Their
location is based mainly on the information offered by previous researchers such as F.
Bulić, W. Kubitschek and M. Abramić.50 While trying to analyse the proposed location
of these sanctuaries within the city and its territory, it is necessary to pay attention to
the changes in the urban development of Salona.51 The case of Salona is very particular
since in the period between the 1st century BC and the 4th century AD the city had almost
tripled in area. Consequently, the centres of its public and private life changed over time.
On the map of Salona from 1902, Bulić marked only one location of the Templum
Cybelae (fig. 2) in the area known as Bakuša, ancient Urbs Orientalis.52 However, this
location does not match with the location of the cadastre plots he indicated. Therefore,
it is not possible to determine what he is referring to on the map.53 In Urbs Orientalis
several monuments related to the cult of Cybele were found.
According to the votive inscription (figs. 3–4), Iunia Rhodine (together with her
husband and child) financed the reconstruction and the expansion of a temple (aedes)
dedicated to Deae Matri Magnae.54 Iunia is considered a wealthy freedwoman of the
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Iunii, which had probably moved to Salona from Italy.55 The reconstruction and the
expansion of the temple suggest that there was another sanctuary in its place before.
Since the temple rebuilt by Iunia is of larger dimensions than the previous one, it can be
presumed that it was a public temple. The inscription dates to the 1st century AD. The
previous shrine Iunia is referring to should be considered the oldest sanctuary of Cybele
in Salona. Some distance apart, (a fragment of) an architrave and different fragments
of architectural elements and decoration were discovered.56 The inscription mentions
a restitutio of a damaged structure, probably a temple, carried out by the Res Publica
Salonitanorum.57 The inscription dates between the 2nd and the 3rd century AD.58 The
proximity of the two discoveries (inscription of Iunia and of Res Publica Salonitanorum)
led to a presumption regarding the presence of a sanctuary dedicated to Cybele in this
area59 which, according to the content and the dates of the inscriptions, should have
known at least three phases.
If this presumption is to be accepted, some remarks could be made. At the time of
Iunia this area was located quite far from the city walls of Urbs Vetus but still within the
territory of Salona. Therefore, it can be presumed that Iunia financed the refurbishment
of a smaller, maybe private shrine which because of the development of Urbs Orientalis
and due to the increasing number of inhabitants and followers, called for the construction
of a larger sanctuary. By the time Res Publica Salonitanorum financed a restitutio of
Iunia’s temple the city had already expanded and was fortified in both the east and the
west. The position of the temple restored by the Res Publica Salonitanorum was intra
muros of Urbs Orientalis (fig. 4).
Recent studies have shown that the planning of Urbs Orientalis began in the midnd
2 century with the construction of city walls and a new forum. According to J. JeličićRadonić a temple first dedicated to Jupiter became the centre of the Imperial cult.60
Besides this, other important public areas were (re)constructed and adorned, such as the
one located more to the west of the new forum, where the two inscriptions were found.
The (re)construction of this area probably begun with the building of new city baths.61 It
is possible that the restoration of the temple of Cybele by the city council of Salona took
place in this positive climate. The construction of the forum and baths had changed the
image and the significance of this entire area. Consequently, the restored Metroon must
have gained more importance and probably accentuated its official character.
A plate most probably dedicated to Matri Magnae by a certain Publius derives from
the area of Basilica Orientalis situated near the eastern perimeter of Urbs Orientalis.62 The
fragment is dated between the 1st and the 2nd century. In the absence of other information,
it is not possible to relate the dedication to a precise munificence or a sanctuary. There
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are two monuments that were probably reused inside the eastern city walls of Urbs
Orientalis.63 The first mentions a cognatio who built a temple to Matri Deum Magnae
from the collected money, on their property. The inscription dates between the 1st and
the 2nd century AD.64 This is one of the seven inscriptions deriving from Salona and
its surroundings that cite the term cognatio in the context of a religious association.
Recently, the theme was re-examined by S. Bekavac and particular attention was drawn
to the role of the Metroac cognatio.65 Cognatio is first associated with Venus and Magnae
Matres, and occurs at the beginning of the new era. Afterwards, during the 1st and the 2nd
century AD, cognatio is related also to Magna Mater.66 Bekavac argues that what makes
the Salona inscriptions specific is the actual meaning of the term, which does not refer
solely to matrilineal blood relatives, but rather an association of believers who gather for
specific needs.67 The inscriptions date from between 9 BC – 60 AD to the 2nd or the 3rd
century AD.
The second monument from this area is badly damaged; only “son of Lucius” and
“cella” can be read on it.68 Since the fragment has been related to the first inscription,
some authors have consequently suggested that this son of Lucius had been a member
of the cognatio that founded the Metroon and also financed the construction of a cella in
that temple.69
M. Matijević and D. Maršić consider that the property of cognatio (and the aedes)
could be identified in the area near the Church of Our Lady of the Island (Gospa od Otoka),
to the southeast, and beyond the walls (fig. 4).70 They are referring to a certain tradition
documented in Dalmatia that attests to the continuation of a cult place primarily dedicated
to Cybele, the Great Mother, and subsequently to Our Lady.71 Since the inscriptions were
probably rebuilt into the walls, it is likely that at the time of the construction of the walls,
during or after the mid-2nd century, the shrine was in some way abandoned.
The area of Urbs Occidentalis Salonae has yielded other finds related to the cult
of Cybele and Attis: an inscription mentioning the construction of a temple (aedes) plus
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fragmentary statues of Cybele and Attis. Aedes Matri Magnae was built by P. Iulius
Rufus.72 An inscription was found near the amphitheatre but no other related monuments
were found in the surrounding area (fig. 4). It is not certain whether P. Iulius Rufus was of
Italic or indigenous descent.73 However, as the investor, he must have been a prominent
member of the Salonitan society.74 The inscription dates between the 1st and the 2nd
century AD. If we consider that the aedes of P. Iulius Rufus was located somewhere
near the place where the inscription was discovered, and that it dates to the 1st century
AD, it can be deduced that at the time of its construction it was probably an extra-urban
sanctuary. The torso of Cybele is now lost, and there is no precise data regarding it.75 A
statue of Attis was found in the western part of Salona, known as Hortus Metrodori (fig.
5). The statue is missing its head and legs. It dates to the 1st century AD.76 On the basis of
the Oriental robe and the position of the hands it resembles other monuments depicting
Orientals, known from the province.77 Hortus Metrodori was actually a common name
used for the necropolis located on the west from Urbs Vetus Salonae. It was mostly
abandoned by the mid-2nd century AD following the construction of the western city
walls (Urbs Occidentalis).78 From a text written by F. Lanza it is clear that the statue of
Attis belonged to the Lollia family mausoleum, located in Hortus Metrodori.79 Therefore,
it is possible to determine that it was not a cult statue. Based on the place of discovery
and its iconography the statue could be identified as a so-called funerary Attis. Several
statues of Attis were found both in Salona and in Pola. Although they were always part
of different Metroac corpora, in my opinion, and as already pointed out by Cambi, they
should be re-evaluated for that purpose.80
North of Salona, following the river Jadro in the direction of present-day Klis,
three inscriptions have been found which suggest the presence of a cult place dedicated
to Cybele, or the existence of an extra-urban sanctuary. A plate, an altar and a statue of
Cybele were found in the surroundings of Jadro’s spring. G. Turranius Cronius, sevir
augustalis, built and decorated a temple (aedes) and an altar (ara) to Matri Magnae
of the cognatio.81 Cronius is considered a freedman or a freedman’s ascendant due to
the office of sevir he held.82 His origin is uncertain. In this case Cronius performed two
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CIL III, 1953.
Šašel Kos 1994, 786.
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Cambi 2003, 513 with previous bibliography.
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functions: he financed the building as the representative of cognatio, and as a sevir he
was a delegate of the city’s religious authority who would have been present during the
dedicatio of the temple.83 Curia Prisca restored a temple (fanum) along with its whole
inventory (larophorum, cymbala, tympana, catillum, forfices, ara) (fig. 6).84 She could
have been of Italian descent or of Liburnian origin.85 This and the later inscription date
from the period between the 1st and the 2nd century.86 The small marble statue (fig. 7)
is quite damaged; it is missing the head, arms and the lower part of legs, as well as the
whole front part of the lions. The goddess is represented seated on a throne with a high
back, wearing chiton and himation. It dates between the 2nd and the 3rd century.87 Due
to the known place of the discovery, it is only a hypothesis that Curia Prisca restored
the temple built by G. Turranius Cronius and that eventually the statue of Cybele was
displayed in the temple (fig. 4).
The cognatio had probably chosen the particular area for its natural beauty, the
presence and a certain symbolism of the spring of a river. The vicinity of water could
suggest that some elements of rituals, especially the Lavatio performed both during
the Megalensia and festivals in honour of Attis, could have been performed here. The
supposed location of the aedes built by a cognatio known from the other inscription,
today’s church of Our Lady of Island area, is situated on one of the islands in Jadro’s delta.
Therefore, both sanctuaries were probably extra-urban and located near the river flow.
Firmicus Maternus cites how the mist “ate from the tympanum and drank from
the cymbal”.88 The restoration of Curia Prisca and the location of the sanctuary could
also point to the performance of the mysteries.89 A cognatio, which probably included a
limited group of people, could also be related to rituals of closed and restricted nature.
I believe it is no coincidence that both sanctuaries built by the members of a cognatio
were abandoned in some manner around the 2nd or the mid-2nd century. It is possible that
after a certain point members of that societies were no longer active.
A few kilometres further north, in the area of modern-day Klis, another votive altar
was found. It was dedicated by M. Cottis Certus to his wife Servilla Copiessila, who had
financed the construction of a chapel (aedicula) to Matri Magnae.90 The inscription dates
between the 1st and the 2nd century. As suggested by Vilogorac Brčić, the spouses were
most likely Italic colonists who had built a chapel dedicated to Cybele on their property.91
Another aedes Matri Deum, whose location in Salona cannot be determined, was
financed by L. Statius Facula, quinquennalis.92 The inscription date is between the 1st and
83
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the 2nd century AD. The role of the quinquennalis, especially as the honorary presidents
of different religious associations, has also recently been discussed by Vilogorac Brčić.93
As the author suggests, L. Statius Facula, responsible for the construction of a Metroon,
could also have been the president of a collegium of dendrophori.94 The presence of the
collegium was confirmed by an inscription dated to the 2nd or the 3rd century AD.95
During the 1st century and the first half of the 2nd century AD there were at least four
temples and shrines dedicated to Cybele (fig. 4). At that time, considering the topography
of Salona, they were probably located extra muros. Three of them (except the one from
Klis) were probably public temples. The one situated in the future Urbs Orientalis
probably developed out of a smaller private shrine, founded in the first half of the 1st
century. As a result of the development of the city and the extension of the city walls
during the mid-2nd century, the temple located in Urbs Orientalis expanded and became
part of the new urban fulcrum. The restored Metroon must have gained more importance
and maybe accentuated the official character of the cult. In the northern ager of Salona,
by the spring of the Jadro, a temple founded by a cognatio in the 1st–2nd century was
probably restored during the 2nd century and turned into a cult space dedicated also to the
mystery aspects of the cult.
The construction or the restitutio of the temples was financed by private persons,
by the city authority or by the members of religious associations such as the dendrophori
or the cognatio of Magna Mater.
As I have already mentioned, there are no attestations or any similar direct lines
of evidence of the Attis cult being practised in Salona. The presence of the collegium of
dendrophori, dated to the 2nd or the 3rd century,96 however, could suggest that festivals in
honour of Attis were performed. There are two statues from Salona whose iconography
resembles the descriptions of Cybele’s companion known from the literary sources and
sculpture. Male figures are in mourning position, missing the head and the lower part of
the legs.97 They differ from the ones previously cited because of their tunica maniciata,
which is open on the chest, stomach and genitals (fig. 8). This kind of representation
relates to the myth when Attis, possessed, takes off his genitals and bleeds to death under
a pine tree.98 Similar representations of Attis were found in several Metroa: the ex-voto
figurines from temple of Mater Magna on Rome’s Palatine Hill,99 the supine statue of
Attis from Campus Magnae Matris in Ostia100 or the relief with lying Attis from the socalled House of Attis in Glanum.101 The statues from Salona date between 2nd or the 3rd
century AD.102 The circumstances of their finding are unknown so the link with the Attis
cult remains only hypothetical.
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There is evidence of a sacerdos Matri Ideae Magnae103 but there is no other
information about the inscription. On the other hand, the presence of religious associations,
especially the cognatio, which has been proved only for the Metroac community of
Salona, suggests a complex stratigraphy of the devotees and different aspects of the
cult practised. In the same way it can be deduced that the functions and the role of the
archigallus had to correspond to the same complex organisation and performance of the
cult practice that has been proved for Salona.

Fig 1 – Location of Aegida and Iader on the Eastern Adriatic Coast
(map by P. Karković Takalić, cartographic base: http://d-maps.com)

103

CIL III, 8810; Selem and Vilogorac Brčić 2012, 116–117.

Fig 2 – Map of Salona with Templum Cybelae? (after Bullettino di archeologia
e storia dalmata 25 [1902], pl. 1)
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Fig. 4 – Salona, possible
locations of temples
dedicated to Cybele (map by
P. Karković Takalić, based
on Jeličić-Radonić and
Sedlar 2009)

Fig. 6 – Split, Archaeological
museum, inv. A 866

(photos P. Karković Takalić)

Fig 3 – Split, Archaeological museum, inv. A 217

Fig. 5 – Split, Archaeological
museum, inv. B 14

Fig. 7 – Split, Archaeological
museum, inv. D 372

Fig. 8 – Split, Archaeological
museum, inv. B 168
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Abstract
Dendrophori were members of a collegium which played an important role in the cult of the Great
Mother Cybele (Mater Deorum Magna). The collegia dendrophorum are very well attested in
the Italic Regio X of the Roman Empire, known as Venetia et Histria. Three inscriptions from
Pola, dated to the 1st, 1st/2nd and 3rd century AD, provide the majority of information about the
dendrophori (CIL V, 56, 61, and 81–82). Based on a reinterpretation of the inscriptions from
Pola, fifteen members of the collegium can be identified. Among these are a magister, disciples
(schola dendrophorum), and two female members. That is particularly significant as women
had not previously been attested as active members of collegium. I examined the relationship
between the two inscriptions, assuming that Cybele’s priest conferred his burial plot to the
precise group of dendrophori. I also found that people of differing social status were members
of the collegium. Finally, I concluded that the dendrophori, serving the Great Mother Cybele,
were a prominent association in Colonia Pola from the 1st to 3rd century AD.
Key words: collegium dendrophorum – women in Cybele’s cult – disciples – common burial
– patronatus – emendation – Regio X. Venetia et Histria.
Апстракт
Дендрофорите биле членови на колегиум (collegium), кој играл значајна улога во култот
на Големата мајка Кибела (Mater Deorum Magna). Колегиумите на дендрофорите (collegia
dendrophorum) се потврдени во италскиот регион Regio X на Римската Империја, позната
како Venetia et Histria. Три натписа од Пола, датирани во I, во преминот од I во II и во
III век ни ги нудат повеќето информации за дендрофорите (CIL V 56, 61, 81, 82). Врз
основа на реинтерпретацијата на натписите од Пола можат да бидат идентификувани
четиринаесет членови на колегиумот. Меѓу нив има еден magister, следбеници (schola
dendrophorum) и два женски члена. Ова е особено важно, имајќи предвид дека жените не
се потврдени како активни членови на колегиумот претходно. Јас го истражив односот
меѓу двата натписа, претпоставувајќи дека свештеникот на Кибела ѝ го доверил своето
гробно место токму на оваа група на дендрофори. Исто така, увидов и дека луѓе од
различен социјален статус биле членови на колегиумот. Сосем на крај, заклучувам дека
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дендрофорите, служејќи ѝ на Големата Мајка, биле познато здружение во колонијата
Пола од I до III век од нашата ера.
Клучни зборови: collegium dendrophorum – жени во култот на Кибела – следбеници –
заедничко закопување – patronatus – исправка – Regio X. Venetia et Histria.

Dendrophori (tree-bearers) were members of one of the most prominent Roman
associations. Johannes Lydus wrote that they had been in the service of the goddess
Cybele, the Roman Mater Deorum Magna, since the time of Emperor Claudius, who
promoted her cult.1 They gathered every year to take part in her festival in March, during
the Tristia lamentation to mourn the death of Attis:2 on a day called Arbor Intrat (22
March), they would cut down a pine tree in a forest and sacrifice a ram. Then they would
wrap the tree in linen strips, decorate it with violets and tie to it an effigy representing
the god Attis. They would carry the tree in a procession and take it to a sanctuary. The
earliest inscription mentioning dendrophori was found in Regium Iulium of Brutii and
has been dated to 79 AD. It states that the Roman senate issued a decree which allowed
ius coeundi for collegium dendrophorum.3 The city councils established their collegium and
the quindecimviri were responsible for it, as is attested by the inscription from Cumae.4 In
315 AD, Emperor Constantine added the collegium dendrophorum to the collegia fabrorum
and centonarium;5 they formed the tria collegia principalia.6 According to the Codex
Theodosianus, the collegium was banned by Emperors Theodosius II and Honorius in 415
AD.7
Many scholars have discussed the collegium dendrophorum, focusing mainly on
their function: did they perform vocational or religious activities, or both at the same
time (the latter being the more accepted opinion)?8 The recent work of F. van Haeperen
should be highlighted: she gathered and analysed 149 inscriptions found thus far which
testify to the collegium dendrophorum in the Roman Empire.9 Based on the epigraphic
evidence, she discussed the spread of the collegia and their relationship to Cybele’s cult
and the Roman authorities. Since dendrophori were almost always mentioned in the
context of Cybeleʼs cult, she considered the lack of evidence a confirmation that they
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8

9

Lydus, de Mensibus 4.59.
Firmicus Maternus, De errore profanarum religionum 28.1; Julian, Orationes 5.168C; Lydus, de Mensibus
4.41; Arnobius, Adversus nationes 7.16.
CIL X, 7.
CIL X, 3699.
Codex Theodosianus 14.8.1.
CIL V, 7881; IX, 5416; XI, 5749.
Codex Theodosianus 14.10.20.2. The top officials of the collegium dendrophorum were the magister (CIL
V, 7904), archidendrophorus (CIL III, 763), quinquennalis (CIL VI, 641, 1925, 29691, 30973; XIV, 281,
324), quinquennalis perpetuus (CIL VI, 641, 1925; XIII, 1752; XIV, 281) and rector quinquennalis (CIL
X, 5968). Epigraphic evidence also attests to dendrophori who were: curator (CIL VIII, 6940; XIII, 1961),
curator perpetuus (CIL XIV, 281), quaestor (CIL XIII, 2026) and bisellarius (CIL XI, 1355). The members
of the collegium gathered in scholae dendrophorum.
Daremberg and Saglio 1887, 100–102; Waltzing 1968, IV, 484–485; Aurigemma 1910; Graillot 1912, 266–
278; Salamito 1987 and 1990; Rivera 2003; van Nijf 1997, 178–181 and 196–197; Boscolo 2006; Diosono
2007, 56 and 67.
See van Haeperen 2012.
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were a professional association whose members were annually recruited to participate in
Cybeleʼs Festival.10
There is considerable evidence for the collegium dendrophorum in the Italic Regio
X (Venetia et Histria) during the Roman Imperial era. Thus far, seventeen dendrophoric
inscriptions have been found:11 five are from Brescia,12 three from Verona,13 three from
Pola14 and one each from Berua,15 Aquileia,16 Belluno,17 Feltre18 and Emona.19 Most of
them (9) mention the names of the patrons of the collegium, notable citizens, duovirs or
quattuorvirs. Most of the information about the collegium from all of these inscriptions
has been derived from the three inscriptions from Pola. The phrase dendrophori Polensium
means that Polaʼs city council was in charge for their gathering.20 The inscriptions were
carved onto monuments found at the forum; two funeral inscriptions carved onto plates
which were not found in situ and were probably brought from one of Pola’s necropolises
(nos. 1 and 2); the third is an honorific inscription, carved onto the pedestal of a statue that
originally stood at the forum (no. 3). In this paper an interpretation of these inscriptions
will be presented, as well as some hypotheses about the collegium dendrophorum in Pola
and at large.
1). The earliest inscription from Pola states that Gaius Laecanius Theodorus, a
priest of the Mater Deum Magna Idaea, bequeathed to the dendrophori Polensium a
burial plot with a monument or structure on it (lo[cu]m cum sepultura) that was 42 feet
(12.43 m) wide.21
Dendrophoris / Polensium / C(aius) Laecanius / Theodorus 5 / sace[rd]os M(atris)
D(eorum) M(agnae) I(deae) / lo[cu]m cum / sepultura dedit / in fr(onte) p(edes) XLII /
in ag(ro) p(edes) X[─]
Locus sepulturae is the standard phrase for a burial place employed in Roman
funerary inscriptions. But it is noteworthy that the priest of Cybele from Pola donated a
locus cum sepultura: a burial place with some manner of structure or monument. This
10

11
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14
15
16
17
18
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van Haeperen 2012, 56. They could be assigned to tria collegia principalia without being a professional
association, and some of the members of the collegium were engaged in different professions (margaritarius:
CIL VI, 30973b). For more about Roman collegia and their religious role see Belayche 2003; Ascough,
Harland, and Kloppenborg 2012; Harland 2013.
Boscolo 2006.
CIL V, 4341, 4418, 4388, 4477; IIt X, 5, 16.
CIL V, 424, 3312; Segala 1982.
CIL III, 56, 61, 81–82.
CIL V, 2794.
CIL V, 1012.
AE 1976, 0252a.
CIL V, 2071.
CIL III, 10738.
The collegia dendrophorum often bore the name of their city (van Haeperen 2012, 55).
CIL V, 81 = ILS 4172 = IIt X, 155 = EDR 136178; Kandler 1855, 251; Weisshäupl 1901, 202, no. 90; Sticotti
1914, 290; Gnirs 1915, 75, no. 105; Swoboda 1969, 205, no. 16; Degrassi 1970, 625; CCCA IV, 247; Girardi
Jurkić 1972, 48 and 56; Girardi Jurkić 1974, 48–49 and 56; Girardi Jurkić 1975, 289; Križman 1991, 61;
Girardi Jurkić 1999, 3.8.1; Girardi Jurkić 2005, 62; Boscolo 2006, 490–491; Nikoloska 2007; Nikoloska
2010, II.1.1; Vilogorac Brčić 2012, II.1; Vilogorac Brčić 2015, 103–105, no. 2. Location: Archaeological
Museum of Istria (Pola), inv. 513.
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burial plot may have had a tomb, or a specific monument that was usually built at common
burial plots, perhaps a kind of altar with burials around it.22 One may also assume that
Cybele’s priest did not need the entire burial plot which he owned, so he decided to
confer it to the collegium dendrophorum. The length of the plot is not known, but we can
assume that it was about the same as the width: burial plots which were approximately
of that size and meant to be the resting place of more than one person have been found
in the vicinity (Aquileia).23
Gaius Laecanius Theodorus was a freedman of a well-attested family from Pola.
The fact that he gave a burial plot to the dendrophori Polensium testifies to his affection
for the bearers of the “sacred” tree in Cybele’s festival. The attribute Idaea refers to the
origin of this goddess in Asia Minor, the mythical homeland of the Trojan hero Aeneas
and, indirectly, of the entire Roman nation. The inscription has been dated to the 1st
century AD.
2). The second inscription states that Gaius Turpilius Felix built the tomb or
monument to himself and to Betuvia Felicula, and then to the members of the collegium
dendrophorum, who were also freedmen of the Turpilii family: Vitalis, Aprio, Etrusca,
Eulalus, Primus, Trallis, and to good disciples of Gaius Turpilius Felix: Gaius Settidius
Donatus and Lucius Annius Venustus. It also mentions a certain Gaius Pollentius
Liberalis, whose function is uncertain.24
C(aius) Turpilius Felix v(ivus) f(ecit) sibi et / Betuviae Feliculae, C(aio) Pollentio
/ Liberali, ful[ciente?] collegio dendrop(horum) / Turpili(i)s Vitali Aprioni Etruscae 5
/ Eulalo Primo Tralidi collib(ertis) / C(aio) Settidio Donato, L(ucio) Annio / Venusto,
disc(ipulis) bonis
The interpretation of the abbreviation FUL has proven problematic. T. Mommsen
initially assumed that the first letters of the word tulit were written, and he associated this
word with the rite of introducing pine wood (arboris illatio). He also correctly supposed
that FUL might have been written, without attempting to explain the abbreviation.25 The
most commonly accepted opinion is that FUL is an abbreviation of fulloni, and that
Liberalis was a fuller.26 However, I believe it is possible that FUL is an abbreviation of
fulciente, the ablative of the present participle of the verb fulcio, which means to support.
Altogether, with the name Gaius Pollentius Liberalis, it would be part of the ablative
absolute construction that translates as: “with the support of Gaius Pollentius Liberalis”.
22

23
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25
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Different kinds of tombs: sepulchrum, mausoleum, memoria, cubiculum memoriae, domus aeterna, ossuarium,
cepotaphium, familiaricum, heroum, and monuments: monumentum, triclinium, porticus, solarium, trichilla,
hypaethrum, vigilum locus, could be considered, according to Waltzing 1968, IV, 482–483.
One of them has 15 burials (Toynbee 1971, 79–82).
CIL V, 82 = IIt X, 156 = EDR 136198; Kandler 1855, 251; Weisshäupl 1901, 202; Swoboda 1969, 206, no.
17; Girardi Jurkić 1972, 48; Križman 1991, 76; Girardi Jurkić 2005, 62; Boscolo 2006, 491–492; Vilogorac
Brčić 2012, II. 2; Vilogorac Brčić 2015, 105–107, no. 3. Location: Seminario in S. Maria della Salute
(Trieste).
F. Tamaro (in IIt X, 84) was not certain what word was abbreviated by the letters FUL.
Aurigemma 1910, 1674; Waltzing 1968, III, 121; Swoboda 1969, 205–206; Ladage 1971, 129. Boscolo
(2006, 492) added the idea that there is evidence for a fuller’s workshop in Pola: its owner was a
dendrophorus.
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Perhaps Liberalis, as the head of the collegium who decided on the distribution of funds
from the common treasury, supported Gaius Turpilius Felix in the construction of the
common tomb or monument. He may also have been a wealthy private individual who
wanted to financially assist the collegium, since it is known that the dendrophori were
often given donations.
The expression collegio dendrophorum must have referred to a series of collegium
members, the freedmen of Turpilii listed in the inscription. Two female names feature:
Tralis and Etrusca. Therefore, I concluded that, as active members of the collegium
they must have participated in Cybele’s March festival. Hitherto, the only registered
women in the collegia were the Matres dendrophorum.27 The “mothers” of the Roman
collegia were recruited among the female members or the relatives of male members.
They usually had a modest social status, but they compensated for this with their wealth.
They supervised the inscriptions of the collegia, organised banquets in their honour, and
they were expected to give donations. They bore the honorific title Matres their entire
lives, and although it did not ensure public honour for them, they were esteemed by the
members of the collegia.28 Since epigraphic evidence confirmed that the cannophorae
bore bundles of reeds on the day Canna intrat during Cybele’s festival, and that even
they had their own collegium, it was expected of the dendrophorae to be actively
engaged in the service of Cybele’s cult, although thus far there is no other testimony to
this elsewhere: according to the accessible databases of Roman inscriptions, the only
women who were active members of collegium dendrophorum were recognised on this
inscription from Pola. Their cognomina, Tralis and Etrusca, might refer to their origins
in Asia Minor and the Etruscan region.
Gaius Settidius Donatus and Lucius Aenius Venustus were good pupils (boni
discipuli). That implies that the dedicator, Gaius Turpilius Felix, was their magister and
that there was a schola dendrophorum in Pola where the collegium gathered and where
the education of new members took place. The names of the disciples, of the dedicator
and of Betuvia Felicula, probably his wife, were written in larger letters than the names
of other persons on the inscription. We can assume that Gaius Turpilius Felix wanted
to express his particular affection for his wife and his disciples. Additionally, the name
formulas of the disciples reveal that they were Roman citizens and as such they had
a higher social class than their teacher and his fellow dendrophori. All other persons
mentioned on the inscription were freedmen from the same family.29
The inscription of Gaius Turpilius Felix may be related to the previous one (no.
1), which contains information on the priest’s donation of the burial plot and the tomb
or monument to the collegium dendrophorum from Pola. Considering the size of that
burial plot, it is certain that it served as the resting place of a number of persons, perhaps
the ten mentioned in the Turpilius inscription. It was customary for the members of
27

28
29

Matres dendrophorum have been recorded in Serdica (IGBulg IV, 1925), Tomi (Tacheva-Hitova 1983,
93–95, no. 48), Ostia (CIL XIV, 69, 326), Lavinium (AE 1998, 282 = AE 2000, 243), Luna (CIL II, 1355 =
ILS 7227) and Troesmis (CIL III, 7505 = ILS 2311 = AE 1888, 11). See Hemelrijk 2008, 124.
Hemelrijk 2008, 142.
Boscolo (2006, 491) believed that the Turpilii were the liberti of Gaius Turpilius Felix. Starac (1991, 102)
suggested that Gaius Pollentius Liberalis was a freedman of Colonia Pola.
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different collegia to be buried at a common site, either because they could not afford their
own plot or because it contributed to the sense of belonging to one community and also
promoted the collegium. Gaius Turpilius Felix perhaps used the priest’s burial plot and
then constructed the tomb or monument on it, or added a new structure to an existing one.
His inscription has been dated to the 1st or 2nd century.
3). The third inscription is the decree of the collegium dendrophorum. It is carved
on a pedestal broken into two pieces. On the left sidebar of the upper part there is a male
figure in a toga that partially covers his head. He is depicted sacrificing scents over a
tripod, removing them from some sort of case. There is an image of a man in a short
tunic on the right sidebar. The right sidebar of the lower part of the pedestal depicts the
legs of the same person and the podium on which he stands, with the inscription Lita /
si30 – obviously this is a representation of the male statue which stood on this pedestal.31
Q(uinto) Mursio Q(uinti) [f(ilio) Vel(ina)] / Plinio Miner[viano] / (duo)vir(o)
patro(no) c[ol(oniae)] / coll(egium) dendroph[orum] 5 / ob merita eius e[x aere] /
conlato l(oco) d(ato) [d(ecreto) d(ecurionum)] / exemplum decre[ti] / M(arco) Nummio
Senecione Albino M(arco) Laelio [Maximo co(n)s(ulibus)] / [─]│───10 / [─ quod verba
facta sunt in honorem] / [Q(uinti) Mursi Plini Minerv]iani [─]m et / [─ beneficia erga
col]legium experirem(u)r / [─ imp(eratoris) Caes(aris) L(uci) Septimi] inv[i]cti Severi
/ [Q(uintus) Mursius Plinius Miner]vianus filius eius in 15 / [─] collegium n(ostrum)
suscepe / [rit et ─ au]ctoritatemq(ue) suam / [─collegiu]m n(ostrum) adrogaretur nunc
/ [vero honorem in eum p]otissimum quoque / [decrevimus ita ut qu]antum beneficii tan
20 / [tum ei univers]o consensu rem[uneran] / [dum sit ob insignia ei]us adfectioni(s) /
[merita et statua] ae(nea) ex nostro in foro po / [natur patronus] nobis libenter adquies
/ [cit honore contentu]s quod ei a / nobis debeatur ut 25 / [─ obs]equio ad referendam
gratiam / [quare ─]ebionem et Iul(ium) Chrysogonum / [et ─]um Clementianum
Levoni(um) / [ut decretum ordi]nis n(ostri) in notitiam ei per / [feratur ─]mo suo locum
quem ipse 30 / [elegerit ─] verba in basi statuae quam / [primum perscriberentur]
The first nine rows of the inscription testify that the collegium dendrophorum
collected money to build the statue for their benefactor, Quintus Mursius Plinius
Minervianus, a duovir and the patron of Colonia Pola, at a site conferred by decree of
the decurions. The names of the Roman consuls, Marcus Numius Senecio and Marcus
Laelius Maximus, date the inscription to the year 227 AD. The rest of the inscription is
unfortunately quite damaged and it is difficult to reconstruct its content. Parts of the text
suggest that the son of Pola’s patron, who bore his father’s name, entered the collegium
dendrophorum. Four personal names are also mentioned, probably of members of the
collegium: [─]ebio, Iulius Chrysogonus, Clementianus and Levonius. It states that the
collegium is grateful to its benefactor for his charity and this is why the dendrophori
30
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The name Litasius, which may derive from the verb lito 1. (to sacrifice), is not recorded in available
databases of Roman inscriptions (EDH, EDCS, EDR, accessed April 27, 2014).
CIL V, 56, 61 = EDH 032975 = EDR 093932 = IIt X, 84; Reichel 1893; Swoboda 1969, 206–207, no. 18;
Girardi Jurkić 1972, 48; Alföldy 1984, 80, no. 12; Križman 1991, 66; Girardi Jurkić 2005, 62; Boscolo
2006, 487–489; Vilogorac Brčić 2012, II.3; Vilogorac Brčić 2015, 108–110, no. 4. Location: Archaeological
Museum of Istria (Pola), inv. 168.
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decided to dedicate a statue to him and to install it at the most prominent site in Colonia
Pola, at the forum. The long and unusual name formula of Pola’s patron and duovir,
Q(uintus) Mursius Q(uinti) f(ilius) Vel(ina) Plinius Minervianus, apparently indicates
that he was an adeptus of the family of Quintus Mursius. Since he was the patron of
Colonia Pola, a duovir, it is obvious that he had Roman citizenship and that he was a
member of Pola’s aristocracy. So was his son of the same name, a dendrophorus. Iulius
Chrysogonus was also a respectable member of the collegium, the owner of a fuller’s
workshop, a distinguished citizen as confirmed by three more inscriptions from Pola.32
Therefore, there were prominent citizens of Pola among the dendrophori Pollensium at
the beginning of the 3rd century.
Collegium dendrophorum is very well attested in Colonia Pola from the 1st to 3rd
centuries, and this corresponds to the proven prominence of this Roman association in
the Italic Regio X. The city council established them (dendrophori Polensium), as was
the case in the rest of the Empire. The continuity of the collegium’s activity in Pola
confirms that the dendrophori Polensium were a prominent social group there in the first
three centuries AD.
According to a new interpretation of Pola’s three “dendrophoric” in-scriptions, the
existence of ten members of the collegium in the 1st–2nd centuries and five in the 3rd
century has thus far been proven. Two inscriptions were specified from the first period,
when it was assumed that the goddess’ priest (Gaius Laecanius Theodorus) donated a
burial plot with a tomb or monument to precisely this group of dendrophori Polensium
who were interred at this mutual site. Furthermore, I noted that in the first period there
was a schola dendrophorum in Pola, at which individuals were prepared prior to joining
the collegium. The close relationship between one member of the collegium, perhaps the
magister (Gaius Turpilius Felix) and two of his disciples (Gaius Settidus Donatus and
Lucius Aenius Venustus), expressed by the size of the letters on their inscription, would
indicate the fellowship and affinity among the dendrophori Polensium, already confirmed
by the shared common burial plot, which was the customary practice among members of
Roman collegia. I assumed that Gaius Pollentius Liberalis financed this common burial
site. I recognised two women among the dendrophori Polensium (Tralis and Etrusca),
and this could be the first testimony of active female members in the collegium in the
Roman Empire; elsewhere, women only appeared as Matres dendrophorum, which was
an honorific title and did not imply an active role. The majority of dendrophori Polensium
in the first period were freedmen, which means that they were mainly of lower social
status.
In the second period, the 3rd century, they had a very noble benefactor, a duovir and
patron of the colonia (Quintus Mursius Plinius Minervianus). The fact that he supported
the collegium, whose members erected his statue at the place approved by the decree of
decurions, underscores the reputation of dendrophori Polensium. His son of the same
name joined Pola’s dendrophori, and this implies the engagement of persons of higher
social status in the collegium. One of his colleagues (Iulius Chrysogonus) was the owner
of a fuller’s workshop, a distinguished citizen of Pola. So, it may be said that in the 3rd
32
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century AD persons of higher social class were members of collegium dendrophorum
Polensium. Comparing the first period with the second one, it seems that the society
engaged in collegium became more prominent.
Finally, we may assume that the collegium in Pola existed from the time when
it was established, meaning the reign of Emperor Claudius, who promoted the Magna
Mater’s cult and engaged the dendrophori in her March festival. Chronologically, the
last inscription has been dated to the reign of Emperor Alexander Severus (227 AD), one
of the Emperors in a dynasty that was favourably inclined towards the Great Mother.
The religious function of the collegium in Pola is obvious: their close relationship with
Cybele’s priesthood in Pola is very clearly confirmed by the fact that one of her priests
donated a burial plot with a tomb or monument to the collegium. Since Cybele’s cult in
Pola has been confirmed not only by the priesthood and the collegium dendrophorum, but
also by a monumental marble bust of the god Attis (2nd–3rd century), it may be concluded
that there was an organised community of followers of this goddess in Pola as well as a
public temple before which the March festival was observed every year. The dendrophori
Polensium united people of different genders, social classes and, probably, origin, who
must have practised their cult activity during Cybele’s festival, bearing the sacred pine
tree – the symbol of their collegium, of the god Attis and of eternal life.
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Monuments of the Mithraic cult in the territory
of Arupium (Dalmatia)*
Ante Rendić-Miočević

Abstract
Traces of the cult of Mithras in Roman Arupium, the modern village of Prozor near Otočac,
as well as in the wider area of the Gacka Valley, have for a long time attracted the attention
of explorers. Many researchers have studied this phenomenon in detail, since the time of Š.
Ljubić in the early 1880s. He was soon followed by K. Patsch, but also by many contemporary
researchers, several of whom have devoted ample study to this topic. On several occasions
and from different standpoints the present author has also analysed the most important Mithras
sanctuaries in the valley of the river Gacka. A number of monuments has been preserved in the
aforesaid area, but most attention has been paid to its rock-cut shrines, with the preserved relief
depictions of tauroctony. One of these, Mithraeum I, can be seen at the site now called Oltar
(“Altar”, also known as Kraljev stolac, “King’s Chair”) in Špiljničko polje, while a second
one, Mithraeum II, is located at the site called Rajanov grič, in the village of Čovići. It is fairly
certain that there were additional Mithraea in the area, one of them, it seems, in nearby Sinac,
from which comes a fragment of a relief with the cult image of Mithras sacrificing the bull,
which is presently kept at the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb. The assumption that there
were further similar Mithraea in this area seems to be well founded. A possible indication of
this is the badly preserved sculptural composition on the cliffs of the Godača massif, situated
northwards, in the direction of Vrhovine: although firm evidence for this supposition is lacking
(inscriptions or relief scenes), analogies speak in favour of it, as well as the fact that a shrine
of the Christian cult still stands at the site, as a possible confirmation of its tradition of a place
of worship.
Key words: Mithraic cult – Mithraea – rock carved reliefs – tauroctony – Cautes – Cautopates
– Arupium – Iapodes – Lika.
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Апстракт
Трагите на култот на Митра во римскиот Арупиум, денешното село Прозор близу
Оточац, како и поширокиот крај на долината на Гацка, веќе долго време им го
привлекуваат вниманието на истражувачите. Многумина автори го изучуваат овој
феномен во детали уште од врмето на Ш. Љубиќ во раните 1880-ти. Него го следи C.
Patsch, но, исто така, и повеќе современи автори, некои од нив посветувајќи исцрпни
студии од оваа област. Во неколку пригоди и од неколку различни гледишта авторот на
овој труд ги анализира најважните светилишта посветени на Митра по долината на реката
Гацка. Неколку споменици се зачувани во горенаведениот регион, но поголем дел од
вниманието ќе биде посветен на светилиштата издлабени во карпа со зачувани релјефи
со приказ на тауроктонија. Едно од нив, Митреумот I, може да се види на локалитетот
денеска наречен Олтар (како и Кралев Столац) во Шпилничко Поле, додека вториот,
Митреумот II, е лоциран на локалитетот наречен Рајанов грич во селото Човиќи. Сосема
е сигурно дека постоеле повеќе Митреи во овој регион. Се чини дека еден од нив е во
оближниот Синац, каде што е откриен фрагмент од релјеф со култниот лик на Митра
како жртвува бик, а се чува во Археолошкиот музеј во Загреб. Претпоставката дека има
повеќе слични митреи во овој регион се чини добро основана. Можна индикација за
ова е пронајдена во лошо зачуваната скулптурална композиција на карпите на масивот
Годача, позициониран кон север во правец на Врховине: иако недостасуваат силни докази
за оваа претпоставка (натписи или релјефни сцени), аналогиите зборуваат во прилог, исто
како и фактот дека сè уште постои светилиште на христијански култ на локалитетот,
како можна потврда на традицијата на место на почитување.
Клучни зборови: Култот на Митра – митреуми – релјефи на карпа – тауроктонија –
Каутес – Каутопатес – Арупиум – Јаподи – Лика.

When Mithraism began to spread throughout the Western provinces of the Roman
Empire, according to the reliable opinions at the very beginning of the 2nd century AD,1
the regions of the province of Dalmatia were not passed over by the cult of the popular
Indo-European deity believed to have originated in ancient Persia.2 This is clearly
attested by Mithraic sanctuaries and by the numerous votive inscriptions consecrated
to Mithras, the Invincible Sun, but also by the typical cult-icons in relief representing
Mithras discovered all along the eastern Adriatic coast and throughout its hinterland.
One of the significant areas of the Mithraic cult in Croatia was the region of Gacko
polje (the valley of the Gacka river in present-day Lika), which was in prehistoric
times the territory of the Illyrian tribe of Iapodes.3 This topic has been discussed in
1
2

3

Campbell 1954, 24.
On Mithraic mysteries see Cumont 1896 (concerning the opinion of Cumont about the Persian origin of
the Mithraic cult, as published in the second volume of his capital work, many authors later voiced critical
opinions; therefore current standpoints on the transformation of the Mithraic cult from Iranian Mazdaism to
the Roman mystery cult greatly differ from his erstwhile conclusions: cf., e.g., Gordon 1975; Gordon 1994;
Beck 1998; Miletić 2005).
Strabo made a brief reference to the Iapodes in his Geography (7.5.4): he lists their most important towns,
including Aroupion; he describes them as a true warrior folk, living in a poor land, using Celtic weaponry
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different contexts in a considerable number of treatises and papers – dealing also with
the development of various ancient cults of this region – from around the late 19th / early
20th century, down to our times. None of the authors has forgotten to emphasise that the
most numerous traces of the worship of Mithras are concentrated within the wider area
of Arupium, an important pre-Roman centre that later became a Roman municipium,
mentioned in different ancient sources. In connection with Octavian’s conquest of these
lands in 35 BC one detail is very significant: as quoted in Illiriké (“The Illyrian Wars”),
the 10th book of Appian’s Roman History, Arupium’s residents Arupini (Aurupini,
Auroupinoi), a community of the so-called Cisalpine Iapodes,4 were, according to
Appian, the fiercest among the Iapodes!5 Despite this fact, when Octavian advanced
against them, “they moved themselves from their villages to their city (tò ásti), and when
he arrived there, they fled to the woods”.6
Arupium once stood where the modern village of Prozor lies, south of the modernday road connecting Otočac with neighbouring Ličko Lešće. The identification of
Arupium (Aroupion) with present-day Prozor in the valley of the river Gacka (Gacko
polje), between the hamlet of Čovići and the northern slopes of the Iron Age twin hillfort
(“dvojna gradina”) of Veliki and Mali Vital (fig. 1) (the two peaks, Big and Little Vital,
are actually a single hill), was first proposed by K. Patsch.7 Patsch associated the existing
remains of architecture on the Veliki Vital hill – these also included the remains of
fortifications that can no longer be seen – as well as numerous monuments discovered in
the valley, with a site marked on the Tabula Peutingeriana as Arypio,8 but also as Arupio
in the Itineraria Antonini Augusti,9 as an important Iapodian settlement, mentioned in
other literary and epigraphic sources under various names.10 The proposal put forward
by Patsch was much later greatly supported by the results of the excavations undertaken
by the Zagreb Archaeological Museum in collaboration with the Regional Institute of
preservation of historical monuments in Zagreb, which lasted for several years. In the
1970s test units were excavated at several sites, beginning with the ancient Roman
quarry situated on the north-eastern slope of Veliki Vital, and continuing at several
other places in the region. The remains of various buildings were discovered, including
typical urban infrastructure such as streets and sewers: earlier (fig. 2), excavations of
the Iapodian settlement on the hill-fort and of the necropolis at Prozor had also taken
place, which had yielded remains of prehistoric dwellings, as well as a rich assemblage
of ornaments (temple-rings, hemispherical bronze caps and head ornaments, bronze
necklaces, necklaces and other glass jewellery, amber beads, various anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic pendants, and so on). Of special interest were also polychrome beads
with three faces of Phoenician (Carthaginian) provenance, made of glass paste. Among

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

and feeding mostly on honey! For a more lengthy account of territories inhabited by the Iapodes see Šašel
Kos 2005, 422 f.
Wilkes 1969, 182; Šašel Kos 2005, 422.
Appian, Illyrian Wars 4.16; see also Wilkes 1969, 183.
Appian, Illyrian Wars 4.22 (translation H. White); see also Wilkes 1969, 182–183.
Patsch 1900, 30, 78; see also Wilkes 1969, 264–265.
Tabula Peutingeriana 4.2; see more in Šašel Kos 2005, 427.
Itineraria Antonini Augusti 274.2; Šašel Kos 2005, 427.
Šašel Kos 2005, 427.
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other things, they bear witness to developed trade contacts in the times that preceded the
Roman conquest. Life in the Iron Age settlement on the twin hill-fort continued even
after the construction of the Roman town in the valley, granted the status of a municipium
in the time of the Flavian Dynasty, the oldest in the territory of Iapodes.11 Later, the
Iapodian hill-fort took on the function of a refuge. On the hill-fort some characteristic
finds pertaining to the religious life of the inhabitants of Arupium have been made. This
supposition, as has already been said, is supported by architectural remains and by the
finds of votive altars referring to the cult of Jupiter and Hercules: in connection with
the worship of Hercules it is quite possible that his cult was greatly favoured by the
developed stonecutters’ activity, which is attested by numerous monuments cut in the
natural rock within the wider area of Arupium. Significant are two inscriptions on the
north slopes of Vital, a tombstone (?) inscription with 5, perhaps even 8 lines of text (?) –
unfortunately, only the name of Ti(tus) Claudius (fig. 3) in the first line is legible – as
well as an altar dedicated to Jupiter (fig. 4). In the opinion of J. Brunšmid, the first line
of the inscription reads I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo), the next line Iu[noni] ? …… while
the third line reads v(otum) s(olvit).12 Roman quarries on the north-eastern slope of Vital
are also very significant: one of them, as mentioned earlier, has been explored in detail
in the 1970s. It is one of the relatively few Roman quarries to have been thoroughly
explored on Croatian soil (fig. 5). Within this context it seems that the local stonemasons’
tradition was highly favoured, which, as it seems, had some influence on the appearance
of Mithras icons cut into the natural rock in the wider area of Arupium (fig. 6). Some
of them are still in situ, very close to the site of the ancient Roman town. According to
Beck, two examples of Mithras tauroctonies belong to a rather rare class of Mithraic
monuments cut directly into the rock.13 They are quite rare and uncommon among the
Mithraea and tauroctonies represented in the Empire, mostly because of the absence
of suitable terrain.14 On this occasion I do not intend to enter more than necessary into
the problem of the typological evaluation and iconographic features of the Mithraea in
Arupium, nor shall I bring up the question of the origin of or direction from which the
cult of this popular deity, the personification of the invincible light and creation, came to
the region of Lika. These topics have already been much discussed.
The Mithraea in the territory of Arupium were first mentioned by Š. Ljubić
in 1882.15 He was followed by Patsch in 1900,16 and soon after also by Brunšmid.17
Hereafter a number of authors discussed the monuments of the Mithraic cult in the area
of Arupium. Both Mithraea with rock-cut relief scenes of tauroctony cut directly in the
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

Wilkes 1969, 290; Medini 1975, 91; Glavičić 2001, 223.
Ljubić describes it as a big altar with a pedestal, while he could read only two rows of what he determined to
be a Roman inscription: I . O . M / Lucius. He also stated that there were another two altars on a rock further
west: the inscription on the first, called canapé by the local population (it resembled a seat), had perished
completely. The situation is similar with the second altar, larger and of finer workmanship, which also bore
an inscription. Cf. Ljubić 1882, 18 f.; Brunšmid 1901, 109 f.
Beck 1984, 357.
Beck 1984, 362.
Ljubić 1882, 19.
Patsch 1900, 82 f..
Brunšmid 1901, 110–112.
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natural rock were also mentioned in Vermaserenʼs corpus of Mithraic monuments.18 Two
Mithraea were later discussed in greater or lesser detail by J. Medini,19 R. Beck,20 Lj.
Zotović,21 Ž. Miletić,22 M. Glavičić,23 G. Lipovac-Vrkljan,24 M. Krznarić,25 and by other
specialists interested in this topic. All the mentioned researchers studied various aspects
of the Mithraic cult in the wider area of the Gacka Valley, and some paid great attention
to the typological determination of the Arupium Mithraea (e.g. Medini, Miletić, Glavičić,
Krznarić). It is interesting that L.A. Campbell did not refer to them in detail in his
typological classification, published in a study dedicated to the typology of the Mithraic
tauroctony frequently mentioned by all quoted authors.26 Beck did not concentrate on
solving the problem of the typological determination of the Arupian Mithraea,27 but did
usefully refer to other important aspects, such as the considerable number of Mithraic
depictions in this area, the features and structure of local Mithraea cut in the natural rock,
similarities and differences in the orientation and the position of the cult images in both
Mithraea.28 He also proposed a possible chronological order in which they could have
been made. According to him the tauroctony cut directly in the natural rock “serves both
as the medium for the icon and as the end wall of the cult structure”. He also stressed
that “this is quite uncommon among the Mithraea and tauroctonies of the Empire, but its
rarity has more to do with the absence of suitable terrain than with deliberate exclusion
of a possible option”.29
Mentioning a similar example of a relief depiction of tauroctony in Jajce (Bosnia
and Herzegovina), in Cavtat (Epidaurum) – we should attribute to the same group the
depiction of the tauroctony of Mithras above the entrance to a cave in nearby Močići
– as well as the depictions of tauroctony from Prilep (Macedonia), the surroundings of
Črnomelj (Slovenia) and a few other examples, Beck concluded his observations with
the following statement: “elsewhere in the Empire, however, I know of only three further
examples of tauroctonies cut directly into the rock wall of a Mithraeum”.30
More than thirty years ago I briefly discussed this topic in an article dealing with
Silvanus’ sanctuaries cut into the rock in the vicinity of Salona.31 In spite of the obvious
interest in Mithraic monuments in the surroundings of Arupium there is no doubt that they
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27

28
29
30
31

CIMRM II, nos. 1851–1852.
Medini 1975, 89 f.
Beck 1984, 356 f.
Zotović 1973, 61 f.
Miletić 1996, 150–152.
Glavičić 2001, 221 f.
Lipovac-Vrkljan 2005, 255 f.
Krznarić 1999.
In a chapter dedicated to the chronology of types, that is, different subtypes of Mithras tauroctonies, with
regard to their chronological determination he only briefly mentions the Mithraeum in Prozor: Campbell
1954, 28.
Beck is among the authors who often discussed topics pertaining to Mithraism in the territory of the Empire,
sometimes with emphasis on its mysterious aspects; cf. Beck 2006.
Beck 1984, 362.
Beck 1984, 362.
Beck 1984, 362.
Rendić-Miočević 1982, 130, pls. 7.1–2.
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still deserve a particular and continuous attention. In this context it should be mentioned
that in the 1970s I directed archaeological excavations in the area of Prozor and on this
occasion minor test units and cores were also excavated in the area of the local Mithraea,
but they did not result in any new insights, at least not any that might have called into
question the previously established conclusions. It should be mentioned that preliminary
annual reports on the excavations at Prozor were continuously published in the volumes
of the Archaeological Review of Yugoslavia (Arheološki pregled Jugoslavije) and also in
the annual journal of the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb (Vjesnik Arheološkog muzeja
u Zagrebu).32 That inspired me to participate in the international conference Ptuj in im
römischen Reich: Mithraskult und seine Zeit, organised in 1999 in Ptuj, where I delivered
a paper entitled Monuments of the Mithraic cult in the territory of Arupium.33 The text of
this paper was unfortunately not published in the proceedings of the conference, printed
in 2001,34 although a part of this presentation can be found in the paper by M. Glavičić.35
Later I also delivered a lengthy public lecture on the same topic, while the representative
exhibition ‘The Art of Iran’ was on display in the Mimara Museum in Zagreb.
Taking all that into consideration, and also the fact that works by Croatian authors
are often insufficiently represented and cited in the global literature – not to mention
also frequently inaccurately interpreted,36 probably due to the lack of knowledge of the
Croatian language – I supposed that the international scientific conference in Skopje
entitled ‘Romanising Oriental Gods? Religious transformations in the Balkan provinces
in the Roman period – New finds and novel perspectives’ should be an opportunity to
correct an earlier omission, that is, to bring to mind the known and lesser known or even
some unknown evidence of the Mithraic cult in Roman Arupium and the wider area of
Gacko polje (Gacko plain) in Lika. In view of the fact that the text of the paper delivered
in Ptuj has not been published I did not deem it necessary to change the title for this
occasion, in spite of additions to and updates of the text. I shall, however, dwell on a few
known or less known details by trying to complete them with data, about which I suppose
the archaeological public has so far not been informed enough.
Most authors who had dedicated their attention to the phenomenon of the Mithraic
cult in the wider area of Arupium – Beck mentioned five monuments dedicated to Mithras,
stressing also the fact of “considerable Mithraic activity in so minor a settlement”37 – in
that context firstly recall the two altars discovered in the village of Vratnik, which lies on
the road leading from Senj (Senia) through the mountain of Velebit, across the Vratnik
Pass, to the region of Lika and the interior. The village of Vratnik is situated some twenty
32

33
34
35
36

37

Arheološki pregled Jugoslavije 16 (1974), 74–79, pl. 33; 17 (1975), 99–100, pls. 45–46; 18 (1976), 76–79,
pl. 28; 21 (1980), 105–106, pl. 62; cf. also Rendić-Miočević 1975 and 1980.
In the published programme of the symposium the paper appears with the title Mithräen in Arupio.
Cf. Vomer Gojkovič 2001.
Glavičić 2001, 221 f.
An example of inaccurate interpretation can be found in a statement from the otherwise very thorough paper
dedicated to the Mithraea in the area of Arupium by Beck, who claimed that Ljubić interpreted the figure
on the relief from Čovići as the Mother of God, even though Ljubić had clearly pointed out that “local
peasants call all that the image of the Mother of God, in spite of the fact that it can evidently be traced to
pagan times”: Beck 1984.
Beck 1984, 357–358.
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kilometres west of Arupium, which was an important Iapodian but also Roman centre in
the region. The altars placed by Hermes and Faustus, slaves of two customs officers, point
to the possibility that there had been a Mithraic sanctuary near the local St. Michael’s/
Mihovil church. One of the two inscriptions (fig. 7), kept today at the Archaeological
Museum in Zagreb, dedicated to “Invincible Mithras” – I(nvicto). M(ithrae) – was found
in 1891.38 The altar was often discussed in various contexts, particularly regarding the
possibility that the word spelaeum (spelaeum cum omne impensa) might be a reference
to the original abode of Mithras, his cave sanctuary (a Mithraeum). The other inscription
is dedicated to “Mithras, the Invincible Sun” – S(oli). I(nvicto). M(ithrae): it was found
much later, in 1932, in St. Michael’s church where it was used as a pedestal for the figure
of the saint. Nowadays the altar is kept at the Municipal Museum in Senj (fig. 8).39
However, extremely interesting are two Mithraic tauroctonies cut in the natural
rock in the valley of the Gacka river,40 both of them unfortunately badly damaged. In
my opinion they are neither a simple “open-air sanctuary marked only by a vertical rock
with the major cult-icon in relief”,41 nor a templum or a spelaeum: it seems to me that
those structures should most accurately be defined by the word aedes. This question has
also been discussed at length by Beck: however, because of the fact that the Mithras cult,
consisting of mysteries, was celebrated in an enclosed space, in Beck’s opinion it should
nevertheless be called a cave (spelaeum).42 Besides, Mithraea are called caves on the
inscriptions, as confirmed by the example of the previously mentioned inscription from
the village of Vratnik.43 Beck also had in mind, as corroborated by archaeological finds,
that parts of the sanctuaries were artificially roofed and walled: primitive structures made
of varied perishable materials later disappeared.44
The first of the two Mithraea – Mithraeum I, according to Patsch (figs. 9–10) – is
situated southwest of the demolished St. Mark’s chapel, at the site of Špiljničko polje
near Založnica, known among the local people as Oltar (“Altar”), Oltari (“Altars”) and
38

39

40

41

42

43
44

I(nvicto) M(ithrae)/spelaeum cum/omne impen/sa Hermes C(ai)/Antoni Rufi/praef(ecti) veh(iculorum) et/
cond(uctoris) p(ublici) p(ortorii)/ser(vus) vilic(us) Fortu/nat(ianus) fecit: CIL III, 13283. Cf. Patsch 1900,
86–88; Brunšmid 1904–1911, 135–136, no. 237; Glavičić 1994, 67–68 (“Posvetni natpisi bogu Mitri sa
žrtvenika iz mitreja s Vratnika”), 58 f.; Glavičić 2001, 222; Glavaš 2010, 14; Glavičić 2013, 93–95.
S(oli) I(nvicto) M(ithrae)/Faustus/T(iti) Iul(i) Saturni/ni praef(ecti) vehi/culor(um) et cond/uct(oris)
p(ublici) p(ortorii) ser(vus) vil(icus)/pro se et suis/v(otum) s(olvit) l(ibens) m(erito): ILJug II, 920. Cf.
Glavičić 2001, 222 f.; Glavaš 2010, 14–15; Glavičić 2013, 95–96.
Patsch 1900, 84, fig. 32; Brunšmid 1901, 112, fig. 72; CIMRM II, nos. 1851–1852; Zotović 1973, 61, no. 73
and 67, no. 86; Medini 1975, 89 f.; Beck 1984, 356 f.; Krznarić 1999, 35 f.; Glavičić 2001, 223 f.; Glavičić
2013, 97–100.
Zotović 1973, 121. The author mentioned four groups of Mithraic sanctuaries. The Mithraeum at the site
of Rajanov Grič at Čovići (see infra, so-called Mithraeum II) was included in the first group, i.e. in the
category of open-air sanctuaries, while the Mithraeum situated at the site Oltar/Kraljev stolac in Prozor
would belong to the third group, i.e. to the category of temples-semi-spelaea, sanctuaries with their walls
leaning upon natural rock, i.e. the artificially roofed space; see also Beck 1984, 363.
Beck 1984, 363 f. In his view both sanctuaries in Arupium are “Mithraea which incorporated some natural
feature of the terrain whatever that happened to be – rock, cliff-face, cave…”.
Cf. supra, n. 38; Beck 1984, 370.
Beck 1984, 364.
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also as Kraljev stolac (“King’s Chair” or “King’s Throne”).45 According to Zotović,
who inaccurately located it “south of Prozor, on the road Sinac–Prozor, southwest of St.
Mark’s church”,46 this Mithraeum belongs to the group of “sanctuaries (temples) semispelaea”.47 The site is located at a distance of about half a kilometre north of the present
road from Otočac to Ličko Lešće. A cluster of crags producing a natural setting for a
Mithraic sanctuary was mentioned in the earliest literature as belonging to the estate of
M. Bradičić;48 however, the accompanying description of the sculptured composition
does not reveal any Mithraic elements. When describing the whole structural complex
somewhat later Patsch remarked that two higher crags (wings) facing each other defined
the relief composition of the sanctuary, giving the effect of a triptych.49 The surfaces
were used by the sculptor for a relief composition. The tauroctony faces west: for the
relief composition of Mithras the concave surface within a deep semicircular niche is
used, in one of the wings, on a wide pedestal cut in the bed rock 0.80 m above the
ground, there is a carved image of Mithras, dominating the centre of the composition.
The god is clothed in a typical Phrygian style, wearing a short girded bell-like tunic and
a billowing mantle (cloak) fluttering backwards, with his right leg stretching forwards
and his left knee bent, pressing the bull. With his left hand, he holds the bull’s head,
and with the right hand, he thrusts a dagger into its throat. Unfortunately, the state of
preservation does not allow a precise description. It seems that the typical deities of the
light, Luna and Sol, were depicted asymmetrically: on the right upper side, above the
bull’s head, is a damaged image of Luna, while deeper, on its left side, a Sol bust can
tentatively be discerned. Beck however does not exclude the possibility that they were
remnants of the scene of Mithras’ rock-birth, similar to the one in the second Mithraeum
in nearby Čovići,50 and he also points out that the bull’s tail is unusually long and that its
end is on the left wing, close to the upper part of the figure of Cautopates.51 According to
Patsch, the crab’s pincers were visible under the bull’s front legs,52 although Brunšmid
explicitly pointed out that he did not see the previously mentioned detail there.53 Of the
other characteristic animals it is obvious that the snake and raven are missing, and, it
also seems, the scorpion, while the dog biting the bull can be discerned on the right side
of the relief, above the bull’s front leg.54 The two torchbearers, dadophori, are depicted
on the flanking, protruding wings: on the right Cautes with his raised torch – his figure
is much better discernible – and on the left Cautopates with his lowered torch.55 Patsch
45
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Ljubić 1882, 19; Patsch 1900, 82; Brunšmid 1901, 110–112; Gabričević 1954, 37, no. 10; CIMRM II, no.
1851, figs. 1–3; Zotović 1973, 67, no. 86, s.v. Sinac – Prozor (mitrej); Medini 1975, 89 f.; Beck visited that
area in 1981, accompanied by a guide (cf. Beck 1984, 360). See also Miletić 1996, 150–151; Krznarić 1999,
35–36; Glavičić 2001, 223; Glavičić 2013, 97–98.
Zotović 1973, 67, no. 86, s.v. Sinac – Prozor (mitrej).
Zotović 1973, 121.
Ljubić 1882, 19.
Beck 1984, 366.
Beck 1984, 368.
Beck 1984, 368.
Patsch (1900, 83 f.) recounts that the scorpion’s claws were preserved next to the bull’s front right leg.
Brunšmid 1901, 111.
Beck (1984, 368) also mentions the scorpion, usually biting the bull’s genitals.
According to Beck (1984, 366) “this gives the pleasing effect of a triptych”.
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and other authors held the opinion that the lack of the vaulted ceiling above Mithras’
figure was not the consequence of damage. Damage is, however, visible just in the area
of Mithras’ head, which, for instance, is completely missing. Patsch supposed that this
sanctuary, together with the other one (Mithraeum II), which will be dealt with shortly,
was targeted by the shepherds attending to their herds and playing games in the vicinity.
To this I would add another useful and significant piece of information delivered by
local workers during my excavations in the area of Arupium in the 1970s, namely, that
Mithras’ head had originally stuck out, only to be broken off subsequently and even used
in children’s games. This, however, cannot be taken for granted. On the other hand, the
Archaeological Museum in Zagreb undertook a minor excavation at the site in 1896,
which yielded proof that the Mithraeum had not only been roofed, as corroborated by
the finds of tiles (tegulae) and imbrices, but was also subsequently overbuilt.56 Beck
therefore concluded that “artificial structures were added to the natural rock to complete
Mithraea in Arupium”.57 As far as dating is concerned, other finds are also indicative,
particularly pottery fragments, including terra sigillata sherds, as well as earthenware
lamps (lucernae) with stamps, and glass vessels and a lump of lead and also 7 coins
from the mid-3rd to mid-4th centuries. With due respect for the uncertainties of exact
dating by means of coins, it should be pointed out that the majority of the finds stemming
from the 1970s excavations can grosso modo be dated to the same period. According to
Campbellʼs typology the Mithras tauroctony in Mithraeum I ought to belong to Type
I, sub-type ABC, i.e. the Mediterranean or Classical type. The mentioned conclusion
dealing with its distribution was called into question by Miletić with arguments.58 The
mentioned type is characterised by rectangular reliefs depicting the tauroctony and its
accompanying figures in a single field. This is the most widely spread type, and at the
same time it was predominant in the Mediterranean countries.59
The other Mithraeum (figs. 11–13), Mithraeum II according to Patsch, contains a
higher and wider relief composition. It lies in the nearby village of Čovići, south of the
already mentioned modern Otočac–Ličko Lešće road, at the site called Rajanov grič
(“Rajan brook”), more precisely on its right bank, today mostly hidden by a coppice.60
Amidst a group of larger cliffs, cut into one of the rocks, similar to the Mithraeum described
before, there is a relief composition within a tall semicircular conch, an archiform niche,
simulating a cave (spelaeum):61 it obviously symbolises a cave ambiance, i.e. the Mithraic
cosmos, with the image of Mithras killing the bull. The relief depiction is heavily worn.
In this case the tauroctony faces southeast. The deity is dressed in a typical Oriental
costume, a short, girded, bell-like tunic. The execution of the composition is rather rustic
and minimalist. It seems however that there are no traces of the typical depictions of the
56
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Brunšmid 1901, 111 f.
Beck 1984, 363.
Cf. Miletić 2005, 269 f.
Campbell 1954, 10–11, 17 f.
Ljubić 1882, 19; Patsch 1900, 83 f.; Brunšmid 1901, 112; Zotović 1973, 61, no. 73, s.v. Rajanov Grič
kod Čovići (Otočac) (mitrej); CIMRM II, no. 1852, figs. 4–5; Beck 1984, 356 f.; Miletić 1996, 151–152;
Krznarić 1999, 38; Glavičić 2001, 224; Glavičić 2013, 99–100.
Beck 1984, 366.
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dog, serpent, raven and scorpion, nor of the busts of Luna and Sol.62 There are almost
no analogies for this: for Beck this meant that they had been subsequently destroyed.63
Besides in quality of execution, the second relief also differs from the relief of the first
Mithraeum in that Mithras’ head is well preserved by the deeply cut niche: it does not
protrude from the given shape of the niche, as is the case of the previously described
Mithraeum. According to Zotović, Mithraeum II belongs to the first of four groups of
Mithraea, the open sanctuaries.64 Beck considers it necessary to speak about partial caves,
not about “Mithraic caves in the religious sense and not caves at all in the geological
sense”.65 Of the remaining figures one can barely identify the outlines of one torchbearer,
made on a smaller scale, on the left side of the niche, almost at the height of the bull’s
head. The figure of the second torchbearer on the opposite right side of the niche, is more
difficult to discern.66 However, it seems to me that it is neither possible to find out the
exact position of the torches, nor to precisely identify either of the dadophori. Next to the
left edge of the niche, beneath the left torchbearer, the birth of Mithras who is emerging
from the rock was also depicted: Patsch67 and Brunšmid68 were still able to discern a broad
knife in the god’s right hand and they also supposed that there was a torch in his left hand
(neither can be recognised today). Following the opinion of Miletić, Mithraeum II ought
to be included in Campbell’s Type VII, subtype AB.69 Campbell’s Middle European Type
is particularly distributed in Pannonia and Northern Italy, as well as in Rome.70 One
ought also to point out that in the mid-1960s some rocks in the immediate vicinity of the
Mithraeum were partly destroyed with dynamite during road construction, which also
made archaeological research in this area impossible.71 Therefore, no trace of a space for
the worshippers has been discovered, but per analogiam to what has been discovered at
Mithraeum I one must presume that this one also had corresponding walls and a roof. In
Beck’s opinion regarding Mithraeum II, “the fact that no material survived from 1852
does not (…) warrant Zotović’s inference that there was no original structure at all.
Zotović classes 1852 as one of a small group of open-air sanctuaries (…) marked only
by a rock with the cult icon in relief”.72 It is interesting to observe – other authors have
drawn attention to this in the past73 – that the treatment of Mithras’ tunic – flared skirt and
the two strong horizontal lines marking folds – are very similar on both cult icons, which
seems to be significant and suggests the possibility that the reliefs in both Mithraea were
executed by the same sculptor, and one may not rule out that two Mithraea “may have
62
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Patsch 1900, 84–85; Brunšmid 1901, 112; Glavičić 2001, 224.
Beck 1984, 368.
Zotović 1973, 121 and 61, no. 73, s.v. Rajanov Grič kod Čovići (Otočac) (mitrej).
Beck 1984, 364, n. 18.
Brunšmid 1901, 112.
Patsch 1900, 84.
Brunšmid 1901, 112.
Glavičić 2001, 224. This information was taken from Miletićʼs dissertation (cf. Miletić 1996, 152); see
also Krznarić 1999, 33 and 38.
Campbell 1954, 14–15.
Beck 1984, 362; Glavičić 2001, 224.
Beck 1984, 363 f. The number 1852 refers to the relevant catalogue entry in CIMRM II, cf. supra n. 60.
Beck 1984, 367.
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been founded as a pair”.74 Dismissing typological differences between the two cult icons,
because of the obvious similarities in execution, I consider the previously mentioned
supposition convincing. Finally, it seems very likely that both Mithraea functioned at
approximately the same time.
Both previously discussed Mithraea, due to their specific characteristics, boasting
of authenticity and their close contact with nature – rocks, caves, and so on – offer
adequate places for mysterious rites. Therefore, the previously expressed assumptions
that “the rock carrying the tauroctony (…) formed part of the west wall of one of these
defiles”, i.e. that tauroctonies cut directly in the natural rock served “both as the medium
for the icon and as the end wall of the cult structure” seem quite acceptable.75 Both culticons, being ritual in character, were, of course, the most important elements of the two
Mithraea.76
Besides the two shrines decorated with relief pictures of tauroctony, there is
also another proof of the cult of Mithras, “the Invincible Sun, born in the rock”, as he
was addressed according to Brunšmid’s reading, in the invocation letters on a votive
inscription created by Lucius Luccaeus who was probably a freedman and an immigrant
merchant or craftsman (fig. 14). What remains of the limestone altar, discovered in
1900 at the very top of the Vital hill, is the upper left profiled fragment, now in the
Archaeological Museum in Zagreb. The first line contains four initial letters (SIDR),
interpreted by Brunšmid as a dedication to a deity born in the rock: S(oli) I(nvicto) d(eo)
r(upenato?) / sa[cr(um)] / L(ucius) . Lucca[eus] / …/… .77
Another fragment of a limestone altar dedicated to the Invincible Mithras comes
from the site of St. Mark’s church near Podum, a village opposite Prozor (fig. 15).
Brunšmid believed it had originally been placed in the Mithraeum of nearby Sinac, a
village situated several kilometres north-northeast of Prozor. Only three initial letters are
preserved on this relatively large fragment: the letters D I M, which probably stand for
D(eo) (I)nvicto (M)ithrae.78
Yet another well-known and quite interesting relief fragment featuring a Mithraic
cultic image comes from Sinac (fig. 16). It was recovered from the bed of the Obdulj
brook in the 1880s and is today kept in the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb.79 The
left bottom corner of the cultic relief is preserved, and is composed of two fragments
of a different size and made of yellowish limestone. The relief is extremely rustically
executed and figures are disproportional. The usual bull-slaying scene is depicted again:
Mithras is wearing a pleated and girded tunic and a billowing mantle fluttering sidelong
(his head is unfortunately missing). In accordance with the conventional scheme, Mithras
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Beck 1984, 368.
Beck 1984, 362.
Medini 1975, 89.
CIL III, 15085; Brunšmid 1901, 106 (rupenatus standing for petrogenes, born out of rock); Brunšmid
1904–1911, 149–150, no. 261.
Patsch 1900, 90.
Patsch 1900, 88–89, fig. 35; Brunšmid 1904–1911, 61, no. 124; Gabričević 1954, 37, no. 9; Zotović 1973,
67, no. 87, s.v. Sinac kod Otočca, fig. 12; CIMRM II, no. 1849, fig. 473; Medini 1975, 90; Glavičić 2001,
224–225, fig. 7; Lipovac-Vrkljan 2005, 257, fig. 4.
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is shown with his left knee on the bull and slaying the animal with a broad knife in
his right hand. The bull is disproportionately small in relation to the god; his long tail
ends in the conventional wheat-ear, which is usually interpreted as having fertility or
astral connotations. This motif, supposedly of western origin, occurs frequently on the
monuments in the Roman province of Dalmatia. A snake is depicted along the bottom
edge of the relief, while of the remaining animals typical of the bull-slaying scene only a
small scorpion and a much larger raven with damaged head, perched on Mithras’ cloak,
can be discerned. On the left side of the cultic picture a small figure of Cautes is depicted
with his torch raised. He seems to be clad in Mithras’ style, wearing a girded tunic and
a Phrygian cap. Some authors were inclined to recognise in his clothes a pair of long,
tight trousers and boots, which, however, cannot be attested on the evidence presently
available. Interestingly, Cautes is shown frontally and with his legs straight, contrary
to the majority of the depictions which show Cautes with his legs crossed and his gaze
directed towards Mithras. Such a gesture is, however, not a rarity on the monuments
from Roman Dalmatia. Above Cautes a rustic bust of Sol is depicted. It can plausibly be
conjectured that Cautopates and Luna were rendered symmetrically on the now missing
right side of the relief, while there would also have been space for a dog. The possibility
of the existence of a Mithraeum at Sinac was already brought up, suggesting consequently
a Mithraic community.
In this regard I would like once again to call attention to a piece of information,
recorded previously in a note of an article on the monuments of the Silvanus cult in the
surroundings of Salona.80 This note, as well as a short accompanying text discussing
the Mithraea of Arupium obviously slipped the attention of those who subsequently
dealt with Mithraism in these regions. On that occasion I noted the occurrence of a
pediment niche cut in bedrock between crags sticking out similarly to those framing
the two Mithraea of Arupium. According to the available information, the niche was
cut in the massif of Godača, at the site of Kapelica above the hamlet of Uroši, in the
vicinity of Sinac. From the photo which I have at my disposal it seems quite obvious
that the top of the niche is shaped like an arch and not like a tympanum.81 Remains of a
figural composition can be discerned on the picture, but since the photo is of rather poor
quality, those remains, situated in the lower part of the niche, can hardly be defined (fig.
17). Of course I tried, some years ago, to visit the site, in order to obtain more complete
information. However, this attempt was not successful: during the last war the front line
separated the opposing sides at that very spot and as a result the whole area was at that
moment still covered with mine fields.82 Moreover, due to these unfortunate events, the
appearance of the site changed greatly and is now also covered with dense bushes. I
have noted, however, that the site is not in the plains, as is case with the two previously
mentioned Mithraea. Besides, the toponym Kapelica (“Little Chapel”) quite significantly
refers to a place of Christian worship. The niche itself, as was explained to me, today
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Rendić-Miočević 1982, n. 25; Glavičić 2001, 225, n. 17.
The photo was kindly given to me by colleague Ružica Drechsler-Bižić, who was excavating prehistoric
sites in this part of Lika at that time.
Obviously, such a situation (I visited this area in the summer of 1999) prevents access to this site as long as
the area is not completely cleared of mines.
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houses a painting of the Holy Virgin and the site is sealed off by a wooden door, which
is opened only when pilgrims visit the spot to celebrate Our Lady of the Snow, i.e. on
the 5th of August. Without direct insight it is rather questionable to speculate about the
hypothetical original function of the niche carved in the rock, but one can suppose that
even in Roman times this place was a kind of sanctuary consecrated to an unknown
deity. The Mithraea located in the vicinity, as well as Mithraic finds from nearby Sinac
itself, could induce to believe that there could have been a Mithraeum here too. If this
hypothesis could be confirmed, it would be possible to determine with great certainty the
existence of a further third Mithraic community in the wider area of Arupium. It would
also be another interesting example of a place of worship continuously used from Roman
times, which is not uncommon in Roman Dalmatia. However, it will be more difficult to
accept the hypothesis concerning the existence of another important settlement at Sinac,
since this region seems to be too close to the city area of Roman Arupium.
As a conclusion I may state that Arupium and the surrounding area represented
important regions of Mithraic cult. The spread of the Mithraic cult should be connected
to civilian factors, particularly the colonised class from Italy and the Orient, slaves and
freedmen, respectively traders, artisans, and to a lesser extent soldiers from beneficiary
stations.83 In the spread of Mithraism in this area Italy was most instrumental, and the
nearby town of Senj (Senia) certainly was an important factor in the spread of this
cult,84 although it is not possible to ignore the influences from the northern provinces,
especially Noricum and Pannonia. It seems that the earliest Mithraic relief appeared
in the eastern parts of the Iapodian territory, primarily in the surroundings of Bihać in
Bosnia and Herzegovina (Jezerine, Golubić), and only later in the area of present-day
Lika: from the vicinity of Bihać we know four monuments dedicated to Mithras, two
relief depictions and two epigraphic monuments, allowing us to conclude that in this
area, most likely at the site of Crkvina, there had been a sanctuary and an organised
community of his worshippers.85 Mithraism, in all likelihood, spread to those parts of the
interior from Senia – whose local harbour was of great importance – and in which slaves
and freedmen, as well as craftsmen and merchants played a particularly prominent role.86
Finally, it should be pointed out that there are no certain lines of evidence which could
enable the Mithraic monuments in the region to be dated precisely, but they must be later
than the altar and spelaeum from the nearby village of Vratnik: it would be wrong to
date Mithraea in Arupium before the mid-3rd century, or the start of it at the earliest. I am
also convinced that both Mithraea cut in the natural rock date to approximately the same
period. In my opinion, this ought to be the case with Mithras’ cult image at Sinac, and
perhaps also with the (taken for granted) Mithraeum cut into the natural rock at the site
of Kapelica in the massif of Godača.
In conclusion I should like to point out that the previously discussed relief depictions,
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Medini 1975, 90–91.
One must suppose that there was a Mithraic community in Senia at least from the mid-2nd century. Medini
also considers that Roman Senia and also the Mithraea of the Mithraic communities in the wider area of
Arupium were the places from which Mithraism spread further to the neighbouring areas: cf. Medini 1975,
90.
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and particularly the cult-icons of the tauroctony cut in the natural rock, strongly indicate
intensive activities of local stonemasons, who – as was already concluded – were active
in small and modest local provincial stonemasons’ workshops.87 Just like masons in the
neighbouring areas of the Delmatae – in the natural rocks they use to shape, with varying
degrees of success, the similar depictions of Silvanus and members of his cult community
– in the areas of the Iapodes there are a number of inscriptions or cut depictions of some
other deities of the Roman pantheon, in which Mithras was given a prominent position.
Inspired by classical examples, frequently bordering on the naive, they gave to their
works a certain originality, which normally characterises a sculptural production created
far from large urban centres. Although the earliest Mithraic scenes from the Iapodian
lands date from the mid-2nd century (the relief from Jezerine in present-day Bosnia), the
examples from the wider area of Arupium are later and were most probably made in the
mid-3rd and 4th century.
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Cf. Lipovac-Vrkljan 2005, 258.
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Fig. 1 – A view of Gacko polje and double hillfort Veliki and Mali Vital

Fig. 2 – Remains of the architecture excavated
in Roman Arupium (the area of present-day
Prozor)

Fig. 3 – Tombstone of Titus Claudius
Domitius (inscription carved into rock) on the
slopes of Veliki Vital
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Fig. 4 – Inscription with a dedication to Jupiter, carved into the rock on the slopes of Mali Vital

Fig. 5 – Roman stone quarry explored on the slopes of Veliki and Mali Vital
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Fig. 6 – A view from the top of Veliki Vital to Gacko polje with the urban remains of Arupium
and the locations of some of the Mithras’ sanctuaries

Fig. 7 – Altar with an inscription dedicated to
Mithras (Vratnik, Archaeological Museum in
Zagreb)

Fig. 8 – Altar with an inscription dedicated to
Mithras (Vratnik, Senj City Museum)
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Fig. 9 – Mithraeum (so-called Mithraeum I) at Oltar/Kraljev
stolac in Špilničko polje

Fig. 10 – Detail of the
Mithraeum at Oltar/Kraljev
stolac in Špilničko polje (the
depiction of Cautes)

Fig. 11 – Mithraeum (so-called Mithraeum II) at Rajanov grič in the village of Čovići. The
double hillfort of Veliki and Mali Vital can be seen in the background
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Fig. 12 – Mithraeum (so-called Mithraeum II) at Rajanov grič in the village of Čovići

Fig 14 – Fragment of an altar
with inscription dedicated to
Mithras from the top of the
Veliki Vital (Archaeological
Museum in Zagreb)

Fig. 13 – Detail of the Mithraeum
at Rajanov grič in the village of
Čovići
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Fig. 15 – Drawing of a fragment of
Mithras’ inscription from Podum (St.
Mark’s church) (after Patsch 1900,
fig. 37)

Fig 16 – Fragment of the Mithras relief from Sinac
(drawing after Patch 1900, fig. 35)

Fig. 17 – The Kapelica site in the massif of Godača in
the vicinity of Vrhovine (presumably a Mithraeum?)

Fig. 18 – Situation plan of a part of Gacko polje with marked sites and positions of Mithraea
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Epilogue: Eastern provinces with Oriental gods?
Laurent Bricault, Sander Müskens &
Miguel John Versluys

Deum ipsum multi Aesculapium, quod medeatur aegris corporibus, quidam Osirin,
antiquissimum illis gentibus numen, plerique Iovem ut rerum omnium potentem, plurimi
Ditem patrem insignibus, quae in ipso manifesta, aut per ambages coniectant.
“Many identify the god himself as Asclepius, because he heals the sick; some as Osiris, a
very ancient divinity of those peoples; many again identify him as Jupiter, for his power
over all things; but most identify him as Dispater, from the emblems that are manifest in
him, or through arcane reasoning”.1

This epilogue aims to provide an overview of the content of the present volume and
to draw some general conclusions on its central research question concerning Romanising
Oriental Gods. We will first discuss the individual papers and their relation to this subject
and subsequently look at what the volume as a whole has achieved and how it relates
to developments within the field at large, as outlined in the introductions to the book by
Laurent Bricault and Vera Bitrakova Grozdanova.
The present volume and Romanising Oriental Gods
The first two essays usefully serve to introduce the wider scope of the contributions
to these proceedings. The chapter by Laurent Bricault (Cultes orientaux, égyptiens,
alexandrins, osiriens, isiaques, ...: identités plurielles et interpretationes variae)
provides a state-of-the-art overview of the different, sometimes opposing, approaches
that have emerged in the field of the cultes orientaux – and that often indirectly debate
with each other in these proceedings. In her introduction, Vera Bitrakova Grozdanova
(Les cultes orientaux dans la Haute Macédoine, leur survie et leur adoption au temps
romain) reminds us that the categories of Roman and Oriental, central to many of the
1

Tacitus, Historiae 4.48.5 commenting on the origins of Sarapis.
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studies in this volume, were neither static nor homogeneous concepts and that they
meant something else in (and within) the Balkan area than in other parts of the Roman
Empire. This underlines the importance, in the first place, of a detailed analysis of local
source material and contexts in order to better understand the specific (geographical and
chronological) meaning of the key concepts Roman and Oriental – something we will
come back to in the second part of this essay. Secondly, the different nature of the datasets from the Balkan provinces, compared to those from other regions of the Imperium
Romanum, demonstrate the validity of the volume’s focus.
Following these two introductory chapters, the five essays that form the first part
of the book engage with more general theoretical reflections on the so-called Oriental
cults in the Roman world. The different ways in which they do so adequately reflect the
ongoing (theoretical) debate now that the (supposedly) uniform Cumontian category of
Oriental religions has been deconstructed.
The paper by Eva M. Mol (Romanising Oriental cults? A cognitive approach to
alterity and religious experience in the Roman cults of Isis) takes one of the key subjects
of the Skopje symposium head-on. Should we understand the so-called Oriental cults
as a form of Romanising Oriental Gods, as Jaime Alvar has argued, or, alternatively,
should we understand the relation between Roman and Oriental in terms of Orientalising
Roman Gods, as Miguel John Versluys argued later, with reference to Alvar’s study?2
Departing from the recognition that both perspectives have essentially left the Cumontian
dichotomy between Roman and Oriental intact (see also further below), Mol instead
explores an alternative way of understanding, which aims to overcome the “serious issues
that culturally centred concepts such as Romanisation and Orientalisation bring” (106).
When focusing on the Roman cults of Isis, alterity appears to be a key concept, as has
been recognised in Versluys’ above-mentioned study. However, rather than explaining
this observed Othering in terms of a conscious Orientalisation that would have to be
associated with ancient conceptualisations of the Orient, Mol attempts to frame this
phenomenon in terms of (unconscious) cognitive religious apartness and alterity as
“fundamental universal concept[s] within religious practices [that are] employed in all
public ritual contexts in order to set up a connection between human and divine” (106)
that serve to enable religious experience. As such, the explored cognitive religious model
of interpretation offers a thought-provoking alternative to existing perspectives that still
preserve the (contested) categories Roman and Oriental, and one that additionally argues
for the integration of so-called Oriental cults in Roman religion.
Eleni Tsatsou (“Φυλακτήρια πρὸς δαίμονας, πρὸς φαντάσματα, πρὸς πᾶσαν
νόσον καὶ πάθος”: the use of amulets in Greco-Roman and Late Antique Macedonia)
similarly argues for alternative approaches to avoid the (re-)utilisation of presupposed
categorisations. She illustrates how certain aspects of different religious traditions,
including so-called Oriental religions, were jointly constructed from the available
material and written repertoires to create innovative forms of religious beliefs, for which
overarching categories such as Oriental and Roman have little or no explanatory value.
Refraining from (still often dogmatic) correlations between religious iconography on the
2

See Alvar 2008 and Versluys 2013 respectively.
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one hand, and ethnic origins or cultural belongings on the other, her study of magical
amulets from ancient Macedonia instead demonstrates in an exemplary manner that
these objects should be primarily understood in terms of their particular efficacy – which
results from their specific iconographic, material, and epigraphic characteristics. After a
rite of consecration known as kathierosis, amulets would “contain the power to change
the lives of the people who wear them” (115), thus providing an interesting example of
object agency in this particular context.
Steven Hijmans (Competence and communication in Roman provincial art: the
semantics of the “cookie-dough” style of small marble votive plaques in the Danube
region) achieves something similar by means of another emphasis. Focusing on
several Imperial Roman marble votive plaques from the Danube region, related to
the cults of Mithras and the Danube Riders, he convincingly attempts to refrain from
mainly iconographic interpretations of these objects and argues for a more integrated
approach. He draws attention to the “distinctly indistinct” (134) stylistic and material
characteristics of the votive plaques that would hold the key to their understanding, as
these shared features would forge a connection between two cults that otherwise appear
to have nothing in common. Elaborating on Tonio Hölscher’s concept of the language of
images, Hijmans argues for a semantic understanding of Roman material culture – and
in addition, albeit implicitly, explores the active role of (deliberately chosen) stylistic
and material characteristics of objects for the creation of specific meanings, as also the
analyses of Eva M. Mol and Eleni Tsatsou suggested.
The final two contributions to the first part of the book deal with the important
question how “Oriental” the supposedly Oriental cults actually were. Dilyana Boteva
(Romanising an Oriental God? Some iconographic observations on Sabazius) explores
the origin and meaning of the iconographic motif of the benedictio latina (rightly rejected
by the author for being anachronic) of Imperial Roman Sabazius hands. Her paper
demonstrates the inherent intricacy of questions about the origins and mechanisms of
the circulation (and re-interpretation) of iconographic motifs in Imperial Roman material
culture, and provides some useful starting points for future investigations. Drawing
mainly on epigraphic sources, mostly from the Balkan provinces, Perikles Christodoulou
(Sarapis, Isis and the Emperor) demonstrates the existence of “an almost continuous link
between the Isiac cults and the Emperor, especially from the reign of Antoninus Pius
(138–161 AD) until Severus Alexander (222–235 AD) and beyond, into the middle of the
3rd century” (194). Christodoulou convincingly shows that the originally Egyptian gods
Isis and Sarapis were by no means Oriental outsiders in the Roman Balkans, and instead
constituted an institutionalised religious option that was closely related to the Roman
construct par excellence, the Roman Emperor.
The ten geographically ordered contributions that form the second part of the book
aim for a comprehensive understanding of the cultes orientaux in their local contexts.
These studies combined provide a relevant, up-to-date dossier of the rich and varied
archaeological and historical sources of the so-called Oriental cults in the Balkan provinces
during Roman Imperial times. The material is often little known and several studies include
unpublished data; moreover, the fact that the essays are published in English will certainly
invite a wider international scholarly reception, which this fascinating material deserves.
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The section begins with four detailed analyses of the material and written evidence
from the Republic of Macedonia, which approximately covers the Roman provinces of
Macedonia and Moesia Superior. Silvana Blaževska & Jovan Radnjanski (The temple of
Isis at Stobi) present a preliminary report of the important ongoing excavations at Stobi.
Aleksandra Nikoloska (Evidence of “Oriental” cults from the Republic of Macedonia)
usefully collects the scattered bits of archaeological source material from the Republic
of Macedonia. Slavica Babamova (Epigraphic traces of Oriental influences in Upper
Macedonia in Roman times) and Lenče Jovanova (On some of the Oriental cults in the
Skopje-Kumanovo region), finally, present overviews of the presence of the Oriental cults
in specific regions within the Republic of Macedonia. Together, these four articles, albeit
some more explicitly than others, show that the presented evidence reflects both local
developments and Empire-wide patterns of popularity, appropriation, and integration.
Moving to the Central Balkans, the paper by Vladimir P. Petrović (The cult of
Jupiter Dolichenus in Moesia Superior: mining aspects) deals first of all with a particular
aspect of the cult of Jupiter Dolichenus in the Roman province Moesia Superior. The god
was frequently invoked as protector of mines and miners in the studied region. Similar
attestations are known from sites in other parts of the Roman Empire (present-day
Germany, Romania, and Bulgaria), and are argued to have established a connection with
the Anatolian homeland of the god. The next article by Nadežda Gavrilović (Asia Minor
and Syrian cults and their main traits in the territory of the Central Balkans) presents an
overview of the archaeological and historical sources from the Central Balkans, which
approximately covers the Roman provinces of Moesia Superior and the eastern part of
Dalmatia. The material from this region demonstrates, once again, that the perception
of the cultes orientaux was defined by individual trajectories that can only be properly
understood when taking both local particularities and Empire-wide developments into
account.
The final four chapters in the volume focus on the Western Balkans: the Roman
province Dalmatia proper. Željko Miletić (Identification of Oriental figures depicted
on military stelae from a Tilurium workshop) analyses the depictions of figures in
Oriental dress on military stelae from Tilurium and argues that these were drawn from
the military virtus repertory, in contrast to the interpretation that these Oriental figures
represent images of the god Attis. In doing so, Miletić presents an interesting argument
against previous correlations between iconographical motifs and ethnic origins or
religious belongings. Instead, he argues that “the main factors for selection were military
profession and specialisations, which led to the popularity of certain motifs on disposal
from the workshop’s repertoire” (363). The contributions by Palma Karkovič Takalić
(Presence of the archigalli on the Eastern Adriatic Coast. Examination of their role in the
cult of Magna Mater and Attis) and Inga Vilogorac Brčić (Dendrophori of Colonia Pola)
both largely draw on epigraphic sources and demonstrate the prominence of collegia of
worshippers in the cults of Attis and Cybele in Roman Dalmatia. The evidence suggests
that the social status of these collegia changed over the course of the Roman period,
thereby providing yet another argument against treating the Oriental cults as a fixed and
static interpretative category. The essay by Ante Rendić-Miočević (Monuments of the
Mithraic cult in the territory of Arupium [Dalmatia]) focuses on the material evidence
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from Mithraism in Dalmatia. The well-documented dossier not only forms a valuable
addition to the corpus of Mithraic monuments, but it also serves as an apt conclusion of
the second part of these proceedings. The fact that these little-known data are published
in English in this volume will hopefully abate the author’s concern that “Croatian authors
are often insufficiently represented and cited in the global literature” or inaccurately
interpreted, “probably due to the lack of knowledge of the Croatian language” (408).
Romanising Oriental Gods and the study of religious transformation
The proceedings of the successful Skopje symposium thus provide both updated
overviews and new interpretations of the available data, and timely and overarching
research questions concerning religious transformation. What can we say about the latter
aspect in view of current debates within the field?
If studying transformation is difficult, then investigating religious transformation
could be argued to be notoriously difficult, in particular when its central problematic is
posed in terms of Orientalisation and Romanisation. These are the two main transformation processes of the Roman world brought together in the study of one of its most
distinct (and extensively studied) socio-cultural characteristics: religion. We are therefore
not dealing with an easy and well-defined subject, but with a very complex one that
involves many, if not all, aspects of Roman society and history.3 This is probably also
the reason why the study of les religions orientales dans le paganisme romain continues
to be so attractive and worthwhile for scholars.4 The categories themselves have been in
an almost constant process of being deconstructed and redefined for some time already;
something that applies to both “Oriental religions” and “Roman paganism”.5 They are
not discarded in this process, however, and thus seem to remain (considered) relevant
in a new guise, as well. This is clearly illustrated by the subject of the present volume:
Romanising Oriental Gods. Cumont approached the relation between Oriental and
Roman in terms of a (corrupting) influence from the East that would, in the end, result in
the success of one particular mystery cult and the subsequent process of Christianisation
of the Roman world. From the 1970s onwards, this paradigm was slowly substituted by
one that replaced “faith” with “orthopraxy” as the central concern of Roman religion;
savoir-faire instead of savoir-penser, in John Scheid’s famous dictum.6 As part of this
new paradigm, Jaime Alvar, in an important book that inspired the organisers of the
Skopje symposium, made the category of “Oriental religions” return with a vengeance,
arguing that we should understand these religions as a form of Romanising Oriental
Gods.7 Building on Alvar, albeit from the opposite perspective, Miguel John Versluys
proposed that we should conceptualise the relation between Roman and Oriental in terms
3
4

5
6
7

See the interpretative overview provided by Bricault and Bonnet 2013.
Cumont 1929, to be consulted together with the Introduction in Cumont 2006 and the review-essay by
Gordon 2014.
See the introductory chapter to the present volume by L. Bricault, 19–34.
See Scheid 2003.
Alvar 2008.
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of Orientalising Roman Gods.8 The latter two ideas have in fact turned the Cumontian
perspective upside-down – but they still preserve the categories “Roman” and “Oriental”
themselves.
The present volume does so as well, and has much to say regarding the Romanisation
of Oriental gods and the Orientalisation of Roman gods on the basis of often littleknown archaeological and historical sources. Focussing on the Balkan provinces proves
to be very fruitful in that respect, as it once again complicates the categories that we
commonly use. Roman meant something different here than it did on the Italic peninsula;
and also Oriental has different associations in an area that in itself was East of Rome. To
understand the specific (that is, the chronological and contextual/topographical) meaning
of large and overarching categories, like “Roman” and “Oriental”, it is important to start
with a detailed analysis of the local data. It is therefore laudable that each of the studies
presented in this volume has been constructed on the basis of complex and multi-layered
dossiers, which in themselves consist of very different and differing sources and materials.
This approach has yet another gain. This collection of case studies effectively shows
how sensitive we should be in what often are our contemporary categories of analysis
that we use to interpret the past. The dialectical relationship between past and present
influences our perception, our approach, and our way of analysing images, cultural or
religious practices, and debates. It is crucial to limit the risk of over-interpretation and
mis-interpretation. To do so, we should try and start from a systematic exploration of the
data themselves: What traces of devotion can be observed? How can we contextualise
these? Where are they located? What is their relation to other, similar traces? What
religious (or less than religious) framework are they part of? What about chronology
and (invented or claimed) origins? What about aspects of (social, ethnic, professional
or cultural) identity? Only after we consider these aspects, we can turn to questions of
change and transformation.
We need the same kind of scrutiny when investigating those questions, because
categories like “Roman” or “Oriental” actually mean little by themselves if unspecified.
As the papers in this volume clearly demonstrate, our questions need to be more specific:
Do new cultic expressions come from abroad or are they merely represented as “Other”?
What about their reception, impact and visibility? What about the different strategies
of proselytism that result from their place within the socio-religious landscape? These
questions need to be meticulously investigated and their key concepts need to be defined
clearly. For that purpose, it is imperative to try and understand ancient polytheisms from
the inside, and not through perspectives that are biased because of the Judo-Christian
tradition they were designed for and used in. Polytheism implies pantheons that are neither
fixed nor timeless. They evolve through time and space, according to different rhythms
and processes that determine the individual outcomes. Animated by logic that is both
cumulative and fluid, these rhythms and processes allow elements (like gods, objects,
rituals) that are very different in nature and origin to live together; sometimes even to
merge. In that sense, the “organisational structure” of a specific (civic, ethnic, familial)
pantheon is always characterised by the specific moment when and/or place where the
individual or the group call upon it. Its reconfiguration, therefore, is a permanent process:
8
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a pantheon is always in the process of becoming. This process is determined and modified
by the hierarchical structures surrounding a pantheon. Often these “powers” add to
and complicate the status quo, for instance by facilitating, providing or demanding the
introduction of new religious entities, which may or may not have been through a process
of interpretatio already. In that respect, it is important to investigate the relevance of the
integration of Judaism (as several of the studies in this volume do) and Christianity (a
topic absent from these proceedings); this functions also as comparison to what happens
with the introduction of other gods, like those central to this volume.
But another important perspective is needed for understanding what goes on, as
the worshippers certainly have agency as well. Depending on context and circumstance,
their preferences make them privilege a certain god or form of devotion or religious
imaginary. In absence of any central and all-determining doctrine or dogma within
Greek and Roman polytheisms, specific religious forms and acclamations chosen by
worshippers are precious instruments to understand religious representations and
constellations, because what seem to be similar formulae may in fact refer to different
manifestations. The veneration of Zeus in the Balkan provinces, for instance – sometimes
as divine nature in itself, other times as one specific god amongst others – testifies to
these differences. Acclamations to the gods are the ritual formalisation of ideas about
the nature of divine power and they thus provide us with a kind of “imprint” of how
humans conceptualised the impact of the gods on their lives and in their worlds. Through
these rituals, therefore, but also by means of the use of specific épiclèses (Isis is called
– and thus conceptualised – as épèkoos here, but at the same time as lochia in other
places) a specific conception of the pantheon is evoked. Within this pantheon, the gods
can be associated with specific areas of competence that can be functional, territorial,
occasional or even universal in nature. This shows the occurrence of a standardisation of
certain divine images, sometimes even leading to the formation of a sort of “canonised
iconography”; as can be seen in the case of Mithras, Sabazius or Sarapis. It is important
to realise, however, that these standardisations always function in tandem with atypical,
deviating, and unique iconographies. This demonstrates that we deal with the coexistence
of quasi-institutionalised forms, aimed at the transmission of what can be characterised
as a true théologie en images with these other forms of representation. To understand
these visual, iconographical choices and the ratio behind them, it is imperative to look at
the production sites of these representations, the ateliers that made them, their repertoire,
and their means of distribution.9
The analysis of these practices and their actors, as undertaken by many of the
essays in this volume, demonstrates that we only very seldom deal with clearly
demarcated groups and well-defined practices in a simple, one-to-one relationship. The
cults did not simply evolve linearly, in tandem with the place and space in which they
were functioning, because they often integrated new attributes, accessories or linguistic
elements, new gestures and forms of staging, and sometimes even new gods out of their
own needs; thus not only reflecting their historical context, but also shaping it. When
analysing practices and actors, temporality is a key issue that must be taken into account:
new practices can be staged in old buildings, and vice versa; what is seemingly old can in
9
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fact be reinvented, etc. The temple for Isis in Stobi, at the centre of various contributions,
is illustrative of this, as it shows that “looking back” always mattered in Roman religion.
Clifford Ando has argued that Roman religion is characterised by what he calls the
“empiricist epistemology” of cognitio deorum.10 The basic need of Roman religion, he
argues, was to acquire and preserve “knowledge of the gods”. This implied that earlier
performances had to be recreated in precisely the same way to be effective. This could
explain the Roman need to preserve the past and maintain extensive historical records.
But at the same time, changes needed to be made as part of this living tradition.
It remains difficult to define and characterise all these processes of (continuous)
exchange, interaction, apposition and appropriation. Many of the articles in these
proceedings try to coin them in terms of Romanisation or Orientalisation – and that
often indeed seems to describe at least part of the social dynamics that are taking place.
These terms are at least more specific than the notion of “syncretism” that has, rightly
so we think, now been discarded because of its supposition of the existence of authentic,
distinct, and segregated units. That kind of authenticity never existed. But we have to
realise that using the terms Roman/Romanisation and Orient/Orientalisation also runs
the risk of creating reifying categories; something that should, in our opinion, be evaded.
The ongoing, important excavations at Stobi illustrate all the complexities and
possibilities of an “archaeology of religion”, and it is therefore most fitting that this
fascinating and still poorly understood complex is at the heart of several contributions.11
The meticulous excavation and study of complexes like Stobi permit us to investigate
how the gods of a pantheon interact with their (historical) context, be it through their
(supposed) origin, their (re)semantisation or their cultural biography. Through such a
study, focus on Empire-wide or even global developments should always go in tandem
with focus on locality. Only by taking these two perspectives into account can we try
to properly understand what happened in a local site like Stobi, which was, at the same
time, globally connected through Isis, but not only through Isis. Roman religion is
a very specific form of religion, in the sense that it is the religion of an Empire. The
connectivity between different cultural systems brought about by the Roman Empire
had a severe impact on the many different pantheons that functioned within it. Concepts
like translation, migration, diaspora, appropriation, and interaction start to play key roles
now the world has become more multi-ethnic and multi-cultural than ever before in
Antiquity. Against such a background, the shift from religions orientales towards notions
of Romanisation and Orientalisation as relative concepts, as a kind of contextually used
grammars of identity and alterity, seems only logical and appropriate.

10
11

Ando 2008, 15.
For (the concept of) the archaeology of religion in the ancient world (sometimes also called the archaeology
of lived religion), see now Raja and Rüpke 2015. The term “lived religion” is meant to underline that
communication with the gods took place through physical things in a tangible world.
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